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ABSTRACT

This thesis plots the emergence and development of the nineteenth-century New Zealand
women's novel. Previously silenced in favour

of a masculinist nationalist tradition, a lenewed

interest in our eatrliest literary forenrothers has arisen as a result of t-erninism. Arguing for their
acknowledgement as p:Irt of our literary history, this thesis exanrines the significance of these novels

in the recording and tornrulation of a New Zealand culture and literature. The body of the thesis is
constructed of three chapters, each representing a different literary fonn used by tliese novelists. The

earliest is the adventure story, showcasing New Zealand's f'lora and fauna for the British reading

public, and providing exciternent in the tbrm of the New Zealand wars, cannibalism, whaling and
natural disasters. Second comes the romance, wlrich portrays the developing colonial society and
begins to define what

it

to be a "New Zealander". Part B of this chapter di.scusses the
treatment of Maori in these women's novels. It examines a grottp of romances with part-Maori
means

protagonists, irt which the novelists arddress the issue of the place of Maori in the new society. Last
are the clidactic novels, in which temperance, religion and women'.s rights are argued for. This thesis

cottsiders the characteristics of each of these forms of novel and exarnines the social and political

contexts that gave rise to these choices. Through their novels these women communicate what it
meant to be a colonial New Zealand woman - revealing their views on such issues as colonisation,

relationship with Maori, the new "classless" society, marriage, and opportunities for women. They

reveal a concern with the development

of "the New

Zealander", a New Tnaland literature and

culture, and evidence a developing sense of national identity.
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INTRODUCTION
When people ask the topic
Women Novelists",

of rny PhD the.sis and I

I am usually

answer "Nineteenth-Century New Zealand

asked whether there arc any. Answering that tlrere are twenty-one, I

next meet with "Oh, Katherine Mansfield, I suppose." I answer that Katherine Mansfield is twentieth
century (and wrote short stories), and no, they probahly haven't heard of any of them. My own interest

in the topic stemmed from a love of both

nineteenth-century wonlen's novels and New Znaland

literature. I began to wonder who our nineteenth-century women novelists were, and why they were not
as visible

in our literary history

as their male counterparts. As part

of nry master's degree I wrote

research essays on Ellen Ellis and Edith Searle Grossmann, which served to intensify my curiosity
about the genre as a whole.

A search of the criticarl literature for commentary on the beginnings of wornen's literature in New
Tnaland at first reveals an assumption not too dissimilar frorn that of my questioners. "In literary
history, colonial fiction and verse has long f-eatured as a joke pre-history to the real thing",' observes
James Belich, in his lartest instalment of the history of New Zealand, "Visions of New Zealand as a

cultural wasteland stretch back tiom the 1900s to the whole nineteenth century, and forward into the
twentieth century. Katherine

Mansfield

wils seen as a miraculous exception".2 The earliest

reviewers either omit the filst women novelists or, exhibiting a kind of literary cultural cringe, they

write them off as melodramatic or "pathetic"r and state that New Zealand "literature" as such did not
develop until Jane Mander, whose The Story

of a New Zealand River was published in

1920.

A

chronological review of the critical literature reveals the development, over time, from this attitude to a
rcnewed interest and respect for these literary pioneers.

In his 1936 r"eview of New Zealand literature Alan Mulgan cliiims "Until a f'ew years ago there was
very little New Zealand tiction worthy of the name."o Three years later E. M. Smith, discussing New
Znaland literature frorn 1860

to

1938, states "The t'eature which is predominant throughout New

Zealand literature is its seriousness of purpose. In fact, the New Zealander appears to regard a book

merely as a means

of stating a grievance, fighting tor a calrse or coating the pill of unpalatable

information."s She quotes as an example Constance Clycle's

A

Pagan's Love, which is spoilt by its

"strident condemnations" and "crudity of thought ancl style".6

ln 194'7 E. H. McCormick

called the pioneer novel

'oa

crude production, the fitting expression of a

primitive and urnfonned way of lif'e."7 He says that "the New Zealand novel was . . . in unskilful hands;

it was shapeless, badly written, and saturated with . . . sentimentality"r trntil William Satchell and Jane
Mander, who were not "careful or selt--conscious . . . but . . . improved greatly on the careless prose and
slipshod construction of the earlier New Zealancl rrovel."' Mccornrick presents a passage from The
Heart of the Bush as an "awtlrl warning" about how not to describe the bush."'Twelve years later, in
New Zealand Literature: A Survey, McCormick displays a more mellow opinion of the pioneer novel,
saying it is "best described as soLu'ce material for an historian" and noting that "[p]ride of place must be
given to the feminine and domestic type".l

I

The Davins' 1956 survey of the New Zealand novel declares:

. . . the few novels of the nineteenth century in New Zealand. . . . either played a game of "let's
pretend" and behaved as if the new country wero essentially the same as the old or else they were
clumsy tales which looked only fbr what was obvious in the new and made no attempt at deeper
exploration.l2
The Davins say that at the end of the century sonte writers began to interpret the world around them.
They identify Grossmann as possibly the best of these novelists, but accuse her of using "the novel as a

political or moratl platform instead of -erasping thilt it is first of all an art to which dogma and
propaganda are fatal"rt ancl of choking hel characters with her message.'o The Davins credit Satchell
and Mander with being the country's first consiclerable novelist.s.ls

Ten years later, in 1966, Joan Stevens's The New Zealand Novel 1860-1965 was published. Stevens
mentions fourteen of the nineteenth-century wornen novelists, in the most comprehensive survey to that
date. Acknowledging the

difficulty in accessin_s this early fictiorr,

she provides plot summaries

for many

of the novels.
Stevens defines four st:.rges

in the clevelopment of New

Zealancl fiction: recording, exploiting,

preaching and interpreting, saying: "The true business of the novel, in its maturity, is surely the last - to

interpret something to somebody. Our writers did not reach this stage until afier the turn

of

the

century."l(' Accorcling to Stevens, the recorcling novel is basecl upon letters, memoirs or handbook
information, and the exploiting novel is based upon the sarne lrut also contains sensational events and
exploits the New Zealand setting or Maori people. Stevens clairns the recording and exploiting novels
were the dominant types of fiction frorn 1860 to 1890. She .says the writers possessed "only the most
elementary teclrniques, importecl fiom the Victorian traclition",lT so the resulting novels exhibit "an
uneasy marriage of fact and fiction, 01'docurnentary handtrook and elaborate plot."l8

The preaching and interpreting novels began in the 1890s, the posrpioneer period, according to
Stevens. She describes the preaching novels as those which attempt to instruct their readers, and

includes the ternperance and wornen's rights novels. The interyreting novels, she says, attempt to
evaluate and describe colonial society and

"to depict the thoughts and actions of

characters

rcpresentative of real life."l') Stevens' categories and her relating of them to stages of development in

colonial society are apt and pertinent, and there is some overlap between them and the categories I
construct in this thesis. Despite consiclering these early novels worthy of this long overdue attention, in
describing them Stevens' tone is often derogatory. She rounds off her survey with the comment that
although Edith Searle Grossmann (1863-1931) is worth reading for historical reasons, no novelist is

worth reading in their own right until Williarn Satchell, whose The Greenstone Door was published in
lgl4.20
Peter Alcock's 1978 article "The Writing of Wonren in New Zealand" declares that "The first
woman's title of interest is Eclith Searle Grossmann's The Heart of the Br-rsh (19t0)",21 but concludes

that Grossrnann is one of "historv's victims" and that

it is not until

Robin Hvde that New Zealand

women achieve "range and depth".z2

The approach of the centenary of wornen's suf-flage sparked a new interest in these novels,
particularly by women, as is reflected by a rnarked increase in the anrount of critical material published

and the more serious consideration afforded to tlrese novelists.

In

1989 Heather Roberts published

Where Did She Corne Frornl New Zealancl Women Novelists 1862-1987, which retraces the literary
heritage of New Zealand women. Roberts is motivated by the belief thal "nruch of what women write is

deliberately suppressed

by people who consider that the

experiences women

write about

are

unimportant and irrelevant."2r She finds value in these novelists becaurse of their contribution to the

literary tradition and because "they provide us with an interpretation of wonren's history in this
country".24

In the same year appeared In Deadl.y Ealnest: A Collection of Fiction by New Zealand Women
1870s-1890s. selected and introduced by Trudie McNauglrton. McNaughton has chosen excerpts from

the fiction of some of these women and supplenrented them with brief biographies, in an attempt to
make this literature accessible to the public.

The Oxford History of New Zealand Litertture in En-elish, edited by Terry Sturm, appeared in l99l

An extremely comprehensive history, it nrentions alrnost all o{' these early wornen novelists in

.

the

chapters "The Novel", Children's Literature" or "Popular Fiction". The contributors present reasonably
balanced criticism of a representative selectiorr of the novels.

Roger Robinson and Nelson Wattie prodr-rced The Oxfbrd Cornpanion to New Zealand Literature in
1998.

It includes fewer of the early women novelists than does The Oxford Histoty, but the contributors

are often enthusiasts - presenting much usel'ul infonnartion and constmctive criticism of the literature.2s

In

1998 Stuart Murray published Never a Soul at Horne: New Zealaurd Literar-y Nationalism and the

1930s,

in which he attributes the devaluing of New Zealand women's literature which occurred in the

1930s to the creation

of a national identity which favoured rna.sculinist values. The emerging nationalist

paradigm in literature "stressed the centrality of mtle capability"lG and celebrated the "gruff, singular
male identity"27 that came to be epitomizecl by Alan Mulgan's 1939 novel, Man Alone. Murrray sees the

misogyny apparent

in 1930s literature

and literary criticism as emerging from "the national need to

administer difference through strong oppositionality, and the continual fear of parallel and alternative
narratives that might exist." He notes that "these alternatives were often those of women".28 A group of

male writers of the tirne was "both nervou.s and scornf ul of the extent to which women had dominated

the previous decades

of New

female/colonial tradition, with

Zealand writing".2!' and rejected what was considered

to be the

its "slavish devotion to the modes and models of a

genteel

Englishness"'r" irnd its iclentification of Englancl as "Horre". (Murray clraws attention to the fact that,

keen as

it was to establish its literatr-rre

as independent of Britain, New Zealand's move towards "rI

sheltered, backblocks nationalisrn"']1 was rnirored in British literature by escapist dreams and fears of

the collapse of civilization. He concludes that "the explicit staternent of cultural distinction can be
drawn back into the very structures ftom which it seeks to clisassociate itself.")32

Mary Paul's 1999 book Her Side of the Storv: Readings of Mander, Mansfield and Hyde highlights
how past interpretations of these writers' works have been significant in creating New Zealand's view

of its literature and culture. Paul of'tbrs a variety ot'contemporary intelpretations of selected works by
Mander, Mansfield and Hyde, reminding the relder that interpretntion is a process which can never be
cornpleted. Paul credit.s the "restoration" of Hyde, which occurred in the 1980s and 1990s, to a new

feminist consciouslress,sr but points out the clangers of the tendency tbr ferninist identity politics to
"cause a swing frorn marginalisation to adulation - from one extreme to another - in the reception of a

woman writer."r4 Noting that it is no longer necessar] ro argue for tlre importance of Hyde's work, Paul
attempts to transcend the dialectic with a reading of Hyde's work in which she looks "rlore closely at
the writing in its original social and political context."35

This thesis calls for the restoration of our earliest women novelists. None of them has Hyde's
literary skill, so there is no danger of the excesses of adulation here, but Paul's approach - studying the

writing in its original social and political context

-

is the one

I have chosen to take towards

these

novels, in order to examine their significance in the recording, interpr-etation and formulation of a New
Z,ealand culture and literaturre.

The notions of "value" exhibited by the earlier critics with regard to these novels are productions of

a masculinist nationalist literar:y criticisrn which

nrediates

tlie world through men's eyes and

rnarginalises women's interests nnd concerns. This has led to a bias towards male experiences and
values in our Iiterary history and the exclusion of wonren's views and values frorn the literary canon.

Their utilisation of British literary forms meimt these early women's novels were considered hybrids
between British and New Zealand forms. This was seen to be inelevant to New Zealand's emerging

nationalism, so these novels were disregarded in f'avour of more "authentic" New Zealand writing. New

Zealand's national identity is constructed fl'orn tepresentations

of its society in literature, and this

earliest era has previor-rsly been intelpreted fl'om a less than representative body of texts.

The passage of time and the eftects of feminisrn have produced a new interest in and respect for the
pioneers

of New

Zealand women's literatlrre. The suppression

literaturc means the resulting reality is clistorted, and

of the feminine half of our early

it is tirrie to right the balance.

Novels can be

valued for more than the patriarchal definition of literary merit. As Clara Cheeseman wrote, the novels

of her time "mary serve to show future generations how the men and women of our day acted and
spoke."'16

Women's literature provides us with a firller and riclrer understanding of New Zealand's

colonial culturc (a significant number of or:r first women novelists claim an element of "truth" to their
novels through their subtitles. The title of this thesis, "A Colonial Tale of Fact and Fiction", is one of
the subtitles of Rachael MacPherson's eltort The Mysterli of the Forecastle: Or,

A

Restless Heart: A

Colonial Tale of Fact and Fiction. Other fbnns of this factual assertion are: A True Story of Domestic

Life at Home and in the Bush, and A Storv of New Zealand Life, which is frequently used).

These

novels communicate what it meant to be a womilr'l in New Zealand at that time, and reveal women's
interpretations of society, cla.ss, culture, nationalisrn, f'erninism and race.

Women's experiences communicate a dif'ferent side of life - the donrestic world. The novels convey
women's efforts to sustain their families

aurd

their problems with servants and household economics,

as

well as expressing personal concerns such as marital problerns and the desire for artistic expression and

spiritual fulfillment. In some cases they convey the atternpts of Pakelra women to exist alongside
another oppressed group - Maori - arrd to negotiate a place for thern in society or, more commonly, in
order to justify their own position as colonisers, they cclmpletely ignore their existence.

While they were later denigrated fbr their use of existing fictional forms (in particular the much
maligned melodrama which was considered to belong to an int'erior genre), these colonial women
novelists in fact show resourlcefulness in the ways tliey adapted literary genres to the antipodean setting.

They produced the bulk of the country's fiction, and their wclrk reveals the nature of popular taste some

of

these novelists sold a considerable nunrber

of books, r'eceived good reviews, and

were

expected to be enduring figurres in New Zealand's literary history. One example is Anne Glenny Wilson

who, unheard of now, wrote novels ancl poetry which were well received both in New Zealand and in

Britain. A rcviewer frorn the European Mail said "New Zealanclers nray feel justly proud of her as a
permanent, if not a blazing, star in the ever-wiclening firnrament of Au,stralasian song."-37
These novels are the closest we can come to knowing how lif'e was actually lived by our colonial

foremothers. Their domestic and social information contributes to rnaking these novels informative,
enjoyable and entertaining. Reinstated at tlre beginning of the literary timeline, these women's novels
are beginning to be valued for the complernentary contribution women's fiction makes to women's
history - providing a snapshot of the interests, concenrs and desires of our literary ancestors, and a voice

for these women.

Thror"rsh

theil novels. this thesis seeks to uncover and analyse evidence of

these

writers' attitudes to issues such as the presence ofTinteraction with Maori, their relationship with the
land, English notions of o'Class" and "Society", worren's roles ancl spheres, the opportunities available

to women, the construction of "the woman writer" and how New Zealand eventually became home.

Distant Homesl Or the Graharn Family in New Zealand ( 1862) is generally regarded

a.s

the first New

Zealand novel by a woman, despite the fact that its aruthor, Isabella Ayhner, never even visited New

Zealand. At the beginning of a study such as this

it is necessary to determine what exactly is to be

considered a New Zealand novel. Joun Stevens confronts this is.sue in The New Zealand Novel 18601965:

WHAT IS A NEW ZEALAND NOVEL'? The first question is, what exactly are we to regard
as a

"New Zealand novel"? Is it a novel set in New Zealand, no matter what it is about? Is it

novel published in New Zealand? . .

It is worth while deciding

a

.

upon a definition because this makes us consider what we hope to

find in a New Zealand novel. It is not enough for the purposes of this book that a novelist lives
here; a "New Zealand novel"

will

be taken to be one which is related to this country, or to its

people, or to the experience of lif'e as human beings rneet it in these islands.ss
Joan Stevens' definition is logical, and tny owlt definition concurs with it, with the minor difference

that

I include

the overseas novels of the New Zealand novelists Edith Searle Grossmann and Louisa

Baker. (Despite her definition, Stevens does include Grossmann's novels which are set in Australia in
her discussion.)

Another grey area is occupied by Aylmer's Distant Homes and Emilia Marryat's Amongst the
Maoris, which are included in Betty Gilderdale's chapter "Children's Fiction" in the Oxford History
(while they are both treated as adult novels by otlrer critics). I irrclude Distant Homes and Amongst the
Maoris in this study precisely because they are novels, which qullifies them for inclusion.

The subject of thi.s thesis is loosely nineteenth-century New Zealand wonren's novels, but rather
than imposing a cut-off date

of the century.

of

I have included

1900,

I have looked to the novels fbr a natural division around the turn

those novelists who began publishing in the nineteenth century and

continued into the twentieth. Two sole works published
case they rnark the end

in

1905 have also been included, as in each

of a largely nineteenth-century concern. I do not include in this study the novels

of G.B. Lancaster, whose first novel was publislred in 1905.

Locating copies of these novels was tirne con.suming, expensive and often fi'ustrating. Not one of
them is in print. Only a few are held at public librzrries, and

if

published before 1900 they are not

available for loan. Enrolled university students can access -{lass cases or interloan some of these novels
- but the Alexander Tr"rrnbull Library in Wellington, which holds the most comprehensive collection of
these novels,

will not

interloatn pre-t900 purblications (although

several of these novels, which it

will lend). In several

it

has made microfiche copies of

cases a microfiche in Arnerica is the only

publicly

held copy of a novel. The only copy of Annabella Forbes' Helena which The University of Auckland

Library could track down is helct by Hackney Borough Library, London, whose copy is ex-South Africa
Public Library. Perhaps the longest search was for Lady Camplrell's three-volurne Martin Tobin, in the
absence

of Lady Campbell's ftlll

narne. An equivalent situation

in Australia has been remedied in the

last couple of decades by a reclarnation of their early women novelists and the republication of novels

by writers suclr as Rosa Praed, Ada Cambriclge, Catherine Helen Spence, "Tasma" and Catherine
Martin.
When

I

read the New Zealand novels, it was quickly apparent that they assumed three main forms.

First come what I have termed the "Adventurc Stories", fonr novels (one encompassing three volumes)
written mainly by British inrrnigrants or visitors to New Zealand, which encompass Stevens's recording
and some of her exploiting novels. The adventure stories were usually published in England and written

for the English reading public, describing the new country and its inhabitants to people back "Home".
Information from travel guides is inserted into an often sensational plot. The tales encompass the
dangers

of settler lif'e, long journeys through the bush, weird and wonderful flora, fauna and the habits

of the

natives. The politics

of

settlement and the New Zea,land Wars provide much facrbased

opportunity for thrilling yarns. The content of the udventure stories receives prirnary emphasis rather
than the method of expression.

Next comes "The Romelnce", novels prodr-rced by the embryonic settler society, which correlate with
Stevens's interpreting and the remainder of lrer exploiting novels. These eleven novels appeared during

the period 1874-1905. Excitement at tlie strange new land having abated, developing society receives
attention, as does the constitr"rtion of New Zealanclers ancl a New Zealand way of life. The form of the
romance was imported from England, but

it began to communicate peculiarly New Zealand

These include the necessary modification

concerns.

of traditional class rules in a country where,

through

necessity, gentlemen undertook physical work and ladies perfornred housework in the rnornings and
received visitors in the afternoons. There is discr.rssion abourt the degree of physical activity and level of

colloquial speeclr that can be enjoyed by colonial wornen without it seerning improper, and the issue of
the place of Maori in nineteenth-century New Zealand society. During this time novels begin to

be

published in New Zealand and aimed at a New Zealand audience. First generation colonials begin

writing, providing a different view both of "Hon1e" and Australasia, and marking the beginnings of

a

specifically Australasian wometn's novel.

Finally there are the "Didactic Novels", twenty-nine novels published between 1882 and l910 Stevens's preaching novels. Along with a new cor.rntry came the expectation of a society improved
upon the one left behind. Women's ol'ten outspoken arguments tor the improvement of women's lives
sometimes make an uneasy rnarriage with plot, as temperilnce, religion and wolren's rights are tackled.
The temperance novels are aimed at a New Zealand audience, but the feminist ones are more pandemic
in their intended audience.

This thesis plots the emergence and development of the nineteenth-century New Zealand women's
novel. The lack of availability of these novels rleans f'ew are tarniliar with these works so, like Stevens,

I provide plot surnmaries. Due to the unequal proportions of novels in the three genres, the four novels
in "Adventure Stories" are

analy.sed

in rnore detail than the eleven novels in "The Romance", or the

twenty-nine in "Didactic Novels".

In the course of rny rcsearch I have found bio-eraphical inforrnation for some of these novelists, but

in many cases no record of their lives has as yet come to light. In a case such as Lady Martinns, we
know nothing of her lif'e, how long she lived in New Zealand or, irr fact, whether she ever set foot here
at all. Seemingly

art

the other end of the scale, the researclrer of Ellen Ellis is blessed with a biography.

However, written by a farnily nrember and not lef'erenced, the picture presented of Ellis could be
unreliable. I hope ftrture researchers will be able to

fill in sorne of these gaps.

The focus of this thesis is novels, but some of these women also wrote in other forms. For instance
Anne Glenny Wilson, as previor.rsly rnentioned, was an accomplished poet as well as novelist. Many of

Wilson's letters also survive in the biography o1'her husband, a rninor political figure. Clara Cheeseman
wrote short stories and literary essays, as well as a three-volume novel. Where this additional material
is available I have drawn upon it when to do so enriches a study of the novels.

The analysis I apply to the novels in this thesis does not heavily utilise literary theory, this will be a
subsequent step for future researchers.

It has seerrred appropriate, in the first comprehensive study of

this genre, to focus on a reclamation and consolidation of the work as a whole. My theoretical approach
is along new historicist lines. as I atternpt to analyse the novels in the light of contemporary history and

politics (particularly relevant when approaching historically ancl cnlturally sensitive topics such as the
relationships between the races and the sexes).

I

clo, in addition, ernploy post-colonial and feminist

theory to formulate interpretations where this has proven to be helpftrl.
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CHAPTER I: ADVBNTURE STORIES
For the pulposes of this thesis the adventure story is the term given to the earliest thematic group of
nineteenth century New Zealand novels by women. This narne is used to group novels written mainly

by immigrants or visitors to New Zealand who use the setting of this exotic new land, its people, flora
and fauna, to add novelty and fascination to their stories. There is rnuch description of the countryside
as characters explore the untouched paradise, making plans

to turn it into the "England of the South"

and to make money frorn its resources. Adventure, excitement and even more description is generated

by contact with Maori. Hospitality at a pa is usually followed by sonre sort of conflict with the natives,
enabling the author to include descriptions ol war dances and cannibalism as well as Maori greetings,
eating rituals and living conditions - descriptions taken in the main frorn travel books and guides to
emigrants. Settler lif'e is shown to hold its own dangers and exciternents - there are floods, earthquakes,

volcanic eruptions and various other hardslrips to contend with in these novels. Often the adventure
story utilises a secondary mode: for instance the nrelodrama, which adds mystery and intrigue to the
novel; or a moral message mtry underlie the story.

Many novels of this type were written by rnen in the latter part of the nineteenth centlrry, and four
written by women were published between 1862 and | 894. Other novels discussed in this thesis contain

of the adventure story, but only as a minor considerartion, so they are included in other
categories. Three of the earliest published New Zealand novels by women are adventure stories:
aspects

Isabella Aylmer's Distant Homes. or. The Graharn family in New Zealand 11862); Lady Campbell's
three volume Martin Tobin: A Novel (1864) and Emilia Marryat's Arnongst the Maoris:

A Book of

Adventure (1874). Twenty years later "Tua-O-Rangi" (Margaret Carson Bullock)'s Utu:

A Story of

Love. Hate. and Revenge ( 1894) was published.
The adventure story relies tcl an extent on the unfamiliarity of its subject matter to impact upon the
reader - the first three of the four novels were published in England (as were most of the early New

Zealand novels) and aimed at the British market. Utu, however, was published in New Zealand (by
Henry Brett, who owned the Aucktand Star and began publishing in the l880sr) and is aimed at New
Zealand readers. The ardventure story fornr retains its eft'ectiveness in this case because the subject

l0

matter is historical - the New Zealand portrayed to readers is the lawless, "uncivilised" New Zealand of
a hundred and twenty years previor-rsly.

Conflict between Pakeha and Maori provides perfect material fbr the adventure story, and treatment
and interpretation of the conflicts between the races vary greatly fiom novelist to novelist - frorn the

simplistic, shallow reasoning provided by Aylmer to the earnest attempts of Campbell and Bullock to
understand the causes and both sides of the arguments. In all cases, however, the inclusion of war in the
advenfure story is primarily for its slrock and exciternent value. Despite the fact they are using the same

literary form, the novelists in tlris chapter display attitr-rdes of the greatest variance on what emerge to
be some of the prirnary concerns of the nineteenth-century New Zealand women's novel.

ISABELLA AYLMER
Distant Hon'res has an appendix entitled "A Catalogue of New and Popular Works. Principally For
the Young. Published by Griffith ancl Farran. . . ."2 Following the aclvertising blurb to Distant Homes is:

"'English children will be delighted with the history of the Graham Family. and be enabled to perform
pleasant and truthful conceptions of the "Distant Homes" inhabitecl by their kindred.' Athenaum."3

This statement gives an accurate impression of the nature and style of the novel - principally light,
somewhat sensational entertainment aimed ilt youn-qer readers. Distant Homes belongs to the category

of junior fiction (it is included in the chapter "Children's Literature" by Betty Gilderdalea in The
Oxford Historv of New Zealand Literature in English), although in general discussions of New Zealand
literature it is regarded as lreing the second published New Zealand novel, usually with no mention of it
being for younger readers.s Arnon-qst tlre Maoris also shares this drral status.

I include these two novels

because they ale "New Zealand novels", despite the fact they are airned at young adults.

Along with many of these early New Zealand novels, Distant Homes is aimed at an English
readership, not a New Zealand one. In tact, eu mentioned in my introduction, tlris novel was not only

published in England but also written there - Isabella Aylrner never even visited New Zealand. Distant

Homes was constructed from letters sent

to Ayhner from relatives in New Zealand (Aylmer's

husband's cousin was the first rninister at Akaroa) and supplemented by information from travel
literature and ernigrant booklets.6 No ,no." infonnatiorr abourt Aylmer's life is available.
Despite Ayhner never actually having been to New Zealand, Distant Hornes is generally regarded

as

the first New Zealand novel by a wornan.T Although Aylmer was not herself one of the settlers, her
novel is certainly in the style of other early New Zealand works, and this reveals the extent to which the
style of these early New Zealand novels was imported frorn England. The Athenaeum cotnment states

will give English children reliable infonnation about New Zealand, and this definitely
seems to be Aylmer's primary aim, rather than the construction of arr elaborate literary work. Betty

that the novel

ll

Gilderdale, in

A

Sea Change, mi*es observations about the style and intent of the earliest group of

junior fiction in New Zealand which also apply to New Zealncl fiction in general by women of this
period. Gilderdale notes that the earliest of these books were not so much novels as "explosive
impressions of a new land."8

More often than not enthusiasrn for their rnessage overcame their discrimination, and few of
the early books are literary masterpieces. Any art torm demands firm shaping and discipline;
selection is of the Lrtmost importance, and in their anxiety to convey information many authors
forgot the first principle.s of their art.

This problern of balancing historical or geographical I'act with the demands of fiction is one
which has particularly beset New Zealand ar.rtlrors o[ juniclr fiction. Throughout this survey there
is evidence of an overwhelnring desire to tell children about the Maoris, the settlers, the bush, the

native birds, and the hazards of rising tides and fast-swelling rivers. There is less evidence of
atterrtion to characterisatiorr or style and very few authors have been concerned with sharing
humour and generally having fun with children. In short, New Zealand fiction for the young is
overwhelmingly didactic and earrest in intention.e
Joan Stevens, in The New Zealand

Novel 1860-1965 (1966). def ines four stages in the development

of the New Zearland novel - the l'irst two being recording

ancl exploiting, leading

finally to the stage she sees as optitxum. that of interpreting,

a stage she considers to have been reached

to preaching

and

only after the turn of the century."'stevens sees Distant Homes as being the first of the recording
novels, constructed, as

it is, of nraterial fronr letters sent over by Aylmer's farnily and filled

out by

copious facts and infbrnrntion about New Zealand taken frorn Shortland, Thomson and the Settler's
Handbook, authorities of the d*y."
The stoly of Distant Hontes is a stock one for the time - an English farnily loses its money when a
bank collapses, and decides to sell r.rp and etnigrate to New Zealand to make a living from farming.
What plot there is provides a vehicle for infbrmation about New Zealand to be presented to the English
readership. From the beginning, the structure of the nurative is organised around the question and
answer format. Lucy Graham asks her tather about the country they

". . . please tell

will

be moving to:

us all about the country and people. Are the people cannibals or not?"

"They were a short time ago, Lucy, there's no doubt of that; but lately there has been a great
change, and there are very f'ew natives in the Canterbury district at all; and all that are there, have
become Christians, in name at least. The settlernent ol Canterbury was founded by a large party of
gentlemen belonging to the Chr-rrch of England: and it lras now a Bishop, Clergy, and College. A

friend of mine who has been living

oLtt there

for thlee years, says there is no place like it; and that

nobody going there, would ever wish to live in England again."12

This is followed by questions and answels about the animal life of the country. The factual information
is presented awkwardly, and at times in the novel it is uncomfortably obvious that Aylmer is setting the

t2

scene

in

Grahams'

fbr a few rnore pages of infonnation. For instance, towards the end of the
journey to New Zealand, the passengers on the ship are in a state of excitement at the

preparation

prospect of their first sight of their new homeland

friends on board,

I think

- "and while all this anxiety is going on amongst our

we might ernploy ourselves very well, in finding out something about the

discovery of New Zealancl."ls There follow almost fbur pages of background on New Zealand, from
Tasman's discover"y of it and Cook's voyage there, to tl'le inforrlation that the seasons ar.e the reverse of
England and that surlmer days are an hour shorter and winter days an hour longer than English ones.

Whenever a member of the Grahanr farnily has occasion to visit a certain part of New Zealand, or

even when they meet someone who has been to another district, Aylmer stops the narrative and
launches into sometimes pages of infolrnation about the locality, as well as its history - often comparing

it with England. She covers

Melbourne, Nelson. Rotorua, Christchurch and its surrounding areas,

Taranaki and Auckland. An extract fiorn her irrtbrmation on Auckland:

The amusements in Auckland are muclr the same

ers

those in an English watering-place. The

military band plays on certain days; balls are held now and then; numbers of picnics and boating
parties take place; and as nearly every one who can affbrd

it rides, riding parties are the most

common and most agreeable, for the forest rides are really beautiful, and the paths quite good
enough to be free from any clanger.la
There is no evidence of Aylmer having written anything else, so she would appear to be an amateur

writer and her cornplete reliance Lrpon seconclary rnaterial in constructing her work is obvious. In

a

section describing whirlers and whaling practices, her writing process seems oddly transparent - it is as

though she is referencing intbrmation for a research essay rather than composing fiction: "There is a
very interesting account of these nren, in a lrook, written by one of the gentlemen who went out with
Colonel Wakefield, a Mr. Edward J. Wakefield, in which he tells you all about catching whales, and the
dangers, and excitement of the chase."l5 Sirnilarly, when ciescribing the arrival at the Grahams' farm

of

Maori in a canoe, Aylrner gives a translation of a Maori war canoe song "given in Mr. Shortland's
account of New Zealantl"l(' and suggests the natives are singing il song like this in their own language.
The already thin distinction between fiction and reportecl fact begins to erode in the followirtg passage:

There were two passengers, yolrng nren, who had large sheep-runs about forty miles off, and
came up to Christchnrch once il month, to purchase provisiorrs for their families. One of them told

Tom, that while he and his brother were awiiy, they left their younger brother in charge of their
sheep, and that during that tinre, he had sornetinres nothing but flourr and sugar to eett.x. .

.

*Extract liorn a letter fionr the autlror's nurrt:--"Wherr we last hcard lronr Willy, he was watching sheep in

a

wilderness, having only llour and sugar lbr lnod, nnd no onc within l'ivc nriles. He c<luld not leave the sheep for a
moment until Justin returncd; he had gone fbr a cultload ol'provisions."lT

The distinction disintegrates entirely in this section wlrich must herve been lifted straight from a family
letter: "Akaroa is one of the prettiest and most thriving little settlements in Canterbury; the church and
t3

the parsonage, built by the Rev. W. Aylmer, one of the best out here."r8 The Rev W. Aylmer is Isabella

Aylmer' s brother-in-l aw.

A few oddities of spelling suggest that Ayhner's sources for these tacts nray have been letters from

family member with unclear handwriting. Fol instance, she describes "the strange bird called

a

the

Kisvi",re she tells how Maori believe the islands of New Zealancl were fished up from the bottorn of the
sea by a god nermed

"Malli"2o

ancl she describes lhe

"Hnlt"]l river near Wellington.

Betty Gilderdale notes that lack of first-hand experience of New Zealand's geography on Aylmer's
part leads to inaccuracies in her text: o'we at€ told that the Carnpbells [sic] saw an eruption of Mount

Egmont . . . from Nelson, thereby proving that a study of rnaps seldorn conveys a real concept of the
distances involved."22 lndeed, when leaving Nelson on a ship bouncl for Lyttelton, sorne of the Graham

family reportedly have this view of Mount Egmont: "The pillar of smoke had become a crown of fire,
above which, hung a thick and dreadfully dark cloud. The sides of the mountain, though at such a great
distance, were distinctly visible, and lookecl as shtrp as if cut with a knife."23 Gilderdale also notes that:

"we are told that kar.rri forests, indigenous to the north of the North Islarrd, also cover large areas of the
South Island."2a

As new arrivals in New Tnaland, the Graham furnily stand in tbr the English reader in theirreactions
to the new environment. It is a shock fbr this midclle class English tamily to come to New 7-e.aland and
discover that servants do not live by the same rules

ets

they do back home. When Mrs. Graham and her

two daughters arrive at their Nelson hotel

A very smart waiting-maid atterrded

upon them, and quite honified Lucy by sitting down upon

the sofa while her Mamma was asking what they could have to eat; however, seeing Lucy's
shocked face, the woman laughed good-naturedly, and said:

"You don't let your

servarnts

sit down in England, miss; but you aint in England now, and

servants are not known here. We only take situations to attend upon people, and expect to be
treated like one of the farnily."

if

"How furnny, Mamma," exclaimed Lucy, as soon as the wolnan left the room; "only think!
old Mary heard such a thing, what would she say?"

"I am atl'aid to glless, Lucy; but one comfort is, we shall be better off,

and can help ourselves.

I

have heard your uncle, who is in Canada, .qay, that there the servants are f'ar worse, and only call

themselves 'Helps'

-

actually insist upon eating witlr you, and treating you just like one of

themselves."

"Oh, how horrid! I should nevel' like that, I know," said Lr"rcy; "but here is Papa coming, and

we'll hear all the news. Oh, Papa," she criecl, as he entered, "What have you seen? I've

seen a

servant who sat down on the sofa, and clicln't srly 'Ma'am' to Matltma."2-5

The situation is reassuringly different for therl in Canterbury, however, wlrich after all, was "founded

by a company of gentlemen who knew the blessings of eclucation and order".t6 For their stay
l4

at

Lyttelton "Captain Graharn had taken roonts at the Mitre Hotel; so they f'elt just as comfortable as if
they had come back to England, the polite waiters and charnber-maid running about, bowing, and
saying "Yes, sir," just as they dicl at horne."27 Irr Christchurch things are even better: "When Tom and

his father drove up to one of the hotels. they could sca:'cely believe they were out of England. There
stood the white-neckclothed waiter, smart chambermaid, and Boot.s".28

After becoming used to the New Zealand way, and settling in to life on their farm, the Graham girls
take on chores wliich would previously have been done by servants, and in this Aylmer holds them up
as good examples

fbr English childrcn: "Lucy had fbund plenty. ils yet, to do inside the house. First, she

always got r"rp in time to dust the sitting-rooms .

. . Beatrice,

rrreuntime, attending to the hens, and

milking the cows, an office she hacl especially beggecl for."2e
Aylmer includes stock sensational New Zealand experience.s in Distant Homes, such as the eruption

of Mt Egmont, a severe

earthquake causilrg tutalities

in Wellin-eton trnd a flood that involves

the

evacuation of a settler family and the rescue of their sheep and pet cat.

An important inclusion in Distant Homes, iigain in cclmnron witlr the early settler stories, is its
rnissionary component. This reveals the imperialist concern lvith edr"rcating the "uncivilised" natives

and converting them to Christianity. Being jr.rnior fiction, this aspect tends to be presented

in

a

particularly patronising and self-indulgent nranner.
There is a pa near their future home, and Mr.s. Graham doesn't want her daughters to be confined to

sewing all day while the male members of the family are involved with housebuilding, so she decides
tl'rey should learn how

to teach the native children at a school run by charitable ladies. Mrs. Graham

believes that Maori only pretend to be Christian around the settlers in order to obtain clothes and other

useful items. Discussions between nrother and daughters about Maori provide Aylmer with openings

("'But what do they worship? Do they bow down to idols? or pray to the sun, rnoon, and stars?"')'u to
insert her information about Maori rnythology and spiritual belief.s. This information is presented in a

rlanner that illustrates the inherent racism ancl misunderstanding of aspects of Maori culture prevalent
in this early period of colonisation:

".

when a chief dies,

it

used to be a cLlstonr to

kill his slaves

and wives, the poor people

thinking, in their ignorance, that the chief would require wives and servants after he was

dead.

. . . They are very superstitious, believing in witches; and, whenever a chief is going to war, he
consults the wise-womeln of tlie tribe, who pretencls to tell hirn whether he will be successful or
not.

If a witch tells

a native he is going to die, he is sure to do so; and this is called the power

of

imagination."3l

Mrs. Graham tells Lucy about Sarnuel Marsden, who first established the church in New Zealand, and
brought the church to the natives. Apparently the natives all loved him and would have done anythittg
to please him, calling hirn "the Farther'".'32 4 passage on Mrs. Graharn's view of the role of women in
missionary work follows Lncy's enqr-riry:
t5

"How is it we never hear of women doing such thirrgs?"
"Because it is the privilege, as well as the right of rnan. to show the way, and act as pioneer.
Besides, you do not hear,

it is true, of women, but trlmost every missionary is married, and you

may be sure their wives do their share in the good work. They take charge of and teach the girls;
they talk to the mothers, and give them aclvice about the nranagernent of their children and their
houses, and how to mend their clothes, though this last is often unnecessary, the natives wearing

very little clothing."33
The Grahams' first Christmas on their farrn leads to the inevitable contrasts being drawn between

winter and summer Christrnases, and to efforts to make the occasion as English as possible. The
Graham parents surprise the children with a raupo chapel, built in the bush nearby. They have many
guests for Christrnas, including a clergyn'riln, and so hold a Christmas service there. The clergyman

"took occasion to give them some little account of the progress of religion in the country, and the
necessity

of every one working

together to el't'ect the entire conversion

of the natives."34 This

is

conveniently aided by the local tribe turning up and saying that they like the English, and the Grahams,
so much that they wish to be like thenr. They want to build their homes near them and learn to "speak

like books"3'5 (read), giving their children to Mrs. Glaham to teach. Mrs. Graharn is pleased, she

.

immediately thought of all the good they rnight do the poor ignorant natives, and that it

seemed almost the act

of a wise Plovidence, that she and her daughters should have remained in

Christchurch long enough to gain an idea of the best and rnost judicious method of teaching
religion to the native chilclren.16
The tribe burild their pa about a mile from the Gralrams' house, refusing to build a fortification round

it

because the Graharns don't have one. Eventually the Grahams build a permanent chapel and a

schoolhouse with donated money.

. . . although the children all attended the school, and brought their parents to hear Mr. Graham
read prayers upon Sunday, they kept up most of their curious customs, and clung to their old
superstitions, perhaps all the more closely, that they saw the time was coming when they would
cast them voluntarily aside, and worship the trlle Gocl in pr-rrity and sincerity.3T

The coming of this time is hastened by the Grerhams' ever-strengthening relationship with local Maori.
Other tribes in the area watch how the pa is benefiting from its association with the Pakeha, and ally
themselves with the Grahams. To top it all off, the Bishop comes to stay, consecrating the new church

on Christrnas Day and pleasing Maori by prcaching in their language. The Grahams' eldest son is to be

the clergyrnan of the chapel when lre arLives frorn England, and until then a temporary clergyman
comes from Christchurch to perform the duty. He has lived among the natives as a missionary for years,

well away from Pakeha. and has a special way with the natives, winning over those "who had as yet
refused to give up their otd superstitions ancl religion"3s who now corne tbrward to be baptised.

t6

Since Distant Homes is junior fiction, the Graham family is protected from real suffering. Drama ts
always removed from thern, for instance it is the neighbouring tann that is flooded and evacuated, the

water only reaches the Grahams' f'errce

-

and Captain Graham takes the opportunity

to

build

breakwaters so his farnily can feel totally securc iri the futul€. The neighbouring Maori are more than

friendly with the Grahams, setting up successfurl trading with thern and other settlers and taking the
English side in the New Zealaurd wars. The only death the family is faced with is the relatively peaceful
one of an old man.

Another characteristic of junior fiction belonging to Distant Horttes is its moralistic element. The
Grahams are set up as positive role rnodels for reaclers:

. . . let lne remind nty young readers, that the Grahams were really a united farnily, loving each
other with a devotion seldom, I fear, rnet with. Whatever was to be done, pleasant or unpleasant,
was done with a right goodwill, and every trouble gladly shared. Thus,

if Mrs. Graham wished

anything done, slre had only to say so, and both girls would not rcst until

it was settled;

and

everything, too, was done in such an orderly and regular way, that each hour of the day had its
own separ.tte duty. Lucy and Beatrice always got

Lrp

at six o'clock. When dressed, Lucy went

off

to feed the poultry; Bentrice to rnilk the cows, and make butter for breakfast; and everyone
declared they never saw such butter; and so well did she manage her dairy, tlrat she was able to
send crocks

of butter to Christchurch every rnonth; fronr the price she got fbr which, she kept

herself in boots, shoes, gloves, and pocket-handkerchiefs. and always had a little to buy presents

with for the others.se
Parcnts don't escape this moralising either. The eldest Graham boy is at university in England, and

writes to say that he wishes to finish his studies at Auckland College. His father strongly objects to this
and writes back to try and stop him.

Still, he left it much to his own judgentent,

as both Captain and Mrs. Graham thought that their

childlen ought to be encouraged to judge for themselves while they were young, and had still
their parents as a home and refuge, in case their plans did not succeed. If all parents acted upon
this kind and wise plan, tlrere would be f-ewer ill-advised speculations and rash enterprises. It is
better for a boy to learn wisdom while lie has his father and mother to advise and direct him, than

to wait until one or perhtrps both are gone, and then tn"rsting to his own powers, embark in the
voyage of life.ao

The moralising, however, does not apply to the treatment of the environment - nineteenth-century
settlers wanting to turn New Zealand into the "Englancl of the South"al introduced foreign species of

flora and fauna with no thought of the long term consequences. They also plundered the land of all
natural resources for which they could find a niarket overseas. The twentieth-century reader knows the
results of these practices, so there is a kind of wly irrnusement at the blundering idealism of the settlers
as one reads of these occurrences. which arre

all too colrmon in these novels.
t7

Distant Homes provides examples of both these types of assault on nature. Captain Graham and
Tom attend a cattle show in Auckland and return to discover that the farm has been progressing well in
their absence. The aninrals have procreated - the nurnber of pigeons has doubled, there are two broods

of young chickens, and "The tame rabbits had got
seen

or.rt, trnd

run wild over the hill, where they might be

in the evening hopping about in great numbers."4t (The result of this carelessness is evidenced in

Bannerman Kaye's 1905 novel Haromi where there is mention of a rabbit problern on the sheep run.)43

In a description of the forest, Ayhner includes this eurocentric view clf the value of native trees:

The long spars of the Kauri werc evidently intended by nature as masts for ships, and instantly
established thernselves in Torn's favour, and, in his imagination, became a forest of men of war.

This, however, is not the sole nse of the Kauri,

ars

there is a valuable gum extracted fiom it, which

is sent to England, and sold tor a high price; besides, the wood being hard and close grained, it is

highly prized by carpenters for household furniture, though the Rimu, or Yellow Pine, is much
prettier, and closely resernbles mahogany; while the bark is usefully employed in tanyards.4

With this attitude it is easy to understand how deforestation of the country occurred at such an alarming
rate.

Maori themselves provided a rich source of potential fascination for the English reader, and Aylmer
makes the most of this, often sensationalising her descriptions of them. She must have exhausted her

supply of travel books and family letters of inforrnation in her quest to describe this people whose
habits and customs would have seemed so strange and exciting to nineteenth century youths in
England:
. . . it is quite certnin the natives were Cannibals, and that an enemy slain in battle was pretty sure

to be eaten. In spite of this character, however, they were by no

rneans an inhospitable or

ferocious race, and whalers who fbrmecl settlements along the coast, had no reason to complain of
bad treatment or treachery. They soon for"rnd oLlt, that the natives preferred eating each other, and
held the white strangers in great veneration.4s

As well as large sections throughout the text, two chapters are devoted almost entirely to providing
information about Maori. Subheadings from the chapter titles list some of the main topics Aylmer
covers: "Arrive at a Pah - First lmpressions of the Natives - Native Swing"a6 and "Some of the Native
Manners - Tabu and Eating - Working out the Tabu - Retaliatiorr".aT

Aylmer attempts to give

strLtctLlre

to the relation of this information by attaching most of

it

to

Captain Graharn and Tom's overland journey front Nelson to Chlistchurch. This expedition soon leads
the men to a'oPah"48:

The Pah they were approaching was one of tlie few left in this part of the country. and but a poor
specimen of those Tom afterwards saw in the North Island, as the natives were very poor, and had
adopted lnany European habits, which, thou-eh rendering thern in reality more comfortable, sadly
lessened the picruresqlleness of their Pah;

still it was new to Torn, and deserves
l8

a description.ae

The pa is described at length and in detail, although the second-hand narration of this nineteenthcentury middle-class Englishwoman is, as usual, lnything but ob.icctive in today's terms.

The Pah containect about fifty hr-rts, all built in the sarre way, differing only in the ugly and
disgusting idols placed as ornaments of the sr-rpporting poles; some of these resembled a rnan with
a distorted and hideous ferce, his eyes protluding and wide open, his tongue hanging out, or his
hands and legs bent in an unnatural and defonned milnner'. Others were partly shaped like a beast

or bird, paftly like a human being.so

During their tinre at the pa Torn arrd his father see and experience much of the Maori way of life,
including the hangi, at which they try to fit in:
There were no such things as knive.s and forks, but nobody appeared to miss them, and set to

work with their fingers, with great goocl will. Torn looked hard at his father, to see what he would
do, and seeing him turn up his coal sleeves and take a wing ol a chicken in his fingers, he began

to think he felt hungry enough to try it too, so, accordingly, he sqllatted down and accepted the
offered dinner, acknowledging, afterwarcls, that he never tasted anything so good in his life.sl
Ayhner explains the concept of tapu, giving exarnples again fronr a travel book. She lelates "a rather
funny example of this" by Mr. Swainson, which she says is fi'onr "his book on New Z,ealand."'52 Muny
examples of tapu are given, but the whole idea is treated as if it is slightly ridiculoLrs.

When the Graharns settle on their firm, the local Maori tribe ask the Graharns if they can come and

settle nearby, and

if

Mrs. Graharn will teach their children. This encounter gives Aylmer

the

opportunity to describe more Merori customs. When Maori meet their previous acquaintance Captain
Gretham, they begin to cry loudly. Ayhner says

it is "the national cllstom to shed tears of joy at meeting

an old friend; and some of the people are so clever in this iiccornplishment, or tangi, as they call

it, that

they can cry for an hour, tears pouring down their cheeks all the tirne, while their sobs are perfectly
heart-rending."'t3

Aylmer continually compares New Zealand with England and, when she finds a similarity, this is
generally a favourable comment olt New Zealand. This extends to New Zealand's native people. For
example, a particular chief Captain Graham chooses to sketch "wils it tall, fine man, not at all like an

Indian or nigger, but just like a clark-complexioned Englishman; his face was ornamented with lines,
and strokes tattoed [sic] upon his skin, which gave him a very funny appearance."54 When Maori in
general adopt European characteristics, however, Aylmer is negative about the results. She says that

Maori generally wear portions of English clothes, but weal their national dress for special events: "I do
not know whether they knew how much better they looked in tlreil mats and feathers, but they certainly

did; as the English dress makes them move clumsily, while a white shirt collar, and gay tie, make their
tattooecl faces look very funny."Ss As poor imitations

of English people Aylmer is scathing of Maori,

but she is all too happy to ronranticise them when they wear tlleir traditional attire - for example, she
describes the preparations for a fishing feast:

t9

When the night began to draw in, fires were lightecl, and the scene became much more
picturesque. I dare say some who read this have passed a gipsy encampment at night, and seen the

effect produced by the firelight gleaming upon their gay dresses and ornarnents. The scene in the

New Zealand camp rnight be compared, in rnany ways, to this, except that it was so much more
striking.s6

It is as if Ayhner feels safer when she is able to pigeonhole Maori - the chief described above she sees
as a particularly English specimen, his moko at odcls
as second-rate versions

with his appearance, but Maori in general she sees

of the English, preferring to regard them as a colourful, gipsy-like people, quite

separate from her own race.

The annexation of New Zealancl to Britain

in

1840 by the signing

of the Treaty of Waitangi

increased tensiorrs between the races and gave rise to new points of conflict. James Belich, in The New

Zealand Wars and the Victorian Interpretation of Racial Conflict, outlines the motivations behind the
Treaty and its major failing:

The group of Maori chiefs who signed the Treaty of Waitangi

in

1840 thought they were

obtaining a substantial flow of valuable Pukeha in return fbr ceding a loose and vague suzerainty.
The British thought that, in rcturn for the introduction of order and civilization, they were to get

full

and real sovereignty. Whether or not the different versions of the Treaty itself actually created

this misunderstanding, they certainly epitorlised it. In the Maori language version, the Maoris
were guaranteed the tl'ee exercise of tlreir rungatiratangn, their chiefly authority. They ceded only

the newly created kuwanaturtgc - Governor's ar"rthority. In the English language version, there
was no mention of chiefly authority, and the Maoris ceded troth.iT

Aylmer gives considerable attention to the Treaty of Waitangi and the New Zealand wars, not only
attempting to explain the causes of the outbreaks of war, but also to incorporate them into her plot.
Most othel novels in this sturdy that deal at all with this issue reveal varying degrees of sympathy for the

plight of Maori and represent at least some of the conrplexity involved, but perhaps because Aylmer
had no first-hand experience of the situation her sympathies are firrnly on the side of the English, her

facts are certainly erroneolrs, and as Distant Homes is junior fiction, her attempts at explanations are
oversimplified. When an outbreak occurs in Wellington, the tribe living near the Grahams conveniently
sides with the English, saying

it will protect the Grahams from any unfriendly tribes.

Mrs. Graham was cleeply touched by the Inany exprcssions of gratitude used by both the chief and
his warriors, all of whom .said that they had lrever been happy or comfortable until they knew the
English, and that the people who had risen and wished to fight were only a very small tribe, who

had qualrelled with some settlers, and misrepresented the cause to several other tribes, who
having always been allies, felt obliged to take their friends'

20

part.'58

Political unrest escalates, however, and the Taranaki War breaks out. Aylmer correctly
acknowledges the contribution of the King Movement to unrest at this time. but her attempt at an
overview of the war bears little reserrrblance at all to the historically accepted version.

The war which broke oLlt in the Taranaki province, in the beginning

of

1860, originated in the

rnisapplication of certain olcl native laws witlr regard to the sale of land: and, although they are

still in arms, I do not believe they really

bear any

ill will. only

requiring judicious government to

keep them quiet, Colonel Brown, who succeeded Sir George Grey, has not been friendly enough

with the natives, who loved Sir George, and were very much disappointed when he did not return

to them. While

I am writing

this, he lias been re-appointed, and it is to be hoped peace and

happiness are about to dawn upon our beautiful colony.s'

The Grahams begin to perceive the Taranaki War to be a serious tlrreat when they hear news that the

English are being beaten. Captain Graharn f'ears that this will cause Maori to lose "respect for our
superiority"6O and lead to worse trouble.

"Poor rnisguided things," excllitned Mrs. Graham, "wl'rat can have induced them to rise
against us.

I

thought evelything had been so well managed by the Government

in

the

appropriation of land and right of sale, that there could be no ground for a dispute, much less
open war."

"Fron:l what

I heard," said Captain Graharn, "the cause of the insurrection

is just what many

settlers have feared rnight lead to such a misfbrtune, nanrely the disputes among the chiefs as to

who is in reality the owner of certain tracts of land. Now, in this case, the original possessor,
Wiremu Kingi, had been driven away from his property by a stranger tribe called Woikatos; the
conquerors sold the land to the Government. Then Wirernu Kingi came back when his old
enemies were gone, and claimed the land as his by right. The Government objected. He took up
arrns, and finally the affair ended in war.

This explanation is far removed fiorn the currcntly accepted version, in which the British accept

an

offer to sell the land made by a junior cliief of the Atiawa tribe. In doing this they purposefully
disregard the senior chief, Kingi's, refusal to sell, in an atternpt to ignore his tribal authority and
therefore assert Briti sh soverei gnty.('2

In Aylmer's versiorr a member of Wiremu Kingi's tribe infiltrates the local tribe, causing unrest, so
the local chief comes and asks Captain Graham tor help. Captain Graham goes to the pa taking

a

newspaper with news of the latest victory of the British over Kingi to convince dissidents of the futility
of joining Kingi.
Captain Graham reminded thern of the state the country was in before the English came, and told

them it had been once the same in England, but that a greilt people, called Rornans, came from a
distant countly; they did not behave in a friendly wa), as the English had done in New Znaland,

but came armed all over, and killed the naked inhabitants, until they had conquered them; but

2l

that, after doing this, they treated them better', and taught them to cultivate ground, build houses,
and make clothes. Having attracted their attention by this, and seeing that they were all listening,
he went on describing all they were learning frorn the English, and that the country was called the

England of the South, and thought one of the best countries in the world, besides being large
enough to hold, both the original natives and their English brothers, who wished to teach them to

live

as

comfortably as themselves.6l

Captain Graham's strategy works

-

none of the tribe

join Kingi, and the novel ends "happily", with

reports of further victory for the British in the wals and the reassurance that Sir George Grey has
returned to his post "to administer jnstice to the mistaken natives.

LADY CAMPBELL

A much more detailed and historically accLrrate portrayal of the New Zealand wars is given in Lady
Campbell's three volume novel Martin Tobin ( 1864). Martin Tobin has

all the

adventure and

excitement of Distant Honres, with the addition of the mystery and romance of what Lawrence Jones, in
his chapter "The Novel" in The Oxford History of New Zealand Literature, terms the sensation novel:

. . . in England in the 1860s through the 1880s a new folm of melodramatic romance had arisen the sensation novel, with its own set of conventions. The basic formula was that of the romantic
melodrama, but the crimes and .secret past that helped separate hero and heroine involved

violations

of Victorian

sexual rnores (adultery, bigamy, and illegitimacy). There was more

ernphasis on the unravelling

of a mystery (often turning on a substitution and false identity)

involving detective work, with a 'documentary' method of telling the story through the partial
perspectives of letters, journals, court evidence, newspaper reports, elnd so on (leaving a crucial

'pocket of time' to be revealed), and with the ef'fects of shock and surprise heightened through the
use of evocative settings zrnd a psychological-physiological rhetoric of sensation. Novels in this

new mode exploiting New Zealand elernents appeared quite early and continued for thirty years,
even after the mode hacl lost favour in Eugland.('s

Jones considers Martin Tobin

to be the first of this genre. While Carnpbell's method of relating

information about New Zealand in novel tornr is

er

lot more skilful than Aylmer's, the mariage between

the adventure and sensation aspects of the novel is sonrewhat disjointed.

Little information is available about Carnpbell. The Oxfbrd Histor.v of New Zealand Literature
includes her in a list of professional writers "who, as a rcsult of visits to New Zealand or reading about

it, included a 'New Zealand' novel among their

wol'ks."('(' So

it is not clear

whether Campbell ever

actually visited New Zealand, althor.rgh her location of the novel here is certainly more convincing than

Aylmer's.
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The plot of Martin Tobin is a comnion type fbr this tirne. Twenty-year-old Martin leaves England
after his mother dies to beconre a colonist of New Zealand. He has been brought r,rp believing his father

to be dead, but meets two men in New Zealand who obviously connect somehow to his past. The more
desirable character turns out to be Martin's father, br.rt many false clues are thrown in which point to the

villain, Black. Romance is also an important part of the novel. Mirrtin leaves Miny, his first love, in
England, intending to bring her out to New Zealand when he has established himself. However,
circumstances arise which confuse nratters, and Martin takes a Maori "wit'e", Clari. When Clari's

traitorous character is revealed, Martin marries the virtuons Scottish Lucy

- then Miny turns up

expecting to marry Martin, and evelybody suffers. Lucy, f'eeling Martin's true affections lie with Miny,
eventually kills herself and is found lying on the grave of their infant son. Martin finds his love for his
dead wife to be purifying, and he and Miny forbid themselves from ever renewing their relationship.

This being a three volunre novel there is room for yet another detailed story in the one thousand pages.

This is about the New Zeaiand Company, to which Martin belongs, their efforts to obtain land, the
consequent political wranglings and the eventual New Zealand wars, in which the hero himself takes

part. At the end of the novel Martin's true heritage is uncovered and he returns to England to take his

rightful place in his farnily, intending to return to New Zealand in the not too distant future.

Like Aylmer, Campbell has written for an English readership (probably writing the novel after her
return to Britain, as New Zealanci is clescribed as "there"67 rather lhan "here"), so there are marked
similarities in the type of infbrrnation -eiven about New Zealand and its inhabitants in these two novels,
and also the way in which it is presented. These novels were published within two years of one another,
so the same aspects of New Zealand life would have held interest for the English public, although the
novels deal with different periods in New Zenland's history.

Campbell provides almost as much topical information per page as Aylmer, but she incorporates it

tnore smoothly into the story. For instance, the stonny approach of Martin's ship to New Zealand
prompts the captain to itnchor at Blind Bay,

. . . so that my first view of the country was from the same point as that of its discoverer, Abel
Jausen Tasman, who, according

to historians,

anchorecl

in this same bay, upon the

l3th

November,1642, having first sighted some portion of the south-west, and the same island now
known as the micldle.os

Martin Tobin covers the period fiom 1836 until 1845, the last six years of which are spent in New
Tnaland. These six years and their accompanying adventures provide Martin with plenty of opportunity

for travel. He manages to report on Sydney, Nelson, Mt Taranaki, Tongariro, Lake Taupo, Rotorua,
Rotomohana, Kororureka, the Firth

of Tharnes,

Wanganui. Wellington, tlre Manukau Harbour,

Auckland and the Hutt Valley, often revisiting places and updating the reader on the development of
the area.
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Aylmer airned Distant Homes at a junior readership, so the genrc of the adventure story suited her
purpose particularly well. However, Campbell's work for adults uses the same kinds

of methods of

attraction. A young colony inhabited mostly by cannibals and convicts is a perf'ect setting for this kind

of story, especially

as Campbell sets her story twenty-odd years earlier, when

much in its infancy. Carnpbell,

descriptions

of

if anything, takes the thrill

"civilisation" was very

factor further than Ayhner, notably in her

cannibalisrn and whaling methods, which

will be discussed presently. Campbell

associates the explolation of this new land with people's love of adventure early on in the

first volume,

when Martin is cutting his way through the dense New Zealand tbrest:

We had deviated fl'orn the path, if any there really was, and had to push and cleave our way step

by step, using our hands and knives alternately. The ground underfoot, too, was damp

and

slippery, and many a sharp fall t got by reason of the wet slimy roots which interlaced the surface

of the ground. The air, [oo, wils hot and oppressive: but in spite of all these drawbacks, there was
an indescribable charm in this primeval work of nature, probably never visited by a European
before, and my old boyish love of adventure was now for the first time being gratified. Stories of

American forests, that t had read long ago, rose in rny memory; and with them, too, the tone of
my mother's voice, as she either read or talkecl to me about them.6')

Martin's descriptions of the exotic native birds and his awe at the beauty of the forest are typical of
books of this time. He conveniently meets up with an old English acquaintance, Tom, who has been

living with Maori for years and is able to intlocluce Martin to the ways of the bush. Tom teaches Martin
to light fires in the infallible way of the natives, to roast parrots and pigeons, to eat young fern roots and

to rub pigeon fat over the bruises he has accunrulated in the coune of his expedition. Sure enough, the
"native-dressed pigeorl",70 eaten with his fingers, is the most clelicious thing Martin has ever tasted.

Tom even advises Martin to remove mo.st of his clothes, as he has done himself, and as Maori do, to
make his way through the undergrowth, He nornralises
natives of Scotland. "'7

it by telling hinr "'it's no worse than the wild

I

Rather than cornparing New Zeiiland witlr England, as Aylrner does, Campbell usually contrasts the

two countries, idealising this temperate new

I

had pictured to myself, what

I

Izrncl. She

effusively clescribes the beauty of the scenery:

sr-rpposed tlre much-laucled green

of one of the primeval forests

must be, but the reality exceeded anything I had torrned the faintest conception of. You absolutely

felt the colour; every

sense wAs enraptured. as

it were, and a passionate longing

arose to throw

yourself into its depths, and lie lbr ever in its cool luxurious arnls. . . . A year ago I had revelled in
the summer tints of the New Forcst, and lain for hours happy to gaze upon the undulating mass of

oak and elm, which I had fbndly irnagined could not be surpassed by any land; but now the vision

of the past was irnmeasurably

exceedecl.T2

In this wonclerful new land Maltin can sleep outside at night, wet to the skin, and wake "without

a pain

or ache, and not a sha<Iow of rny English cornpanion, a cold in the heucl."73 To Martin there even seems
aA
L-

to be nourishment in the air of New Zealancl, he believes people here seem to eat less, "and they most
assuredly drink less"t' lthe latter being an obsewation contradictecl later in the novel and also by other
novels in this thesis).

Martin is aware, however, of the effects the lack of civilisation in his new home may initially have
on Miny

if

she joins hirn. He considers the positive and negative implications emigration to New

Tnaland would have for Miny and hopes she would be able to

. . . weigh the advantages of colonial lif'e, against its disadvantages, and learn that although for

a

short time a delicately nurtured wornan rnight with goocl enough reason think she had many
hardships and privations
interests

to meet and suffer', she would soon forget these in the duties

and

of her new style of life, and would not willingly return to the constraints or even the

Iuxury of the old world. Health. one, if not the greatest, of earthly blessings, is not to be lightly set
aside, and freedorn from the r"rsual

"ills

that flesh is heir to," arnply compensates in the eyes of any

sensible woman for the loss of rnany luxuries, renderecl necessiu'y by a lower state of health.?5

Martin continues to laud the benefits of New Zealand lif'e when he contrasts the attitudes to adventure

of the capable, stalwart. colonial Sinclair girls to their counterparts in England who will be reading the
novel: "The Colonel had not forgotten lri.s proposed journey to the lakes; and though to English ladies it
may sound a very extraordinary trip or expedition, tor two young girls, Miss Sinclair and her sister were

determined to brave its dangers and harclshipr."tt' Martin ancl his friend are to accompany Colonel

Sinclair and his two daughters. They at'e to sail to Wanganui, where Martin will guide them up the
Wanganui river, then across collntry to Lake Taupo. Martin atternpts to dissuade the Sinclair girls from
the land portion of the journey, but the sisters say the native wornen manage it, so why shouldn't they?

The enterprising Sinclair girls have gone so far as to irrvent a wulkin-q dress to enable them to make the
challenging journey:

"I

assure yoLl we thought

well over the difficulties of the underteiking before we proposed it to

papa; and even came provided with a proper walking dress, sornething 'a-la-Turk,' which
sure you

I

arn

will not be so ungallant as to consicler anything but becorning.""

It is hald to irnagine the description of the Sinclairs' walking dless coming from a male narrator Campbell's enthusiasm for the costume seems to eclipse any attempt to sustain consistency of
character:

On the morning of our journey they appeared in what they called their pedestrian suit, and which
consisted in very much the sanre sort of dres.s as in these latter days has been stigmatised

as

"Bloomer," and unanimously condemned as fast, unfenrirtine, and Yankee-ish. Those who

so

readily pronounce their verdict against it, can have little idea of its real beauty combined with
freedom of movernent and cornfort. Each limb has perf-ect freedom, and while a protection to
every portion of the body, the dress fits too closely to lenve anything to catch upon a bush or
branch, and cornbines lightness with warrrth. With a coquettish taste for effect. the sisters had
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chosen the prettiest colours and rnateriarls; and bonnets being clearly quite outrd [sic] with such a
costume, they hacl brought Glengarry ci ps.7*

Dick, the recent immigrant, who lras not had tirne to accustom himself to the ways of colonial girls,
looks at Miss Sinclair (in whom he is romantically interested) and says

"'I never thought it possible a

woman would dress that way. What woulcl my ntother say if'-?"'7')

Martin is full of the enthusiasm and idealism of the young colonist embarking upon his new life:
"having made up my niind to find New Zealand a second England.

I . . . remarked that 'England

had

many comforts, but that New Zealancl would make us find out that we cor.rld make comforts for
ourselves."rtltl 11" voices what nrust have been the nrotivations ancl dreams of many English emigrants
when he says:

In all my experience of colonial life I never saw a persevering, hearty, and steady emigrant fail to
do well. A few yeaffi rnust see him the possessor of a piece of ground and a house; not, remember,

only as a tenant, which wonld have been the height of his ambition at home, but

a,s

the owner,

blessed with the knowledge that every acre he wins from its prinreval state he can leave with all

its improvements to his chilclren, who with many a coming generation will learn to bless and
revere his nanre as the first in the prosperous country, where labour and determination are lords of

the land, wealth is within the power of all who will work for it; and the motto not only of
Auckland but of all New Zealand mu.st ever be, "Onward!"El
The settlers value New Zealand

urs

a land they can break in l'rom the wild and cultivate, recreating

England, but they also revere the land for the opposite reason

- its unsullied nature. Martin

and his

English clergyman friend Frarnk are looking at some beautiful scenery, when Frank says:

"O, Lord, what shall we render

Lrnto thee,

for rll thy goodne.ss; or how shall we thank thee enough

for thy mercy in rcstoring to us the hoppy prospect of a sinless and eternal participation in
made by Thee, and undefiled as Eden, when Tliou first pronouncedst

a

world

it 'very good.'. . . I seem to

drink in a sort of inspiration, as I gaze upon the glorious works of the Almighty, unsullied by the
hand of man."82

Of course, it is impossible to sustain both situations tor long, iind Martin describes many undesirable
aspects of colonial society in the 1830s,

Different types of imrnigrant settled in dil't'erent locatiorrs, resulting in contrasting communities. A

few settlernents, particularly whaling stations, are described as being extremely undesirable
Kororareka is represented as being the worst

- "a gleater sink of iniquity,

scarcely be imagined."s'r The narrator indulges

places.

and all uncleanness, could

in much overstated description about this town in

particular:
Drunkenness and debauchery of every description reigned rampant. The town was one scene

of carousal from morning till night, and doubly so from night till morning, as the Iight of torches
stuck up over the doors of drinking and clancing shops gave il liideous glare to the scene. Shouts,
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ribald songs and obscene jests, nringled with the shriek.s of women and twang of fiddles, made
night hideous.

Fights were continuously taking place, and scarcely a day elapsed without some of them
having a fatal tennination. But death was as little cared for as was the thought of eternity. Yet,
what else could be expected among a society of four or five hundred men, the very scum of the
earh [sic], escaped convicts, runaway sailors, beach combers, sawyers, and New Zealanders, the
latter eager to irnitate the vices of the new comers, as eagerly as if opportunity had been to follow

their virtues.sa
Nelson is the opposite, being peopled by picked irnmigrants - people with money and/or good character.

Most areas are described as lying somewhere in between.

Martin comments on the good fortune that some of the colonists have brought wives with them "and
thus there existed just sutTicient f'emale influence to keep the colonists from forgetting the usages of
society."8s Not all wolnen provide this benefit, however, such as the group Martin describes on his sea
voyage from England:

In the cabin we had only three ladies (and happily they were really ladies), but in the steerage
two-thirds were women; and a more disorderly, riotous lot, I anr thankful to say, I have never seen
elsewhere. It seenrs they had been shipped off by a society in London, who hearing of the want of

female domestics in Australia, and anxious to clear out a f'ew of the metropolitan workhouses,
raised a subscription to pay the passage money and provide fitting clothing, furnishing each with
a certificate

of character, and a note authorizing them to receive a small weekly allowance for the

first month afier their arrival: during which time the sanguine directors of this humane society
fondly imagined these exernplary daughters of Eve would become respectable domestics in
colonial houses. Unfortunately no responsible person was senl out with them, or sufficient care
taken to secure them sufficient protection on lancling; and yet the most virtuous horror was
expressed when the report came back, tlrat scarcely one of their emigrants had entered upon a
respectable life, the few who had withstood the force of evil example and temptation on board,

falling a prey to the overwhelming temptation that surrounded them on landing.s6
Contrary to Martin's earlier obselvation, he states that another danger to which immigrants often fall
prey is:

. . . the vice of drunkenness, one too prevalent in all young colonies, and only kept under by the
constant necessity fbr action, and continually pressing wirnts of the day. It is too well known that

a man with a small independence. and the latent inclination to indulge in stimulants, is almost
sure to become a hopeless drunkard irt a colorty.sT

This danger is exemplified in the novel by Miny's father, a doctor. When he and his family emigrate,
his daughters try to distract him frorn drink, which is successful when he begins to establish his medical
practice, but ultirnately he rcturns to his old habits.
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When Dick leaves for Auckland to begin farming, Martin is left alone and friendless, an unmanied

English gentleman in a classless colonial society. This leads him to reflect on a disadvantage of this
kind of life:

I

have often retnarkecl tliis sort of thing in colonial society; every one knows, and is on easy

terms with each other; there is no stiffness or saclifice to etiquette; keeping up appearances is
unknown, and

if you

are poor, so are hundreds of others; work is the order

of the day; you came

out to wort, and your only chance of seeing old England again is by working. You are thus all
much on a level, and a man in a glass house ciurnot throw stones. Yet it is, I think, to this constant

work we may lay the blame of want of companionship. People have no time to be friends, no time

to exarnine into or give their thoughts to nnother. Their own business occupies them evely
moment, and when the day's labour of hands or head is over, nature requires rest and sleep, not
communion witlr an equally harrerssed [sic] rnind. Certainly by tlrese means the happy colonist in

his first years escapes that scourge of European society. scandal - a blessing in its way truly
enough; but e.ven scandal is a lnark of sociability, and shows, however much you dislike the
manner of the evidence, that sonre possess an interest in you and your doings. There's no time for

scandal

or gossip in the early

stages

of a colonial

existence,

just as there is no time for

confidential friendships. Yor-r all get on, and call each other Tom or Jack, lending help when you
are not in want

of it yourself; but there the line of denrarcation begins. Your next neighbour might

be a Prince or a rnurderer in clisguise; you would never find it out, or

if

accident disclosed it the

knowledge would never trouble your head. The ring of the ilxe upon the stem of the kauri, the few
green-blades of your first crop, the click of the shearing scissors, have a much closer interest.
Some will say, "so much the better," but I don't; nor can any one who has Iived alone in such a
state of society.

It is all very well for a family nran, but sirnply horrible for

a bachelor.88

Martin refers several times to the "heterogeneous society one falls amongst in a new colony".se He
recognises this as a positive attribute of New Zealand, saying: "There's no grinding down the face of
the poor out there; as, for one thing, there are no poor, and for ernother, wages are adequate to the value

a resistance to applying this new ethic to his own
existence. When he meets up with Tonr, lvho is tlre brother of ar servant Martin's mother had in

of

time."e0 Martin's actions, however, show

England, they immediately fall into English class roles. Tom says to Martin "'You're my master now,

an' I'm your faithful sarvant"'.el while Martin rcflects: "Tom becanre every day more valuable. He was
cook, housemaicl, valet, tailor and tearcher all in clne."'2 Perlraps this double standard exists so that
Campbell can idealise the new society without having to show her hero experiencing the corresponding
drop in status!

Exactly as Ayhner does, Campbell describes the worth of native flora in monetary teflns. Martin
talks of the firth of Thames. which is surrounded bv hills
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. . . clothed with the kauri tree, the

immen.se value

learns, that it paid a ship's voyage to bring home

I

of which may be imagined when the reader

lbul good spars.

saw several tlees lying rendy to be ernbarked, and certainly nothing could be more

appropriate

for the purpose tbr which they were

designed

-

that

of

spars

for the

Royal

Dockyards.e3

To Martin's disgust the valuable kauri is "being destrayed wholesale, as the sailors who came for spars
often cut down a dozen before they settled upolt one they approved, and then the rcst were left to rot."e4

Martin himself indirlges in speculation, sending "Hinon bark dye, some of the finest sorts of woods
applicable for ornamental furniture, and lastly bundles of flax cleaned as well as the natives could
manage it"e-s back to England to gaLlge the export potential of these products.

The settlers display the same kind of off-handedness towarcl the introduction of foreign species to
New Zealand as is evident in Distant Homes. The imnrigrants are concerned at the lack of native game

in the country, so are glad that the pigs have become wild and are flourishing in the good climate. The
likelihood of muir-fowl thriving in the country is discussed, and when an emigrant ship arrives Martin
asks Lucy to come down and look at the new birds it

will

have brought.

Colonial New Zealand contains many elements which provide perfect material for an adventure
story. Campbell makes the most of such topics as whaling, cannibalism ancl pig-hunting. She gives the

history of whalers settling at Korrararika in the Bay of Islands, and describes Poft Underwood, the

whaling station at Cloudy Bay, and the rnethods

of

whaling and whale processing with great

enthusiasm:
The whalers are a race so entirely clistinct fronr any other class of men, that they desetve a chapter

to themselves. They have been tlre pioneers of civilization in almost all the South Sea Islands.
Those who established themselves upon the shores of New Zealand were . . . runaway sailors and

convicts from New South Wales and

Vln Dieman's Land. Their children, the descendants of

native mothers, were as fine specirnens of strength and natural manly beeruty as could be met
with, and, as all there was slang, went by the name of "Currency Lads."e6
Campbell describes the culture of the whaling towns and the natLlrc of the whalers, who "unite the love

of order, discipline, and cleanliness with all the lawlessness and reckless living of buccaneers."e?
Whaling towns are snbject to their own rules, and whalers' language "is perfectly unintelligible to any
but themselves, being a confused jargon, rnacle up of English and American slang, and Maori names."e8

Most of the whalers (as did most of tlre very early settlers, according to Carnpbell) make friendly
contact with a Maori chief and are given one of his daughters irs a housekeeper. At Cloudy Bay "there
must have been about

fifiy Europeans settlecl there, all in some way connected with the whaling trade.

Most,if notall,aremarried,orhavewives'pfttretn.,' andwholetroopsof half-bredchildren."eeThese
temporary wives have the ability to learn rapidly the basics of European housekeeping. When a whaler

?9

dies his wife returns to her tlibe until another whaler marries her - she does not have to wait long, as her
previous training makes her more desirable.

Campbell gives a lot of space to the detailing of whaling rnethods. She presents them in a factual,
almost scientific way (no doubt a reflection of her soLrrce of inforrnation), for example in this section
about the processing of whale carcasse.s:

The blubber, after being cut into pieces about two foot squire, is put into large iron boilers; when
the oil is thus extracted a stringy dry portion rernains called sct'ag, this burns like wood: in fact,
vessels at sea make use of

it entirely, obviating the necessity of carrying

a large supply of fuel.l00

She also includes ample reprcsentation of the excitement of the chase and capture of a whale. Martin
states that he has witnessed such an event:

. . . seen the first harpoon struck, and then the little boat flying like a bird over the surface of the
water, half dragged, half propelled, and last, not least, tlre terrible death-flurr), when the animal
comes to the top to die, a death which is always preceded by frightful convulsions: convulsions

which lash the water into a minric whirlpool; and unless the greatest care is taken, the boats run a
great risk of being swamped, but even the greatest watchfuhress cannot always foresee a sudden

turn of the dying monster, and before the crew can escape, the boat is sometimes literally smashed

by a blow of the whale's tail; or,

if

not tairly hit, upset and probably two or three of the crew

disabled by the blow.l('r

With the benefit of the hindsight that the twenty-year gap between the writing of the novel in 1864
and the period in which
overfished. In a fbotnote

it is set provides,

.she

Carnpbell states that

in her opinion, whales are being

reflects on how right she was, as at the time of writing whaling has all but

died out.

Martin Tobin and Utu are the only novels in this study which deal with the early Maori practice of
cannibalism to any great extent. As with the whaling stories, the attention Campbell gives this topic is

primarily due to its shock value. Wlien Martin nteets up again with the captain of the ship he anived in,
he is given a graphic account of what happened to the captain and his men after Martin left them. The

men had heard the rifle shots and shouts of a battle, and lain low until

it was over. They then crept

silently towards the scene:

of warriors. Some were busy
and others, horrible to relate,

Half-a-dozen fires were burning, and rouncl each were groups
dressing their wounds, others arranging their head-dresses,

disembowelling and preparing for the ovens the slaughtered carcases [sic] of those just slain.
The heads were in genernl cut off, and the captain arssurecl me he saw one of the men suck the
warm blood from a head just severed from the trunk.
Disgusting and sickenirrg as the scene was, he said neither he nor his companion could tear
themselves away, and though shuddering in every nerve, they sat still, spell-bound.
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When the ovens were prepared, the boclies, wrapped in leaves and grass, just in the same way

pigs are cooked, were plarced within, earth and ernbers being piled up upon the top, and while
they were cooking, the natives performed a war dance, insulting in every possible manner the
bodies that remained, and the heads of those they were going to devour. Having worked
themselves up to a pitch of excitement approaching to insanity, which could only be believed by
an eye-witness, they sat down and ate their diabolical rneal. The rnate

it seerned had overtaxed his

own nerves in staying, and althongh he got through tlre first part, when the bodies werc taken out

of the ovens, and the brceze carried the steam across the place where he was concealed, the poor
fellow fainted, and it was more than

arn

hourbefore he quite recovered his senses.lo2

Following this passage C;rmpbell attempts to temper the horror by examining the rnotivations for
cannibalism, placing it in an international context that relates to her readers and by redeeming Maori of
twenty years later:

It was doubted for many
set at rest; and

years wlretlrer cannibalism ever truly existed. That doubt has long been

it is acknowledged that rites, in the perfbrnrance of which human

flesh was

devoured and human blood quaffed, Irave at sorne periocl or another existed in every uncivilized
country. The causes stated are vurious; but the nrost probable and general is that of revenge, either

to excite the passion before the conclusion of a battle, or a lengthened war, or to gratify it, when
the enemy is conquered. Cannibalism has ceased to exist itmong the natives of New Zealand; and

to hint to a Maori that his fathers devoured human f'lesh, would be as great an insult as to remind
one of our gentle-blooded f'ellow-countrymen, that tliere are historical proofs that the barons in

William the Conqueror's train, the fathers of the pure Norman blood, drank red blood from

the

skulls of their conquered foemen.l"3

Canrpbell's descriptions of Maori and their way of life

arre

typical of these early New Tnaland

novelists. She includes the usual chapter of infbrmation on Maori living conditions, titled in this case

"MY FIRST SIGHT OF A NATIVE PAH"."'t He, descriptions

are sirnilar to those

in Distant Homes

but notably more graphic - she seems to seek out the hideoLrs and accentuate it for greatest eff'ect. In her
description of the pa, the chief's hirt, which appears to be painted red, turns out in fact to be smeared

with blood and the "cAr-ved hurnan head"l0s grinning at her fronr the lap of the "grotesque figure"l06
above the door, turns out to be "a human one,

still dripping blood".l07

The narrator's physical inrpressions of Maori are again along the same lines as Aylmer's

-

he

idealises them in their natural state (thinking them "impossible to surpass . . . in natural beauty"),108

while ridiculing their adoption of articles of European dress:
Many of thern werc dressed in scraps of ELrropean garments, and most incongruous they looked,
tied or pushed on in all sorts of wrong ways. The few wlro boasted a pair, or even half a pair of
trowsers, invariably buttoning them behind, presented a most laughable appearance when they

favoured you with a back view. They were, sarving these absurd disfigurements, fine-looking

3l

fellows, with the symmetrical linrbs and well developed rnuscles, all the pure Maories

are

celebrated fbr. They have too a naturally graceful way of standing, not slouching like so many of

their civilized brethren, but planted firmly, yet with perlect eitse.""'

Ironically, Martin hirnself contribntes to these "absurd disfigurernents" - throughout the novel he gives
away a large proportion of his wardrobe to Mirori!

In Auckland, however, Martin notes: "l saw a greert many natives, Ittost of thern decently clothed in
European garments, and

in some cases so like ernigrants, that I had to look twice before I could

distinguish the difference."'

l"

The narrator gives a reasonable amount of space to the description of Maori women, who

are

described in the sensual, exotic ternrs usual in novels of this time and then compared with their superior
sisters - the English women who

will

be reading the novel:

. . . my fair readers will not, I trust, consider rne guilty of disrespect if I have purposely left their

Maori sisters until I could devote a proper length of tirne to theil service. . . .
The young girls frorn ten years of age. are ol'ten very pretty, sometimes really beautiful. Their
features are delicate, their skin smooth and clear, with the olive hue of the Spaniard, brightened

by the transparcncy and ready blush of the English maiden. Their eyes are long, large, and with a
soft, pleading expression, which somehow seelns to ask your sympathy and protection, while the

white teeth and red lips, with their roguish smile mock the f'eeling, openly laughing at you for
being so deceived by their neighbours. [n figure the wornen are short and slight, with that easy

gait and graceful motion, so often seen armong the unclothed and uncivilized, every lirnb moving
with its own free grace, and untramrnelled try disguise of either drcss or etiqllette.
They arc always clothecl in a petticoat reaching from the slender waist to the ankles, and made

of flax fibre, the fineness of the textLlrc denoting the wearer's rank and social position. The upper
part of the body is concealed either by a European shirt or gown, or a native rug. . .

.

The women have very long, glossy, black hair, plaited. in tails, hanging down to their knees,
sometimes, and ornamented with flowers or f'eathers. They do not tattoo so much as the men, but,
nevertheless, a few of them indulge in

it to a slight degree, having a few light curves about

the

lips arrd chin. Sorne of them stain theil lips a pale blue. by no means thereby improving their
appearance; and, as in almost every land except dear old England, women are no sooner young
than they are old. They attain the climax of their beauty just when an English girl is hard at work

with verbs and practisingl and are wizened old women at the age the other is leaving school, to
make her debfit in the busy worlcl.rrr

Campbell includes the obligatory "PRACTICES OF THE NATIVES"TT2 chapter and throughout the

three volumes details nlany aspects of Maori society: practical, cnltural and social. The practices
described are the sarle as those in Distant Hornes, although she manages to include a greater variety
and more detail due to the length of the novel. Along with the usual descriptions of food and eating
J.!.

habits, fishing practices and accompanying ritual.s, she includes a lengthy section on canoes and "the

native method of building"l13 them. In keeping with Campbell's dramatic intentions, she includes
descriptions of the more gruesome occupations, for example she gives a graphic description of the
manner in which Maori spit and roast live eels.l

Aylmer's descriptions
melodramatic

la

of Maori cultural

practices are sensationalised,

but Campbell's

are

in ihe extreme. Martin describes the tangi that takes place when he and Tom are

approached by Maori:

My fear, if such I should call the sensation, was not removed by the rush made upon Tom. And
then the fi'ightful howls, yells, and shrieks that bulst from the whole fraternity as they clustered

round him, embracing him with sobs and tears, and then having literally rubbed noses, their
peculiar method of greeting, they sat down, and covering their faces in their blankets, moaned and
groaned. Some

of the old

women, seizing stones or shells, struck their naked breasts and

shoulders Llntil the blood began to trickle down, when they generally threw away the stone, and

cried louder than before. This performance is a "tangi," and is always gone through on meeting a

friend; the value they place upon friendship being demonstrated by the vehemence with which

they "tangi."

I

always remarked that the old women make the most noise, and often work

themselves up into a state almost like catalepsy, uttering diabolical shrieks, and shedding literally

"floods of tears."Il-s
A description of an atier-dinner dance enters the reahn of the ridiculous:

.

a more exciting or frightful exhibition

I never had the fortune to witness. It began in a

startling way; we were all sitting in perfect quiet when Warepori, uttering a shrill scream, sprang

in the air, leaving his clothes in a heap on the ground. He was followed by twenty or thirty of the
men, then an equal number of women. The men were entirely naked, the women retained their
petticoat and shift; the former was, however, a little recklessly thrown about, displaying a larger
portion of their channs than they themselves were aware of.
The favourite movement is to bound in the air, uttering at the same mornent a terrific shriek,
and bringing the left hand down upon the left thigh with a crack almost like a pistol shot. . .

.

Gradually the dancers become rnore and nrore excited. They make frightful taces, and not the
most delicate gestures in the world. Exarnple leads the way, and at the end they are blended in a
confused and maddenecl mass, writhing, struggling and shrieking."u

The narrator mentions social aspects of M:rori life as well. He states that before she is married,

a

Maori woman:

. . . may dispense her favours wherever and as often as she pleases. In fact they are as proud of
their 'liaisons' as some English beauties
common enough to hear th".

erre

of the number of hearts they have broken. And it is

.lrar*, of a native Venus proved by the number of her lovers, or,

since the British tratfic, the ships she has stnyed in.lt7
aa
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Once she

is married, however, the

opposite rule applies, adultery being punishable by "death or

exposure".l't According to the narrator, a flrarfiecl woman will commit suicide if she is seen naked "while the greatest punishrnent a man

cern

inflict upon an inconstant wife is to expose her naked,

the

certain consequence being that she destroys herself, thus sparing herhusband's feelings. . .".lle

Maori society particularly meets with the narrator's approval in one regard:
One thing there is in which I really believe the Maories excel all other nations - the regard with

which they look

r"rpon

their women and children

indeed, any barbarous nation

I

-

widely diff'erent from the Americans, or,

remember. They listen to the counsel of women, spare them any

undue share of toil, and treat them with an almost refined consideration and respect. The children
are admitted to all their consultations; and

it is very curious to see a naked little fellow of three

years olcl speaking up, and giving his advice to his father and the assembled chiefs.l20

Aylrner lauds the praises of rnissionaries and ridicules traditional Maori beliefs, but Campbell's
narrator has little time for missionalies in general, believing many are looking after their own interests,

having bought up large tracts of land and given up teaching. He approves of the missionary at Turanga,
however, who:

Unlike the body of the

missionaries highly approvecl of the system professed

by the New

T,ealand Company; and held the opinion that the truest and most Christian-like policy towards the

natives, would be to amalgamate them as speedily as possible, making them one with us in
l2l
feeling, government, and faith.

Martin also approves of Archdeacon Hadfield, who he says was important in keeping peace between
the settlers and the natives:
He felt, what unfortunately t'ew of the clergymen in the colony have seemed to appreciate, that he
had men made after God's image to deal with, rninds as capable of understanding, and cultivation
as our own; men whose reason must be satisfied before they coulcl be moulded to a new

form, and

whose belief must be gained by the power of conviction, not by force.r22

Campbell presents a relatively tolerant view of Maori beliefs. Martin discusses the Maori view of
the afterlife, native legends, creation myths, atuas, charms, tapu ("Tabooing")r2'l and the belief that all
forms of nature have a spirit. He generally reserves judgement on these beliefs, satisfiecl to accept their
mysterious nature. For instance, Martin illustrates the power of the Maori belief in the significance of
dreams, by relating atn experience he has when a Maori comes to Iris hut saying he has dreamed of his
dead father and this means he is going to die. Martin attempts to reason with him, to no avail. They
asleep, only to be strnck by lightning. Martin survives by sticking his head in a bucket

fall

of water, but the

Maori dies. In typical Campbell style, this is followed by a graphic description of the hideous results
upon the Maori's body.rza Martin says he is witness to many similar occurrences over the years.

With respect to the superstitious nature of Maori, Martin believe.s that while the missionaries found
it
34

.

assisted them

in rnaking converts to begin with, they also discovered to their grief

and

annoyance, that when religion had taken possession, superstition, though conquered, was still the

latent principle, and influenced every action. Fond

of

argument, and reasoning, great and

incessant talkers, the natives were continually comparing the new taith with the old, and finding

out similitudes, which their self-opinionated dispositions rendered

it

almost impossible to

eradicate.l2s

Campbell's narrator finds these similitudes hirnself, when he draws

a parallel

between Maori

superstition and the religion of the European missionaries, and concludes:

All nations

are more or less deeply irnbued with superstition; and, although education destroys its

influence, and enables the mind to cast it aside, it still clings to us in one form or other, although

it may not be recognised

irs such, assunring the form

of religion and an unacknowledged awe of

the unfathomable ways of the Deity, the existence of the spirit asserting itself.l26

Problems with the way the colonisation

of New Tnaland was carried out are at the root of

the

disharmony existing between Maori and Pakeha according to Martin Tobin. Maori are seen to be a race

awaiting "proper training",l27 but the low quatity of the early irnmigl'elnts meant that poor examples of
European culture were held up as rrodels

of civilisation ibr Maori. "The vices and crimes of

civilization prove fruitful shoots when engrafted on the native stock, and drunkenness, debauchery, and
disease ride rampant."l28 Martin believes that:

Had the colony at once, and from the date of Cook's visit, been taken under the protection of
English law and justice, and an organized systeln of colonization, with the supervision of officers

invested with

full

powers zrnd authority to protect both the native rights and settlers, been

instituted capable of laying the foundation of Christianity, law, and good-fellowship, a few years

would have overcome the difficulties in that vexed question of the transfer of land. And I firmly
believe that we should long ere have had a native race working (and prospering) side by side with
us, as sincerely as if they were our brothers in birth, as well as religion and government.l2e

Another mistake, according to Martin, was that Maori were not tar-rght to speak, read and write English
from the beginnings of colonisation. He believes that this would have "speedily christianized the whole
nation. And . . . have engrafted a love of civilization into their nature, and opened a source of endless
improvement and advantages."t'u The efforts of missionaries to learn Maori, translate scriptures into

Maori and the construction of the Maori grammar, he believes to have been a waste of time.
Campbell documents political events in New Zealand between 1837 and 1845, and much of the third
volume of Martin Tobin is concerned with the New Zealand wars. Campbell inserts her characters into
detailed, relatively factual accounts of the Wairau Atfray

of

1843 and the Northern War

of

1845-46.

When the Treaty of Waitangi is signed, r'esulting in the law that all future land sales must go through
the government and that all past land sales not made through the government are void, the validity of

Martin's land claim at Wanganui becomes uncertain. Martin relates responses to the Treaty:
35

The oldel settlers cried or.rt against its manifest injurstice and partiality, and the chiefs who were

principally concerned did not in the least cornprehend what they had done; but when told that they
had sold their rights. were perf'ectly indignant, asserting they had only given the Queen the power

of helping them, or in other words enterecl into a strict alliance with her representatives.l3l

Along with other members of the New Zealand Conrpany, Martin must wait for his claim to be settled
through the land coLlrt - the Company decides to take this channel after Te Rauparaha prevents them

from surveying the Wairau valley. While Martin experiences the personal frustration of the uncertainty
of his claim, he maintains enough objectivity to atternpt to see the situation in a holistic manner.

I

think the generality of the settlers very much underrated Rauparaha's abilities and qualities,

which frorn all I saw and heard were of the highest order both as general and diplomatist. From
the outset he had opposed the system of colonization, while he welcomed the colonists, to whom
he would have willingly sold land, and he naturally enough objected to another governor stepping

in and taking the reins out of his hand. This we can scarcely wonder at, considering his position
and birth, as also that he was partly educated. He had hitherto been very careful to keep at peace

with the settlers . . . so now it behove us to be on our guard.lr2

The Company decides to change its approach, however, when concern arises that the passive
behaviour displayed by the English in several conflicts with tlibes around this time is leading to the

Maori's belief that the English are afl'aid to fight them, and that they can gain suprernacy through
warfare. This failure to punish Maori for crimes against Pakeha lras, according to Maftin, begun to

build the "strLlcture of tror-rble and rnistakes tlrat has since become visible to the whole world, the

of which is even now (when this is passing the press), being gathered with sickles red with
colonial bloocl."l-r3 It is decided that a slrow of force is important, so on the lTth of June 1843 the
harvest

Company tries to enforce its claim on land in Wairar"r which Te Rauparaha and Te Rangihaeata believe
has not been paid for. The settlers attempt to arrest Te Rauparnha - resulting in the Wairau

Affray. (No

mention is rnade in the novel of the fact that Te Rauparalra was willing to negotiate the deal.)l3a
Campbell writes Black into the Wairau Affiay, fighting for Te Rauparaha. He has taken the name

Kauri, assurned the appearance of a Maori, and is said to have become more dreaded than Te
Rauparaha himself. Martin credits the military knowledge

of this ex-soldier as the source of

the

remarkable defences, fighting strategies and fortifications employed by Maori - although Belich states

that "Maori tribal forces were qualitatively superior to untrained and ill-organized posses of armed
settlers. But the professional military forces of the British Empire were another matter."l35

A long and detailed

account of the first five months of the Northern War (which began in March

1845 and ended in January 1846, several rnonths after the conclusion of Martin Tobin) is provided.

This reads along the lines of histoly books of the time, aparrt frorn some simplification of events and the
addition of Campbell's characters to the action. Martin and Frank go to Hone Heke's stockade to try to
convince him of his foolishness in trying to fight the English. Frank stands in for the missionary in the
36

history books who "went to the Maori calnp and preached tl'onr the text 'Whence come wars and

fightings,' and at the conclusion of the sermon Heke suggested that the rnissionary should deliver the
same discourse to the English camp."l36 [n the novel. too, Heke recommends that Frank "go and repeat

it to the English, for that they were the

cause

of all the evils of war."lJ7

Troops arrive from Australia and with the settlers walk to Heke's pa. Kauri has come with

join Heke. Carnpbell is not particularly clear in some
of her writing - her dating is inconsistent throughout the novel, and the logistics in her

reinforcements fiom Te Rauparahar's land to
aspects

representation of the fighting are conlused at tirles - in this case it appears that two unsuccessful attacks
are made on what seem to be two dift'erent pas, although both called "Oheawai"lls and both belonging

to Heke. (In reality the.se two attacks were on different pas, owned by Kawiti and Hone Heke.) Martin
is included in the storming party of the seconcl attack:

Upon the 23rd of June we started on our advance on the pah, no one doubting that we should
carry all before us, and almost laughing at the notion of such a large force being brought out
against a wooclen stockade, ancl a few hundred undisciplined and naked savages. How terribly we
underrated their power, cunning or courage, whichever you may call it, was shortly and too fatally
evident.l3e

Martin fights with Kauri, is wounded, and Tom is taken prisoner after saving Martin's life. That night
from outside the pa they hear Tom shrieking that he is being skinnecl alive - an adaptation of the history

book version

in which the shrieks are heard of a man being

burned with kauri gum.'oo Martin

announces the names of those who are killed in tlie battle - the same names as recorded in the history

books. The wounded Martin is taken to Auckland

- he is glad - "the night

effectually sickenecl me of savage wilrfare."l4' A I'e* nights luter Heki

aurcl

after the repulse having

his men retire secretly to

Ikorangi, several miles away. "Here Heki erected the famous pah, the model of which has created so

much surprise, and which seemed to hint at an acquaintance with the rules and principles of
fortifications, far beyond anything ever before executed by so called savages."'02 As Distant Homes
ended on the happy note that Governor Grey had taken up his post again, Martin Tobin ends with the

news that, to the relief

of the settlers, the English government is replacing Governor Fitzroy with

Captain George Grey, who Martin comments is:

. . . the fittest man to take in hand the arduous task of fixing British authority in New Z,ealand.
Never did any one undeltake

a more dilficult or delicate task; one which he fulfilled

conscientiously, giving himself up heart and soul to his work, and winning the aff'ection and
respect of both settlers and zrborigines.'u''

Campbell must have gained most of her intbnnation about the New Zealand wars from publications

of the day, so despite her efforts to faithfully represent events and arguments between the races, she
necessarilv limited bv her information source.
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EMILIA MARRYAT

ln

1874 Emilia Marryat (Mrs. Norris's) Amon-sst the Maoris:

A Book of Adventure was published.

(Subsequent editions were entitled Jack StanleE Or the Young Adventurers

[l881] and Jack Stanley

IS83].) Ernilia Marryat was the dar.rghter of Captain Freclerick Marryat (1792- 1848), the author of The
Children of the New Forest (1847) and numerons other stories, niostly juvenile fiction and often with a
seafaring theme. Emilia Marryat's sister Florence Marryat was also u prolific writer, with over forty
sensation novels to her name. In the preface to Amon-qst the Maoris, Marryat refers to having published

"fourteen story books alreacly",lo* two of which are advertised in the back of Distant Hornes in the
appendix entitled

"A

Catalogue of New and Popular Works. Principally For the Young. Published by

Griffith and Farran". The storie.s, by "Captain Marryat's Daughter'', are Harry at School and Long
Evenings Or. Stories For My Little Friencls.la't Amongst the Maoris is Marryat's only New Zealand
novel.

The sirnplicity of the style and themes in Arnongst the Maoris, while being a characteristic of fiction

for younger readers, means there is nothing in the novel that suggests the author had first-hand
experience of New Zealand.

All the information the novel contains could easily

have been gleaned from

books about New Zealand. As there is no evidence of her writing another New Zealand novel, while
she may have visited New Zealand,

it seerns unlikely that Marryat ever lived here.

Gilderdale classities Amongst the Maoris as junior fiction, but Stevens includes
Zealand Novel 1860-1965 without distinguishing

it f}om adult literature,

it in The New

and The Oxford Historv of

New Zealand Literature in English includes Amongst the Maoris in both "The Novel" and "Children's

Literature" chapters. Comments by the narrator revettl the intended audience of Amongst the Maoris to
be the younger age groLlp, for exarnple, early on in the story, when Jack's father dies, the narrator
introduces the rnoralistic function of the novel and addresses the readers:

It is a time which will in all probability come to each one of you who have parcnts. Think of it
sometimes, boys and girls, while yoLlr parents are still with yor.t, lest other feelings besides those

of sorrow and regret for

yor"rr

own lo.ss should corne into youl hearts when you look upon your

father's or your mother's dead face - f'eelings of remorse fbr your own shortcomings and want of
duty.la6

Amongst the Maoris was published in 1874. but the narrator states that the novel takes place "some

twenty years ago".la7 Jack is seventeen when the story is set, ancl his reactions to the events that take
place, coupled with the fact that true to its own description Aniongst the Maoris: A Book of Adventure

is an adventure story, ensLllrs the effective engagement of

a

junior readership. The story is fast moving

and exciting, involving mystery ancl mistaken identity. Jack's experiences, the journey to the other side

of the world and the new country which awaits him there provicle raw material which, when combined
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with Jack's lively, inquiring mind, produce exciting and enterprising ideas which would touch

the

imagination of adolescents in Britain. For exarnple, when hearing of the geotherrnal activity in the new
country, Jack has ideas of establishing a steam factory without the need for the expense of coal.
Jack also sets his rnind to devising a way

of keeping hives of

bees alive on board ship

for

the

duration of the journey fronr England, in order to feed the swallows he wants introduced to eat the

millions of flies he has encountered. As with most novels in this chapter

it is interesting, with the

hindsight provided by the awareness of the effects introduced species have had upon native ones, to
read

of the

impulses that led to this happening:

"'I

wish some one, whose business it is, would

introduce animals of other kinds into the islands. It seems a pity that such rnagnificent forests should be
almost untenanted. One expects to meet deer or some such beasts

ert

every open glade."'laB

The structure of Arnongst the Maoris is typical of these very early New Zealand novels by women,
most notably Distant Homes. Both novels involve the loss of a tarnily's fortune in England; the journey

to New Znaland: the impressions of the new country, the natives, their custolns, the flora and fauna,
which has the fonn of handbook-type iniormation inserted clumsily into the action; the adventures that
take place and the eventutrl happy ending which involves the progress of religion in the new country,
converted "civilised" Maori, and in the case of Amongst the Maoris the return "horne" and restoration

of the family fortune.

However, rather than being a recording novel, as Stevens labels Distant Homes, Amongst the
Maoris fits into her category of the exploiting novel, where the country and culture are exploited for the
sake

of the story rather than being recorded for their own sake. Certainly, Marryat

uses the New

Zealand setting to provide the strilngeness, excitement and interest integral to this adventure story.
Amongst the Maoris is tull of pig hunting, tales of Australian kangaroo hunts, Maori legends, detailed
descriptions of the methods used by Maori to bake head.s, multiple reterences to cannibalism and an
exciting midnight search for the elusive apteryx (called the kiwi by the natives).
Amongst the Maoris has another function, however, and that is as a moralising story. It is a tale of
the moral and religious development of a seventeen year old boy clriven by revenge. who travels to New

Zealand in search of the man who ruined his father, learns lessons about life on the way, ultimately
converting to Christianity and learning about folgiveness in time to confront the broken rnan who was

his enemy. Instrumental in Jack's development is

er charercter named Colonel Bradshaw, who

conveniently serves the dual purpose of being both the mouthpiece for many moralistic and religious
speeches, and a device used

to present the travel book infonnation about New Zealand's history, the

traditions and beliefs of Maori and the native flora and fauna.

Marryat involves her characters in first-hand experiences with Maori. One of these experiences,
involving Jack, is the most dramatic incident in the novel. The inrpetuous and insensitive Jack is openly
rude about the differences he encounters in Maori culture, and remarks that the tohunga looks like an

old toad, not realising the extent of the tohunga's grasp of the English language. Colonel Bradshaw
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warns him that the tohunga

will understand his tone of voice, but Jack takes no heed. This

leads to the

tohunga's revenge in kidnapping Jack, forcing him to work in his garden, and Jack is rescued just as he

is about to be tattooed. Despite this treatrnent of the hero of the story, the narrator refrains frorn taking
sides. Colonel Bradshaw urges Jack not to be too hasty in rnaking up his rnind about Maori, and,
eventually, Jack rnakes firrn triends with some, although they are Christian ones.
For sensationalist effect, Marryat has Jack initially hold an out ol'date and contused English view of

Maori. Jack wants to ann hirlself with pistols on his journey frorn Wellington to Auckland, convinced
he

will be killed

".

and eaten. He says he thought

they would all be tattooed, and dressed r"rp in feathers and war-paint, and whooping and

yelling as they danced around their firesl or going out on their lrunting expeditions or war parties,
and bringing home scalps and prisoners, and eating thern. I expected some amount of romance, at
any rate; not to see a lot of

He wonders

if all Maori

frightful creatures

clressed up

like bacl imitations of ourselves."l4e

are as dirty-looking as the one he has just rnet:

New Zealandel'."' His friend Bernard replies:

"'l

"'He wasn't my idea of a noble

think travellers are very apt to wash their natives clean

before they send them into print. I fancy most uncivilized people are dirty."'ls0

Colonel Bradshaw gives Jack his views on the colonisation of New Zealand:

"But do you think the Maoris liked being taken possession of?" asked Jack.
"Perhaps they were not asked," answered Colonel Bradshaw. "They have been treated

ignorant children, who must be taught to behave themselves: but

as

I think now they begin to

appreciate the advantages of civilization."lsl

Marryat's representation of the natives of Ar.rstralia and New Zealand as expressed by Colonel
Bradshaw is along the lines of Aylrner's representation of Maori. It is important to realize that these
writers were writing in a society which did not have the advantage of awareness of the equality of races.

I suggest that reading her comnrents with

an awareness of her historical context, Marryat's treatment

of

the Maori is not racist, although her presumed unfarniliarity with the natives of Australia leads to

a

more negative response when describing them. Colonel Bradshaw tells Jack that the natives of
Australia are not much bigger than kangaroos:

"But the Australians vary in size very mnch in different parts of the country, as also they vary in
intelligence. Some

of thern seem little

whereas farther into the interior, you

will

renroved fiom the lower animals

-

utterly mindless;

nreet with nren tall and well fonned, and comparatively

bright. They may be a mixture of races."

"They are not like the Maoris in any way, are they'/"

"Totally dissirnilar: the Maoris I consider a very intelligent people, who do not at all come
undet the head of that very generic term, 'niggers.' Of course you must have read comparative

physiology

of different

races. The Maoris assimilate closely
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to ourselves,

I

believe,

in the

formation of the skull; in other words, they show likeness to the Caucasians. The wonder is that
they have continued so long uncivilized.

"I do not

suppose they

will ever civilize

as a nation. Years hence New Zealand

will

be peopled

by the English, and the naturarl 'lords of the soil' will die out: they are doing so rapidly."

"I

am afraid," said Jack, afier a pause - during which lie had been thinking over what the

Colonel had said -

"l

am atraid that we English are a bullying race. It seems very unfair that we

should come to another marl's land, and gradually push out the rightful owner and take possession
ourselves: it is very much like the cuckoo in the sparrow's nest."

"There had always been in every age a dominant race, ancl no doubt it is so arranged for the
advance of civilization. It does not seem so much as

if

the English nation endeavoured to push the

rightful owners trom their teruitory tis that tlre owners become absorbed as it were. I think the
settlers in this country have tried to edncate, to civilize, and to Christianize the Maoris; but I

doubt

if

anything will be done with them. They are an interesting people, as you must agree,

notwithstanding some nnfortunate experiences which have occurred to you personally, Jack. They
are very affectionate, brave, and enduring; anxious to learn and improve, and in some ways very
singlehearted."l52

Marryat draws a parallel between Jack and the heathen Maori - they indulge in revenge, as they are
not yet Christian. Jack's particular objection to the tohunga and everything for which he stands can only

be seen as ridiculous when this is the man with wlrom Jack is most closely compared. Jack wonders
why the tohunga is keeping him prisoner, and the narrator comments "It was odd that Jack Stanley, of

all people, should not have ascribed the tohunga'.r conduct to revenge."l53 When the tohunga forces
Jack to work for him, the narrator cloes not allow the reader to feel sorry for Jack. The tohunga names
Jack

"Dirt", in direct relation to Jack calling the tohunga "dirty"

at the time of the original offence.

The point about the parallel between Jzick and the Maori is made laboriously, being spelt out clearly

to Jack several times without his realising it, For exitmple, Jack asks Colonel Bradshaw if Maori are
cured of all their barbarous customs and propen.sities:

"No.

. . So long as they remain heathen or merely nominal Christians, as too many of them are,

the cruelty and the desire of revenge which is in all savage naturcs, Jack, is merely latent: any
cause might bring

it to the surface again. lt is not long ago that ar dreadful massacre took place at a

place called Wairau; it is still remembered by Europeans and by Maoris who took part in it."l54

The message finally gets through, however, when Jack is asked by a Maori to come and say prayers at
the chapel - the shame triggers his conversion.

Rather than Maori being seen eN inferior becnuse of their race, it is more that heathens are viewed as

inferior to Christians in Amongst the Maoris. Colonel Bradshaw says Britons were no better than Maori
before Christianity. There is a strong division between "heathen" Maori and Clrristian ones. Colonel
Bradshaw's Maori guide who aids in the kidnapping of Jack does so because he is heathen - and as such
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superstitious - be will do the bi.dding of a tohunga. The ChriStiran Maori slave of the tohunga risks his
oWn eaf,ety to

hel,

Jackn however, and then deeide.g

$

be J,ack's s:fave. Despite stating that r,eligion is

the issue rather than racg, readers today could not but be shocked at the unconscious racism of the time.

It is re\iealing that the Christian slave who rEseues:Jack from the tohunga oJ the hoathen ribe is not as
"Maori-loolcing" as the heathens:

This man was unlike fhe generality of the Maoris that Jack had seen, being of much lighter

with light hair and blue eyes, such as many of the New Zealanders sf the fibes
fiuther 'in the interior of the island have; he also hsd a more inteJligent and pleasanter east of
co.rnplexion,

countenance than rn:ost of those around. him.lss

The Christian pa shows rnore European influence than does the heathen one - the huts are bigger and
painted fed, but the nan'ator thinks Maori prefer their little huts" with the two feet square doore. The
redundilnf. to-hunga sits sslemnly under a tree, and the nativa teacher o-bviously has more au-thority,in the

tribe than their chief. A Christian lvlaori

says-

he is not tattooed because he is a "piBonarif'156 novr, and

tfrat only devils (heathens) tattoo themselves or w'orship the atuas. The Christian pi,sloorl$ like home to
Jack.
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TUA-O-RANGI (MARGARET BULLOCK)
Utu: A Story of Love. Hate. and Revenge (1894) by "Tuai-O-Rangi" (Malgaret Carson Bullock
1845-1903) is the last, chronologically, of the adventure stories, and the only novel

of the century

written by a woman using a Maori pseudonyrn. While biographical intbrmation is available fbr Bullock,

I have found no clues as to why she chose to write under

a

Maori name, but it seems logical to assume

that her interest in the Maori people led her to do this. "Tua-o-rangi" is a metaphorical term meaning

"distant time: past or future",'-tt so probably ref'ers to the periocl of which she is writing. Born in
Auckland to immigrant parents, Bullock rnoved to Wanganui to becorne partner with her brother in the
Wanganui Chronicle after her husband diecl, leaving her with five children to support. She worked
assistant editor and reporter there

as

for ten years. She was also the parliamentary correspondent for

several new.spapers and one of the instigators of parliament's ladies' press gallery. Her experience of

parliament "only whetted her earnest desire to see legislation passed to enable woman to take her part

in righting the many wrongs women then had to bear."r-t8 Bronwyn Labrum states "she was able to play
a key role

in f acilitating the course of the Wolnen's Franchise Bill in I 893, when its success hung in the

balance, by warning Kate Sheppard

of impending political action."l5!) Labrum provides this information

on Bullock's political activities:

In June 1893, Margaret founded the WanganuiWomen's Franchise League (known later as the

Women's Political League), which spearheaded the carnpaign for the vote in Wanganui and
enabled worlen to educate themselves abourt public life. She believed that women lacked men's

knowledge of methods, public affairs, political questions, and the world's needs. Margaret was
president of the league frorn 1893 until 1896, when

committee member from 1898

to

ill health forced her to resign, and served

1900. She was also prominent

as a

in the National Council of

Women, and was elected vice-president in 1900.

As a feminist she believed passionately in the removirl of "women's disabilities", as the civic
and political face of discrirnination against women was then called. "Subjugated by brutality,
dominated by f'ear, or cajoled by specious words, and held fast by silken fetters, worlen for ages,

had dumbly sighed for opportunities

of self-development." tn

1895 Margaret and two other

members of the Wornen's Political League formed a deputation to discuss with Premier Seddon

the removal of barriers to women's unemployment in the civil service and to equal pay. She also
advocated economic independence for womelt, a stance which was undoubtedly prompted by her

own experience. However, she did not support prohibition and unlike most

feminist

contemporaries was wary of the Temperance Moverrent.l60

Her concerns about welfare led to her being an official visitor to women at Wanganui Prison and
working for the elderly living at Wanganui's Jubilee Home. AIso a painter, three of her paintings with
Maori subjects were exhibited at the Auckland Society of Arts in 1885. This talented and busy woman
A?

also wrote for New Zealand and English rnagazines under the pseudonym "Madge", wrote government

tourist guides for Wanganui, Rotorua and Taupo, as well as writing Utu, her only novel.

Utu shares its central theme with Arnongst the Maoris - t'evenge - while being similar in style to
Martin Tobin (in fact Lawrence Jones calls Utu "the wildest of New Zealandsensation novels"l6l;. Utu
has a dual purpose - to use the setting and indigenous people of New Zealand to add to the mystery and

of the sensation novel (as do Martin Tobin and Amongst the Maoris) and to give the
opinion on the origins of conflict between Maori and Pakeha. What it lacks in credulity and

excitement
author's

consistency of style, Utu makes up for as an engaging read.

The novel begins with a preface explaining the title of the novel - expounding the Maori word "utu"
and its many varieties of meaning in English, fiom money, payment, value and satisfaction to revenge.

To the ancient Maori . . . it was a word of significance. It entered into every consideration of his
mind, cropped up in every phase of his life, and, in its worst sense, expressed alike his strongest
passion and his most sacred durty. In preparing the chapters descriptive of the life of the ancient

Maori, it has been my aim to slrow how cornpletely the passion of revenge, which this word zra
expresses, dominated his

life and actions; and at the same time to draw

a series of etchings of that

old, forgotten uncivilized lif-e; which, whatever may be thought of it by the world at large, should
at least have some interest for dwellers in this tair and tavoured land.162

Bullock attempts to give crcdence to her novel by stating that although her characters are imaginary, the
incidents ar€ o'true to that past lit-e" as Maori scholars ancl historians have handed it down to us"163 and
"the more shocking events arc but detailed reflexes of historical facts."l6a
Set in the 1770s, Utu begins

with a story about a Frenchman in England who is intent upon revenge

on a woman who he perceives as having slighted hirn. After tricking her into marriage he eventually
murders her, or so he believes, after obtaining as much of her lortune as he can. An at first seemingly
unconnected story then follows concerning the du Fresne expedition to New Zealand.It eventuates that

one of the members of this expedition is no other than the rogue trom the first story

- now

calling

himself D'Estrelles - who, having lost all lris money, has joined the French expedition in the hope of

finding gold in New Zealand. Unbeknown to him, two of his travelling companions are previous
acquaintances he has doublecrossed, bent upon their own revenge. One of them,

D'Estrelles'own valet,

is revealed towards the end of the novel to be Eleanor, the wif'e he believed he had murdered. This
theme of revenge follows through into dealings with Maori, where it becomes utu, and the two thirds of

the book which take place in New Zeiland combine the form of the sensation novel with that of the
adventure story.

On approaching New Zealand, the crew of the Marquis de Castries's first contact with the new land

is in the form of a Maori war canoe containing two starving Maori warriors and the corpses of many
more. The passage de.scribing this could be fiorn any of the novels in this chapter - the abrupt halt in
narrative to insert factual information is bv now all too f'amiliar.
AA
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Once alongside, a strange and disrnal sight presented itself

to the view of the excited

spectators who crowded the bulwalks. A canoe was a species of claft quite new to most of them,
and such a canoe as this they had certainly never dreamed of. Hewn out of some noble tree (kauri

pine they afterwards found), it could not have been less than eighty feet in length, by four feet
broad and deep. The prow, painted red and adorned with tufts of feathers, was elaborately carved

in bas-relief caricatures of human beings, rningled with handsome arabesque designs. All along
the gunwale this carving extended, culrninating in the sternpost, rising upwards quite fifty feet,
one mass of carving, ornamented with feathers and dyed

ilax (Pfutrnium tenax), and also painted

a deep red.

However, at first they had no eyes fbr this fine specinren of Maori handicraft, for its ghastly

freight absorbed their whole erttention.

l(''5

As the Marquis de Castries and the Mascarin approach the shore, in the overstated manner again
typical of these novels, New Zealand is desclibed as an untouched pastoral paradise abounding with
opportunity:
. . . lovely scenery and luxurious vegetation . . . everywhere rnet their delighted gaze. On all sides

of the splendid harbour they saw spaciours inlets affording safe anchorage; winding streams
opening up ravishing vistas; verdant valleys flanked by wooded ridges; and away in the
background, far as the eye could reach, the everlasting hills, rising tier above tier, the emerald
green of their distant toliage toned into tencler blues by intervening uopourr.l66

Later the hills are described as being: "densely wooded, as were all the ranges in the neighbourhood,
some of the timber attaining colossal dimensions. Straight ma,ssive trunks rising eighty or ninety feet
ere forking into branches, supplied the Frenchmen with sornething to wonder or."r67

Further contact with Maori on land provides opportunity tor the usual descriptions of the natives and

their way of lif'e - including examples of their language (spelling and pronunciation); customs to do
with eating, fishing, greeting, oratory, grieving and burial; pas and their fortification as well as living
conditions within pas. When mentioning the unpleasant smell, a footnote updates the situation by
proclaiming:

The Maori of to-day is himself becoming sensitive in respect of unpleasant odours, as was
exemplified in the case of

a

tawny rnasher, who at a rccent native rneeting at Sutiki pa, Wanganui,

was seen to hold his nose while exclaiming in disgust: 'Oh, Clipes! Beetly tink!'168

A lot of attention is given to the more dramatic customs, for

instance those to do with war (as in Distant

Homes, direct evidence of research is apparent when a war dance is described and a war song quoted,

firstly in Maori and then in English, the latter f<lotnoted

as

"White's translation"lr'n - Whit" presumably

being John White [|826-9t] the novelist and translator of Maori language), as well as cannibalism,
decapitation, the curing of heads and when a wun'ior dies, the suricides of his slzrves and the suicides or

self-mutilation of his wives.
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The chapter entitled "MAORILAND - SOME QUEER CUSTOMS - A HOSPITABLE
SAVAGE"TT0 contains more of this sort of information, including a physical description of the younger

of the rescued warriors, representative of these novels:
Despite his lank condition he was a fine specimen of Nnture'.s nobility: large-limbed, strongframed, and of rnajestic mien, when standing with his great flaxen wrapper enveloping his tall

figure like a Romiur toga - although decidedly less irnposing when squatting on his hams,

a

favourite position with both cliiefi (tbr such they turned out to be). His jet black hair was bound

up like that of his cornrade, but his face was much less drsfigured with the nnko, a point in his

favour he wor-rld probably outgrow. His dark eyes were agreeable in expression, and other
features fine for a savage, and of

t

sornewhat Jewish cast, the large mouth, fairly shaped, and

showing, whenever he opened it, a fine set of teeth.lTl

This romanticised description is free of tlre criticism present in equivalent descriptions in other novels

in this chapter - perhaps becaruse it deals with the earliest association between the races of any of
novels

-

these

and neither the habits nor the attire of the "noble silvage" has had the chance to become

polluted by the European or their articles of clothing, so Maori remain in an untouched, exotic state.
Even so, the comment about the disfiguration of the moko betrays European prejudice.

D'Estrelles becomes obsessed by tlre beautiful Rau-kata-mea, referred to by the English translation
"Laughing

[raf'

for most of the novel. Laughing Leaf is described in similar terms to the warrior - for

instance she is described as a "splendid specimen of Nature's unvarnished handiwork"lT2 and she is

compared with u classical figure.

A

lengthy clescription

of her appearance culminates in

au:r

ironic

comment on "civilised" women's clothes:

The girl, who was in the first blush of worrranhood, evidently fbund the heat of the shut-up and
fire-heated wlutre oppressive, for her upper gannent had been cast aside, and save for the clinging

folds of a soft mat wound about her rniddle, she was lrnclothed. Tall, strong, and finely
developed, her limbs were firm and round, her skin like velvet, and her figure that of a youthful

Hebe. Waist in the modern sense she had none. for her vital organs had never been "cabined,
cribbed, confined," by a straight jacket. As Nature's Gocl had designed her, so she had grown,

without the aid of "spoon bill busk," or "patent corset," for she was the daughter of a race of
ignorant savages, who, believing in their simplicity that God made man, would have given their
girls fits had they caught thern trying to better the Ahnighty's work.r73

Bullock states that Laughing Leaf is "scarcely rlarker than a European gipty"'tu and that she is "fairer
than most of her countrywomen".lTs
does so at tlle expense

If this reveals

the European assumption of what is beautiful, it

of credibility, f'or Lar-rghing Leaf's father is described elsewhere in the novel

as

having very dark skin.

As this novel deals with very early contact between the races, tales of cannibalism have resulted in
one of the few preconceptions the Frencll hold regarcling Maori. Little previous association between the
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races means the Frenclr must t-eel their way

in establishing a relaticlnship with the inhabitants of New

Znaland. Bullock, writing 120 odd years subsequent to these events, cannot resist foreshadowing some

of the results of this encounter. One such example is the introduction of liquor to Maori,

the

of which are mentioned in nrost books in this study which deal with Maori. One of the
starving chiefs is given repeated doses of cognac, such that upon recovery his first words are "'Kapai te

consequences

wai piro! Hontcti!' (Very good is the stinking water! Give me some!)".176 The Frenchmen guess his
meaning, and
. . . pleased to find in a savage evidence of such susceptibility to civilizing influences, hastened to

give him enongh cognac to have chokecl an ordinary Christian. The doctor reprimanded them
sharply when he next exalnined the putient's pulse, but neither he nor they foresaw (how could
they?) the ultimate conseqLrences of thus early implanting Christian tastes in a heathen breast.rTT

Alcohol is offered to them in barter, but most Maori do not like it and Bullock says they remain of this
opinion during the period of the Frenchmen's stay. "But it was soon found that those who 'took to' the
ardent beverages of civilisation became troublesomely fond of them, their thirst growing with supply

until it became insatitble."lTs The aforententioned chief's weakness for nlcohol precipitates one of the
events that leads to the doom of the French expedition.

The crew's f'ears abor.rt cannibalism, which had previously been allayed by the observation that the
staruing Maori chiefs had not eaten their dead tribesmen, are eventually proven to be valid after all
when D'Estrelles enters into negotiations with a chief about purchasing a preserved Maori head he sees
upon a pole. The chief becorres angry at the prospect of being deprived of his utu, but eventually agrees

to the trade. None of the French present can understand Maori, bttt the author is kind enough to
translate for the reader the chief's speech in which he insults the head and triumphs in having eaten his

enemy's thighs. An explanation of the nrotives behind cannibalism is inserted as a footnote by the
author:

The ancient Maori was not a cannibal fl-om choice. He rnerely ate his enemy for utu, as the last
evidence of his hatred and contempt. But he found baked human f-lesh savourry, and esteemed the

thigh as the rnost delicate part. The thigh was therefore always reserved as a tid bit for the
foremost chiefs. Women were not allowecl to eat hurnan flesh except in rare instances.lTe

The heads of slain enemies zlre reserved as lasting mementoes of victory and stuck up on poles
around the pa of the victorious tribe as focal points forjeering and derision. D'Estrelles enquires about
the preserving process ursed.

The custorn was to prepare them on the field of battle . .

.

removing the brain, tongue, and eyes,

the cavities were filled up with f'ern, flax, or dried grass. A piece of wood was then inserted in
each nostril to preserue the forrn of the nose, lhe lips were stitched together, and the skin of the

neck sewn round a srnall wooden hoop that it nright not shrink. The head was then boiled, then
plunged into cold water, and atierwards baked. This caused the muscles to shrink, but features,
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hair, skin, and ruoko remained intact. The heads were finished off by being smoked, or dried in
the sun or wind.lEo

For a month French and Maori coexist relatively

a-qreeably

-

each benefiting from trade and

communion with the other race. However, the Flench make the ultirnately fatal mistake

of

not

considering carefully enough the Maori concept of tapu. From the beginning of their association there
was evidence of this belief - on board sliip the chiefs would smash every dish they used, and when they

were strong enough to go up on deck they threw the dishes overboard. The narrator explains that the
chiefs believed themselves to be protecting the Pakeha by doing this, then she outlines the concept of
tapu, what is made tapu and how this is done. Typical of the sensation novel, the ltarrator makes teasing
comments which look forwald to dranratic future events, such as: "Had our voyagers but known all this
at the commencement of their intercourse, what horrors might not have been averted."lsl

The French hear the word tapu used frequently by Maori, but they pay explanations of it

. . . too little attention to gain other than a very hazy conception of the meaning o[ a word more
significant thirn any other in the Maori language, expressing, as it did, time-honoured usages,
which, though almost inconceivable to early European visitors, and not very comprehensible to
those who succeeded them, had for the Maori all the force ol' supernatural laws. The tapu,

in all

its varieties, was so inwoven with his traditions, so far-reacliing in its effects, and so important in

all its bearings upon tlre daily lif'e of the ancient Maori, that an intelligent understanding of it, and
all it implied, was absolutely essential to satisfactory and continued intercourse with them. . . .
Probably all the terrible deeds of bloody cannibalism, which, in the beginning of the century
made civilized cheeks pale at the name of New Zealand, were but reprisals for some infringement

of this unknown luw, and rnight

have been avoicled had the pioneers

of settlement been acute or

heedful enough to master its nreaning.lE2

This disregard for the significance of tapu results in two $epffate incidents which leave two chiefs
seeking utu

- sealing the fbte of the Frcnchmen.

Sonre crewmen go prospecting

across tr burial place. They unbind a sarcophagus. find the body

for gold and stumble

of a chief and steal his mere. The

second incident occurs when the chief with a liking tbr alcohol goes to the Marquis de Castries in
search

of brandy. He is given some. but beconres clrunk, demands more and is refused. Going berserk,

he attacks crewmen with his empty bottle until a sailor seizes hinr by his sacred topknot and he is
placed in irons.

Captain du Fresne dismisses Lieutenant Crozet's concerns about Maori unrest, thinking the good
relationship formed between them during the past nronth n'rust outweigh any possible annoyance caused
by the checking of the chief's behaviour. The next day du Fresne goes on a fishing expedition with the
tribe which seeks utu for the desecration of its burial site. A war dance is performed and all the Pakeha
present are killed, decapitated and their heads impaled on stakes. The scene of the resulting feast is
described in characteristic sensation novel detail, with Maori "acting much like maniacs, , . . all in their
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bloodshot eyes and scowling mien plesented a picrure of savage ferocity compared with which the

jungle tiger's smile was heavenly."'*t Anotlier group of Frenchmen is killed by the tribe of the drunk
chief. One mern escapes and makes it back to the ships to warn the remaining crewmen, who begin

firing cannons and muskets at Maori and burn their villages. The next day the French set sail, and for
the remaining Maori:
. . . though sadder, they were wiser men. They had been taught.the power of civilisation, and had
learned that the spirit of revenge was by no nteans a monopoly of their own dark race; and when

they sat themselves down calmly to compare the UTU of the white with the UTU of the
copperskin, they sighed

to

possessi weapons

which gilve their owners such indisputable

advantages.l8a

The narrator presents a balanced view with regarcls to blarne - Maori started the killing, but Pakeha
unnecessarily oft'ended them. The point

is lieavily made that both races kill innocent and guilty

indiscriminately.
The narrator takes up the story again five years later. The only French rernaining in New Z,ealand are

D'Estrelles and Eleanor, who is .still in disguise. They are living in a pa "situated on the borders of

Roto-iti, a cold lake in the thennal spring district ol'New Zealancl."ls't Eleanor has used the years to
gain revenge upon her husband

-

she has tortured him in various ways until he is on the verge of

insanity. He has becorne so debased he has been nrade an attendant on Maori corpses - the inferior fonn

of tapu - and shunned by society. Eleanor herself has beconre so consumed by her desire for utu that she
has wasted away and can hardly rnuster the energy to complete her plan. She reveals her identity,
however, and taunts D'Estrelles.

This area of thermal activity provides a fitting stage for the final scene, which is melodramatic in the
extreme. The crazed husbanci seizes his wit'e and screaming"'(Jtut

Urul! UTU!lPrrlrl6 he drags her

violently to a hot spring. The hellish descriptions of tlre sulphurous pools are obviously intended to
emphasise the devilishness

of D'Estrelles' behaviour as he leads his half-dead wife on a maniacal

wedding dance before plunging thern botli into "Huritini, the rnost dreadful of the disrnal springs of
Tikitere".l87

That the du Fresne expedition to New Zealand is a well-known piece of history lets Bullock get
away with such a far-fetched, fantastic story. Sirnilar'ly, Campbell's insertion of her characters into such

a documented tirne in New Zealancl's history lends credence to her sensation novel.

All four of the

adventure stories also ftrnction as other types of novel - Martin Tobin and Utu are sensation novels, and

Amongst the Ma<lris is too, to a lesser degree. Distant Homes and Amongst the Maoris, the novels for
younger readers, also contain strong rnoral nressages.

The different amolutts of contact these authors had with New Zealand resulted in the use of various
modes of research in constructing theil novels

- from Aylmer .sitting in England with her letters and
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books, to Bullock with a New Zealander's knowledge of her own counry and access to its history. In
the middle is Lady Carnpbell, travelling the world and consulting ref'erence books. The degree of each
author's first-hand experience of tlre country necessarily has a huge efl'ect upon her novel, notably in
her representation of the eff'ects of colonisation upon Maori people and on her portrayal of the New
Zealand wars. Those authors with most personal experience of New Zealand, Campbell and Bullock,

criticise the Pakeha ancl the way colonisation was carried olrt and Campbell gives a lot of space to
investigations of the Wairau Affray and the Northern War. Aylnrer and Marryat, however, who had

little or no experience of the country, express the general view of the time - that Maori are the problem.
Aylmer's representation of the Taranaki War is sirnplistic and often erroneous and her treatment of

Maori and their beliefs reads today as patronising in the extreme. Marryat's treatment of Maori

is

similar, and her only mention of the New Zealand wars is a brief rel'erence to the Wairau Affray.

The later novel, Utu, is written from a diffelent perspective fi'orn the others. Bullock lived in New
Zealand and, writing approxirlately twenty years after the first three novels were written, has the
advantage

of the passage of tirne in tbnnulatirrg her views. Her point that the misunderstanding of tapu

was a great problem in the relationship between the races wels an accepted fact by the time Utu was
published.

Associated with the adventure story is an anrount

of escapist fantasy. The earlier three novels

written, as they were, tor British readers, appeal to the imagination - an adventllre on the other side of

the world, an unseen land with strange plants and animals, inhabited by warring cannibals
follows that the settler life shown is prirnarily that ghrnorous

.side

- so it

(Utu works in a similar way, being

written about a colourful tirne in New Zealand's past, one hundred and twenty years ago).
Compounding this, the colonists, ot'r their irnperial mission, set about creating "another England only

better", hence certain realities of colonial lit'e are given little or no attention, or are dealt with
simplistically. Two of these realities involve the sharing of New Zealand with its existing people and
the extreme hardships faced by colorrists.

The consequences of colonising a cour.rtry that is already inhabited are acknowledged in varying
degrees by these novelists. Justification of colonisation and its etfects upon Maori (the general belief

the day was that the Maori rerce would die out)

i.s

of

usually made by clairning historical precedents and

calling it the advance of civilisation.
The hardships of colonial life are not mentioned to any great extent. The first three of these novels
were written by middle-clens Englishwomen with little or no experience of New Zealand. As Patrick
Evans notes

in his article "Paradise or Sltughterhouse:

Sorne Aspects

of New Tnaland

Proletarian

Fiction":

Mrs. Aylmer was not a colonist, and thus wus able to portray her pre-conceptions about New
Zealand without the disadvantages of first-hand knowledge. . . . Mrs. Aylmer's New Zealand is
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thebestofallpossibleworlds,ruralrbutwithout...nast),colonialcoar$eness...thisisamagical
world in which there is rlo dift, no paverly, no soffow,,and above all no lndustry.l88

It is not until

late.r that women novelists rcpresenr the reality of the back.breaking work of the colonist's

existenee. Clara Cheesernan,
discussed

for

instance, whose three volurne novel

A Rolling Stone (1886)

is

in the chapter "The Romance", does acknowledge the reality of the hard work that is part of

eolonial life, The adventure story" however" is just that - an exciting, escapist fantasy.
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CHAPTER II, PART A: THE ROMANCE
The predorninant form that New Zealand women's novels took after the adventure story was that of
the romance. The original interest in presenting New Zealand as a strange and exotic new land was
eventually replaced by a desire to write stories that took place within the evolving colonial society. This
was done in the beginning by presenting conventional British romance plots against a backdrop of

colonial society, but eventually New Zealand issues become integral to the stories, notably in the three
novels in this chapter that address the predicament of the half-caste Maori in the new society. In all
cases, the foreign aspects

of the new land are still used to add richness and interest to the story for

overseas readers.

There is a fascination with the development of New Zealand society in these novels and while the
freedom from social restraints the colony provides is celebrated, there is a contradictory undercurrent of

criticism at the slipping of British standards. Writing about the lole of New Zealand women at this
time, Raewyn Dalziel celebrates the opportunities afforded to these women by the necessities of their

new surroundings: "The colonial environment opened new doors.

It

gave, within the context of an

accepted role, a sense of purpose, a feeling of usefulness and a greater degree

of independence than the

woman migrants had experienced before."l The result of this situation, as recorded by the nineteenthcentury suffragist Mary Ann Mtiller, is that: o'Our women are brarve and strong, with an amount of self-

reliance and freedom ftorn conventionalities eminently calculated to tbrm a great nation." Mi.iller
provides an insight into the practicalities of such a life - she has this to say about lif'e for the woman on
a back station:

. . . she rears her poultry, grows her fruit and flowers - aye, and not unfrequently [sic] digs her
potatoes and chops her wood, while she cheers her husband and teaches her children with anxious
care lest they clrop from the social sphere to which her heart clings.2

The satisfaction and independence this lifestyle provides is often a result of hard physical labour and is
itccompanied by societal insecurity.

During the period covered by this group of novels New Zealand begins to be "home" for

these

novelists - the women writing these stories have lived for increasing proportions of their lives in New
56

Z,ealand

or were born either here or in Australia. The earlier of these novels are still aimed at British

readers,

while the later are more ambiguous about their intended readership. Only two of these novels

were published in New Zealand, the other nine were published in Britain, which held a greater audience

for these works.
Charlotte Evans's two novels were the first of New Zealand's romantic melodramas, published in
1874, during the reign of the adventure story. There was a Lwelve year gap between Evans's novels and

the publication of the next woman's novel in this category: Clara Cheeseman's three volume A Rolline

Stone (1886). The remaining eight "nineteenth-century" romances by women appeared at relatively
regular intervals over the next nineteen years, concurrently with the didactic novels, the subject of the

final chapter.

CIIARLOTTE EVANS
While there are elements of the romantic melodrama in earlier novels, for example in Martin Tobin,
Charlotte Evans's two novels, A Strange Friendship: A Story of New Zealand and Over the Hills, and
Far Away: A Story of New Zealand are the earliest New Zealand exarnples of pure romantic melodrama
(by man or woman), establishing Evans, as Stevens sees it, as "the founder of our long line of light love
stories."-1

A

Strange Friendship and Over the

adventure story was

I{ills were written (first as magazine serials)a when the

in vogue and published in novel fonn in 1874, the same year as Amongst

the

Maoris. The setting of Evans's novels in the South Island rather than the North can partly account for

their difference in subject matter from those discussed in the previous chapter - there were no wars
waged on Evans's doorstep

- but her novels contain no mention of any racial conflict or details of

colonial politics whatsoever. Evans's concern is purely to write exciting love stories for British women.
Evans's novels are the epitome of the type of romantic melodrama Jones terms the sensation novel

(his full definition of which is quoted in the previous chapter). Both Evans's novels concern the
"unravelling of a mystery (often turning on substitution ancl talse identity;"s and both employ

a

"'documentary' method of telling the story through the partial perspectives of letters, journals . . . and
so on (leaving a crucial 'pocket of time' to be revealed)".6 In addition, her novels contain supernatural
dreams and a psychic vision; a murder; deathbed scenes; red herrings and the narrative is interspersed

with verses at dramatic moments. On the romantic side: attachments are nrade and broken, in each book
a girl dies of a broken heart and at times the prose is distinctly what later came to be classified as the

Mills

and Boon variety:

...I

of the road and turned deadly faint. And when I came properly to
myself Alan had caught me in his arms, and was kissing rne frantically, while he cried in a tone of
staggered to the side

agonized inquiry, 51

"Oh, Dolly, are yoll hurt, my darling?". . . .
I felt his heavy moustache on my cheek for a moment, then I pushed him away, and rose slowly to
rny feet. I was trembling violently with the shock of my fall, and partly at his manner.T

Charlotte Lees ( 1842-82) left Lancashire, England for Oamaru with her parents when she was
tweltty-two years old. Coming from an artistically talented family, Charlotte wrote stories, poetry and
hymns.s While both of her novels were published

in

1874,

A

Strange Friendship appears to have been

the first written, as, on the title page of Over the Hills, Evans declares herself "THE AUTHOR OF

'A

STRANGE FRIENDSHIP,' ETC." The "ETC." refers firstly to another romantic melodrama, Guy
Eversleye, never published as a novel, but serialised weekly in the supplement to the Oamaru Times and

Waitaki Reporter from October 5th 1865 to January 4th 1866.r('

"

Jones describes Gury Everslev as

being "a reverse Jane E-vre in which the proud heroine must be blinded before she accepts the virtuous

hero".l2 Jean Charlotte Baulcl, a descendant

of the Evans farnily (in an unpublished,

handwritten

manuscript held at the Turnbull), rnerrtions that Guy Eversley is set in areas in the South of England

visited by Evans in the last year or two of her life in England and "the hero in despair because of
unreqr-rited love sailed away

to be a colonist in New Zealand, returning in time for the tragic

denouetnent."l-1 Evans's other works "Our Nearcst Neighbour",l4 "Only

A Woman's Hair"l5 and "A

Namow Escape" are short stories for younger readers. They were published in London by the Family
Herald Press between 1900 and 1903 as part of the Happy Hour Stories series (a weekly publication of
popular fiction).

At the age of 26, Charlotte man'ied Eyre Frederick Fitzgeorge Evans, who had anived in New
Zealand frorn lreland two years after Charlotte. Charlotte and Eyre had twelve children, three of whom

died in infancy. Farming near Enfield, life was hard financially and Charlotte's writing was a welcome
soulce of income. Charlotte writes (c.1878) to her two eldest daughters who were staying in Oamaru:

You will be glad to hear that the money for my story has come last mail - at least a letter came
from the Editor saying he had accepted the story and would send me a cheque immediately. But it
is not as much as we had hoped it would be - it is only twelve pounds - and you know I must pay
that to Mr Common for the things we owe

hirl for this winter, So I cannot send you any money to

spend for me in town at present but perhaps I shall get some more for another story some doy.tu

ln the late seventies the farm was sold and the Evans family moved to Oamaru. Eyre worked at many
different jobs to support the family, sometimes having to fish from the wharf to provide the next
meal.lT Charlotte died after the birth of her twelfth child, in early l882.rB Bauld notes the irony of the

fact that Charlotte died just before circumstances took a turn after the style of her novels - Eyre's
brother-in-law became a Lord, due to the deatlr of a cousin in England, and financial help was given to
the Evans farnily.

t')
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Evans's novels are set in unnamed parls of the Otago countryside and while characters are seen to
depart to Auckland or Melbourne for short periods of time, the heroines remain at home

in a life

insulated from goings-on in the wider comnrunity. Stevens says somewhat harshly of Evans's novels:

It is only by courtesy of their settings that the.se can be said to be New Zealand novels.
characters remain nostalgically English, stubbornly elegant and cultivated.
scene and

life are only incidental; there are some

The

. . . The Canterbury

horses, dogs, sheep, paddocks, but the core

of

the book is sentimentalised personal relationships from the womern's viewpoint. . . ."20

Certainly, Evans goes to great pains to present herself as a British novelist writing from New Zealand
rather than as a colonial writer writing for the British market, but her representation of the adjustments
these "elegant and cultivated" immigrants must make in their new lives lends more weight to the novels

than Stevens allows.

In the preface to Over the Hills Evans ref'ers to the fact that she arrived in New Tnaland ten years

prior to its publication: "In writing this story, I had in my mind the New 7*aland of some years ago,
with which

I first made acquaintance.

Since then much is altered."2l Perhaps

it is because of, rather

than in spite of, the length of her separation from England that Evans f'eels the need to assert the choice
she has made to identify herself as zr British novelist as strongly as she does. Her heroines are models

of

British culture and her characters possess numerolls novels, editions oI poetry, works of art and sheet
music all of which she catalogues for the reader. For example, when describing a bachelor's sitting
room she notes:

On each side of the fireplace was a shelf of handsomely-bound volumes
Macaulay

in

brown, Thackeray and Dickens

-

Kingsley in blue,

in red, and a complete set of the

"Cornhill

Magazine" in handsome bindings. In the centre of the mantelpiece, under a glass shade, was

a

Parian copy of the lovely bust of Clytie.?2

E. H. McCormick takes an even harder line than does Stevens when he claims the mood of Evans's
"pathetic" books is one of "pensive nostalgia" and that they are the "wish-fulfilnrents of an exiled
sentlewoman".2''

In her preface to Over the Hills

Evans expresses her concern

to secure a British audience for her

writing when she says:
"Charlotte Bront6 [sic] says, at the end of one of her letters written on the Continent, to

a

friend at home, that it seems to her, while writing, as if the winds and waves of the Channel must
drown the sound of what she is saying.

I too

have the same odd fancy. Thinking of the mighty waste of waters which separates me

from the home-country, I feel tempted to exclaim, 'Oh, mighty ocean which divides us, hush your
roar awhile! Oh, wild wincls, ceilse to moan! and letthem hear nty voice in England!"'24
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Despite the Britishness of her main characters and the sequestered existences of her heroines, both

Evans's novels contribute valuable information on colonial New Zealand by their portrayal of the
realities of dornestic life for English women migrating to New Zealand.

There are strong structural similarities between

A

Stranse Friendship and Over the Hills. Both

novels begin with a motherless heroine of about twenty leaving her home in England for a new life with

farnily in New 7naland,. Both settle in the Otago countryside, ten miles or so from the nearest town.
Both heroines are intelligent, modestly attractive and are desired by a man who thinks he cannot marry
her because of a past secret tie.

A Strange Friendship begins in England when the decision to emigrate to New

Tx,aland is made by

the Somerset family: sisters Dolly and Violet, their brother Harry and his wife Kate. Hamy is: "one of
those men . . . bred up to no particular profession, and finding when he married that his means were not

sufficient, nor ever tikely to be, to enable him to live as comfortably as he desired".zs He decides, on a
friend's recommendation, to try his luck in the colony.
The voyage out is mentioned briefly, being a pleasant experience with the exception of the drama
occasioned by a short-lived engagement between Violet and a young man with tuberculosis. Once in

New Zealand, details of domestic life become the fbcurs of the novel for the next few chapters. The hard

work involved in setting up the Somersets' new home is described, as is the kindness of the neighbours,
and the fact that

. . . the bachelors, who then comprised three-fourths of the population round us, were more than
kind, in fact quite pressing in their civilities.

Harry groaned, and said, "One untbrtunate man in charge of three good-looking women! A
nice life I shall have of it!"26

This excess of single males means there is no shortage of romantic advances made towards

the

Somerset sisters - in fact, at a picnic thrown by the bachelors of the area, both sisters receive offers of
marriage the same day. The absence from the picnic of Madelaine Ainsleigh (who the bachelors suspect
has o"something wrong about the upper story [sic]"'tt; giu"r rise to the comment: "omore's the pity

while ladies are so scarce. Even

a crackecl one

would be better than none at all."'28

The move to New Zealand means new experiences are available to the women
horse-riding was Dolly's main inducement

- the thought of

to emigrate. The relaxation of societal rules,

while

welcomed, takes a little getting used to - for example when Kate walks into the kitchen to discover a
gentleman caller stoning raisins while socialising with Dolly, she looks

"'for an instant almost as

appalled as her maid Lizzie had done. But quickly she recollected she was in New Zealand, not in
England."'2e

This new freedom lends a glow to the family's straitened circumstances, to which Dolly discusses
the family's attitude and solutions:
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We were so happy during those first months in New Zealand. Happy, in spite of hard work, to
which we were all utterly unaccustomed, and very often hard fare to match it.

We all tried our hands at cooking, and at teaching our inexperienced Lizzie to cook, one after
the other.

I

succeeded the best, and was duly installed as housekeeper and head

of the culinary

department; with a plentiful store of holland aprons, with bibs in front, and Miss Acton's cookery
book in solitary grandeur on a shelf conveniently near to my hand.

Violet kept the sitting-room in order, and undertook the mending of stockings for the whole

family, while Kate superintended everything, and made herself (as advertisements express it)
"generally useful". . . .30

Their house is small and regarded as ternporary accommodation until Harry's business prospers and

he has the means to build a more suitable residence. The Somersets wallpaper their sitting room
themselves and add as many English comforts as they can, laying their English carpet on the floor and

hanging upon the wall some "engravings after pictures by Landseer and Sant,

in plain but pretty

frames."rl The family has even managed to trnnsport Violet's piano to New Zealand. This scene of
English culture transplanted into the colonies is cornpleted by Dolly's literary interests

-

she quotes

from Elizabeth Barrett Browning, reads Tennyson's Idylls of the King and the Holy Grail and gratefully
accepts the offer of a loan of the first volume of Middlernarch and "The Cornhill Magazine".

The strange friendship of the title refers to the relationship between the vain and superficial Violet

and the mysterious Madelaine Ainsleigh. Alan Ainsleigh, with whom Dolly becomes romantically

involved, and his supposed sister Madelaine are the Somersets' neartst neighbours. Madelaine's
peculiar behaviour leads to suspicions firstly about her sanity and eventually about the real relationship
between herself and Alan.

The melodrama is heightened by the novel's methods of narration

- it consists of one or more

chapters written by Dolly, entitled "Dolly's Stot'y",]2 then one or two by Alan, "Alan's Story",-t3 and so

forth. Dolly writes possessed with the knowledge of how events will unfold, and she frequently refers

to Violet's tragic future with cornments such as "Oh, poor piano! destined, like your mistress, to a
strange fate!"-ra

While Alan is the narrator for a proportion of the novel, he presents a more limited version of the
trurth than

Dolly does in two ways. First, his chapters appear to be diary entries, written with

no

knowledge of how events ultimately unfold, and second, while revealing that he is really the wealthy
"Carewe of Curtis Knowle"s's ancl that he pretends poverty in order to keep safe his "hateful family
secret",36 he does not disclose the content

of his promise to Eleanor Ciu'ewe, whomever she might be,

or Madelaine's true identity.

Alan declares his love for Dolly and admits Madelaine is not his sister, but says he cannot reveal
who she is until the term of his promise is up in a few months. Dolly refuses to see him again until he
can reveal his true identitv. so Alan takes Madelaine to stay in Auckland for the meantime.
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While Alan is away Violet disappears in mysterious circumstances and is at first f'eared drowned.
Dolly, because of a supernatural dream she has, believes Violet is still alive and eventually Violet is
seen

in Melbourne. Madelaine is revealed to be a man disguised as a woman. He is Richard Carewe,

Alan's step-brother, and is wanted by police lbr fraud. He has stolen some money from Alan and eloped
with Violet.
During this time, the Somerset's finances take a downturn. caused by Harry's inexperience in his
new line of work. As a result rnost of Harly's men are laid off, as is the rnaid. "'Maid-servants at 30/. a
year are expensive comforts in the colonies, and we find [sic]

it out then, to our cost."'37 Kate and

Dolly look after the house and Kate's baby themselves, and Harry works as hard as he can. Dolly
observes:

Nobody need starve in New Zealand, and mLrtton and tea are to be had by all; but we could no
longer afford nll the small luxurious accessories which made ourr plain meals agreeable; and I
became quite an expert cook, with trying to evolve dainty dishes out

of something almost

as

unsubstantial [sicl as my own inner consciousness.'*

Alan returns, giving Dolly a letter to read, in which he reveals that he had been devoted to his young
step-mother and had promised to protect her son. Richard, from the authorities by taking him to the
colonies, disguised as a woman, and helping him to set up a new life, keeping his secret for three years.

His step-mother had then died. Violet returns, having discovered her husband's true nature, and dies.

The family, aside frorn Dolly, who has worked herself to the point of illness, is away at Violet's
funeral, when there is a terrible storm and the rivers rise. Dolly is alone in the house when Richard
turns Lrp, looking for Violet. Upon being told she is dead, the greatness of his loss, coupled with the
presence

of the virtuous Dolly, effect

a moral and religious transformation upon Richard and he prays

for God's forgiveness. When Dolly goes to the door to look for the return of her family, Alan

appears,

sweeping her up in his anns and taking her to higher ground, just as the raging torrents carry the house,
and Richard, away.

Dolly and Alan are now free to marry, a union made even happier by the fact that, now they

are

family, Alan can lend Harry money to help his business and Dolly, taken from a life of what became
drudgery, is told by Alan that in future "'you will only have to ask me for what you wish for; and you

will

be Lady Carewe into the bargain"'.3e The Carewes return to England.

Over the Hills opens with a fiontispiece depicting a meeting between three Maori men with rifles
and a groLlp

of Pakeha standing by their cart: two men, an adolescent male, a woman and two children.

The adolescent is holding a dog back from the Maori men and the woman is comforting the frightened
children. This picture is misleading, however - no Maori sets foot upon the pages of either of Evans's
novels

!

In her preface, Evans declares that she is writing of "the New Zealand of some years
of her own arrival in the colrntrv. "Since then much is altered. The land which
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ago",aO the

time

lary waste and desolate is

now fenced and under cultivation, and society has become morc formal, and conforms more strictly to
the rules in vogue in Europe."al

Twenty-year-old Lucy Cunningham leaves Brighton for Otago, on the Flora MacDonald, to live with
her father and her elder brother. The narration of this novel is third person with the exception of several

of pages from Lucy's shipboard diary. Unlike Dolly, who displays admirable
throughout A Strange Friendship, Lucy's character heis to learn painful lessons in order to

chapters comprised
character

achieve Dolly's status. The narrator says Lucy is in possession of too much "froth and frivolity"a2 and is

in need of "rnore real earnestness ancl depth of feeling."43 Her shipboard diary is proof of this. It is full

of gossipy information about the first-class passengers, condescending remarks about the second-class
passengers (some of whom pitch their camp stools on deck and read "cheap editions, in very small type,

of the Waverley Novels!"4 and get together in the evenings to sing badly or hold a dance - "Louis was,

I fear, joining in"ot) and she compares men in terms of who she considers to be the best looking. In her
diary Lucy discusses her own growing romantic feelings towards the best looking first-class passenger

of them all - the superficial and inconstant Clinton Meredith. This relationship culminates in a secret
shipboard engagement

- secret because Lucy's father's consent

- and because:
and till that fortune,

has yet to be gained

"Clinton, like most young men who emigrate, is going out "to make his fortune,"

or the germ of it, takes some definite shape, anything further than an engagement is quite out of the
question."au This secrecy conveniently leaves the way open
attached to Lucy and, more significantly, fbr Clinton to

for other men to become romantically

flirt with another woman.

Lucy creates dramatic histories in her mind for passengers who take her fancy and her overactive
imagination turns out to be relatively accurate in the cases of Doctor Dacre, who she believes to have
had a tlouble in his past, and Laura Keith, one of the second-class passengers. Listening to Laura speak,

Lucy notes that her "words, voice, and manner were all those of ir lady".a' Sh" beli"ves Laura:

. . . is so out of her element

amongst the rnaid-servants, and farmers' daughters, and young

shopmen, who make up the bulk of the second-class passengers, that I feel convinced she has, as
people say, "seen bettel days." I have woven a romance for her in my own mind. She is certainly

quite beautiful enough fbr the heroine of a novel.aB

Clinton Meredith has similar ideas to Lucy and interrogates Doctor Dacre on the topic of Laura.

"'Don'[ you know anything about her, then?. . . . Not even who her husband was, and if he beat her?
What a grind! She must have a novel in "three volurnes" connectecl with her."'4')

Life for Lucy on her father's station ("Maungarewa - Maori for 'the steep mountain"'-50) is very
similar to Dolly's in A Strange Friendship:
The visitors . , . to Maungarewa were . . . almost entirely of the masculine order.

It is true there

were a few ladies scattered about antong the different farms and stations, and rather more
collected at the nearest township, ten or so miles away; but they were almost all married, and for
the most part too much occupied with the care of children and domestic matters to have time to
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spend in paying visits, especially country ones; so that Lucy soon found her visiting list numbered

three or four masculine to one feminine name, and the constant repetition of strange bearded faces
became in tirne rather monotonous.sl

Like Dolly's home, Maungarewa is an oasis of comfort and civilisation among the bachelors' houses in
the area, "Lucy's relations having, with unusual forethought, included the elements of housekeeping in
her education to a more thorough extent than is usual, I believe, among the young ladies of the present

doy."tt Her skill at domestic duties does not detract from Lucy's more refined qualities, however:

. . . none of her home friends ever found her sketches of New

7-ealand scenery

in watercolours

less charmingly touched because she could personally superintend the preparation

of

beef-steak

pies, which were not uninviting when completed, or caLrse to be placed upon her table a roast
turkey, with delicate accompaniments of mashed potatoes and sauces. . . . Nor was her admiration

of Tennyson or Mrs. Browning ever deadened by the fact that her apricot tarts melted in

the

mouths of all those who partook of thern.'s3

A colonial dinner is de^scribed - a mixture of traditional

English fare and local food (which is

elaborated upon for the English reader):
Besides the leg of mutton . . . there were bruised [sic] pokekhas, with plenty of bread sauce. They
are excellent eating prepared in this manner; and some people prefer ka-kas, served on toast, to

English pigeons. Lest my story should be pronounced too Colonial

in its language to

be

intelligible, I had perhaps better explain that pokekhas are swamp hens, and ka-kas charming little
grey parrots, with a few rosy feathers beneath the wings; but neither delicacy is always to be
procured in the New Zealand of today.5a

When an unexpected guest arrives just before dinner he is made to stay "with the ready hospitality of
the colonies".5'5

The town nearest to Maungarewa holds a musical evening, attended by Lucy and her tamily, giving
the author the opportunity to describe colonial evening dress:

None of those ladies whose costumes

I

have noticed in this chapter wore dresses cut low in the

neck, or what would be considered full dress in England. It was an understood thing at the time I

write of, and in that part of New Zealand colonies, that ladies were never to appear before

a

colonial audience in anything but derni-toilet.s6

Lucy learns her character-building lesson that "'all that glitters is not gold"'57 when it is revealecl
that Clinton has been flirting with Lucy's friend Jeanie, to the extent that Jeanie is expecting a proposal.

Lucy gives up Clinton for the sake of her friend's happiness, then tinds herself becoming attracted to
Doctor Dacren whose character is far superior to Clinton's.

Doctor Dacre, who has been in love with Lucy from the beginning of the novel, reveals that he is
rnarried, making a union between him and Lucy impossible. The plot thickens when it turns out that he

is married to Laura, who Lucy's brother believes he himself has recently marriedl When confronted,
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"Laura" conf'esses that she is in fact Laura's sister Beatrice and that Laura is dead. Believing Doctor
Dacre to have deserted his wife, Beatrice is attempting to avenge her sister by preventing Doctor Dacre

from marrying Lucy. Doctor Dacre informs her that she is mistaken, Laura in fact left hirn for another
man. Realising that he is fiee to marry Lucy, Doctor Dacre sets off on his horse for Maungarewa in
such haste that his horse stumbles and he is crushed underneath. As he lies dying he reviews his life,
reconciles himself to death and Lucy finds hirn in time tbr an emotional deathbed scene.

Both A Strange Friendship and Over the Hills rely heavily on standard romantic and melodramatic
plots. Beyond the intorrlation they provide about the dornestic challenges facing middle-class English

immigrant women, their New Zealand material is incidental (Stevens includes them in her list of
exploiting novels),-s8 serving to provide added interest to English readers and, in tlre case of the flood in

A Strange Friendship, to provide a convenient plot development.

CLARA CHEESEMAN
Clara Cheeseman's three-volume novel A Rolling Stone (1886) is a romantic melodrama about an
Englishman's life in New Zealand, the process of clearing his name afterhe is falsely accused of fraud
and his reconciliation

it

with his fianc6e and farnily. It is entertaining and well written - one of the novels

seems a particular shame to have relegated to the library stack (there are no copies

for loan in New

Zealand).

Clara Eyre Cheeseman ( 1852-1943) was born in Doncaster, England. Her father was the Reverend
Thomas Cheeseman and her elder brother was the scientist Thomas F. Cheeseman. When Cheeseman
was two years of age her family ernigrated to Auckland, where she was to live for most of her life.-5e
Nelson Wattie and Pauline Neale give this view into Cheeseman's early life:

Like ntany Victorian families, the

Cheesernan children wrote

magazines, one or two of which have survived. They were still at

their own newspapers

and

it when grown up, using their

childhood nicknames (Clara was "Charneleon") and illustrating their Christmas annual in 1902
with photographs of themselves

as

children. Various relatives and family friends also contributed.

Clara and her two sisters accompanied their brother on his expeditions to collect botanical
specimens.60

Cheeseman's writing diff'ers frorn that

of the authors discussed so far in that having lived in New

Zealand for almost all of her life she had more first-hand acquaintance with its society, geography and

biology than tlrey did. This is apparcnt

in her writing, particularly in the detail

present

in her

descriptions of the New Zealand landscape and her comments on farming practices.

A Rolline Stone

was published in London, and while being aimed at an English readership (a

farmer's wife serves pheasant stew "in December too - a month corresponding to the English June"6l),
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it is securely based in New Z,ealand

culture and does not preoccupy itself with contrasting the two

countries.
Cheeseman was

well read and conversant with other New Zealand and Australian literature, writing

an article entitled "Colonials in Fiction" which appeared in the New Zealand Illustrated Magazine in
1903. Cheeseman also wrote "Married

for his Money", a short story which appeared in the Australian

Ladies' Annual in 1878.

A Rolling Stone is ahnost unmentioned in overviews of this period in New Zealand literature - only
flour critics make more than a passing reference

to it. Jones labels the novel a "standard three-decker

Victorian domestic melodrama . . . [which,] as is typical of the genre, become[s] totally taken over by
plot machinery by the third volume."62 McCormick says the "formless bulk" of the novel is a "desert of
facts, anecdotes, pointless clescriptions, [and] absurd rnelodramatic contortions".63 Wattie and Neale are
kinder, calling the novel "a remarkable but forgotten achievement."64
Jones puts

A Rolling Stone in his category "Pioneer fiction"65, saying:

Of critical realism. the mode that was to become dominant in the New Zealand novel, there

are

few signs in the Pioneer novel. . . . Hints of a realism that could deal critically with New Zealand
society can be found in the first volumes of A Rollin-e Stone and Jem Peterkin's Dau-qhter, but the
conventions of melodrama outweigh any nascent realism.66

Certainly, Cheeseman gives more attention to her plot and characters than to dealing "critically with

New Zealand society". but she includes a great deal of information about New Zealand farming
practices, highlighting the problems faced by settlers attempting to farm in their new environment, and
she comments on the idiosyncrasies

Cheeseman's essay "Colonials

Historical Association probably

in

of the new society.

in Fiction" (read at a meeting of the New Zealand Literary and
1902, and the first

full length

published article on New Tnaland

fiction6T,) argue.s strongly for what she calls "realism" in colonial novels. She says that in her period,

"when fantastic and unreal themes are so much in favour".68 there are still writers "who find their
romance in the sort of life they are best able to describe", and their works "may serve to show future
generations how the men and women of our day acted and spoke."6e Thanks to writers such as these:

"if

the history of the last century were swept away - books, journals, newspapers and all - we should still
have a true and living picture of the social lif'e of our country in the novels of the period. Fiction is full

of history - just as most histories are full of fictions."?o Cheeseman believes:
There is more reality in the charming stories which Ethel Turner tells of Australian yollng people,

or in the wholesome pictures of
productions

of

everyday

life in Ada Carnbridge's novels than in all

the

those who, no doubt, would call themselves the "realists" among colonial

writers.Tl

Cheeseman

is one of the few early New Zealand novelists who

acknowledges the immense

difficulties faced by settlers trying to make a living off the land. In A Rolline Stone she writes:
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There is something very poetic in the idea of a man choosing a place for himself in the heart of
the wilderness, building his little house under the giant trees, and hewing his way farther amongst

them year by year, fighting with the forest for every foot of ground.

All this is very charming

an imaginative mind, and these pioneer settlers, with their bush cottages and farms,

to

are

picturesque figures in story or sketchbook. But the labours, the privations, the poverty of their
lives, Heaven only knows.72
There are discussions in A Rolline Stone about the dangers of attempting to farm without capital.

If

harvests fail, the owners of mortgaged farms can sink further into debt. The comment is made that the
standard of

living here may be higher than in England, but that New Zealand is a nation in a haste to be

rich. As one of the characters puts it "we must have everything at once, so very often it's grasp all, lose
all."73 He says this attitude results in money being unduly valued in new countries like New Znaland,
and "Money, and how to get it, is the commonest theme of conversation."T4

A

beautiful piece

of land

remains unpurchased

in the novel

because

it is too steeply hilly for

farming: "Most men witlr an eye to profit - and there are few New Zealand colonists whose eyes are not
turned in that direction - shunned this locality".75 Land's worth, to colonial farmers, is solely in tetms

of its potential return in crops.
Cheeseman laments the effect .settlers have had upon the land as she describes the view from a
farmhouse:

In the distance werc scattered little groves of trees, and each grove sheltered a house. Not
spared

tiom the bush which a few

years ago had

filled the valley. The first duty of

a settler,

trees

if

one

may judge from his actions, is to destroy every tree or shrr"rb around his dwelling, replacing them

by the usually uglier and less interesting natives of other lands. So here had been planted gloomy
pines, tall ungainly grrm-trees. and thin stiff-looking poplars, in the ashes of many graceful and
handsorne forest trees, whose stately growth had been of centuries.T6
Cheeseman is scathing about the representation

of Maori by novelists of the time. In "Colonials in

Fiction" she warns:
The Maoris are as dangerous to tackle in romance as they were in war. Soldiers, who fought in

New Zealand, said that the Maori War was the grave of glory. It has been that for most of our
story-tellers.

.

. The Maoris are evident imitations of Fennirnore Cooper's Indians, or they are

unlike anything which sun or moon ever looked upon. The Maori is

a fascinating character;

but he

is difficult.TT
Perhaps

this is a reason why Maori are not prominent in A Rolling Stone, although I suggest another

will be
the history of a

explanation in Part B of this chapter. The beginning of the novel, however, suggests things
otherwise when Cheeseman gives a commentary on Maori society as she describes

deserted piece of bush. Its name is "a Maori one, long, many-syllabled, and melodiously ending in a
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vowel"78 and which she subsequently refers to as Maori-land.

A tribe lived there for many years, but

suddenly abandoned its home. The reason for this is not known, but Maori say the place is tapu.
. . . the old people died; their children grew up in the midst of another race. They forgot their own

traditions and customs, and they Iearnt many things, some better, some worse, from the strangers

who had become their masters and teachers. They wanted money, not land. Money bought all
sorts

of pleasure and fine things; money, not fighting, made a man powerful in the civilisation

with which they stood face to face. And so, for wealth which they would squander in

a

few years,

they sold their birthright. This is why ii white-faced house stands wherc the brown-thatched huts
once clustered, why the plough is driven in the valleys, where long ago, in neat rows, the sweet
potato and the dark green turo were planted, and why, nowadays, there winds along over hill and
dale a highway, joining even this place to the world and its turmoil.T')

Mr. Wishart eventually buys Maori-land, and along with Mr. Bailey, a neighbouring farmer, and
Randall, the "rolling stone" of the novel, he explores his new property. Wishart and Randall undertake
the arduous clirnb to the top of the mountain range, in order to get a view of the sea. The difficult climb
is rewarded by a spectacular view - encompassing both east and west coasts.

This had been a place most dear to the people who had given enduring narnes to every hill and
stream around - the Maoris dead and gone. Tradition said that a chief had been carried up here to

die. On the palisading round his grave his finely-woven mat, his carved weapons and ornaments,
had hung through the rains and scorching suns of many seasons

till

they crumbled into dust.

When fate drove the tribes frorn their homes they had turned back here to look their last on the
larnd

which would be theirs no more. "Remain, remain; we go but thou remainest," were the

words wailed forth to the wind. Yes; the hills, the woods, and the streams remain; they outlive the
race that loved them,so

While showing sympathy for Maori, Cheeseman's holding of "f-ate" as responsible for their situation
reveals the extent to which her thinking is enmeshed in the mind-set of her period.

There is only one other passage about Maori in the novel (again in the first volume - the last two
volumes have less New Zealand flavour as the author becomes primarily concerned with the plot,
Jones observes;s1 which serves as a snapshot

of the two

races at work together

a-s

in the 1860s. Randall,

wandering through the district, arrives at Langridge's farm, and stops to watch the reapers in a field:

A Maori boy, bearing

as a banner a white handkerchief tied to a

flax stalk, was carrying water

to the thirsty binders. Some of thern were women, dressed in bright coloured calicoes, blue,
orange, or pink, that flashed out in startling contrast with the golden-hued sheaves. Poor women,

their feet were tired enough, and sore, even bleeding, with the sharp points of the stubble. One or

two had tied gaudy handkerchiefs round their heads; the others wore large hats, with brims

so

broad that there was no danger of the sun making their brown faces any browner. And some had
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pleasant faces,

if

they were brown, which at least had the beauty of blackest and brightest eyes,

and a set of flashing white teeth no dentistry could have rivalled.

While the Maoris drank water, the colonial labourers and their employer hailed with delight
the frequent appearance of a brown earthenware jug, sometimes filled with beer, sometimes with
tea.82

At the end of the day's work the Europeans make their way to a large barn where dinner and bedding
await them, whereas the Maori make a fire outside, boiling up pipis, flour and gruel. As their whares
are three miles Away, they sleep where they are, sheltered only by a brushwood screen as "they were

well used to having no other canopy than that one spread above them, blue and beautiful with countless
..R't
stars. -'

Cheeseman presents none of her male characters as a "hero" - either in the sense of being a main
character, or in the sense

of being a character the reader can admire. The novel follows the fates of

many different characters, and corresponding with her desire

to represent real men and women,

Cheeseman's characters are all flawed in some way. The women in the novel, however, are presented as

strong individuals - knowing what they want, and atternpting to achieve it, without being hindered by
the nren in their lives.
One of these women is Emily Moresby, Randall's sister, who lives in England and travels [o New
Zealand with her three year old son in search of her brother. Her private room in England is described
as containing no pictures

or mirrors, there is a harp and a piano neither of which she plays regularly,

and there are drawings, but none of them recent. There are items of needlework, but things so fine "no
one could suspect a sensible woman of sacrificing her eyesight by spending much time at once upon
them."8a

. . . if you raised the curtain that hung before an alcove, you had in view what engrossed most of
the hours this lady could spare fiom the clairns of society and the duties of her household, neither

of which were neglected.
Books - books. Not frivolous nor frothy literature, but good solid literature, but good solid
reading. The kind of books, for instance, which novels, periodicals, and journals leave mostof us

no time to read. . . . They could not - and this would most surely prcvent a large class of readers

from ever opening them - be understood without some thought: once get fairly into them, and you
would be compelled to think deeply. Very few of the lady's fl'iends knew of her taste for harder
and more serious studies than are generally affected by wornen. They never suspected that she
was deep in mathematics for one thing, and that her active brain was often busied by these, when

to all appearance her only desire was to go through the formule of some select but exceedingly

dull drawing-room entertainment. As for her husband, it is not too much to say that he would
have beheld with delight all her books blazing on a bonfire.85
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This study is Ernily's refuge, helping her to forget her unhappy marriage. She married her husband
on the promise that he should prevent the exposure of her brother Randall's business indiscretions,

a

promise she considers to have been broken. She wants to leave her husband and live in a house of her
own, or to go abroad - taking their child with her. Her husband replies to her demands:

"Don'[ I love the boy as well

as you

- isn't he my child

as

well - and haven't I rnost right to keep

him?"

"Oh, no; no one can be so much to him as I am," she cried, "and nothing can make it right to
take a child from its mother. At least, while he is so young, I have the most right to him."

"Listen to me, Emily." said the gentleman irnpatiently. "Of course you don't understand what
you want to do."

"Oh, of course not."86
Moresby is worried about how it would look in the eyes of other people if they lived apart, but agrees to

his wife's leaving, although he says he will increase her allowance (which Emily considers to
enough as

it is) because

be

he doesn't want people to see his wife and son worse off than he is. (The

Moresby's maid has been standing by the unlatched door of the room in which this discussion has been
taking place. "'Well,' was her comment, 'I don't think I'11 get married, if this is what comes of it."')87

The other notable female character in this novel is Mrs. Sherlock, the landlady of a New Z,ealand
boarding-house frequented

by

professions, each of which she

several characters

hars

in the novel. Mrs.

Sherlock has had several

excelled at:

She had been a cook, a housekeeper, a stewardess on a coasting steamer; then had kept an eating-

house; after that had kept a shop, retailing various useful commodities, and finally had thrown

herself heart and soul into the lodging-house business, as combining respectability with great
possibilities in the way of profit.88
Mrs. Sherlock has supported her family financially for thirty years. Mr. Sherlock, while believing "there
was nothing his Martha conld not do, and do well",8e has delucled himself into the belief that it is in fact
he who maintains the farnily:

What was stranger still, this belief had also been adopted by Mrs. Sherlock as part of her creed.
She was firmly persuaded that Sherlock was gifted with great talent, and she was less suqprised
that he should make so little use of it than that he should be so little thought of.e0
Cheeseman

is mocking the traditional view of sex roles in the Victorian marriage - the Sherlocks

believe their relationship is conventional - but in reality the roles are reversed.
Despite the strength of these female characters, A Rolling Stone is not a feminist novel. The suffrage
issue is mentioned, as the novel reflects concerns current in society, but there is no support of the issue.

Mrs. Sherlock gives her view on her son James's debating class handling the issue of Women's
Suffrage:
So you're going to debate on Female Suffrage, James? Well, really!'
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'Let 'em have it,' said Mr. Sherlock, benignly looking round him, as if he beheld the whole
army of supplicating and voteless womankind. 'Why shouldn't they?'

'Why should they?' said Mrs. Sherlock, with acerbity. 'Do we want to have the idle and
foolish women going to elections, and getting themselves elected too; for, judging from what
happens

in the case of

tnen, want

of

sense

will

never prevent any one from getting into

Parliament. What kind of laws should we have?'

'Very good ones, if all wornen were like you,' said Sherlock, trying to mollify Mrs. Sherlock
with

a

compliment.

'All

women at'e not like rne, or they'd be contented with women's work. I am; I've plenty to

satisfy me; I've no desire to take the men's on my shoulders as well, though I shouldn't wonder

if

that isn't what they want us to do, and all their opposition is a sham. I know what would come of
the Suffrage, as they call it. Every woman who had a husband, no matter what a poor creature he

might be, would move heaven and earth to have him in Parliament, and those who hadn't
husbands would want to be in themselves.'

'Then the best thing we can do,' said James, 'is to get married.'
'Better get some more sense first,' said his mother, with a severe glance in his direction.el
Cheeseman also alludes

to the expectation that women should be the upholders of morality

in

colonial society. Two depraved characters, "who had long ago cast off all faith in what they had learnt
at a rnother's knee",el speak of the hypocrisy of religion, saying women believe in it because "their
emotions are easily worked upon" and that wofflen are fond of religion because it is a "sentiment and
tradition".e3 Th" men's companion, a Christian fanner, comments on the strangeness of the fact that
"however a man may go on against religion he wouldn't like it to be said that his mother had none of it,
ancl he

wouldn't have an unbeliever for his wife".ea

The first volume of the novel describes the strange relationship that exists between Wishart, the new

owner of Maori-land, and Violet, the seventeen-year-old daughter of his friend Everard. Five years
previously, when on visits to Violet's father, Wishart had noticed the twelve-year-old girl, and being in
possession of a romantic imagination:

The idea occurred to him - lrow delightful to educate one's wife! It was by no means a new idea,

btrt to him it seemed so - nay, mole, an inspiration.

If it

were commonly done, he thought, we

should seldom hear of unhappy unions and ill-matched pairs.

There is no man but thinks he knows what a woman should learn, and in what direction her

mind should be trainecl. From tlre very liberal man, who would give her not only academical
honours and a right of entry to every profession, but also the questionable privilege of the ballot-

box, to the practical individual who would confine her intellect within the study of books of
clevotion or treatises on cookery, each believes he has the recipe for the making

7l

of a perfect

woman. Mr. Wishart did not doubt that he was competent to direct the education of the model
woman whom mentally he saw frcm afar.es

Little as Everard likes the idea of making promises for a girl who is too young to have any say in the
rnatter, he does think that Wishart would be better able to provide for Violet than he, so it is settled that

Wishart should be in charge of Violet's education fbr six years, and when she is eighteen Violet will be
free to say whether or not she wishes to marry him.

Amusingly, things are not as Wishart thinks them to be. He idealistically supposes Violet's character
to be in the process of formation:

For it never occurred to him that Violet's character might be already formed, nor had he ever
considered what sort of a character could be formed in the school of fashionable superficialities
where he had placed her. As is often the case with such schools, this was kept by an exceedingly

silly wornan who had good manners and

a poor rnind.

Mrs. Plushey set little value on those plain

and inconspicuous acquirernents which make the better part of a fine woman. On the other hand,

she delighted

in smatterings,

and had a vague idea that to know a thing thoroughly was

unladylike. She hacl not transgressed in this way herself, and few of her pupils knew overmuch.e6

Violet ends up marrying the correspondingly shallow Holmsby, a visitor from England, to where they
move, in order to be part of the "society" which is so important to them. In "Colonials in Fiction"
Cheeseman criticises English writers who

visit New Zealand briefly then return home to misrepresent

the country and its people in literary works they construct from half forgotten facts. The superficial
Holmsby is an example of such a character: "Mr. Holmsby always speaks of the 'colonies' (meaning by

this the country which was so fortunate as to possess him for a year or two,) with lofty patronage. He
has written a book on New Zealand."el

A Rolling

is rounded off with a traditional romantic ending: all mysteries are solved,
characters are paired otf with their appropriate mates and Randall's name is cleared, leading to
Stone

reconciliation with his fiancde and family.

"Colonials in Fiction" arlso contains Cheeseman's views of the work of two other New Zealand
women novelists of this period, Jessie Weston and Louisa Baker. Weston is viewed favourably, as her

wor* conforrns with Cheeseman's idea of "realism" and represents Maori in a way

Cheeseman

considels to be authentic:

It is astonishing how few New Zealand novelists have cared to avail themselves of the materials
which lay ready to their hands, and of which, it is to be prcsumed, they could have made the best
use. In Miss Weston's novel, however

- "Ko Meri" - we really do find a picture of life in

the

Auckland of a few years ago, and are introduced to such characters as we are accustomed to meet

in colonial society. The half-caste, Mary Balrnain, is not merely one by narne, as is the case with
most of the beautiful half-castes of fiction - she is true to her race and caste.es

7?

Baker, however, does not fare so well. Cheeseman says Baker may include many descriptions of New
Zealand scenery, but she does not "show us New Znaland men and women moving on their accustomed

ways. We may frame any picture in New Zealand woods; but this does not make

it a New Znaland

landscape."ee

Cheeseman's dislike of novels that do not cornply with her idea of realism is obvious in

A Rolling

Stone, where contemporary novels are criticised frequently for being silly and unrealistic and the
characters who read thenr are presented as lightweight and foolish.

A

character

in A Rolling

Stone

describes characters in novels as "queer, quack-brained people".lt'('Cheeseman believes the first half of

Victoria's reign produced rnost of the novels of merit. She approves of Trollope, who, aside from
truthfully representing English society, was fi'ee from the "vanity and self-consciousness so common
amongst literary people . . . [and] went to his task each day at the writing-table as a man keeps on
ploughing his field

till it is done."l0l

In "Colonials in Fiction", Cheeseman advocates the need for writers to pay attention to their moral
responsibility. She states that: "In the old countries, if not here, novels have suggested crime, and there
is no doubt that like an infected garment sonte novels spread disease in the moral nature."l02 She says it
is not just men who are guilty of this:

Many women invent situations which they ought to be ashamed of, and write down language
which surely they would not have the hardihood to read zrloud. Sometimes this is done through
ignorance, or under the mistaken impression that they are making their writings forcible.

..

.

Everyone admires strength; but we do rrot want to be struck with a sledgeharnmer.tt'-t

It is on these grounds as well that Cheeseman objects to Baker's writing, saying:

Unfortunately the authoress is somewhat too fond of what may be called regrettable incidents.
Some of these need never have happened had the heroine been possessed of common sense; but,
perhaps, no one expects that of the heroine of a novel. Others are simply inconceivable, because
such characters as Mrs Baker desires us to believe in could not have acted in such a manner. Her

chief characters are almost always inconsistent, for while we are told in many words that they are
noble-rninded. unselfish and truthful, they do not prove it by their behaviour.loa

In his chapter "Popular Fiction" in The Oxfbrd History of New Zealand Literature in English, Terry
Sturm takes Cheeseman's comments in "Colonials in Fiction" as proof of: "Clarzr Cheeseman's anxiety
that some readers might ignore the moral of Louisa Baker's novels and be attracted by the 'regrettable'
actions of heroines who walk away from unsatisfactory marriages."l0-t Cheeseman does not state which

incidents in Baker's novels she views as "regrettable", and considering that one of the main characters

in A Rolling Stone does walk away from her unsatisfactory marriage - an appropriate action in

the

novel - it seems unlikely marital separation is one of them.
Judging by Cheeserran's apparently strong view on morals, one would expect A Rolling Stone to be

of the same tone. However, tlre morerl messages contained in the novel are not explicit or heavy-handed,
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as they often are

in novels of this time. While there is no adultery in A Rolling Stone, Emily Moresby

leaves her loveless marriage and is not reproached by Cheeseman for this; Randall, the main character,

committed fraud several years before the novel begins (although he is innocent in the instance with

which the novel is concerned), and other crimes are committed by some of the other characters,
including near murder.

A particularly striking scene in the novel involves
Tararua),106

describes

a shipwreck (said to be based upon the loss of the

in which one hundred and eighty of the two hundred passengers are drowned. Cheeseman

in great detail the passengers clinging for their lives to the sinking boat, eventually to be

swept away to their deaths. Later, when the bodies are identified, there are graphic descriptions of the
decomposing bodies - a characteristic reminiscent of the adventure story.

Despite having lived in New Zealand since she was two years of age, Cheeseman is remarkably
attached to class distinctions. While rnost novels by colonial women purport to celebrate the freedom

of

the new country from class restrictions, Cheesemtrn holds sorne traditional English class prejudices
(illustrating

Bill Ashcroft,

Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin's observation that "settler societies . .

.

often construct . . . myths of their democratic orclassless nature . . . ." They assert that:

Such myths
inequalities
perceptions

of egalitarianism or democl'acy clearly do not reflect

econonric truths since

of wealth prevail in all these colonial situations, but they may well reflect selfthat are important aspects of the construction of a new national mythology and

identity.)r07

In both A Rolline Stone and "Married for his Money", inter-class marriages have disastrous

results

which prove the folly of either pretending to a higher class than the one into which one was born, or
marrying below oneself for beauty or money (true love conveniently only occurs within classes).
There are many amusing sketches of lower-class individuals with upper-class pretensions in both of
Cheeseman's works. The upper-class Maud in A Rolling Stone goes to visit Violet Palmer's mother, a

lower-class woman married by a gentleman impressed with her beauty, Cheeseman declares that
Palmer "had been so unfortunate as to maffy beneath himself, and we may safely judge that no one who
has not done this knows exactly what

it amounts to."lo8 Before the honeymoon was over Palmer had

realised his mistake, and eventurally their family situation deteriorated to the point where Palmer stays

in his study following his gentlemanly pursuits. trying to ignore the rest of the disorderly household,
while his screaming children run wild. Maud arrives and catches a glance of "an untidy woman, too
slatternly, she supposed, to be any one but the servant."lt)'This is, of course, Mrs. Palmer.
They went into the room - ah, what a room! The visitor could not help thinking that bare boards
scrubbed clean would have looked ever so much better than the gaudy carpet. Why, oh why was
magenta the prevailing colour in this carpet, and why was the furniture covered with a shade of

crimson that most effectually killed the vulgar hues of the carpet while vieing [sic] with them in
brightness? It was a room full of eyesores. One who had to live in it might not unreasonably pray
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for colourblindness. Tawdry brackets in every corner, common pictures on the wall, cheap finery
on the rnantelpiece, chair-covers gaudy even now when taded and worn out. How frowsy, and
dusty, and neglected everything looked! No wonder it had vexed and annoyed poor Violet. Better

far a ctean kitchen, with its wooden chairs and table, and its hornely adornments of brightened
stove and polished tin-ware, than this caricature of a drawing-.oo..' 'u

The suffering caused by this mis-match of marriage partners is not all on Mr. Palmer's side - Mrs.
Palmer tells Maud that

it is hard to marry above oneself, and how she wishes she were clever and

educated, so she could have something in common with her husband.

In Cheeseman's short story "Married for his Money", the Reptons, a genteel Auckland family on

a

very tight budget, are marrying one of their daughters, Blanche, to Simpelson, an unsuccessful golddigger who has been left a fortune by a rich old great-uncle in England. The Reptons are so in debt that
they welcome this pecuniary blessing even though it galls thern that Simpelson is of the common class.

Mrs. Repton complains to her husband:

"If it were not for our unhappy position, I should

be spared the hurniliation of seeing my daughter

marry beneath her."

"I

see more cause

up every day.

lf

for rejoicing than humiliation, about it. A man with f40,000 does not turn

you could contrive it, Emily, it would be as well for him to bear the expenses

connected with the wedding.
street from morning

I could not borrow another penny now, if I were to tramp

Queen-

till night."lll

The Reptons are glad Simpelson looks reasonably presentable, and believe that so long as he doesn't
open his mouth, he may pass as a gentleman. Mrs. Repton asks her husband to hint to Simpelson that it

would be better not to wear so much jewelry.
Cheeseman objects to those who attempt to cross the line between the classes, rather than look down

upon the lower classes. The Reptons are presented as somewhat silly people, their greed leading them
to accept Simpelson into their farnily and to pretend that he is other than what he is. Simpelson is seen

to be the worst character of all - his newfound riches
with Milly Landon, a dressmaker of his own class,

ceruse

him to break off a four year engagetnent

as he thinks

it would be nicer to marry into

a more

stylish family. Cheeseman describes Simpelson as presenting:
. . . a ntost ridiculous appearance. [He] had, since the arrival of his forfune, indulged in a style of
dress rcsembling that often atfected by lucky diggers, and other suddenly-enriched mortals.

Although it was only eleven in the afternoon, he was in full evening costttme; his black suit was
of superfine cloth, his new boots creaked with every step he took. The jewelry that the misguided
young nlan wore would have realised a small fortune; coral and gold studs. and sleeve links, a

gold watch with a guard that was nearly thick and strong enough to be used as ar dog chain, and

from which were suspended various olnaments, while six rings studded with enormous

gems,

adorned his fingers. He sat down when invited to do so, and feeling uncommonly nervous,
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mopped his face with an embroidered cambric handkerchief that diffused a fragrance throughout
the room.ll2

The people who are presented as having the most integrity in the situation are the Landons. They
sent Simpelson money when he was starving in tlre Hokitika goldfields, and when he became rich,

Milly, they treated him with the contempt he
Simpelson visits Milly, to attempt to repay the money her family has lent him, but Milly

developed airs and broke ofT the engagement with
deserved.

refuses to accept it, and returns all the gift.s he has given her. Sirnpelson says of theirengagement:

".

.

I feel sure we made

"I quite

a great mistake.

agree with you,

We are so unsuited to each other in every way."

Mr Simpelson, and feel grateful [o you, for having made the discovery

in time," said Milly, her eyes fixed on the gigantic watch-chain.'

Having rid herself of her unwanted visitor, Milly "returned to her work, and stitched away very
composedly at Miss Blanche's wedding dress, a splendid garrnent of white satin and lace."ll3 When the
marriage eventually takes place

Milly

watches unnoticed from a quiet corner of the church "and did not

seem remarkably heart-broken at the spectacle."ll4

Simpelson and the Reptons get their comeuppances. Mrs. Repton holds a party, inviting what she
considers to be the cream of Auckland society, feeling confident that Simpelson

will

appear to be one

of them, having improved so much under her tuition (and having left most of his heavy jewelry

at

home). However, right in the rniddle of dinner, in walks "a dirty, rough-looking man, without coat or
waistcoat, his tall felt hat perched on the back of his head, and his rnuddy boots leaving many fine
impressions on the spotless
arddresses

floor."l't H. walks up to

Simpelson, shakes his hand heartily, and

him as brother! Simpelson tells the man he must be mistaken, and Repton ushers him out,

rcturning to tell their guests the intruder was an escaped lunatic, who mistook Simpelson for his
brother. Repton tells his wife they will get Simpelson to pay his brother off with three or four thousand,
and then they

will be rid of him. The

guests, however, are not convinced:

"'It

reveals the hollowness

and corruption of colonial society,' observed the baronet, who was surreptitiously taking copious notes.

They were afterwards inserted in his valuable work on the Australian colonies."ll6

In A Rolline Stone Cheeseman explains why the creative geniuses who must be present in New
Zealand and other "newly settled or half-civilised countries" are not creating literary masterpieces:
. . . those who are hewing farms out of the wilderness, founding cities, and building up a nation in

all haste, have little time to consider whether Heaven has endowed them with genius. They know
without consideration that hands have been given them, and that. as the work which lies before
them demands the use of muscle rather than of brain, they must use those hands right manfully, or

give place to other men. As for finer work, that may well be left to those people of leisure who
shall come after them, and enter into the fruit of their labours.r

17

This explanation could be applied to potential women writers as well - women experience equivalent
privations in colonial society.
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In "Colonials in Fiction", she
years of colonisation:

"It

addresses the seeming lack

of a New T,ealand literature after sixty

requires time to produce a literature, so the observation of a traveller, that

New Zealand had none, except the poems and legends of the Maoris . . . seems superfluous. . ."

I

18

Cheeseman stresses the value of the New Zealand writing that has been achieved during this time:

...

if

there is no literature there are many books. Old colonists put their reminiscences into print,

the younger ones break forth into poetry, and the remainder of the writers, tor the most ptut,
compose novels. The books which have been written about New Zealand would

library, and

if to these we add the Australian

fill

a large

ones, the collection would reach imposing

proportions.lle
In "Colonials in Fiction" Cheesernan states that:

. . . all the great novels - the masterpieces - have been stories of real life. The men and women
who wrote them have not gone to unnameable [sic] places for their characters, they have not
seized upon sacred subjects, they had no need to soar to the stars or dive into the depths; but they
have dealt with ordinary human beings - very ordinary ones sometimes - and our delight in these
is due to the truth, the

wit and wisdom with which they are portrayed.r20

Cheeseman's belief that truth, wit and wisdom make a great novel is apparent in her own work. Her

hallmark is certainly her witty treattnent of characters and situations (for example, her description of

Miss Spowers's brother, who must have been one of New Zealand's first

All Blacks: "an ungainly

youth who, to judge frorn his conversation, lived that he rnight kick a huge ball about in company with
other young men of the same age and of a similarly advanced state of cerebral development."l2ll Her

wisdom shines through in her fascinating, detailed, and usually humorous character sketches, which
reveal everything from a character's personal motivations to their feelings at that moment. As for truth,
Cheeseman certainly paints what appears to be an authentic picture

of aspects of colonial life in New

Zealand and, in the last few pages of her novel, she assures the reader that "these pages contain the
rnost veracious historv likelv to be written"l22 erbout these characters.

RACHAEL MACPHERSON
Rachael MacPherson's Mystery of the Forecastle: Or. A Restless Heart: A Colonial Tale of Fact and

Fiction (1889) is asensation novel set in Dunedin and Melbourne society. No biographical information
is available about MacPherson, who is, with two exceptions, unmentioned in surveys of New Zealand
literature,l23 but a Scottish heritage is suggested by her use

of Scotticisms such as "anent"l24 in

the

novel while her display of detailed local knowledge of Melbourne and, to a lesser extent, Dunedin,
could suggest a familiarity with these cities. Herpreface is signed in "Oamaru, N.2., June 25, 1889"12s
and the novel is published in Dunedin.
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Mystery of the Forecastle begins by describing the past fortunes and misfortunes of three farnilies

Iiving near Dunedin who travel to Melbourne together on the boat "Waratera" to visit the Melbourne
Exhibition. The "mystery

of the forecastle"

presents itself during the voyage, and has dramatic

consequences for all concerned when they reach Melbourne. The novel is a typicitl sensation novel:

motivated by mystery, containing red herrings, promises of secrecy, mistaken identity and violent death.

In her preface MacPherson claims this "tale of fact and fiction" consists of the retelling of several
events from her life of "stirring incident, of thrilling adventure, of rapturous delight, of bitter woe"

which she launches "upon the waters of Colonial literature" with the hope of earning "the writer

a

kindly thought".l26
The first of the stories concerns Ruth, an educatecl, accomplished Scottish woman who makes the
mistake of marrying a seltish, lazy man who is eventually discovered to be committing fraud at his
place of work. Ruth manages to appease Harold's ernployers and prevent his prosecution, financially
supporting herself and her husband in her job of establishing Britain's technical schools. Harold slips
deeper into his world of drinking and gambling and beats Ruth to procure her wages for these ends. Her

health suffering, Ruth escapes to Melbourne and re-establishes her career there, only for Harold to

follow and resume his treatment of her. Finally she moves to Waitaramoa, in the South Island of New
Zealand. wlrere she finds peurce in the anonymous role of a housekeeper.

The second story concerns a woman, Gertrude, who breaks otf her engagement and refuses to

see

her fianc6, Mark, or oft'er any explanation for her actions, believing Mark knows how he has wronged
her. Gertrude and her mother leave Melbourne for a new life in New Zealand.

The final story is about a young engaged couple living near Dunedin. Glenois and Laura

are

travelling to Melbourne so Glenois can ask Laura's father for permission to marry his daughter. During
the voyage, Laura is discovered to be secretly meeting a sailor each evening on the forecastle. When
confronted by her fianc6 she reluctantly refuses to reveal the nature of this relationship, saying she is
bound, for a time, by a promise of secrecy. Refusing to trust Laura, Glenois breaks off the engagement.

In a late nineteenth-century society novel such as this it is almost inevitable that current attitudes to
the class system

will

be revealed. There are obviously vestiges of the old British class system remaining

in the world described by this novel, but MacPherson appears to support their abolition. Ruth decides to

travel steerage on board the "Waratera" in order to save money for shopping in Melbourne. Ruth's
friends are surprised, but are not troubled by her decision except tor the fact that they, as saloon
passengers.

will not have much opportunity for spending time with

her. After remaining in steerage

long enough to provide the reader with an informative and entertaining description of life as passenger

in this class, the enterprising Ruth manages to secure herself a job as a saloon stewardess in order to
procure herself a cabin in the saloon, enabling her to spend time with her friends.

When she meets an old friend on board, Ruth reveals to hirn her position on the ship, to see if this

will affect his willingness to converse with

her. He remarks that she is a lady and declares:
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"'If

you

wele cleaning the passengers' boots it would make no difference to me, except that I would insist on
helping you."'127 Relations aboard the ship are for the most part friendly and companionable, with the
exception of "'some few of the upper crust [who] declined to associate with their neighbours, and these
were severely left alone with their dignity"'.128
Once staying with her brother and his wife in Melbourne, Ruth makes no pretensions about what her
recent life has been like.

Ruth found she was no loser in the long run through honestly acknowledging her social position.

For, after all, colonists who have not come out "to better themselves" are few and far between,
and,

in these new lands,

every man and woman knows what is meant by a hard struggle.

Successful colonists are, for the most part, they who have fought a hand-to-hand fight with

in one line, tried another; they who roughed it and
who drank their tea out of a "billy," and sweetened it with honest

hardship and poverty; they who, failing
swagged

it in the early days;

toil; they who, in fact, by sheer indomitable courage, energy, and shrewdness climbed, one by
one, the toilsome rungs of the ladder Success. Some, it is true, began life in a most humble
fashion; many, women especially, as domestic servants, who, having attained wealth and position,

spoil everything by aping society airs, and endeavouring to root out of people's minds the very
thing which is their chief recommendation, viz., that their present position is entirely owing to the
pruclence, diligence, and ability with which they filled humbler spheres.r2e

Ruth's attitude is accepted readily by Melbourne society, and she is included in all invitations.

At one of

these parties there

is a chance meeting between Gertrude and Mark, and the

misunderstanding of tlfteen years ago - Gertrude's misinterpretation of

Mak's bestowing of a locket

and a kiss upon another woman - is cleared up and their engagement resumed.

When visiting the Melbourne Exhibition, Ruth is shocked to catch sight of Laura and Harold
together. She assumes Harold must be the sailor Laura was meeting on the "Witratera" (as the reader is
also led to assume, by the sirnilarity of the narnes "Harold" and "Harry").

Ruth knows that despite her husband's treatment of her, she will love him until death. She reveals to
her brother ancl his wife (in language typical of this novel) that although her employer in Waitaramoa is

kind to her "'he cannot

fill

my wolnan's heart. There are times when

I lie awake

sobbing the whole

livelong night over my mined lif-e - when no word comes to my fevered lips but the one incessant cry,
"Harold, Harold !""'

I

3{)

Ruth's happiness is conveniently (and melodramatically) obtained when she goes on an outing to the
zoo with Laura, with the intention of discovering Laura's connection to Harold. When near the lion's
cage, they notice the

lion is showing increasing signs of agitation. A man standing in front of the lion's

cage is provoking the lion to rage. The keeper orders the man to move on and tells Ruth and Laura that

the lion's response indictites that the man has a bad heart. He also confides to them his belief that

sufficiently provoked, the lion could break free from its cage.
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if

Ruth confronts Laura about her connection with Harold, only to be told that Harold was only Harry's
messenger

- Laura had not met him before or since that day. During this conversation Ruth catches

sight of Harold through some bushes and goes to speak with him. Waiting for Ruth, Laura becomes
anxious as the lion is sounding vicious again, fuelled by the rcappearance of the man in front of its
cage:

Tormented by the vicinity of a nature more brutish than his own; maddened by his inability to
escape from the baneful glance

of evil human eyes; fierce from hunger,

and excited by

expectation of food: with one bound the kingly brute broke his bars and threw himself upon the
object of his hate.l'rl

The lion runs amok, killing sixteen people. Laura rushes to Ruth and Harold. With the lion heading
straight for them, the penitent Harold kisses Ruth and, preventing Ruth from returning to an unhappy

life with him, throws himself between the women and the lion, being the last person to die before the
lion is

.shot.

Her husband receives a hero's burial, and Ruth's "testless heart" is now at peace. Laura reveals to
Glenois that the mysterious sailor was her brother-in-law, who, having been falsely accused of fraud,
ran away and worked as a sailor. Laura had been meeting him to try and persuade him to return to

Melbourne and tace trial. He, however, was afraid of his chances and persuaded Laura to keep his
secret until he was safely in San Francisco. When there he read of the capture of the real culprit and was

free to return to Melbourne. Laura forgives Glenois for not having trusted her and they become engaged
once again.

"So you have forgiven him, Laura? My dear, you are by no means a heroine. Young ladies in
novels never forgive offending sweethearts," laughed Ruth.

She was right

-

Laura was no high-flown heroine posing for effect; but a loving, simple-

hearted Colonial girl, who had given her true heart to this man, and who found

it

an utter

impossibility to take back the gift.l32
Everyone returns to New Tnaland and MacPherson ties up the novel with information about their happy
futures.

This cornparatively short novel (167 pages) is very much a colonial novel, with barely a reference to

"the old country".

It is valuable for

the snapshot MacPherson provides of society and its attitudes in

Dunedin and Melbourne at this time, particularly in terms of the relaxing of societal attitudes about
class, but her over-expression, the high level of melodrama and the inconceivable incident concerning
the lion result in a novel that is not as convincing as those of many New Zealand women writers of this
period.

ANNE GLENNY WILSON
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Anne Glenny Wilson, the writer of two novels and two collections of poetry, was a respected literary
figure in both New Zealand and England. She had a high social profile, her husband being a member of
the House of Representatives for fourteen years, as well as holding other important positions in their
community. Chronologically, Anne Wilson's published work consists of a collection of poetry Themes
and Variations (1889, an enlarged edition was published

in

1895); a novel Alice Lauder.

A

Sketch

(1893 and 1895); another novel Two Summers (1900) and lastly A Book of Verses (1901, with
enlarged edition published

in l9l7).

an

She also had poetry published in various New Zealand, Australian

and American journals.

Anne Adams was born in Greenvale, Victoria, Australia, on June
Zealand after her marriage to James Glenny Wilson

in

ll,

1848. She rnoved to New

1874, and lived here until her death

in

1930.

Some information about her life is available in a biography of her husband The Life and Times of Sir
James Wilson

of Bulls by L. J. Wild. and in James Wilson's The Wilsons and Ngaio. The former has

this to say about her early life:

Annie Adams was the daughter of Robert and Jane Adams. Robert, whose people had been wellto-do farmers near Ballymena, County Antrim, in Ireland, had emigrated to Australia in 1836 and
acquired a run in western Victoria. . . . when Wilson met them the family owned St. Enoch's
station which was worked by the sons, Jack and Willie Adams, on a lease from the trustees, their
father having died in 1862. On his death Mrs. Adams had taken the childrpn to live at Geelong,
where they were educated, Annie going first to the high school there, and later to a private school

in St. Kilda, Melbourne.r3'1
James Glenny Wilson was born in Scotland on November 29, 1849. He was educated in London

for

fonr years, until his father, thinking that James showed "more interest in life than in learning",l34 sent
him to the Edinburgh lnstitution to learn about business. After this, James did a two year cadetship on
the farm of a family friend, then ran his father's small farm. When he turned twenty-one, James was
sent to Brie Brie in Australia to a sheep station in which his father was a partner.

Wild supposes

James

was sent

. . . rather with the idea of giving scope to his restless energies but unformed ambitions in

the

wide open space of Australia than in the hope and expectation that he would prove the man that
the situation and the times required to consolidate the firm's speculative interest in broad

u"r"r.'t'

There was no realjob fbr James on the farm, but he learnt a lot and, when the value of land rose, his
father acted on James's advice to sell. James then went to Melbourne, where he enjoyed the society life,

making no attempt to find employment. Wild describes the formation of James's relationship with
Anne:

Miss Annie Adams . . . had been travelling round the world with her mother and her sister,
returnecl to Melbourne, and the family took a house in St. Kilda.

8l

.

[James] and Miss Adams

met at dances; he had ponies and a buggy; sometimes he drove the ladies out, sometimes Miss
Adams and he rode. Thus began a friendship which ripened into marriage - a union that endured
through fifty-five happy years.'tu

In January 1873 James went to New Tnaland. He arranged to buy 6210 acres of land at Bulls and
then returned to Melbourne, as the sale was not due to go through until April. During this time James
and Anne became engaged, although "owing to a distressing illness that overtook Miss Adams the
wedding had to be delayed until

2l

Janurary 1874."t37 After the wedding a recurrence of Anne's illness

meant that she had to stay in Melbourne with her mother while James returned to Ngaio (the farm at

Bulls), and

it

was near the end of December before Anne and her husband were together in New

Zealand.

Wild provides this description of Anne's personality and the role

she played

within her mariage:

. . . Lady Wilson, devoted wife and moiher - in her husband's words "my strength and stay".
Annie Wilson was a lady of education, culture and great intelligence. It was she who, in the harsh
pioneering days, not only caled for the physical needs of her household in a well-regulated home

in which music and arrs had a place, but herself found time for the pursuit of literature in

the

writing of novels and poetry that passed ttre criticaljudgement of British publishers. It was Annie

Wilson, indeed, who fired the ambition of her husband to expand his interests beyond the
confines of Ngaio and its depressing toil and match his intellect against the greater problems of
the nation; and in all his public activities

it

was she who was his constant inspiration and

encouragement, ernd she who provided in the serenity and peace of "I-ethenty" safe harbour from
the petty storms and trials of public life.r-38

The final sections of Wild's biography contain correspondence between the Wilsons and James's
father George. These letters give an irnpression of Anne's character, and spell out what is hinted at in

the passage above, that Anne was the driving force behind her husband's political career. George

Wilson was not at all sympathetic to his son's political involvements, repeatedly advising James his
tirne would be better spent improving his farm. James's replies reveal his lack of enjoyment in his
political career, and it is clear Anne is behind his continuing involvement. In a letter to George written
on September 16, 1886 Anne says:

"Jim always declares he would be thankful to be out of politics, but I doubt it. It seems to me that

all the Wilsons have politics in the blood, and if it wasn't for the constant worry of constituents
and clemands on the member's purse he would enjoy the position."l3e
James writes to his father

on l6 June l887 "Annie urges me that I have a duty which nothing but bad

health should deter me frorn."140

Anne defends herself in a letter dated

2l July 1887:

"I'm afraid you will not be pleased to hear that Jim has gone into politics again, and I noticed that
he very unfairty said in his last letter home that Annie urged him to stand. I merely say that if I
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were a man I should never say die - surely that isn't encouragement! I do think also

if you

were

out here, you would do the same."'o'

Wild concludes "One

gathers from the correspondence that Anrrie Wilson, after the manner of women,

had stronger political convictions than her husban 6.t't4? Interestingly,

it

is also recorded that

James

spoke out for women's suffrage - one wonders to what extent Anne was behind this.

The most revealing description of Anne is provided by her husband. This was written on October 8,
1887 in reply to his father's urging him to come home for a visit. Jame.s says he cannot come as he
cannot leave Anne by herself:

"She is far from strong, takes no care of herself, is subject to fits of depression when I am away

which makes me anxious tor her health. She is not so young and able to throw off any severe cold

or illness, and were I not at hand and anything happened to her I should never folgive myself.
There are few men I am satisfied who have been blessed with such a good wife, and separation

will come

soon enough, without doing anything to increase the risk. You do not know her, but she

all the qualities I have not - a quick brilliant intellect, and as a consequence a nervous
disposition, a sensitive nature, easily hurt; but withal a wif'e of whom I am very proud and hope
has

that some of her qualities rnay be transmitted to her children."la3
James encourages his parents to visit them

in New Zealand instead, saying "'-you would, if you didn't

offer her too much advice and find too much fault (at first) with Annie, flnd her delightful
charming."'l{ All

and

accounts of the Wilson marriage indicate it to have been a huppy and successful one.

Ngaio was never a very profitable farm, and the Wilsons struggled through the "Long Depression"

of the 1870s and 80s barely able to meet the interest payments on their mortgage. James was wont to
plough any money back into the farm, and this was a constant niggle between himself and Anne, who

felt a

reasonable standard

of living and their children's education to be more

important than

"improvements" to the farm. James complained to his father on October 30, 1886 "'My wife calls me a
screw because she finds it so difficult to get money out of me."'145 Anne wrote to her father-in-law on

April 2,

1887:

"As to the future I feel no anxiety and no hope. We shall go cln for the next 20 years, if we live,

as

will no doubt pay its way, and if better times come there
will be a surplus which will be immediately - 'if not sooner' - laid out on improvements. Jim will
screw our own pdvnte expenses down to the lowest point, the children will grow up untrained
'colonials', I shall grow fat and stupid, and Jim himself will be a worthy but tiresome farmer
we have done for the past 12. The place

(subdued to what he works in - Shakespeare;."146

Believing they could live more comfortably than they do, Anne says she doesn't want to "'sacrifice
everything in life to the improvement of the land or Jim's wishes."'147 She rnust have been successful to
some extent

in her arguments, as the Wilsons kept two
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servants, Anne had clothes irnported from

London, the children were educated, the family home extended and Anne, James and their three
daughters eventually visited England, leaving their two sons to look after the farm.

Despite having five children to raise, household duties and farming business to take care of as well
as having interests in embroidery and gardening, Anne

still found the time to write novels and poetry.

There are several references to Anne's literary accomplishments in the family correspondence. The first

is by George, in a letter dated October I7, 1889: "'Mary Ann has got acopy Annie's [sic] poems. It is

well got up. I have not had time to run through them. The Scotsman had a very favourable review
lately. . . . I am going to order a few of thern to send among our friends."'148 George is referring to
Annie's first collection of poetry Themes and Variations (1889). The Scotsman review (September 2,
1889) was certainly favourable, going so far as to say:

chosen a Laureate,

it will

not farc

ill

"'If

the Great Britain of the south has not already

by placing the circlet of leaves on the head of "Austral."'l4e

Anne's novel writing also occasioned comment by George in a letter to his son dated March 10, 1892:

"I am glad to hear Annie

has begun a novel.

I have no doubt it will be a good one. She has spare

time on hand now that the youngsters are getting up. Quite different from you, who have your
hands fuller than ever, what with your property which should be first and your parliamentary
dutie.s;

on"."

it is a long time since I had one of Annie's delightful lively

letters; get her to let me have

l-50

There is another mention of her poetry on July 7, 1892:

"I

must not forget to tell Annie that Sir William [Sir William Wilson Hunter, James's cousin]

of her poems in the highest terms; said he was quite proud to have so near a relation
producing such delightful work. They will be greatly pleased to have a visit from you when you
speaks

make out your trip home.

lt is an excellent house to go to, besides having the great advantage of

seeing Oxfbrd and Oxford society."l5l

Part of the reason for the success of Wilson's writing would have been its popular appeal. Her
novels are essentially romances, comedies of manner set in New Zealand and English societies. They
are non-controversial, touching upon issues of the day such as women's sufflage and the perceived

dying out of the Maori race, but only in passing, with no strong expression of opinion. It is a mark of

Wilson's literary skill that these witty novels, with their shrewd insights into the mechanisms of
society, were not only successful in their time but remain relevant today (although neither of them is
available for loan in New Zealand).
One of the most interesting features of Wilson's work in terms of my study is a result of the fact that

instead of being an English person transplanted into the colonies, Wilson was Australasian born and
bred. This has a marked effect upon the content and style of her work.

It is appropriate to note here that in the nineteenth century the concept of "Australasia" was much
it is now. Elizabeth Webby and Lydia Wevers, in their introduction to Happy Endings by Australian & New Zealand Women 1850s-1930s, state that "the Tasman boundary was not

stronger than
Stories
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much more significant than the state boundary between New South Wales and Victoria."l52 This was
reflected in the political debate that took place prior to the federation of the Australian states

in

1901,

when the possibility of New Zealand becoming Australia's seventh state was seriously considered. The
terms "Australasian", "colonial" and often even "Australian" when used by nineteenth-century writers

refer to both Australians and New Zealanders (note, for example, Cheeseman's use of the term
"Australian colonies" in "Married for his Money",l't't as well as her essay "Colonials in Fiction" which
deals with New Zealand and Australian writing). Despite the fact that Australian literarure appeared

earlier than New Zealand's, the countries' shared heritage, geographic location and colonial experience
meant that these nineteenth-centllry Australasian writers saw themselves very much as a single group.

So the fact that Wilson was born in Australasia rather than in England is more relevant to this
discussion than the fact that she was born in Australia and only moved to New Tnaland when she was

twenty-six.

Australia is very much the backdrop in these early novels by New Tnaland women. Characters are
seen to go to cities in Australia (usually Melbourne), much as they would go to Auckland, and in many
cases part

of the novel is set in Australia.

A number of authors in this

genre comment on New T,ealancl and its culture in terms

of the English

tradition into which they were born and bred. Wilson, who inherited this tradition through a colonial

filter as it were, instead comments on England (which she visited twice, in the early 1870s and in
1897),154

from an outsider's point of view.

The reversals are amusing. Almost every nineteenth-century New Zealand novel contains the
obligatory comment about "how quickly the sun sets in this latitude". In Two Summers, however, the
heroine, visiting England, at dusk finds "a curious attraction in this mystical second day. The fading
sunlight appeared rather to remain, and gently sink into the earth, than f1y over the horizon with a blaze
of crimson wings, as in the skies she knew."l55
lnstead of the English character commenting on the strangeness of the New Zealand landscape, this
tirne the New Zealander reacts with disbelief at the sight of England:

Julia laughed with delight at this wonderful country - at the tiny fields, which to her untravelled
eyes, accustomed to great windy plains and vast horizons, looked as

if

they were meant to be

picked up and put in one's pocket; at the toy cows, and Noah's Ark animals, placed here and
there for effect; at the old Hall among the trees - familiar as the frequent home of the heroine - the
square-towered ivy-masked village church, and the rectory hard by, and the village with its quaint
thatched roofs and gables, or still quainter red tiles. It was almost impossible to believe that this
was the real everyclay England, and not the familiar fable of painters and poets.l56

Not only is the Australasian unfamiliar with the English landscape, she does not know exactly how

to behave in English society. ln both novels the awkwardness felt by the colonial girl at her lack of
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knowledge of appropriate English behaviour constitutes a main theme. In Alice Lauder the English hero
is trying to sketch his New Zealand triend, Mrs. Austin, who, finding it hard to maintain her pose, says:

"I

am tired as a cal now, and haven't got a kick left, I believe."

thu when you go to England, you know. Some people do, of course;
but it isn't good form, and I don't like to hear you talk nothing but slang. . . . if you use all your
"But you must not

say

favourite expressions when you go to England, people will call you a Colonial. Think of
that!

...."

"Well, give me an instance,o'said Lizzie, with some dignity. "I really do want to know the lay
of the land, for of course we shall go Home some time, and I don't want people to laugh at me for
being a perfect savage."l-s7

Anne's letter to George Wilson dated April 2, 1887 also contains this derogatory use of the word
"colonial".
Another example of the insecurity felt by a New Zealand woman at her inability to speak like

an

Englishwolnan occurs in Two Summers, when the heroine, Julia French, travels to England to meet the
aristocratic family of her English fianc6:

"I begin to feel frightened at the idea of meeting your people. . . . I wonder if they will like
or if Lord Ashover - "

me,

"'Asher' is the way they pronounce it here. Odd, isn't it? Just in this part of the country, you
know."

"Oh dear! I knew my speech would betray me somehow! Mind you tell me if I say anything
else wrong. I read the other day that some foreigner said it was so absurd the way English people
pronounced their proper names; for instance, they always write Cholmondeley as Marjoribanks!

What can one do with people like that?"rs8
The English custom of dress is another area in which the New Zealand woman must feel her way.
Julia's fianc6 greets her:

"Jolly evening, isn't it? and it's good to see you again. What a swell you are, too - "

"Am I too smart'? I wasn't sure, and I didn't dare to ask Parker [her English lady's maid]. I
suppose English girls don't wear their best things in the train. I might have thought of that. I am
afraid I never shall look like an Englishwoman, and yet I do try so hard."l5e
When Julia arrives at the Ashby residence, things become even worse:

. . . Julia was conscior,rs of a certain fine shade of disapprobation in the eyes of her entertainers.
Was it her big sable 1830 muff, or the diamond button at her collar, or the little purple velvet cap,

recalling Edward VI.'s portrait, which she wore on her head, that they did not approve of?
Whatever the cause, she was beginning to feel bored and dispirited. She declared to herself that
she really could not live through a month of this kind

She begins to plot ways of leaving as soon as is polite.
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of thing.160

Despite the distance felt by the New Zealander between herself and the "mother country", a strong
connection nevertheless remains. Wilson rcfers to England as

"our. . . nation",l6l

and as Julia leaves

Ashminster, losing sight of the cathedral she feels as if she is leaving a friend:

"After al[, it belongs to me, all this English beauty and memory. Our fathers helped to build it all
up, and left it to us in their will. That's why we oversea pilgrims love a bit of English turf more
than all the glories of the world elsewhere. It belongs to ns: other things are showplaces, but here
we are in our own l'rouse."l('2

Wilson pokes fun at the ways of British aristocratic society, as embodied in the Asltby family.
Feeling as

if the evening is dragging

by, Julia "wondered whether English people considered that

general conversation was as undesirable as the Eastern fashion of all eating out of one dish with the
fingers.l63 The situation does not improve, and the days pass in boredom for Julia:

"It was the perfect

understanding of an English county family of their own desirable situation in life, which gave them this
effortless calm of demeanour, undisturbed by fruitless attempt at wit or entertainntent."l64

In both novels the male lover is a snobbish English gentleman who eventually comes to accept and
to love a colonial womeln, and this situation provides ample opportunity to poke fun at the English class
and value systems. Alice Lauder, a talented singer, is on her way to England to seek training when she

meets Arthur Campbell. The ship stops

in Ceylon for a few days. where Arthur receives a letter

summoning him at once to India. He realises he will regret leaving

. . . that odd little Australian girl, who interested him sornehow against his better judgement. He
felt really anxious about her future; she was so inexperienced, so unfriended. . . .

"I

wish

London.

I

I

could do something for her," he murmured; "she will never get on by herself in

wonder

if

my mother would look after her?" But at this point he paused, and

deliberated; for the idea of any society lady "taking up" a girl who habitually wore cotton gloves
and made her coiffure with two hairpins and a wisp of black ribbon - even

if

she

could play all

Bach's fugues by heart - was almost unthinkable.16'5
When Arthur' looks out of his window at the Galle hotel he sees below him:
. . . a group of the "Suezo' passengers - of the most undesirable section. Miss Laudel' was standing

in the centre of the group, quite happy and at home; and her faculty of making friends with all
sorts and conditions

of men and women, irrespective of social position, or even of the legal

penalties of etiquette, was evidently finding tull development.l66

New Zealand culture does not escape attack. In Two Summers "Edward Eastlake Lindsay, Q.C., late

(Unionist) Member for

Longlafle,

. condemned by the caprice of a London doctor to a year's travel

and iclleness"16? visits New Zealand, where his brother migrated some years earlier, manying Alicia,

Julia's sister. Edward finds Alicia's social circle "too rnuch and too consciously a copy of the English
original . . . much the same as would be met in any smaller English centre, but tinned, as it were, and of
rather provincial flavour at that.lr'8 Of other members of the rising colonial gentry:
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Freddy was so funny. . . . He was always trying with rnight and rnain to be colonial. He wore the
most extraordinary boots and riding clothes, and was always cracking a stock-whip, and

it

was

with great difficulty they had persuaded him to give up carrying a revolver. As for his language, it
was so interspersed with strange bits of slang and what he imagined to be colonial idioms, that

one could hardly understand a word he said. However, this tendency was balanced by the
devotion of his wife to English ideals. It was still more funny to see Betty (her real name was
Beatrice Constantia, but she thought old English names were the proper thing) trying to be
English; and as she was now on a vi.sit to the ancestral home of the Ashbys, it might be expected
that she would return with a deeper British dye than .uer.'t'o

Two Summers contains the first mention of the New Zealand accent made in these novels. Edward
and Julia's first meeting i.s a chance one in ltaly, and he discovers nothing about her except that she is

in some kind of difficulty, so he lends her money to get to London. As he helps her into her carriage she
thanks him in a "sweet unfamiliar accent which was not American, nor quite English, but belonged to

one of the side branches of the great Anglo-Saxon tree, and which, however, 'favoured the mother'
more than the tongue of the greater continent oversea."l70

Literary criticisrn of Wilson's writing is sparse and somewhat harsh. Rather than appreciating the
animation and humour of Wilson's social vignettes, E. H. McConnick, writing in I959, is disparaging

of Wilson's "colonial attempts at the comedy of manners'l7l ',n6 criticises the Australasian for her
elttempts to write

in an "English manner".l72 He says her novels "contain a great deal of cultivated talk

about music, society, art, but the poise is precarious and highly self-conscious. The pages are spattered

with decayed French words and
cultllre."lT-r Wilson's tenclency

phrases

to

the insignia of an uncertain and uneasily assimilated

emphasise British aspects

in her work is evidence of Ashcroft,

Griffiths and Tiffin's observation, in their discussion of the beginnings of colonial literature, that for
early colonial writers the "only available codes of expression seemed, at first, to be those of the Old

World", which lead to "an impulse to compete, on Europe's terms, for literary recognition which will
validate the New World in the eyes of the Old."l7a McCormick's criticisrn is typical of the denigration

of colonial women's literature: silencing the feminine form in order to emphasise the nationalist
paradigm. In the early sixties Stevens also criticises Wilson, this time for not being "sufficiently
detached fiom the society she portrays to maintain a consistent critical [one", but she credits her with

offering a "lively picture"lTs of colonial society. Alice Lauder and Two Summers have now all but
disappe;rred from discussions of New Zealand literature.

Reflecting feminist concerns of the day, Alice Lauder is about a woman forced to choose between
career and marriage, in a situation where she cannot have both. Alice is young and full of arnbition as
she leaves Australia on the mail steamer "Slrez", on her way to the "Old World to seek her fortune -

though even the promise of being thrice Lady Mayoress of London would have fallen far short of her
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dreams

of

success.rrlT(r 1t

is then she meets Arthur Campbell, the cultured English gentleman. He

is

shocked to hear her dreams of a career on the stage, and tries in vain to talk her out of it:

". . . I do wish you would give up this stage idea. I don't like it at all, though I've no right to say
so,tt

Alice wished very much to say something pleasant at parting, but this was a little too much to
ask. She considered for a moment or two what she could say.

"Don't think rne obstinate. I know you think differently about these things, but I cannot help it

-Imustgoon....Idoloveit....Whatshouldldowithoutit?It'smyliving,ineverysense-I
can't give it up."

"But you will rnarry some day, perhaps."

"Ah, perhaps; but sufficient to the day is the evil thereof."
"Then do you think that your husband will like you to appear in public for money? Five
shillings box seats, gallery eighteenpence. and that sort of thing! I hope not."

"As far as that goes," said Alice, with much dignity, raising her head and showing a spark of
fire in her eyes, "I have acted in public - and for money - already."l77
Determined that Alice should not continue to shame herself, Arthur sees no alternative but to offer
to marry her. Alice considers his offer "he would be pleased if she yielded to his wishes and threw over
her future for his. Shoulcl she throw it over?"178 She understands Arthur believes he is offering her an
advantage ancl does not consider the loss of her career to be a sacrifice. She considers the difficulties

of

the career she has chosen and wonders, even if she is successful "what would that success be compared

with a home and a wontan's happiness?'r

l7e

5o begins Alice's struggle between her determination to

pursue her career, and her intermittent doubt as to whether or not she can be happy if she shuts the door

forever on marriage.

Wilson wants to

fit

her novel into the romance mould, so despite Alice's convincing argument for

career over marriage, this reasoning is forgotten when she finally refuses Arthur

-

she refttses him

of love in his proposal! He feels hurt, believing "she was foolishly
setting her heart on this scheme of hers above everything a woman ought to prize."l8o To strain
because there is no expression

credibility further, in Alice's mind "a passage out of a little drawing-room comedy she had once taken
part in, kept repeating itself vexatiously:

'If you want to make a rnan respect you, the best way is to

refuse him."'l8l

Alice and Arthur meet again ten years later in New Zealand. Alice's singing had at first progressed
wetl, but the stress of training and working to support herself coupled with hearing of her father's death
the day before her singing debut, resulted in the loss of her voice. So, having inherited money, Alice
goes to "New Arcadia" with a friend whose Naval husband has been posted there. Arthur arrives not

long afterwards, having been sent to recuperate from an illness.
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Alice had imagined her and Arthur's meeting, but in very differcnt circumstances. She was to have
been a success, but in terms of her careef she is a tailure. However:

There were one or two circumstances wlrich had softened the fall for her. She was, at all events, a

fairly good-looking, well-dressed, popular failure, of independent means; but she could have
borne the thoueht better if he too had also failed, or fallen ever so little out of the race; but no. .

.
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Alice's training for the stage and her time in London society mean her manner and dress are now
appropriate for her to be the wit-e of an English gentleman, but Alice wrongly assumes Arthur

will not

be interested in her as she has failed at the most important thing in her life.

Alice's voice eventually returns, and with

it

her confidence and ambition. Her singing teacher,

Professor Piper, arrives in New Zealand, and Alice is overjoyed at the prospect of resuming her career.
She says to a friend:

"I

do love to have something to do again - something real' you know; not this make-believe

enjoying-myself-so much sort of life. . . . What a blessed thing art is, after

alMt doesn't

quarrel

with anyone, or get into a temper, or drop you all of a suclden. You know the words, 'Nature
never did betray the heart that loved her.' I must set them to music some day. That's just the sort
of feeling I have about my music."r8'1

Alice plans to sing in Piper's cantata in London the following spring, to restart her career. Arthur
says he knows

Alice loves the stage more than anything else in the world, but again he proposes to her.

The debate that follows is unconvincing. Alice initially refuses Arthur again in favour of pursuing her
career. Still unable to understand the importance of her career to Alice, Arthur attempts to dissuade her

in every way he can. It becomes apparent, however, that this tirne his proposal is accompanied by
feelings of love. the vital remaining ingredient for a romantic ending after Alice's transformation into a
lady of society. There is no description of Alice awakening to love, rather the language used to describe

her imminent change of position is negative: "She could argue no longer, and a secret traitor in her
o"I
heart was almost undoing the bolt and letting the enemy in."l84 She declares her position once more

can't . . . I have put my hands to the plough, and I must go

on."'18'5

Alice has given her decision, but then a strange feeling overcomes her:

A thin wall of ice seemed slowly building up round her, shutting out the pleasant everyday world
of cloud and sunshine, and she could have exclaimed with the poet:
"I

lravc subrnitted to a new control.

A power is gone which nothing can restore;
A cleep distress has hurnanized my r;oul."l86

. . . . Something new and strange had risen in the girl's heart, some unconscious rebellion against
her own choice. . .

.
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Alice could hardly help asking herself whether she had indeed chosen wisely in turning away
tiom the natural sunshine of the earth. all for the sake of some fantastic ideal which now

seemed

to die away into the twilight, insteacl of supporting her with strong inward faith.l87
Ideally, Alice would have been able to purslle her career without this precluding marriage, but this is
impossible in her situation. Wilson achieves her romantic ending. but she does not explain the decisionrnaking process that results in Alice changing her rnind and forsaking her career in favour of marriage.
lnstead Arthur sees the unhappiness on Alice's face, and "some long, long explanation passed in silence
between them"l88 that results in Alice deciding to marry him after all. AIice retreats from her position,

sacrificing her dreams of a career to become a romantic heroine. However, this sacrifice does not go
unrecorded:
...

it was with the feeling of one who lays his gift on the altar and goes silently away into the city

that she at last waved farewell to the shadows, as they turned their horses towards the hospitable

lights of the little village. Of these two lovers, one would never fully know what the other had
sacrificed.
Heather Roberts, in Where Did She Come Frorn? has this to say about the ending:
Some poignance is lent to the picture of Alice if we consider that Wilson herself might well have
t'elt that she had sacriflced her own gifts as a novelist to her husband's career as a politician and

farmer. Otherwise Alice's statement

is a passing gesture towards the ideas of

female

independence which were being cliscussed at the time Wilson wrote this novel.le0

Comments trorn Wilson'.s letters, such as her assertion that she does not wish to "'sacrifice everything

in life to the improvement of the land or Jim's wishes"',lel certainly lend support to Roberts's first
hypothesis.

Alice Lauder

ernd

Two Summers, while not as obviously tailored to an English audience as some

novels of the day, certainly present infbrmation about New Zealand intended to interest the British.

Wilson, despite being a New Zealander herself, tends to portray the country as somewhat of a pastoral
paradise - emphasising its freedom from the cultural restraints of the mother country. (Indeed, in Two
Summers Theo Ashby asks Julia to try English life a little longer - "You have always been a sort of

wild bird in your old hotne, and you can't get used to the cage all at once.")tot ln both novels the male
figure is English, so he acts as the eyes for the English reader. ln Alice Lauder Alice is fiom Australia,
so New Zealand is new to her, too. When

Arthur arrives Alice introduces him to "New Arcadia":

"I think you will like it. It is a nice dreamy little place, where you can eat as much lotus as you
like without anyone objecting. There is no Society with a capital S. but there are plenty of nice
friendly people about, and the scenery is lovely all around."
"There are no lions in the path, then? You can solemnly assure me that there are no Iuins, nor
picture galleries, nor historical museums within twenty miles?"
o'None whatever."l93
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Arthr"rr finds he likes

"'this new country

and the easy open-air life. It suits me all to piecesrrrle4 He also

enjoys the social life:

There were half-a-dozen men . . . with whom he easily fraternized, finding in this hardy type of
Englishmen once removed, or even in the undiluted native colonial, something pleasantly strong,

manly, and individual. The type seemed, on the whole, more handmade and less ordered by the
hundred dozen than that of the parent stock.le5

In Two Summers Edward takes trips with Julia to visit the people living in the hills and on

the

plains.

They all offered hirn a pleasant. open-door, easy-going hospitality, for

it is the habit of most

colonials to meet a stranger rather as a possible friend than in the light of a pr-obable enemy, as in
more highly civilised States. He found, when he came to know them better, that they were much

the same as the people he met in his own set, though they were not ticketed and labelled and
classified as closely as in their mother country. The richest among them werc not ashamed to dig;
the poorest in the land never dreamed of begging. It was a new world altogether, as far as outward

form went, and he found much in it which appealed to the primitive man, alive and breathing
under all the wrappings and coverings and labels which his century had pasted over him.le6

The longer Edward stays in this country which is so free from constraints, the less stuffy

and

constrained he himself becomes. As he says to Julia:

".

you can keep a good horse with your odd pennies, and your air is the finest vintage in the

world, and you have no social superiors. Of course you have caste, in a way, as every people
under the sun has, but your eyes are not fixed and nailed and boarded up as ours are. . . . I have

often half a mind to come out here and end my days by-and-by."le7

While in New

7-ealand, Edward has experiences

which affect him profoundly. First of all he

is

almost drowned when he rows his boat on a dangerous stretch of coastline. Then he falls in love with
Julia and "For the first tirne in his life his spirit escaped from the solid surface of things and soared with
clelight into unknown regions

of air". l"* Then Julia tells hirn she is

engaged to Theodore Ashby.

Edward has only been in New Zealand for a month, and was expecting no experience which "should
strike below the urbane and genial surface of things which he was accustomed to adorn."lee

In that short space three strange and powerful fbrces - fear, love, jealousy - had touched him from
the prirnitive elemental part of human nature: forces only too well known to the ancient world,
and still visible in their blind upheavals among the less cultured inhabitants of our centuty, but

not so often to be met with in the smooth and well-kept highways of modern civilisation. . . . he
had attained to a deeper sense of the things that are unseen and eternal, not to be worn away by
any labour of the trivial passing hours in the time to come. . . . In this wild and quiet place, oceans

away tiorn the whirring centre
forgotten moments.

of intellectual life, he had

2('o
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passed through some never

to

be

The author has identified New Zealand with the wild, natural and uncivilised nature in human
beings, and being here brings out that side o1'Edward's character. For Edward, who was previously a

rather shallow English snob, New Zea,land has been the catalyst for a deepening of his personality.
Ratlrer than this phenomenon being particular to New Zeal'and, overseas travel appears to be the key.

Julia, in her turn, has an equivalent experience when she stays in England. The cathedral at Ashminster
comes to symbolise to Julia the beauty and history of England, and: "Every day that she went there she

felt a deeper influence . . . she felt transported to a finer, wiser world than the trivial hurry of today. . .
.'r?01

In both of Wilson's novels there are women who feel their fieedorn is limited because of their sex.

In Alice Lauder Lizzie Austin explains to Arthur that she married a rich older man because she had
feared poverty, and thought falling in love was nonsense. She always preferred masculine activities, but

it

caused her trouble.

"'l

did not care for women's ways, and I liked going about with men, riding and

shooting and all that, and when they talked bosh and f'lattered me. I just laughed at them. People called
me fast, but it was just that."'t"t She and Arthur go or1 a steamer trip along a river together, and as they
anchor one night Arthur wonders if there is a road nearby.

"Not

a road, but a bridle track. How

I wish I were a man! what fun it would be!"

"What would you do, par exemple?"

"l

would get a horse here and ride 'over the hills and far away.' There is a track leading far

into the island, and you can get out on the sea-shore, and find your way to a port. You pass by the
great snow-mountains and hear the avalanches thundering down all night."2(Li

Lady Jane Anjou in Two Summers, who again married for money (Edward had been in love with her

in the past, and she rejected him for Anjou), lives her life and ambitions through men. Edward returns
to England and tells her he is giving up politics. She is extremely disappointed and complains that first

her brother Edgar, with whom she had planned her life, had died. Then she had put her hopes in
Ashover who had promised to be a brilliant soldier, but he had given it all up, married, and now keeps
guinea fowl. She says she had trusted Edward to go on, but now he's giving up too.

Tears of vexation sparkled in her fine eyes, and gave a point to her companion's reflection
that, after all, her sorrow was expressed more for her own disappointment than for his; and it was

in

a

slightly unsympathetic tone that he observed presently:

"What

a

"Don't

say that! Every one says that to me.

pity that you were not born

a man,

milady!"

I

hate

it! I don't want to be anything so weak

and

changeable and unreliable as a man! No, I try to do my work as well as I can, and I hoped that I

might take a part somehow, silently, in your career. But now I suppose your idea is to go back to
those odious places, and vegetate in a second-rate desert, isn't it?. . . .
"204
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tf I

had your prospects -

Edward completely misunderstands her, and says that she has so much at home to interest her (she has a
busy social life) that she won't even miss him for very long. She complains that all the entertaining she
does is a huge strain on her, and that there is Iittle in her life that gives her any real interest.

"I often think that if I had my life again I would marry a poor man, and back him up and get him
on, and make more of my life and his too. It would be twice ils amusing."

The drift of these remarks seemed plain enough, but it is never safe to trust a man's generosity

of thought, and the involuntary reflection calne to Lindsay that she could not expect to go on all
her life enjoying the benefits of a rich man's position and at the same time have the amusement of

handling the reins of the poor man's career.2"5
Bearing in mind the extent to which Wilson was behind her husband's political cateer, one wonders
how farniliar Lady Jane's feelings were to Wilson's own heafi.

Wilson was at least as well known.

if

not more so, for her poetry, as for her novels. Any early

anthology of New Zealand or Australasian poetry is bound to contain one or more of her poems. She

wrote regularly for Australasian, British and American journals (including the Australasian, Centurv
Magazine, Temple Bar, Spectator and Eclectic), the editor of the Australasian claiming that she wrote

"sonle of the most beautiful things which have appeared in the Austrulasian."

tt'u

Several of her poems

were included in Government reading books for schools.

Her two collections contain well-written, accessible poetry centred around three main themes. Her

first andprirnary interest is in the natural world - the landscape and plant life of New Zealand and, to

a

lesser extent, Australia. Second, there are witty and insightful poems about New Zealand "society"

continLling

in the vein of her novels and, third,

she writes some sensitive poems about human

experience.

The title page of her first volurne, Themes and Variations (1889), announces the etuthor to be "Mrs
James Glenny Wilson (Austral) Rangitikei, New Zealand". She also published in periodicals under the

pseudonym "Austral" (a pseudonym also used by others). Themes and Variations contains fifty-six

poems, including titles such as

"Of a Lady", "A Maori Legend", "A Spring Afternoon in

New

Zealand", "Imitation of a Swedish Song", "The North-East Passage", "The Rose to the ButterflY", 'oThe

Forty-Mile Bush", "In a Garden - Victoria", "Fairyland" and "The Soul and Nature".
Themes and Variations received good reviews in both New Zealand and Britain. Sir Robert Stout

wrote: "This book . . . contains many poems that would not have disgraced Tennyson or Browning. . .

.

For descriptive pieces she can hardly be excelled. . . . Here are psychological analyses; here are poems

in the moclern spirit."2('7 Oueen declared "After the late Alfred Domett, C.M.G., she is undoubtedly the
best poet New Zealand has ptoduced. Like him, she is not a native, but comes from Victoria."2o8 The

". . . New Zealanders may feeljustly proud of her as a permanent, if not a blazing,
star in the ever-widening firmament of Australasian song."tn' The Dailv Chronicle - "If Mrs. Wilson

European Mail said
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wrote much in this style she would take a distinct place, not only among Australasian, but among
English poetesses."'10 The New Zealand Paper:

"ln grace and genuineness of thought and expression, none of our New Zealand writers of verse
have surpassed "Austral," whose contributions are well known to readers of the Australasian, and

to a wider circle still by the specirnens in Mr. Sladen's various collections of Australasian poetry.

. . . "Themes and Variations" . . . is a book that will be welcomed by every lover of poetry, and
that should have an especial charm to those

who

are Colonial born, or who have been

dwellers in the colony from early childhood. With the exception of Kendall, the sweetest of
Aurstralian singers, no writer has so thoroughly caught the spirit of the southern lands."2ll

Wilson herself comments on some reviews fl'om English and Scottish newspapers which

her

publishers sent to her:
One critic says, "a gleat want of local colouring" - considering the writer has never set eyes on

New Zealand,

I think this is what we might call cheek.

Another, "This promising young writer

has evidently carried the highest modern culture from her English home to her new home at the

Antipodes." Fancy that to a free-born Australian!212

Wilson signs herself Mrs. James Glenny Wilson in the l90l edition of A Book of Verses, but in the
"new and enlarged" edition, which was published two years after her husband received his knighthood,
she calls herself "Lady

Wilson (Anne Glenny Wilson)" - the only time she uses her own name.

Wilson's inclusion in Douglas Sladen's I888 collection Australian Ballads

- Being Australian

Ballads and Rhymes: Poems inspired by Life and Scenery in Australia and New Zealand (London,
Walter Scott) led to the Illustrated London News writing:

". . . a lady who signs herself 'Austral' (Mrs. J. G. Wilson) would

seem to be by a good deal the

sweetest of the singers of her native land: among whom there is certainly an undue proportion

of

rnocking-birds. There is a great deal of chann for English readers in her descriptions of the new
home of Englishrnen half a world away."2l3

The development of the masculinist literary nationalism in the 1930s meant that attitudes to
Wilson's poetry changed. Wilson goes almost unmentioned in reviews of New Zealand literature
nowadays. although Patrick Evans does make the comment that he finds it strange that Wilson's poetry

"could be hailecl as the first eviclence of

a national

maturity in poetry",2la believing instead that:

. . . this kind of poetry is not important for its increasing

sense

of the local but for the opposite,

for the intensity and coherence with which it creates a sort of Disneyland of the mind that has no
connection with anything in particular at all but looks well when put onto the page.3's
Roger Robinson, however, grants that Wilson makes an effort to "name local habitations, to identify the
caLtse

why'I love this narrow,

sandy road'; an effort that names without altifice 'the loud nor'wester',

'shrill cicada' and 'glacier river rattling

on"'.216
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Wilson's Iight-hearted ridicule of societal airs and graces that is so much

a theme

of her prose is also

present in her poetry. "After Dinner", in the section "Later Poems" in A Book of Verses, describes a
scene following a dinner party.

A richly dressed young woman with the airs of a 'Venetian lady'

is

reclining in all her glory on a verandah chair -

And near her bends the man of Law Heavy his brow with rnystic learning -

His fingers trifle with a straw;
His eyes are dark, and sad, and burning:
Perhaps he speaks a tender word

Or fragrnent of some old love-ballad,

But this is all

l

overheard -

"The proper way to make a salad - :'2t7

Wilson's poetic concerns largely reflect those of her novels: the descriptions of her beloved
Australasia, her debunking of both New Zealand and English "society" and its dictates, and her insight

into human character, all portrayed with characteristic humour and sharp wit. Wilson was, however,
part of this society she exposed, and it is a rnark of her skill and good judgement that she apparently
managed to keep to the right side of the line, and not

of

nd her readership. Her work was well received

on both sides of the world and, although it has now all but been forgotten, at the time she wrote quite
the opposite was expected:

We believe the book will live, and we also believe that it will not only be appreciated in our
generation, but that in the after years

it will be recognised

as one of the first volumes of verse

written under the Southern Cross, that shows that we have at last in the Southern land a literature

of our own. - Sir Robert Stout2ls
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EBBA STELTN
Ebba Stelin's A New Zealand Pearl (1896) is unrecorded by surveyors of New Zealand literature,

with the exception of Jones, who classifles the novel as a romantic melodrama and notes that it presents
sorne glimpses

of the "Hawke's Bay 'squattocracy"'.21e This, alongside an earnest attempt to represent

the development of a New Zealand dialect of the English language, are probably the most valuable
aspects

of the novel. The plot is undeveloped, the characterisation cursory, the writing style inconsistent

and it is badly proofl'ead. Ironically, the heroine of the story herself writes a novel, and the description

of her writing difficulties could be of Stelin's own:
. . , she could not find language wherein to express herself. Often she felt disposed to favour high-

flown style, and then again the preposterousness of such was made quite visible to her when she
reread it; then she would descend to lower ground, and perhaps go to the very opposite extreme.
.

.
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Despite its shortfalls, A New Zealand Pearl remains engaging due to its wide array of characters and
fast-moving pace.
The central story concerns the moral development of the heroine, Greta Bonde. The Bondes are an

aristocratic Sweclish family who dropped their family name and ernigrated to New Zealand when
Greta's father was rejected by his family for marrying a woman considered to be beneath him. They
settle in Waipara, south of Napier, where Oscar Bonde establishes a farm. The neighbouring families,
the "squattocracy", are not aware of the Bondes' true heritage, so when Greta and Horace, son of the

Honourable Hugh Wellesley,

fall in love

nrisunderstanding with Horace, Greta falls

ill

Horace's mother opposes the marriage. After

a

and goes to Christchurch to recuperate. There she writes

her first novel, Triumph, which she publishes under the nom-de-plurne "Pearl". She plans to retain her

anonyrnity

in order to

hear unbiased criticisms

of her work and to give her the opportunity

to

triumphantly reveal her true genius at her chosen moment to those who have slighted her. Her mother
manages to talk Greta frorn this vengeful attitude, and Greta's noble heritage eventually reveals itself in
her superior character. Greta and Horace resolve their differences and decide to marry.

The night befbre their wedding Greta gives Horace a copy of Triumph she has dedicated to him.
Realising she is the author, Horace takes Greta into the company conveniently assembled on the other
side of the door and makes Greta's triumphant revelation for her. Their marital home contains a study
set aside expressly

for Grcta to pursue her writing careet.

Horace's mother lrene, feeling neglected by her husband, elopes with a cadet from their farm. The
cadet soon reveals his mendacious nature and Irene leaves him. Greta finds her mother-in-law living
under an as.sumed name and invites her to come and live with them. Greta's final triumph is achieved

when Irene regtets having wished Horace maffy someone superior to Greta. When Horace's father
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discovers lrene's whereabouts, he assumes responsibility for having neglected his wife and asks her to
reunite with him. Irene refuses. believing she has behaved too shamefully.

No biographical information is available about Stelin (A.G. Bagnall declares Ebba Stelin to be a
pseudonym,zsl but the name Ebba could suggest Scandinavian origins), so it is impossible to ascertain
whether or not she was a born colonial. There is evidence that she was at least partly educated in New
Zealand as she dedicated the copy of A New Zealand Pearl held in the Dunedin Public Library to one of

her old teachers. The fact that the novel is set solely in New Zealand and that she reveals a degree of

familiarity with the country, would also suggest that she spent

a considerable amount

A New Zealand Pearl was published in Wellington, but explicit

of her life here.

addresses to English as

well

as

New

Zealand readers reveal Stelin has both audiences in mind (there is no implication of a Scandinavian
audience). There is the usual comment to "English readers who happen to take up this book"222 about

the reversal of the seasons, and there is a short tourist advert for New 7*aland slipped incongruously

into the hero's musings as he surveys his land near Port Chalmers: "What a glorious country our New
Zealand is, with its noble mountains and rivers, and grassy plains and fernclad gullies, and the fresh

pure air everywhere."22r Addressing New Zealand readers, Stelin says, when describing Christchurch

"Many of those who read have, I suppose, seen the Avon, of Christchurch, and so will know what a
glorious river it is. . . ."224

Stelin reveals some of the assumptions inhabitants of each country have of their counterparts. The
stereotypical image English people have of New Zealand is called upon when the impending visit of a
young English gentleman to the New Zealand family of his friend causes one of his hosts to remark:

"'A

man from England now-a-days is always a quiz. He seerns to be on the lookout for something

4 legacy of travel literature and the adventure stories. Drayton turns
out to be a caricature of the young English gentleman - he is nervous, blushes easily, has a weak

peculiar to happen at all times.'r'22s

constitution and is unwilling to travel on burnpy roads. The daughter of the family ridicules him for
being unable to ride a horse.
There is an ironic moment, whether intentional or not is difficult to ascertain, when Drayton is being
shown the countryside by Honor, a member of his host family. They wander through "daisy-bespangled

paddocks

in the direction of a small clump of bush, teft alone in all its native splendour",226 and

Drayton remarks on the unaf'fected native beauty of New Zealand. Honor replies "'Yes indeed; Nature

is left unmolested here"'.227 Perhaps her European heritage is so strongly engrained in Honor's psyche
that she sees the anglicised countryside as being in a natural state, as does the Englishman.

Stelin makes a somewhat clumsy attempt to represent a colonial dialect. The speech of certain
characters is riddled with colloquialisms, which at times extend to the narration: "three caps were

doffed as they espied the boss's wif-e at the gate. Forgive lapies lingue [sic], but it is Colonial."228 The

farm cadets use slang ancl expletives several times in the same sentence, everything ranging from
"scissors!'022e and "By jingo!"?3t),o

"p - n1"2-11 This type of language
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is not limited to the males. Aside

from Horace's cousin Alison Estmere's use of the favourite exclamation "Christmas!",232 she calls her
father "dad",?33 and Drayton a "noddy"234 ancl an "idiot".23-5 Stelin is notable for her disregard for

British standards of speech and her detennination to represent

a

specifically'oNew Zealand" dialect.

Alison rccognises that her colonial habits are misread by the British, and when confronted with the
prospect of Drayton's visit, Alison is reminded of her past experiences with visitors from England:

"'I

shall keep well in the back-ground, for they mostly bring a whiff of aristocratic air with them. You
remember what Mr. Fobes said

- that I was shockingly breuen - a hoiden."'2-16 Like Lizzie Austin in

Wilson's Alice Lauder, Alison finds that her free and easy colonial behaviour can be interpreted

as

meaning she has loose morals:

".

. my belief is, that I shall never be anyhing but a giddy, slang, colonial girl. I would give the

world to go home to England, just to see what they would think of rne. Would I not shock the
dowagers and pious? Mrs. Grundy would say, 'Bold as brass. Rides about unattended. Shocking,

is it not. So forward and free with the men;" and so on. I bet that's what they would say; and if I
saw they were horrified, all the more would I go on."237

Dick Tempest, the farm cadet with whom Alison is in love, proposes to her - catching her hand and
covering it with kisses. Alison is typically outspoken in her reaction, as Stelin attempts to capture the
nature of a girl's first physical sexual feelings: "'Oh, Dick, that's awful! What a creepy feeling.

I never

felt such a sensation before,' cried Alison, as she snatched her hancl away."2r8
Despite Stelin's obvious approval of the colonial way of life, she is still a supporter of the class
system. Despite freer social behaviour, her charercters pair within social classes. Disapproving of
matches beirrg made on the basis of wealth, Greta is only an appropriate wife for Horace because of her
secret noble birth.

Stelin includes a four and a half page chapter in A New Zealand Pearl entitled "The Maori Pah",
which appears as if she considers it to be a mandatory ingredient in a New Zealand novel, rather than
that she has any desire to represent the Maori race. There is a perfunctory description of Maori living
conditions, and this gloss on their character: "The Maories are a very indolent race. Sleep and food are

their only care. They are very much addicted to smoking and drinking."ttn Beyond this, the Maori is
merely a plot device, serving to illustrate the goodness of the character Honor wlro goes to visit a dying

chief, as she considers Maori neglect their sick. When the pious Honor takes pity on the gauche
Englishman Drayton, and marries him (they go and become missionaries in South Africa), she invites

her Maori fiiencls to the wedding. Wilson patronisingly uses them as a foil for contemporary New
Zealand society, which she criticises for its lack of morals: "perhaps she found in thetn what is so
lacking in our civilized world - constunc1,."24t)

This at times charming but more often awkward and heavy-handed novel appears to be Stelin's sole
atternpt at a writing career - although the Dunedin Public Library copy bears testimony to other plans,
as the

dedication on the flyleaf reads:
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To Mr. Turkington with the writer's compliments
The first efforts in literature of one of your old pupils
(Be to my faults a little Blind)
Ebba Stelin 2614/97.

ELLEN TAYLOR

A much more skillfirlly written

novel is Ellen Taylor's

A

Thousand Pities (1901). This novel

maintains an easy balance between its New Zealand content and its function as a light romance. Written

for both New Zealand and English audiences, it is never so self'-conscious as openly to address its
audience.

It is another novel almost unmentioned in the critical literature,

Jones and Stevens are the

only ones to acknowledge its existence.
The story is simple. It concerns Dungarvon, an English gentleman. who comes to New Zealand in
the early 1880s to make his fortune. Aspiring to own his own block of land, he begins by taking up a
cadetship on the McKenzies' farm near Foxton. The McKenzie family consists of Mrs. McKenzie, the

frequently absent McKenzie, a widowed elder daughter, a son and the youngest, a daughter named
Esther. McKenzie and the elder two children are dipsomaniacs. Dungarvon falls in love with Esther,
and is confused and surprised when she refuses his offer of marriage. Esther's private reasoning is that

the family curse of alcoliolism could come upon her at any time, so she has resolved never to marry.
McKenzie treats Esther cruelly, refusing to let her leave and make her own living. Fortunately Esther is
revealed to be the daughter of Laidley, a gentleman from Wellington Mrs. McKenzie married twenty
years ago when her husband was presumed dead. Laidley comes to claim Esther, McKenzie turns up,
shoots Laidley and escapes on the mail boat to San Francisco. This, of course, leaves the path clear for
Esther and Dungarvon's marriage.

The novel pokes affectionate fun at Dungarvon. He has come to New Znaland with an idealised

notion

of "'Life in the colonies, with its

freedom, its ups and downs, and its hard work"',241

entertaining romantic notions of "roughing it"zo" in the bush and the "grit" that
character. He is constantly warned about his misconceptions:

"'.

will be added to his

. grit is desirable certainly, though

when it goes with a slop-made suit and a twang like a Jew's harp, one is apt to unclerrate i1t"243 and told
that men of his class do not usually take to tanning.
Heedless

of this advice, Dungarvon sets off for the farm, wearing the "knickers" of a gentleman

rather than the more appropriate "moleskinsrr244 o1a working man. Left by the coach in Foxton at dusk,
instead of taking the sensible option of staying the night in a hotel, Dungarvon decides to walk through

the night to the farm and becomes hopelessly lost in the sand dunes. He attempts to settle for the night
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under a toi-toi, but damp, shredded and convinced he has been bitten by a katipo, he opts instead to
make his bed at the top of a cabbage tree. It is in this ridiculous position that Esther first meets him.

Esther is a plucky type, fording swollen rivers, escaping from quicksand and burning
Esther warns Dungarvon

off

bush.

he'll soon tire of the life he has chosen: "'country life is very monotonous.

You live for weeks and weeks at a time without seeing a new face; you will often have to work alone
the whole day. And after all are not people more interesting than things'?"'2at She tells Dungarvon of
her own, contrasting desire: "'Now my perfect idea of happiness is to live in London, far from these
dreary sand-hills and lonely stretches of country wlrere no sound is ever heard but the

"twit" of a bird or

the bleating of a sheep. . . . Do you know I have never seen a town in all my tife?"'246

During a week of solitary bush-felling, it becomes clear to the "new chum"247 that the realities of
bush life are unlike his fantasies. Loneliness, mosquitoes, an inaptitude for felling rimu, and moths in

his pannikin of tea prove too much for the poor fellow. When he believes himself also to

be

disappointed in love, Dungarvon decides to pack it all in and return to England.

Mrs. Laidley sheds sorne light upon what it is like for Dungarvon's female counterpart, the educated
English lady who comes to settle in the New Zealand countryside:

"There is no intellectual life to be had, at present at all events, in our country districts, and
gentlewomen are completely isolated from their kind. They can find no pleasure or relaxation in
associating with the wives of the labouring men who are their only neighbours. The only way,
then, to bear the loss of all mind occupation is to deaden the longing for it by physical fatigue."2a8

Mrs. Laidley tells the story of such a woman whom she visited in the country. Despite the country air
and fattening food, her hostess was thin and worn-looking. It eventuated that she had no help in the
house, doing

all the cooking and entertaining, as well

as scrubbing out their nine-rootned house weekly

(her husband's wishes), by herself. When her husband mused to their visitor that he did not know why
his wife looked so

ill, it

was suggested to him that some help in the house might remedy matters. The

husband disagreed, quoting the necessity of hard work in making country life bearable. Mrs. Laidley
concludes to Dungarvon: "'As I have no desire to check imrnigratioll, . . I hope you

will not record the

sentiments I have confided to you in any of your letters home."'24"

Nothing is known about Ellen Taylor other than that she was a daughter of Wellington merchant

William Waring Taylor,2s" the brother of Charlotte Bronte's friend Mary Taylor.ts' The Yorkes, in
Brontd's novel Shirley, are modelled on the Taylors. When Mary arrived in Wellington in 1845 she at

first lived with her brother, who had arrived three years

earlier,2s2 and when her cousin,

Ellen Taylor's

namesake, came from England the next year, the women opened a shop near Waring's own.?s3 Waring

- he was M.H.R. from 1860-70 - and held various seats on the
council as well as being on the first board of governors of Wellington College. He owned large
was a respected Wellington citizen

properties in the Wairarapa and Rangitikei,2'sa the latter being the location of the McKenzies' farm in A
Thousand Pities.
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PART B: ABSENCE/PRESENCE OF MAORI IN THE ROMANCE
The romances discr,rssed up until this point contain little or no reference to Maori. The relative

of Maori in these novels about the new, developing New Zealand society is partly due to

absence

the

predominant belief of the day that the Maori race would eventually die out. In addition to this is the
requirement of the colonisers that in order to construct New Zealand as the "Britain of the South", they
needed to view the country as a blank page upon which they could create their new home. To do this,

they must necessarily ignore the people whose home it was before the arrival of the British.

Post-colonial theory offers another motivation for the situation. For the colonial woman writer to
establish herself as subject, she must construct the native as the "other". This "othering" of the native
enables the colonial woman to step out of her gendered position of "other" into the dominant position

of race. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak asserts that in the age of imperialism "as the female individualist

...articulatesherself...the'nativefemale'...isexcludedfromanyshareinthisernergingnorm."2'5'5
This leads to the absence or negation of the native in colonial women's novels.
This tendency with regard to New Zealand women's novels has been remarked upon by Mclrod and

Nola in their article "The Absent Presence: The Silenced Voice of the 'Other' woman in New Zealand

Fiction" (1998). They insist that "the gaps, the absences, the traces" in these novels, detectable to
readers

of today, do not tell us "that the settler women writers were racist or xenophobic, but that they

had an urgent need to define themselves".256 Mcl€od and Nola draw attention to two references to the

earlier presence of the Maori in Mander's Story of a New Zealand River (1920) as examples of the
"palimrpsestic trace" of the Maori woman. This trace is also apparent in many of these earlier women's
novels. The frontispiece for Evans's Over the Hills depicts a group of Paheha protecting children from

the presence of two Maori men, but the novel itself never even mentions the name "Maori", which
creates the impression
perhaps

of a threatening

presence outside the margins

of the text. Evans

expresses,

with relief, that she is writing of "the New Zealand of some years ago".'s7 "Since then much is

altered. The land which lay waste and desolate is now fenced and under cultivation, and society has
become more formal, and confornrs more strictly to the rules in vogue in Europe."2s8 Another notable

example

of the Maori "trace" occurs in

Cheeseman's

A Rolling Stone. In all three volumes, as

previously mentioned, Cheeseman only refers to Maori twice. In both instances she presents

a

somewhat cletached narrative/description of the race, which does not further plot development. The first

of this is at the beginning of the novel, when she describes "Maoriland". This description
serve.s to provide readers with a potted history of Maori as Cheeseman sees it, but the strange,
instance

dreamlike narration of time past is at odds with the rest of the novel, suggesting a denial, or distancing,

of a Maori presence to which Cheeseman would have been accustomed, living in New Zealand almost
her whole life.
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The novels so far in this chapter that do include the native, A Rolling Stone and A New Zealand
Pearl, use them for the same reason as did the Adventure Stories - to give local colouring and an exotic
element to the novel. In order to justify the presence of themselves as the colonising race, writers who

include Maori generally portray them as a degenerate race in need of a colonising presence to "civilise",
"educate" and Chrisianise them.
Nineteenth-century English women, according to Jenny Sharpe, "appropriate the moral value of
womanhood and transform

it into a female form of moral ag,enc\,. [t is an agency.

however, that is

contingent upon establishing their racial superiority" over the colonised women. They "ground their

own emancipation in the moral superiority of the British as an enlightened race engaged in raising
natives into humanity. Hence . . . the British feminist argument for equality appeals to the idea of social
progress on which modern colonialism is founded."25n This establishment of the racial superiority of

the novelist also occurs in the novels which centre on part-Maori characters. Attempts to examine the
place of Maori in colonial society are executed from the position of security which is provided by the

widespread belief that Maori were a doomed race. The first, Jessie Weston's Ko M6ri, centres the
struggle for dominance of the Maori and Pakeha races in the person of half-caste Mary Balmain, in
order to illustrate the belief that Maori are incapable of living a life of "civilisation".

Powhiri Wharemarama Rika-Heke writes about early colonial writers' inclusion of Maori in their
texts, claiming "the indigenous 'Other' was of interest only to the extent that it commented on the white
self'.260 She states that "the imperialist view .

reflection."26l This

. . clefines the colonized according to its own needs for

is illustrated particularly clearly by Stelin in A New

Zealand Pearl when she

describes Marori as a lazy, vice-ridden race being tended to by the angelic Honor, then she uses them as

a foil for the colonisers when Honor invites them to her wedding

because they exhibited the

"constancy" so lacking in the "civilized" race. Rika-Heke also comments on this tendency of colonial

writers to portray the Maori as a "holistic indigene, the hunran who has not ceased to be part of
integrated planet" who possesses a "balance

of mind, body. nature, unlike the White

an

technological

society, which attempts to situate mind over body and its larger self, nature."262

There are three romances of this period which feature part-Maori women as main characters: Jessie
Weston's Ko M6ri: or

Haromi:

A Cycle of Cathay: A Story of New Zealand Life (1890),

A New Zealand Story (1900) and Mrs. H. O. Forbes's

Bannerman Kaye's

Helena (1905). These three novels

examine the position of Maori in late nineteenth-century New Zealand society, their writers believing
themselves to be documenting the gradual dernise of the indigenous New Zealander.
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JESSIE WESTON
The first of these novels is Jessie Weston's Ko M6ri or A Cycle of Cathay. A Story of New Zealand

Life (1890), a novel set in Auckland, containing lots of local detail.

Jessie Edith Weston (1867-1944)

was born and brought up in Auckland, writing stories for newspapers from the age

of

15 and later

becoming a teacher. She travelled through Canada and the USA to Britain where Ko M6ri was
published, and where Weston remained for the rest of her life, marrying late. Over a period of twenty
years Weston wrote articles

for London papers and magazines such as The Globe, The Cornhill

Masazine and the rnilitary publication The Broad Arrow. Janet McCallum lists the topics upon which
Weston wrote as including "politics, colonial clefence, naval bases and federation."26l Weston wrote
also for the New Review under the pseudonym "C. de Thierry" (prcsumably a reference to Charles
o'Baron"
de Thierry t1793- 18641, an Englishman of French extraction who clairned sovereignty of New
Zealand and unsuccessfully atternptecl to establish a colony herc),264 publishing a collection of these
articles entitled hnperialism in 1898.265

In her preface to Ko Mdri, Weston

declares that she has been an inhabitant

of Auckland

since

childhood, and claims personal experience of the events her story relates. Her story concerns the fate of

Mary Balmain, daughter of the late General Balmain and his Maori wife, Tapera. When Mary was two
years old Tapera returned to her tribe, abandoning her daughter. First taken in by a missionary, Mary is

adopted at the age of nine by a prominent Parnell couple, the Morgans, who have been unable to have

children of their own.

Ko M6ri takes the form of a society novel, portraying the social whirl of 1890s Auckland. "The 29th

of January, New Zealand's nalal day",266 provides the occasion for chartering a steamer in order to
climb and picnic on Rangitoto, from which to watch the annual regatta; there are performances by the
Choral Society and there is the Grammar School clance, pllt on yearly by the "'old boys"'267 for their
friends and relatives.

There is much topographic description of Auckland. The families take frequent walks and drives
through diff'erent suburbs, which are described in detail historically interesting to those familiar with

Auckland. The view tiom Mt. Eden displays a "panorama of hill and valley, river and creek, and
sweeps

of grass-covered level land loy . . . on every side, bounded . . . by the everlasting hills covered

with a

clense magnificent primeval forest."268 Journeys are often related

in

such detail that the

characters' steps would be retraceable:

. . . they all passed through the gate down into the dainty bit of wave-washed beach, and through
the dim peaceful cenretery into St. Stephen's Avenue . . . past the Orphan Home Buildings and
the Bishop's Court - designed by Bishop Selwyn - and through Parnell into the shady Domain

originally a part of the forest that covered the hills and valleys upon which the town of
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Auckland is built . . . having - except for the walks and picnic grounds - been left in its native
state.26e

Social occasions involve discussion of the topics of the day, and the issure of women's suffrage
sparks lively debates. Comments lange from: "'Women's rights!" he was saying,

scornfully 'I

believe there are some fools in the world that have gone clean daft on the question"'2701o'

"All

the male sex that have justice and manliness in their composition are awakening to the

claims of the female sex to rcpresentation. . . . there are millions in the world who do suffer, and

it is the duty of all women to fight against the injustice done them every day in the year."21l

The argument concludes. however, with the assertion that women have not been practically
disadvantaged by the lack of the vote.

The dinner party practice of putting the colony to rights also gives airing to criticism of the "absurd
notion of gentility""t held by inhabitants of the colony; one which means parents desire their sons to be
gentlenren rather than the working men the colony needs. Thele is also criticism of well-to-do Britons

who come to New Zealand, with hare-brained schemes to make money which fail disrnally. Complaints
are mtrde too aboLlt the already established New Zealand habit of bad-mouthing another

city or colony,

for instance: "'Auckland people say Wellington is windy, and that Dunedin is cold and dreary"'.273
Weston's primary intention with Ko M6ri, however, is to document the faults and advantages of
Maori character, and to depict the fate of Maori in colonial society. Weston describes Maori in positive,
frequently romantic terms. She declares them to be the "pagan owners of the soil" and credits them with

"dignity, patriotism, and rare intelligence". These compliments, however, are made from the secure
position of one who believes she is describing "the slowly dwindling r€presentatives of a once great
people".27a She believes that "The shadow

of the white man's fbot is hovering in the track of the dark

will until 'the old order changeth'. . . ."275 Her belief that there is no future
for Maori means Weston makes no attempt to look towards a future of coexistence of the races. Her

race as

it

has ever done and

complicity with this view, predominant at this time, means Weston is essentially racist in today's terms,
but Mary's moving and convincing arguments on behalf of her people reveal Weston's considerable
sympathy for the plight of Maori.

Weston's study of Maori chalacter is accomplished primarily by an almost scientific study of Mary

Balmain, a "half-caste" given all the advantages

ol

Pakeha education and society. Young Mary is

of a barbarian race, whose subdued, silent, affectionate
ways were after a kind utterly impossible to the product of this stirring civilization of the nineteenth
described as a "dark-haired, dark-eyed child

century."276 Academically Mary

i.s seen

to have limited talents. She is slow in learning to read and write

and is not interested in school lessons. She gives the impression of being educated, however, as her
guardian, Mr. Morgan, has familiarised Mary with the classics by reading aloud to her:

"She migl'rt not be acquainted with the rules of grammilr and composition, but from constant
familiarity with the purest ancl most elegant English, her conversation was, perhaps, more refined
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and intelligent than girls' who had passed rnatriculation examinations, or taken their B.A.
degree."277

Those who know her well are aware that "Mr. Morgan's educational methods had but made picturesque
what would have been childish incapacity to understand anything out of the commonplace."278

Weston claims Mary's Maori blood means she is innately skilled at practices involving imitation learning songs for example. Mechanically she is a fine singer, but the meaning of the words fails to
touch her. Dancing, too, comes naturally to Mary, being "enjoyed to an extent only known to such
nafures as hers

- the languorous, dreamy motion becoming the gracetul figure as none other could."27e

Mary produces exquisite embroidery:

"halt--castes

are extremely quick at picking up

any

accomplishment requiring manual dexterity and an eye for colour - much more so than their English
sisters - but subjects requiring sustained thought and great application seem beyotrd their powers."280

Mary's beauty is seen to be her main asset, and Weston describes the particular look of the " New
Zealand half-caste". The colour of her skin differs from that of Spanish and Italian girls by being a clear

brown rather than an olive. and her hair

- unmistakable sign ol her birth - is very long, perfectly straight, and almost

coarse; for,

whereas some of the native women sometimes possess really pretty curly hair, it is rarely, if ever,
seen

in any caste, half or quarter, and lias never the glossy appearance distinctive of raven black

hair. Her figure is tinely moulded, though a trifle voluptuous for one so young, but

it is another

characteristic of her race to mature very early.28l

Most of the time, however, Mary's beauty is idealised, compared with classical figures, or described
in exotic terms. Her voice is "rich", and has "none of the silvery qualities of a bell, but the compass and
plaintiveness of an ,,Eolian harp."282 It possesses "a peculiar rhythm that, low as she spoke, seemed to

if loth to die into sitence".283 Affectionately known as "Queen Mury""o by her
friends, she is likened to such classical figures as Cleopatra, (Enone and Helen. At the theatre in
spread . . . lingering as

London "the dark, magnificent beauty of the Colonial stood out like a darnask rose set in a garden of
white tilies" and, waving her fan like a Spanish woman, Mary has the effect of "a rich coloured tropical

flower transplanted into an old-fashioned English garden."28s

Mary is also described in Oriental terms: seated in her luxuriously furnished bedroom, she leans
back in a "long, low chair like an Eastern houri that had founcl herself in an English home",286 and,
relaxing in her garden with the:

. . . repose so dear to the heart of her race . . . her face shaded by the large white hat fashioned
from the fibre of some "Island" tree, she appeared the impersonation of a houri in the dream of an

Oriental

- the warmth of colouring,

the liberal, graceful outlines of the figure, the languid

movements, the sofi, rhythmical voice.287
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This equating of Maori with the Oriental reinforces the construction of Maori as the o'other", as the
Orient is, according to Edward Said. one of Europe's "deepest and most recurring images of the
other."28s

Mary's difference from the traditional English beauty appeals to Colonel Deering, the visitor from
"home". He irnagines the particular style of her beauty to represent the essence of New Zealand - "this

girl was the very embodiment of the opulence, the exuberance, the superabundance of her native
land,"28e Amongst the colonial

girls at the Grammar School dance "Mary Balmain's dusky head and

brilliant eyes fbund no rival. There was justice in her unique position. Sfte was on the soil trodden by
lrer ancestors for generations', tlxe!- were aliens - the product of another hemisphe.".r'2e0

Mary possesses "a witcheryr',2e1 "o subtle influence, a magnetistrt" that casts a spell over those she
comes into contact with and places "her own individuality on a plane peculiarly its own".

2"

Colonel

Deering is somewhat shallow, impressionable and is blinded by Mary's beauty and exoticism - "he
never understood her vagaries and little indifferent ways - therein lay half her charm.'r2e3 1, is on this

basis that he falls in love with Mary and dreams of marrying her and taking her home to London.
Weston warns of the folly of this course of action. Even Mary, when Captain Deering tells her how
beautifr"rl and fascinating he finds her, warns him: "Beauty and fascination do not

live long - they are

the contemporaries only of youth".2e4

The more deep thinking Mr. Everard prefers Mary's Pakeha friend Lenore: "The voluptuousness and

richness

of Mary Balmain's beauty he could not but admire, but there was

something about her

personality that rcpelled him; not so the chastened, delicate type of Lenore's womanhood."2e5 This
"something" about Mary's chalacter is a result of her Maori blood, the presence of which means Mary
can never have a successful union with a Pakeha man.

Mary's engagement to Captain Deering provokes worrying responses from her friends, family and
society at large. Prejudice reveals itself in Captain Deering's aunt etnd cousin Ellie who, while being
great friends with Mary, believe Captain Deering is "'throwing hirnself away on a half-caste"'2e6 when

he could be marrying a white woman. They attempt to dissuade hirn frorn this "'mad marriage"',2e7

explaining the prejudice felt in New Zealand towards half-castes. Captain Deering's cousin Lenore,

Mary's best friend, believes her family is setting a double standard, but Weston's authorial voice
supports the view held by Lenore's sister:

Poor Ellie! she was very sore indeed at the engagement of her cousin; not that she did not hold

Mary in high esteem for her many fine qualities, but she could never quite overcome the prejudice
entertained by so rnany people with regard to intermarriage with either a half-caste or Maori: and,
as

it proved, she was right.2e8

Weston's justification of this prejudice is the tendency of those with Maori blood to "go back to the

tribe". Mr. Morgan is worried about what will become of Mary when she is removed from
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the

protective care he and his wife have been providing. Aside from feeling a father's love for Mary, he
also feels "a vague, protective instinct"2ee towards her, due to her Maori birth:

He had a feeling something akin to that of a man whose wife dies insane, leaving a motherless
daughter. How anxiously he watches her growth from childhood to girlhood, from girlhood to
womanhood, and how painful his position when her hand is sought in marriage. Mayhap there is
not the faintest taint of insanity, but how wearing is the dread!300

This protective instinct prompts Mr. Morgan to attempt to dissuade Captain Deering from the marriage
as

well. He informs Captain Deering that Mary's mother is alive, and "remorselessly"3ol likens her to

a

Maori woman Captain Deering recently met in Mangere. This knowledge rnakes Captain Deering
wince, but he does not let it sway him, saying he will not "'think one iota the less of Mary because she
has Maori blood in her veins"'.102

Weston's colonial society believes it is only a matter of time before rnost half-castes and quartercastes, even those

with the advantages of Mary's upbringing, will return to the tribes of their mothers.

"'It's in the blood; what is in the blood will

come out"'.303 Looking at Mary, some people experience a

"vague shrinking" feeling:

It was like gazing at a quiescent volcano, whose sides are covered with the loveliest and most
delicate forms of a tropical vegetation, but in whose caverns lurk terrible, devastating forces
immeasurable, which may break out at any moment. Was there a something, an inherited
weakness in the half-caste, at present covered over by the flowers of civilization, that, when the

occasion came, would burst its silken bands, and bend this girl's form to what would be a
mockery of its present splendour?30a
Some of Mary's younger friends cannot believe such a thing possible, arguing that: "'Her instincts are

too refined, her education has been too thorough, and she has been under European influences too many
years

for such

a possibility'rr'10-5 un6 believing that:

"'All

that grace and beauty

will never consent to be

buried in a native village"'.-306

Mary herself is fiercely proud of her Maori blood. She makes sure Captain Deering is aware that she

is a half-caste and tells him she believes that half-castes who refuse to acknowledge their Maori
mothers are "'unnatural daughters"'.307 Mary is passionate about the situation of Maori. Captain
Deering is captivated by Mary's expression of feeling, rather than the meaning in her words as she
criticises the actions of the European missionaries:

"What has taken the white races hundreds - nay, thousands of years to develop . . . is thrust upon
native races all at once, or all that they can absorb; and what is the result? . . . It can be summed

up in a few words: they have adopted the white man's vices and not one of his virtues; the form
of religion appeals to their fancy; the spilit they are utterly unable to comprehend."30E
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Mary criticises the missionaries tor not practicing what they preach, asking how Maori can respect or
believe in the words of men who take their land and wrong them. Mary believes her Maori friend Polly,
who knows nothing of the gospel, is honest and true due to the natural instinct of her race, exhibiting:

".

feelings

.

on a higher plane than many white people, who have had the benefit of

civilization and Christianity all their lives. . . . When I see Polly so poor and miserable, and
missionaries in Auckland living in finer houses than Uncle Morgan, it makes rne dislike the very
name of mission."3()9

Mary says there were no Maori present at the service they attended at the Maori-built church in
Mangere because:

".

now the white man is sweeping the Maori from the land, no more interest is taken in his

spiritual welfare. There are from ten to twenty living in Mangare [sic], according to the season of
the year; but not one ever enters the church door, though it reatly belongs to them."3l0

When Mary apologises for boring Captain Deering and says she will never mention the subject again,
he muses "He was not sorry; for it irritated him somewhat that she should so identify herself with this
savage race. Politeness, however. forced him to differ with her."-tll

Mary has criticisms of civilisation as a whole, observing that "'the more civilized the world becomes
the more poor there are."''rl2 She argues: "'people talk so proudly of the civilization and reforms of the
nineteenth century, and yet that which they desire above all things escapes the greater number of people

to-day. . . . As civilization increases, happiness decreases."'313 When challenged that the time is coming

when spiritual and moral advances

will be made to equal the intellectual

ones, Mary replies that:

"'People were happier wlren their wants were fewer."' Weston observes that Mary "spoke as the
314

daughter of Tapera rnight be expected to speak",

and the assembled company is uncomfortable at

this betrayal of her origins.

The traditional British view of the colonisation of New Znaland is held by Mr. Everard, a visitor

from England. Regarding New Zealtrnd as the "Britain of the South", he looks at the view from the
summit of Mt. Eden, and contentedly thinks of Auckland as being "covered with the homes of Britain's
surplus population":'1

|

s

Here lay, not the home of a barbarous race, but a land made to smile by the labour of Britons, and

a land the heritage of unborn Saxons. He saw an Italian England with no Capua for British
Hannibals; but where all the characteristics that have contributed to the proud history of the
mother country lose nothing of their force.-tl6

He believes

it is cruet that so many in England should

be almost starving md in need of tresh air and

sunlight, "'when here, in every Colony of the Pacific, food, light, air, labour are only waiting to beused
as the Creator intended."'317

Mary's view of the colonisation of New Zealand is diarnetrically opposed to Mr. Everard's. When

a

British soldier talks of the majority of New T,ealand still being in its "wild state", and the advantage to
r09

Britain's emigrating class that this provides, she replies: "'A great part of New Zealand is in its wild
state," quoting his words ironically," but you must acknowledge that civilization has asserted its
supremacy to a very large extent when we are in full possession in all parts of New Zealand - of publichouses ancl prisons."'318 Taking London, where she is staying, as the model for the colonisation of New

Zealand, Mary says:

"Here in this great London

I

nineteenth century civilization

have the fullest opportunities

- to the public-houses

of studying the most advanced

and prisons

I

can add workhouses,

reformatories, gin-shops, and the list does not end. New Tnaland is certainly not a favourable
country in which to study results; but time will do it. . .

."31e

The conventional view that the British have improved life for Maori, in this case by Bishop
Selwyn's building of a school for Maori boys, provokes this response from Mary:

"'A

whole people

sunk in apathy fbr the sake of a f-ew boys' she cried, with scorn: 'besides, how do you know but that
these very same boys may return to their tribe like so many have done? Then

of what use is their

education and trainingt"':120 Mary believes the effbrts of the Pakeha to improve, as they see it, the
condition of Maori, have all been in vain. "'slowly but surely"' she says, Maori "'are disappearing, and

from being a brave, honourable people, they have beconre idle, sullen, and full of absurd
superstition*.rtr32l Consequentially, she believes, "'in a hundred years . . . my people will be swept from
the face of the earth"'.322

While ;rttending a reception in London Mary overhears a remark made by

a young

soldier registering

his surprise that Captain Deering shor,rld choose to marry Mary, after all she is "only a Maori".323 The
"ungovernable pride"3za that Weston declares is present in the hearts of all half-castes is wounded in

Mary, and:

"A

murderous hatred towards the man stirred in her heart, a wild longing to crush him

beneath her feet, like that which nerved her pagan ancestors to the atrocities of the deadly wars they
waged against their enemies before the white man's advent."32s Mary, with effort, recovers from this
Lrpset, but her reaction bodes

ill for future stresses.

Two inherent racial, as Weston sees them, factors cause Mary to reject colonial society and seek out

of her mother. The first is to do with Mary's "sensuous enjoyrnent of all that is bright,
beautiful, pleasant, that seems to be inseparable from the natives of a warm climate".-12u Thit
characteristic "totally unfitted her for the thorny paths of life - sorrow, adversity, pain, were almost
the tribe

incomprehensible to her. She shrank fiom them, not from lack of sympathy, but because they affected

her so that she wished to forget that such existed."r27 The other factor is Mary's inability to embrace

Christianity. Her attendance at church is not for religious rea-sons melancholy, possessed strong attractions for her
civilization."32s Of Christ, she says

"'[

- the product of

"All

that was fanciful, poetical,

paganism grafted on to the tree of

do not know Him - I do not feel

Him.

a mere name that

rteans nothing to me"'.J2e So the "true, tenaciously loyal, but limited love of Mary Balmain"33o

ll0

becomes completely focused on Captain Deering,

to the relative exclusiott of all else. When he

proposes to her:

The wild, idolatrous love that this hybrid child of civilization and barbarism had permitted
herself, almost unknowingly at first, to nourish in her heart, and whose power and force were
such as could find a place only in the nature of those who so fully represented in the warmth and

luxuriance of the climate in which they lived, but which was outwardly veiled by the repression
natural to her. and by the training of years, surged through her veins with an irnpetuosity that
rendered speech impossible.3't

I

This complete focus upon Captain Deering means that when he dies in India before their maniage
can take place, Mary has no resources to help her to come to terms with her loss. Mary's friends and

famity are unabte to reach her emotionally. and she cannot appeal to God for comfort: "the spark of the
Divine essence in her soul burned too feebly - was obscured by the earthly, material nature she inherited
from her mother - to throw a ray of light upon the darkness that had overtaken her."332 Focussed on her
loss and incapable

of resignation, with "the veneer of civilization fallen off, and the Maori blood

surging wildly through her veins",r3' Mu.y follows the path predicted for her and leaves to join her
mother's tribe at Waitoa. Interestingly, Captain Deering and Mary both lack an interest in theology, and
share an equivalent level of intelligence, but in Colonel Deering's case this is merely seen as a character

trait, whereas for Mary

it is an inescapable

characteristic

of her race, which in turn leads to

her

downfall.

Mary's distraught adoptive parents despair of her return, holding the belief that: "'Once the blood of
the savage asserts itself, the delights of civilization lose their power; she
then it

will all come natural"'.'130 Mr. Morgan imagines Mary's

will be disgusted at first, and

fate:

. . . as the years rolled on, her fine sensibility, cultivated under the wing of the nineteenth century,

would be dulled amongst the low aims and elementary ideas of her pagan relatives. . . . the
training of civilization would be blotted out in barbarism, or what is worse, a barbarism and
civilization making an effort at reconciliation, and only succeeding in combining in the individual
the worst vices of both.3't-5

Mary's beauty fades with her disappointment, Not long after Mary receives the news a visitor
observes that her face has already changed, and notes that "her type does not stand the wear and tear of
life very well."3'16 Mrs. Morgan finds Mary lying on the floor, sobbing:

. . . there had been present a semblance of beauty; but now, with her long. straight, black hair
falling carelessly about her shoulders, and a strange, half-wild expression on her face, she
appeare<l precisely

like a Maori wahine (womzrn) mourning for her dead husband.3't7

to Waitoa on behalf of Mrs. Morgan and, in a chapter subtitled "THE MAORI
CONQUER5",338 pleads with Mary to return to her family. She is shocked to see Mary's finery

Lenore travels

replaced by a dress

ill

. . . such as native women wear - a yellow ground covered with red spots - made with a full plain

skirt, and with a loose body, which was not made to fit the figure. Her abundant, but coarse black
hair was rough and uncared for, she had no hat on her head, and there was altogether a subtle
difference that did not escape Lenore's keen eyes. Already the change had begun!31e
Weston's manner of description has changed from representing Mary as an exotic, glamorous member

of the native race of New Zealand. to seeinq her as a Maori, a member of the second-class race of New
Zealand.

Mary tells Lenore she is a Maori at heart, and she wishes to remain with her tribe, who understand
her. Speaking in that "declamatory tone used by her ancestors in reciting their adventures", Mary says:

"The night that has fallen upon my race has fallen upon me, and it is well that I should share the
darkness with my own people. Before long the Maori will cease to stand in the path of the white

man, and that is also well. They are not adapted for that civilization which has taken the pakeha

(white man) hundreds of years to attain, and can they at one bound leap from barbarism to those
refinements of civilised lif-e that have been evolved from the minds of a people whose watchword
has been 'Forward' from time immemorial?

It is impossible. I

was pleased

- child that I was -

with all the luxuries I enjoyed as my father's daughter, and then - and then came my happiness;
but it has all gone like a dream, and I remembered that such was not for one of my race."340

After concluding that "'the blood of the Maori and the pakeha will not mix. Where the one plants his
foot, the other fades into nothingness"'341, Mary is left by Lenore to face life in "a state of mind that has
neither the blackness of despair nor the comtort of hope . . . called stagnation".3a2

BLIZA BANNERMAN KAYE
The issue of the rightness or wrongness of colonisation is not addressed in Bannerman Kaye's
Haromi: A New Zealand Storv (1900), nor is the issue of "going back to the tribe", Instead it is the
Maoriness of the "half-caste" heroine, Haromi, that contributes to her tragic end.

Eliza Bannerman Maclaren

(I

S54- 1923) was born

in Scotland and emigrated with her family to Port

Adelaide, Australia, where her father was Presbyterian minister of a parish. When she was twenty she
married Albert Kaye, manager of a grain and shipping merchant company, moving to Christchurch with

hirn in November

1883.343

A journalist, Kaye was contributor to and editor of The Harvest Field, the

Presbyterian Women's Missionary Union paper,3oo and taught bible class at her church. She was

president

of the Christchurch YWCA fiom

190l-1920, being behind the move

to separate

New

Zealand's YWCA from Australia's. In her late sixties and widowed, she moved from Christchurch to

Wellington, visiting many local YWCAs on the way. Clare Simpson, in The Book of New Zealand
Women, says that "Eliza Kaye was considered a woman

t2

of great vision,

earnestness, and strong

conviction", and that she "bequeathed to the National YWCA her roll-top desk, her swivel chair (many
times upholstered), and a carpet squarc".3os

Haromi is a story which promotes Christian morals, highlighting the injustices half-caste women
such as Haromi were .subject to due to both their race and the sexual double standard of the time. These

morals are not heavy-handed, and sit comfortably with romantic as well as melodramatic/adventure
elements such as an attetnpted murder, an illegal still, goldpanning and a diggers' ball.

An Englishman, Robert Agnew, meets Hirromi Borland while staying in Kinloch, across

lake

Whakatiptr frorn Queenstown. He is struck by the "refreshing child of Nature" with "glorious eyes",34r'
and sees in her an enjoyable means of passing time during his stay. Unused to flirtatious compliments,

Haromi reads more into Robert's addresses than is meant. After Haromi's response to Robert's friendly
kiss, Robert realises she has fallen in love with him. Not wanting to hurt her, he pretends to return her
feelings. Like Mary Balmain, Haromi gives her love quickly and completely:

Poor Haromi, in whose veins the mingled blood of such diverse races flowed, and in whom the

different characteristics showed themselves

in the most

bewildering fashion, was

a

most

impetuous, passionate being, and having given this man her love, she gave it without stint; that
she should for any reason conceal its depths now that he had shown, as she thought, that he loved

her was quite beyond her conception; so while his kiss was yet warm on her lips she suddenly

threw her arms round his neck, and laying her head on his shoulder murmured, "My love, my
love."347

Robert makes a resolution to avoid Haromi for the rest of his stay, but breaks it out of loneliness, as he
allows "his inclination to outweigh his misty ideas of duty".3a8 He is intending to leave in a few days,
and believes not much harm can be done in that time. He concludes that it must be "Maori fashion to

love at first sight" and assumes "these quick people generally forget quickly".ra' When Robert tells
Haromi he must leave Kinloch, Haromi asks him when they will be married. Unwilling to disappoint
her, Robert leads Haromi to believe he will return and marry her.

In Queenstown, Robeft soon forgets about Haromi, falling in love with Haromi's European halfsister, Milly, unawarc of their relationship. Milly, whose mother was the daughter of an English earl,
accepts Robert's proposal of marriage, mistakenly believing him to be a duke travelling incognito'
When disabused of this notion, she breaks off the engagement. Robert believes himself hard done by,

until he hears that Haromi has had his baby. In an attempt to do the right thing, Robert returns to marry
the by now severely depressed and delusional Haromi, who saves him from this shame by falling out of
her dinghy and drowning while meeting his boat.

With the exception of Haromi, who dies early, Kaye's central characters, both Maori and European,
are on personal journeys which result in their conversion to Christianity. Several characters who are
already models of Christianity catalyse this process. Issues of racism, class prejudice and sexism are
present in the European characters in need of redemption, and these disappear when they are converted,

ll3

Robert is astonished that Haromi's father could mamy a Maori woman after his first wife was British

aristocracy, but is inforrned that many Maori women are very handsome, often possess independent
fortunes and that the said marriage appears to be a hoppy one. Robert's prejudice against the Maori race

is again apparent when he offers Haromi's brother James a shilling to carry his luggage to the steamer,
and James scowls at lrim. Robert thinks "Hang these independent colonials

- a half-caste, too"'.350

Milly reveals her own prejudice against her half-caste siblings when she hears that Haromi has had a
child out of wedlock and says bitterly to her half-brother James "'So this . . . is the effect of your Maori
blood; my father's daughter could not otherwise have stooped so low!"'rsl The eventual conversions of
both Robert and Milly lead to their embracing of their Maori family.

Both Robert and Milly are rigid adherents to the English class systetn prior to their conversions. The
minister and his wife highly value the religious opinion of Duncan Cameron, a local shepherd. Robert
cannot "reconcile the man's sentiments with his idea of what to expect of one born of the peasantrY","t

and when he is told that Cameron's judgement of a minister "goes for more than that
professors put together"', he says to the rninister's wife

"'It

ssen'ls so strange

of all

the

to find one of his class

expressing himself as he does"'. She indignantly replies that while it is true Duncan Cameron is "'only
a shepherd . . . he is one of nature's gentlemen. which is a good deal more than can be said of many

of

those to whom tlre world cringes"'.1s3

After Robert's resolution to marry Haromi, he has second thoughts which reveal his continuing
condemnation of her for reasons of both class and race:
. . . he f'elt that in linking his life with that of an ignorant half-caste girl he rvas sacrificing himself.

How could he present such a girl to his coterie of fashionable friends in London? Then how was
he to explain his letters about

Milly when he introduced so diff-erent a wife? And then there was

the fact that the girl was not what she should be, and so on and so on.tto

Robert cannot imagine Haromi in "'Society"' and believes

"'if

Harolni was English her upbringing

would put her at a great disadvantage, and being only a halfcaste why of course she would be at

a

greater disadvantage still"'.3st This attitude cornpletely vanishes after Haromi's death and Robert's
conversion, which result

in his taking his quarter-caste daughter with him while travelling

through

Judea and Galilee painting pictures of Jesus's surroundings.

While engaged to Robert, Milly falls in love with Dugald. a minister. Her snobbery prevents her
fiom following her heart, observing to herself that she "'cannot give up the ducal coronet even for the
love of you, Dugald."'r'56 Later, in England, living with her uncle the earl, Christian Milly shuns
"Society" (including the advances of a real duke), secretly doing charity work in London's slums and
eventually achieving complete happiness by marrying Dugald.

Haromi pointedly addresses the sexual double standard. The issue
pregnancy leads the minister to remark:

the whole

load"'.-1-57

"'It

is a crying shame that in such

zt

of Haromi's illegitimate

case the woman has to bear

When Robert is confronted with Haromi's pregnancy, he tries to offload his

n4

responsibility by saying she must have slept with other men. When he accepts he is lesponsible and
iittempts to save face by resolving to marry her, he cornplains that "'when a girl has once made herself
cheap

- well, anyhow it's not pleasant for a man to feel that his wife can't hold up her head as high

others."'-i58 Cameron angrily points out to Robert whose fault this is, ancl asks hirn

as

if a woman does not

have just as much right to a clean husband. 'o'But surely,' said Robert, opening his eyes wide, 'you

don't think it matters as much in a man as a womang"'3-5e

In an emotive speech (in heavy Scotch dialect) the shepherd asks Roberr if there are two Gods, one
for

er

man and one for a woman, ol two laws whereby a man can do as he likes without consequence

and a woman is damned for yielding to him. Cameron acknowledges there
wornan is most at fault, but believes

will

be cases where the

it is r-rsually primarily the fault of the man, and thinks that, with

Robert holding the opinions he does, it wor.rld be better for Haromi to live with her shame than to marry

him. Atter hearing Cameron praying for him, and witnessing Haromi's drowning, Robert experiences
the conversion that leads to the dedication of his life to an attempt to make amends to Haromi through

their illegitimate daughter: "'God helping me, I will do my best to bring her up properly, and prevent
her suffering for my base concluct to her mother. She shall be my chief object in life."'360

Haromi's Maori mother and half-caste brothers and sisters are described in positive terms, although
Kaye describes them at various times as "indolent", as Weston does Mary Balmain. Haromi's mother is
described:

The mother, though a full-blood Maori, was, like many of them, not much darker than a darkcomplexioned Spaniard, with intensely black hair and large black eyes; her lower lip was tattooed
and quite blue, while her chin had also some device on it. She was a large woman. and

if well-

dressed would have looked handsorne, but there in the bush, rarely ever seeing enyone beyond her

own farnily, her natural indolence prevented her making the best of herself.r6l
When Haromi's mother finds her daughter's face swollen with weeping:

At the sight Mrs. Borland gave

a cry, and throwing her acquired English htrbits to the winds

for

the time being squatted Maori fashion by her daughter, clasped her anns about her, and uttered a

prolonged and weird wailing, stopping occasionally to rub noses or otherwise demonstrate in
native fashion her love and pity.'162

her grief, Haromi assumes a Maori habit as she "rocked herself to and fro moaning".to' Despite

i's adamant declaration that she is "'not a Maori girl. . . . My father is a white man"',364 like
ary Balmain,

it is her Maori blood which appears to have the strongest influence in her life and the

is the case for her'"half-caste" siblings.

Haromi's brother James is angry with Robert for his treatment of Haromi, and it is his passionate
ri blood which inclines him towards

It seemed

as

if the slumbering

a

violent revense:

passion of his hot Maori blood had suddenly awakened in him, and

the vision of Harorni stealing homeward as he had seen her last night, with all the hope and joy

il5

crushed out of her young life, goaded him almost to madness. Deep and terrible oaths broke from

his white lips, the one word of which that plainly reached the ears of the

man

was

"revenge."36-5

James falls in with some undesirable characters in Queenstown who have their own scores to settle with

Robert, and see their way to this in the fonn of young James. They goad James into swearing he will

kill Robert, and the "undisciplined

heart of the half-caste"366 is susceptible to their wiles. When James

seizes a knife and enthusiastically stabs an imaginary Robert, Jock and Bunon are taken aback.

"Instinctively they felt that here was something which they had helped to evoke but could not control,
and they feared - what, they could not have told; but as they rallied themselves they knew that James

would not shrink from his task. . .

."167

This potential for violence is also hinted at in Mary Balmain,

when Weston describes her as a "quiescent

volcano

in whose cavenls lurk terrible, devastating

forces immeasurable, wlrich may break ollt at any moment".368

After the murder attempt, which unbeknownst to James is unsuccessful, James goes into solitary
hiding for two weeks. During this time he reflects on his actions, and his European blood begins to
make its influence felt:

A great conflict began in his heart, and it seemed as if the two races which mingled their blood in
his veins were at war with each other. Now the hot blood of his Maori ancestors seemed to surge
through his brain, and he exulted fiercely over his fallen enemy and felt he had done well. Now

the pale ghosts

of his white ancestors

seemed

to reproach him for disgracing them, and his

carefully-planned revenge seemed hateful. Thoughts of the retribution for such a sin that had

filtered into his mind through the few books that he had studied made him uneasy, till sometimes,
with the stress of the war within himself, he felt

as

if

he must go mad.36e

ill, has an accident and is taken to hospital. There his delirious babblings in Maori
prompt the hospital to send for a Maori university student to converse with him. This student is a
James becomes

Christian, and is a perfect example of the sort of colonial success story that Mary Balmain criticises in
Ko M6ri:
Nukuroa, or Mr. Nukuroa, as he was generally called. . . . was a fine-looking young fellow and
exceedingly intelligent; in point of fact, he was paying his University expenses by means of the
scholarships he had won. There was such a bright look in his face, and such a gentle kindness in
his eyes, that on seeing him one felt at once inclined to shake him by the hand and claim him for a

friend; while his powerful frame and the firm grip of his hand made one feel that as an enemy
Nukuroa would be, to say the least of it, undesirable. Nukuroa was an out-and-out Christian; there
were no half measures with him.37o

Nukuroa sings James hymns translated into Maori and James confesses his crime, converting to
istianity himself. James resolves to turn himself in to the police, although this proves unnecessary
vhen he discovers Robert is alive and well. James and his family return to their people in the North

il6

Island, where James becomes known fbr his "devotion to the cause

of religion

among his Maori

brethren".37l So there is no resolution between the two aspects of James's heritage, rather Christianity

gives him a right way to behave. Instead of making a place for himself in society, James returns to the
tribe to spread the word of God.
Jock, one of the inciters of James's violence, also finds salvation through Haromi's sacrifice. The
steamer driver, he witnesses the drowning of Haromi, whose only crime was to love "not wisely, but

too well" and this gives hirn a "glinrpse of the tragedy of life to a betrayed woman"'372 and, with some
influence from James, he is last seen preaching in the Salvation Army!

Like Ko M6ri, Haromi, while showing genuine sympathy for the predicament of Maori, does not
give weight to the possibility of Maori and European co-existence. Harorni, "'who's worth a thousand

of Milly"',37'r is sacrificed, so that through the lesson she provides, others can find God and their own
personal fulfillment and so that James can return to his Maori people and spread the good word.

ANNABELLA FORBES
Annabella Forbes (n6e Keith) travelled widely with her husband, naturalist Henry O. Forbes, writing

factual accoutlts of countries they visited. As Anna Forbes, she wrote lnsulinde: Experiences of

a

i Naturalist's Wife in the Eastern Archipelago ( 1887), republished in 1987 as Unbeaten Tracks in Islands
I of the Far East: Experiences of a Naturalist's Wife in the 1880s. In the preface she describes her work
I as a

"simpler account" of their journey than her husband's A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern

I

Il+'Archipelaeo,

and she hopes her version

will

appeal to those put

off by the scientific content of her

lhusband's work.37a

I
I

The Forbes' travels also took them to New Zealand. where this time Mrs. H. O. Forbes's research

I

lresulted in a novel, Helena (1905), about a "half-caste" Maori woman. Helena shares some of the
lassumptions about Maori and hall'-caste present in Ko M6ri and Haromi, but Forbes's heroine is
I

lassimilated into the predonrinant Pakeha culture rather than being sacrificed as a member of the dying
I

lMaori race.
I

I fne story is essentially

a romance between two people with completely different ideologies. Helena

I

lhas

pro-Maori interests, to the exclusion of all others, while James Landor is sexist and closed-minded

I

[o Maori issues. The novel portrays their journeys towards a more comfortable middle ground from
I

i,vhich they can establish a relationship.
I

I

Helena BIake and her brother Hector are "half'-castes" living in "Avondale" (Christchurch). Like

I

fr4ary

Balmain, Helena and Hector were brought up in white, micldle-class society. Their parents died

fvhen tfrey were babies and they were taken to England to live

with an aunt, returning to New Zealand

I

[s adults. They are completely divorced from their mother's race, never having even seen a Maori.
I

I

tt1

Avondale society accepts the Blakes' Maori blood wittrout qualification, showing no racial prejudice
towards them.

Hector is a master at Avondale College, and later takes up a teaching post in Brisbane. Forbes
describes him:

It was very apparent that young Blake had the blood of New Zealand's native race in his veins,
that showed in his dark colour and sornewhat massive build; he also had the fine bearing and the

inborn courtesy of the high-bred Maori. He was a great favourite socially in Avondale, and was,
moneover, adored as the colony's famous full-back.375

Unlike Mary Balmain and Haromi Borland, Helena and Hector's mixed blood does not make them poor
marriage prospects. Hector is engaged to Pakeha Alice (the first occurrence in these novels of the Maori

blood occurring in the male rather than the female), who Forbes says is perfectly suited to him: her

"buoyant temperament was the natural complement

of his, always a little

shadowed

by

the

conscionsness of his touch of dark colour".376 This consciousness is the only sign in Hector's manner

of

his Maoriness: his personality and actions do not otherwise reveal any characteristics stereotypical of
Maori at that time.
Helena, on the other hand, becomes obsessed with her Maoriness
characteristics

of

indolence and unrcserved giving

- but her personality lacks

of love that both Weston and Kaye

the

present

as

inherent "half-caste" traits (although Forbes does mention the "dreamy idleness"377 of the full-blooded

Maori). It is only Forbes's physical description of Helena that corresponds with the stereotype. She:

.
]
I
I
I
Il"
I
l"
I
I

was a lovely creature. Nature, as

if to compensate for

a disadvantage, often gives the half-

caste great physical beauty, and she had not dealt sparingly with Helena Blake. The dark blood
was a mele dusky tinge on the delicate oval of her face; her abundant hair of raven blackness had

I

a sheen and a ripple which were a legacy from the fair curls of her Saxon tather; her eyes had a

I

I

tint of blue in their brown depths, giving thern the softness of the violet. To the grace of

a gently-

nurtured English girl was added the winning, appealing manner which is the captivating charm of
the Maori of the sentler *"*.tt*

Helena and Hector's father Maurice had a great sympathy for the Maori, visiting many different

I

ltribes during his life in New Zealand. When he died he was in the process of composing a long poem
luUout the history

l'

f'A

of the Maori race in the country. He married Hinemoa (described by a family friencl -

sweeter maiden

I

never knew

- a fine fruit of mission influence"),37'

the daughter of a Maori

I

jteacher, who he met at a mission station. When Maurice died, the grieving Hinemoa soon followed.

I

Helena feels the same concern tor Maori that her father felt, and returned to New 7-naland with the

I
I

she
intention of becoming a missionary to Maori. Despite being warned that the type of mission work
lntends to do ended some time ago, Helena has fantasies of doing good, showing "her interest in the
I

fratives, as Aunt Sophia did in the villagers near Aldersmere."tt0 Helena's lack
I

I

I

l8

of contact with

the

Maori people and hence their true concerns, together with her preconceived notion of

a European model

of mission, mean she is ill-equipped to help Maori.

A chance sighting of a group of Maori at the

races during Carnival week is the

first actual contact

Helena has with any Maori.

The group . . . clid not offer exactly favourable examples to first come under Helena's notice.

Maoris have eagerly taken to the favourite sport of the colony, and there were many others in the
crowd, some from a small town on the plains, where there was a Maori settlement, dressed like
their white neighbours and scarcely distinguishable except close at hand, These had come over
from one of the valleys of the low hills by the coast, where they lived in gipsy fashion, and like
such they looked from their attempts to be smart for the occasion. The men wore cast-off English

clothing with a becoming ease, the elder had his battered hat tilted to one side not to displace

a

huia feather he wore stuck in his hair, sign of his well-born degree. The women's shabby clothing
was brightened by a gay kerchief or shawl as holiday attire. One of them, a girl of about twenty,
wem

of quite Amazonian build, and had an attractive, smiling face. Helena scanned them eagerly,

with all the while a curious pain at her heart, as if they were kith of hers for whom she
somehow responsible.rs

was

I

There is a racing accident, and the Maori girl is injured. Helena accompanies the girl, Roimata, and
her parents to hospital, where she observes racial prejudice for the first time:

The nurse seemed amused the by the visitor's excess of sympathy, and interposed, callously,
Helena thought, "They do not feel as we do. They get hardened to discomfort and common aches,
and make

]
I

little account of pain."

ffelena notecl the differentiation.

lObs.rving Roimata's clothes, Helena assumes the family is poor. The nurse claims this is not the case,
l"
had come hardly upon thern;
Ithat Maori do not know how to Llse money. "All the ways of civilisation
l

Ithey often were puzzled and confused rather than helped".383
I

I

Shaken by what she perceives to be the condition of all Maori, Helena says to Landor:

lsuchashock....IhaveneverseenaMaori

"'It

has been

until to-day,and-arndlneverdreamttheywouldbeso

neglected."'3to Landor tells her most Maori live in the sunny North, where "'they have a very
lpoor and
lnice time of it"'.-r85 Helena then assumes:
I

|
I
I
I

"Then those I saw to-day are mere wanderers, cast out by the intruders?"

"Well, said Landor with a protesting laugh, "we do not just put it that way. Here

I

I

pru.,ically

a

was

no-man's land. a wide fertile desert lying unused under this glorious sky."386

Helena experiences a defining moment while pondering her meeting with the Maori. Her gaze

I

pomes to rest on her forearm "which is often in fair .skins so white, was in her case unusually dark. She

fvas

as one electrified. How had

it

never struck her before? She was one of the race,

I

I

I

l9

-

those poor

creatures she saw to-day were her people!"387 She decides she mu.st go and live among Maori and teach
them a better way of life. "It was as plain as the call to Joan of Arc from her peaceful life".388

Helena's sense of purpose is strengthened when she reads an article about the decrease in Maori
population which makes her turn "white and tense, as from some shock. . .

. 'Our race is dying out,

Hector,' said the girl. . . . 'About half gone in thirty years, and of those left many are mere wanderers, a people who once had this whole beautitirl land for their

own.

Hector is dismissive of the

subject. saying Maori like their own ways and wouldn't thank Helena for trying to help them.
James Landor is

in love with Helena, whose all-encompassing concern for Maori occupies her mind

to tlre extent that there is no room left for romantic feeling. Landor wishes Helena could be more
serious about him, and Forbes criticises Landor for not seeing how "deeply in earnest she was in her
sympathy for the Maoris", saying "he should not have taken her so airily".3e0

Landor holds the traditional Pakeha view

of the colonisation of New

Zealand. Observing the

countryside, he looks approvingly at the towns and farms, noting that the "fine roads and a network of
railways made useful the trackless plain - had wakened its dormant fertility from the trance of ages."3el
He has a simplistic view of the politics involved in colonisation, and observes that Helena "seemed to
have an idea that the dark race had suffered some injustice. He must tell her that every acre acquired by

the English had been purchased, and that

if New Zealand had not become a British colony

there were

others ready to seize it."'tet Forbes points out that Landor's understanding of the situation is superficial,

saying that Landor had been surprised to find people in England who had more fully considered the
ramifications of colonisation than he had:
The Treaty of Waitangi . . . seemed to have caught on their imagination - the chiefs who had been

i
I
I
I
I
I
I

masters of the soil ceding their supreme authority in return for a protection which had proved the

I

Mugna Charta of their liberties, the bridge by which they had crossed from their barbaric past to

I

the benefits of civilisation. Outsiders seemed to see bearings of the situation which had not

I

impressed him.3e3

I

Sir Arthur Bellamy has followed Helena to New Zealand, ostensibly for a visit, but with hopes of

her. Twice Helena's age, he is an invalid due to an injury in the New Zealand wars sixteen
lmarrying
lyears ago, when he was aide to the Governor. Arthur imagines he lras some sympathy for Helena's

r"

as in his youth he was impressed by the picturesqueness of traditional Maori villages and once
lview,
tfor
l"hud u'', idea that the dark race had possibly suffered from the settlers' advent."3e4 His fascination

lMaori is now purely anthropological, and his view on colonis:rtion is that it would have been "an
Jinjustice to humanity if countless acres of the finest climate in the world had been shut up useless to
I

t^^[nyone".-"''' He justifies the effect this has on Maori by deciding that they "must go through the mill by
tfvhich

the white man had come to his own point of civilisation, - the mill which grinds so slowly, but so

[xceeding small.''1e6 Patronisingly, he tells Helena:
I

ttn
tLv

"If you inquire into the whole

question you

will find that matters have gone better than was ever

to be expected, and that the best is still being done."

"Policy, mere policy," she answered . . . o'no one cares that my people should survive."3e7
Fond of Arthur for the benevolent part he played in her early life in England, Helena at first attempts

to comply with his requests to put her mission aside during his visit. When Arthur proposes to her,
however, she accepts only on the condition that he

will allow her to put her mission first in her life.

Arthur is secretly hopeful that Helena will eventually give up her ideas, and he is careful to ensure that
their friends think her concern with Maori is nothing nrore than "a channing sympathy".3e8

After the wedding they go to Auckland, where Arthur hopes Helena will observe "how very happily
the Maori of that part had settled down, conforming to the new civilisation, their children enjoying the
advantages

of the National Schools, and their homesteads and gardens quite creditable copies of those

of the English near them."t'o Helena, however, wants to help the Maori who are most in need. So, in

a

further attempt to divert Helena from her intended path, Arthur suggests a trip to Taupo to visit

a

conservative Maori village near there. He hopes the experience of the village

the wisdom of leaving the traditional way

of life alone. lnstead,

will convince Helena of

Helena

is horrified by the

"barbarism"400 of the living conditions she sees, and becomes even more convinced of the necessity to
teach Maori Pakeha ways. When approaching an elcler with this idea, she is told that the Pakeha way

of

life is "a blight to theirs. 'The Pakeha is the Pakeha, the Maori is the Maori,' was his last word."4Ol
Unwilling to listen to Maori, "Lady Bellamy's scheme to aid and rouse the dark race was taking the
shape

of a model village."a02 She wishes to build a small settlement for Maori, in the European style,

believing that the opportunity provided will inspire Maori to "rise to another level".403 She buys an old
mission station in the area near the sort of tribe she believes she can help, and employs a mixture of
local Maori and Pakeha builders to construct the village on the land.
The hall is the central building in the rnodel village, which is:
. . . not too ambitious in extent, being only some dozen houses, but these were constructed on the
most approved model. The highest ideals of peasant housewifery should be made possible for the

dwellers. Plenty of air and light there was, and in her designs Helena had joined hands with
nature, for pipes had been laid to bring hot water from the thermal springs to the excellent
bathrooms

of the cottages. The central hall was intended as a place of instruction for young

women such as poor Roimata.aoa

Things do not go as Helena had wished. The Maori builders refuse to live in the cottages, prefening
nstead to construct their own temporaly accommodation, and the Pakeha builders have problems with

the easy-going and

fitful

waysrr4O5

ol the Maori builders. The overseer says construction is taking too

g with Maori employed, and wishes to employ only Pakeha. Helena makes regular visits to

the

tribe to keep them up to date about the village, and 'The Maoris' enjoyntent of their own ways

l?1

of life would oftentirnes cause her a qualm". It "struck her that her strenuous ideal might be rather a
high standard for these easy-going chilclren of Nature".406

Arthur hopes that Helena's difficulties in carrying out her project will convince her to give up her
dream and return to England with him "and be the ordinary wife of an ordinary man".4()7 Realising his
wishes, an indignant Helena reminds him of their arrangement:
She put back her sleeve, she pointed to the dark foreann. "See! Arthur," she cried.

"A

mel'e accident of circumstance," said the husband, with a calming srnile.

"What, Arthur! It just strikes me that perhaps you think I look on this as a stain: why, it is my
right, my call, my claim!"ao8
Landor is now a Member of Parliament, and Helena and Arthur join him in Wellington, where they
become involved with his political friends. Helena becomes irritated when listening to a discussion
between her husband arrd one of these men. The talk was

"of land, the encouragement of settlers,

and

facilities for progress, if the country was to hold its own; but never a word was spoken of the claims of
the native."4o9

Helena's hopes for her cause begin to rise when she learns more about the great debate of the time the issue of female suffrage. Helena is disappointed by the apathy of the Maori women, who she feels
are the key to her plan, and

it is suggested to her that the vote would be a stimulus for them. Helena

is

introduced to carnpaign leader Mrs. Farley-Tate, who asks Helena to add her name to the twenty-yardlong petition for women's suffrage.

Mrs. Farley-Tate believes that women's suffrage could lessen the problems caused by alcohol,
j reduce crime and suggests to Helena that it could also aid her in reinstating the Maori race. Mr. Hongi,

la Maori M.P. "educated at a college for native
Ithat

students instigated by the Church"al0 informs Helena

"under special incitement Maori worlen had shown noble courage and spirit".o" Helena becomes

I

lconvinced that women's suffrage is the key to her mission - that it will banish the apathy of Maori
lwomen. Landor, however, is against women's suffrage, believing in "the primordial law. . . . Woman is
I

I

protected and cherished",al2 and dismisses its potential effect on Maori women
Ithe weaker vessel, to be
las being a side issue. Mrs. Farley-Tate says that by not voting in favourof female suffrage in the house,

t"

llandor causes Maori to "suffer the oppression of silence when they rnight have a voice" and calls him
l"the oppressor of the native race".4l'l
I

I "",.no is shaken fronr her single-minded obsession with being the saviour of Maori when Arthur
dies
his old injury. She realises the suffering she must have put hirn through by putting her
lsuddenly

of

pwn desires before their relationship, and wishes she had "been content with an ordinary woman's
lart!"ala When Landor next sees Helena he notes: "The intense fervent look which had so held his
[evotion was gone; now a sorrow was in her eyes that even morc touched his heart, - there emanated
I

irom her whole being a mute submissiveness that was as the scent of the bruised reed."4l5
I

I

t22

This change in Helena also affects the way she regards Maori. When meeting a group of Maori
interested in selling her some land that adjoins lrers, Helena observes the difference between them and

her companion Landor: "a realisation came of the difference between the Englishman who was in the
van of the interests of his time, and her visitors, their garb, their speech suddenly dawned upon her.
Were they not of the past? Was she not as one who sought to stem a re.sistless stream?"416

Helena reveals to Landor the

full purpose behind her model village, which she now calls "my

rnistake",4l7 telling him she thought she had a call "to rouse my race and help to avert its extinction".4ls
She tells him that his calling of her native land a

"'No man's land"' and his dismissal of the woman

question as being "based on eternal laws"4le convinced her of his lack of sympathy for her point of
view. Fully appraised of the depth of Helena's concerns, Landor sees the situation in a new light:
What fervour, what devotion to a cause she had shown, - if that were only given to him! But had
he, had even Arthur, made account of her right to her own feelings, to an existence of her own

soul? Really

it was no wonder, all things considered, that women sought

rights; men took

theirs.a2{)

Helena's new, tempered state brings with

it different

attitudes. When looking at some landscape

watercolours she realises that "once on a time she would have felt a fierce anger to think that this, her
beautiful native land, had been wrested from its true owners. Her feelings must be softened. Alas! She
had had to tearn lessons fitted to make her spirit tame."42l

An incident in which Helena and Roimata deliver the premature infant of a shepherd's wife marks
Helena's change in attitude to Roirnata. Helena watches Roimata, who Forbes now describes as having

j a "simple mind",422 sleeping "supinely at ease . . . her face with its gentle, genuine expression" and
wonders "Why have troubled so fbr her [sic]. . .

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

e'r423

The experience of the birth also leads Helena to understand:

. . the dignity of the call of motherhood; and the home

as the corner-stone

of the fabric of the

heart's happiness. In that hush, as if half in trance, she could hear the lisping of infant speech. The

patter of baby feet; to guide the wakening soul, to lead out the young mind with the patience

I

which the clairns of possession made irresistible, was this task not the heart's true call, all potent,

I

Uv Nature's law? . . . she seemed to hear

Arthur's voice in

a phrase he loved

to use - "The world's

I

altar-stairs :ue broad."421

I

Now Helena has diverged from her radical path and has realised the "true call" of woman, her heart

I

lis

open to the experience of love. Landor is now open-minded enough to allow a happy union between

village, restricting the settlement to its
Ithem. Helena abandons her plans for extending the model
purrent size - "each cottage was tenanted by a Maori family, and the school and classes were having
I

I

fheir quiet infl uence".425

I to Helena appears to completely put aside her concerns for the Maori race to become a wife and
botential mother. Forbes creates a dichotomy wherc only one or the other is possible (as Wilson does

t23

when Alice Lauder is forced to choose between marriage or career). The option that Helena could have
tempered the blind fanaticism of her youth, listened to the true needs of Maori and devoted her public
energies to tlrose while also enjoying a family life, is never made available to her.

There is no rcsolution to the issue of the decline of the Maori race - the issue disappears in the novel

along with Helena's concern over it, Forbes accepts the diminution of Maori as a natural progression,
saying: "the dark people, whose tenn ol some five hundred years' occupation was, in the course of the
&ons, as a mere watch of the night. . . the white race. . . now sought to have their little duy."o'u

These three novels are the only ones of this genre to focus on how "part-Maori" characters

fit into

colonial society, and tlrrough this to addless the fate of the Maori race in general. While there is evident
sympathy for the injustice of the Maori's situation, Weston, Kaye and Forbes all exhibit the prevailing

opinion of the day that the race was doomed

-

Weston and Kaye inclining towards extinction and

Forbes towards assimilation with the Pakeha as the means by which this would eventuate.

There is some mention of these novels in the literary criticism - Roberts, Stevens and McCormick
mentioning one or more of them in relation to this issue. Stevens points out that the "belief that the

Noble Savage was doomed. . . . enabled writers to dignify the Maori in fiction by giving him tragic
stature, as Jessie Weston does. The tragic figure is a little more human and convincing than the comic
stereotype."a2T

Roberts believes this "common attitude of the time that unless Maori were Europeanised they were

I

women novelists of the period were silent on the
] doomed to extinction"42s is the very reason that other
I Maori issue, and also notes that:

I
I
i
It'

tn the three novels . . . the Maori character is only part-Maori, but it is the Maori half which is

I

I

seen

to have a significant influence. Given that all three novelists see the Maori as savages and

the Europeans as bringing civilisation,

it is ironic that they should believe that the Maori

I

inf'"ritance could be so powerftrl.aze

t-.

and her
lThis certainly applies in the cases of Weston and Kaye - Mary returns to her tribe, Haromi dies
lbrother "returns to the tribe" in orcler to be a missionary. Forbes, however, groups her half-castes with
I

lPakeha rather than Maori. Hector lives as a Pakeha all his life, as does Helena. The year or two ln
I

lwhich Helena attempts to save Maori has more to do with the idealisrn of youth and the Maori issue
lbeing conveniently close to hand, rzlther than her Maori blood ruling her.
I

I

I

I fn"

romance novel changes over the period 1874-1905, as

it reflects the development of colonial

I

$ociety and its changing concerns. Beginning as Britislr plots taking place against New Zealand scenery,
I

fhe early romances either avoid Maori altogether or include a token snapshot of the race, portraying

t-

as a degenerate race in need of the civilising influence of the Pakeha. There is tension displayed
fhem
petween the freedom that comes with the relaxation of British morcs and the disapproval of the slipping
124

oJ

Briti

,gtimdards. The norels by Evans, eheesernarr anel Taylor menti'on the i'ntonse hardships faeed

by colonial farmers, hardships evidently experienced perso-nally by both Evans and Wilson.

As novelists begin writing who are born Australasians, different issues emerge such as the selfeonseious conc€rn of how the eolonial is supposed to conduct herself wtrcn visiting ftre mother co-untly.

A more established society is evJdent in the novels whieh eonoern rhelnselves with the political

issues

of fernale suffrago, eolonisation and the future of the Maori race.

The p,nmary func. ion of fihe romance (and its veriatiol, Sre sensation novel) is to errteriain. The
romantie novelists merely refleet the 'concerns sf the day" taking conservativ€ stanee$ on political
issues. The final chapter of this thesis, 'Didactic Novels", fscr,rse's on the work of novelists who move
beyond reporting on society to aetirvely attempting to shape it - the method they chose was orre of the

few open to women of this period - writing fiction, \,Veston, Kaye and Forbes show sympathy for

it is in the natural order of things ttrat Pakeha replace Maori under the New 7n'aland
sun. 'Didactic Novels" includes the work of Ellen Ellis, who alone sf New T'raland woman writers of

lvtraeri, but aceept

this period expresses the boltef that fhe Maori race should not and does not have to die out - it is subject

to an irctive, unn€€ess{rr.-y oppression by the interloping white raee.
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CHAPTER

III: DIDACTIC NOVELS

The late nineteenth century was a time of social reform in New Zealand. "The sentiment or goal that
womelt should have social, economic, and political equality with man".l or what would nowadays be
termed "feminism", was active in America and Britain and spread to New T,ealancl.In I893, as a result

of this movement, New Zealand was the first country in the world to achieve wornen's suffrage. The
twenty-nine novels in this chapter

I

have termed "didactic novels" as they rvere written by New

Zealand women who espoused some or all of these feminist beliefs and used fiction as a medium to
instruct the public on their views. The first section, containing novels by Alie Kacem, Bertha Cameron,
Susie Mactier and Kathleen Inglewood are specifically temperance novels, in which the abolition of

liquor is the primary aim. The second section contains novels by Ellen Ellis, Edith Searle Grossmann,
Louisa Baker and Constance Clyde, who argue for women's rights in general.
James Belich,

in Paradise Refor-eed: A History of the New Zealanders from the 1880s to the Year

2000, describes the association of the temperance and the feminist movements with "a ctusade for
moral harmony", also known as "moral evangelism" or "social Purity",2 which, "From the 1880s to the
1930s, . . . tightened up New Zealarrd society like a giant spanner'".1 Two consequences of the Social

Purity movement, suggests Belich, were the fight for prohibition and the "rise of

et

'cult of domesticity'

aimed at increasing, exalting, improving, disciplining ancl controlling motherhoocl and home life."a

Belich further suggests that Social Purity found an ally

in

first-wave feminism, "which sought

increased rights and freedoms for wornen, and.the reinforcement and revaluation of the traditional roles

of wife and mother."S He credits

Social Purity with expanding "the image

of

women as moral

lguardians of the home to more public spheres. . . , They were conceded rights that might strcngthen
I

Ithem in the role, such as the vote, but not fl'eedotns that rnight distract them from it, sr.rch as open
l

laccess

j
I

to jobs."('

(predominantly
Zealard was notorious for the over-consumption of alcohol by its (predomtnantly
Colonial New Zea\and

lmale)

population. There are references to this in some of the earlier rtovels, for example Campbell is

pne to point out that "tlre vice of drunkenness . . . [is] one too prevalent in all young colonies".' This
nemained the situation over the next few decades, leading to the saying that
134

"in New Zealand

there

were only two causes of death - drink, and drowning as a result of drunkenness."s Women were seen to
be the remedy for this situation, as upholders of morality and virtue in society. Dalziel writes

"It

was

theirjob to restrain and refine the base instincts of men" and to prevent them from talling "rapidly into
the slough of sin and wickedness
Temperance societies were

-

alcohol, smoking, bad language, gamblin,u and sexual vice."e

in existence by

183010 and, as

the people most affected by drinking,

women's presence in these societies became prominent over the decades. These societies gave women
usefu I experience in "organizati on, admi

In 1885 the American

n

istration, and leaclersh i p".

|

|

missionary Mrs. Mary Clement Leavitt brought the Women's Christian

Temperance Union to New Zealand, which was to be the first national women's organisation in the
country.

While the primary goal of the W.C.T.U. was to prohibit the use of alcohol, the world leader of the
movement, Frances Willard, advocated a "Do Everything" policy, so that not just the alcohol

problem, but the social conditions which gave rise to it, and resulted from it, could also be
tackled.r2
The W.C.T.U. was non-denominational and campaigned for all kinds of social reform: the abolition of

the sexual double standard primarily by the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Act, education for
women. welfare of the young, childcare for working wolnen, working women's conditions, welfare of
abandoned wives, Dress Reform, equal ernployment opportunities, unions for working women, equal

divorce laws and economic independence tor wives.ll

In order to give wofilen the political power

necesserry

to achieve these reforms, the W.C.T.U. also

called for the right for women to vote.ra Grimshaw says the W.C.T.U.'s "motives in carnpaigning for
the vote were basically feminist"l5 and creclits them with forcing the suftiage issue into prominence
and mounting a successful campaign for the granting of the vote.

In campaigning for equal rights with men, these first-wave ferninists were not so ntuch fighting for
access to the

public sphere as to elevate the private sphere. Dalziel believes that tor'

...theNewZealandferninistsofthenineteenthcentury....Theroleofwifeandmotherwas...
noble and fulfilling. . . . The vote was

.seen as an

extension of this role, not as the herald of a new

one; it was seen as the recognition of ability and intelligence which found its true outlet and its
real fulfilhnent in the home rather than the market place.r6
The W.C.T.U. was the "institutional expression of evangelicat womanhood"lT and fought for "an end to

vice and the initiation of a new era of public purity."ls Politicians recognised that extending the vote to
women would be a force tor morality in the colony, and any fears they possossed that the vote would
remove woman from her proper sphere and threaten the stability of the family were allayed by the fact

that the carnpaign was organised by the W.C.T.IJ. "a society dedicated to removing the greatest evil
lthreatening the sanctity of home and fanrily."le
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ALIE KACEM

In

1897

Alie Kacem's For Father's Sake: or. A Tale of New Zealand Lif'e was published

Wellington. Its place of publication reflects the novel's function

as part

in

of the New Zealand temperance

movement. The intended audience is explicitly a New Zealand one (both male and female) and the
message is

explicitly temperance, religious and prescriptive about the proper roles of men and women.

In a patriotic preface, Kacem claims that New Zealand's inner workings are not as pleasing as its outer
appearances and criticises the "Men of state" for this. She calls herself a "New Zealander"2o and claims

that New Zealand bids her to arise and speak on its behalf.

The resulting novel is long and sermon-like, centring upon the spiritual journey of Nellie Main from
her girlhood to her early death. Nellie's childhood sweetheart Iwand Enswav becomes an alcoholic.

Nellie refuses to marry him, not because of his alcoholism * she says helping hirn to battle that would
have given her a vocation - but because he closed his heart to her and pretended he had no problem,
assuming she'd take his word over the circulating rumours. Nellie's spiritual suffering over this and her

father's death causes her to become more and more saintlv over the course of the novel until heaven is
the only place for her and she dies.

The alcoholics in the novel - Iwand, Nellie's father, Nellie's brother-in-law's father and the mother

of another suitor of Nellie's - all become rcfornred, and go on to lead rneaningful lives, the novel
advocating the possibility and desirability of this. The narrator says

it is a colonial characteristic

that

"'Where two or thrce houses are gathered together therc you will see a hotel in the rnidst of them."'21
This encourages the "sin of intemperance" which is "the worm that eats its way into our vital parts, and
destroys the happiness of our homes."22 The effect of this can be seen in the "grimy-faced, scantily-clad

children, the bloated blear-eyed parents, the shattered-glass, rag-stuffed windows, the tottering
doorstep".23 The narrator describes a drunken scene and its effects on the family:

. . . the man stands up, a beast personified, bursting to give vent to his brutal instinct. His fierce
eyes

fall upon his wife; but she, too, has been worshipping at Bacchus' shrine, and her trembling

limbs retuse to help her escape. With profane oaths, blow after blow is rained upon the woman's

body. The children, uttering terrified screalns, flee from the house, and seek shelter from

a

neighbour. But soon the man grows tired of his brutal occupation, and after beating his wife black
and bh,re. tums her out of doors.la

Kacem does not hold the drinkers or the drink suppliers themselves responsible, as she considers the
temptations to be too great for thern to resist. Instead she appeals to those outside

of drink's evil

lutches:

"Awake! Awake! O man and woman! Awake and put forth every effort to stem this awful
current. Do you not see the poor prisoners stretching out their anns for aid? It is on you, who are
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grown up, as it werc; who see and feel the darkness of such worship, that the responsibility of the
crime rests".25
The narrator makes impassioned pleas to New Zealand's politicians as well - appealing to their moral
natures and urging thenr to ban hotels and to avoid repeating England's mistakes:

We do indeed grieve to know that such places are permitted to remain and flourish in our free

country; tarnishing its proud name, and building their foundations on the lives and souls of our
children. . . . While every day our hearts are filled with sorrow at the sound of the mother's
pleadings and the sight of the wife's tears. O, men of power, nren, that by your position proclaim

to the world your desire to love and serve your country, do you not hear our lamentations and
weeping over those who are not? You must, yon are not deaf. With intellects capable of inventing
schemes

for the physical improvement of our islands; we cannot but believe that the moral

improvement of our people occupies its place in those intellectual capacities.

The revenues of this drink traffic appear to be enomnous, but then do you think good can
possibly come by winking at evil? You love your country; you value its freedorn; you are proud
to know that the air you breathe is unpolluted by ages of crime and oppression. But think of your

children's children; remember your great grandfathers; then turn and look at yourselves. You
stand between the ages as it were, and the honour of laying the foundation of a free race is in your

hands. How are you laying that foundation? Are you profiting by the failure of your ancestors?

The privileges you enjoy in this new land, your forefathers trlso enjoyed and abused in the old
land. You fled from the weight of accumulated neglect. Is the same fate to follow the steps of
your great-grandchildren? Must they, because of their parents blindness and selfishness, flee from
their homes and seek freedom elsewhere'? In another New Zealand may be'?"26
Addressing men in general, the narrator talks of women's attempts to solve intemperance, saying
that while some try to solve the problem by removing the alcohol from their homes, there are still "a

few remaining who are trlre to their womanhood, and who keep faith in your manhood. . . . who . . . put
their hands into that of their husbands, and looking up into his face, ask that fol their sakes, that loved
one would destroy those wine bottles himself."27 Adding infidelity to intemperance as a rnale vice, she
asserts that

"'It

is because wives do rrot take enough notice of such things that so much of

it is done.

Men, when they tbund their wives were queens and not cowards, would learn to respect thetnselves."'28

For Father's Sake promotes the idea that the rnan's sphere is the public one and women's the
private, saying: "On the whole, humanity is alike; but there are traits peculiar to each sex of humanity,

and accordingly should be clealt with."2e Marriage "should teach husband to understand and have
regard for his wife's f'eelings: it should teach wife to sooth her husband's troubled brow, and to point

him to higher things."l0

I

ttre narrator gives her opinions on the control of household finances with the example of the Wests,

lwho have arguments about the monthly bills not tallying because Mrs. West is too extravagant in
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household expenditure. She says Mrs. West should not be blamed too severely for this weakness which
is common to most of her sex:
She gloated over her ferns and flowers, and nothing gave her so much annoyance as the breaking

or damaging of her furniture. After all, a woman's life is spent in her home, and it is natural she
should wish to see

it arrayed in its best: and, although

seldom t'elt, a woman should be very

grateful for having a husband firm enough in principal to deny her full and free access into his
purse. Not that

I approve of

a man being stingy toward his home and his

family, but I disapprove,

very much, and so does every sensible person, of a wife and family being extravagant upon
themselves.sl
She says

it is a brave

husband who

will "maintain his honour at the sacrifice of his peace"

to "face, and fight through, a wife's continual

peevishness, complaining

as

it is hard

- or dissatisfied sighs"32

especially wlren these are not confined within the home,

Iwand's sister Marion is presented as the wifely ideal. She tells her fianc6 that after their rnarriage

"'I will not take up politics, I will not rail against the form; but I will take up my crown, I will rule the
inner man."'33 Believing that the family is the most important social structure, the narrator says that

"humanity owes its gratitude" to the good mother "for the germinating and cultivation of peace and
virtue, for she will bequeath to her boys what her sex prevents her from making public; and by their
hands the laws of right and justice

will

be established."3a

The narrator is scathing of the voices in politics which declare "she must have her rights".ss She
believes worten who want equal rights with men are deviant and attempts to disown them

in

an

awkwardly placed aside which begins:
"That reminds me. I heard a whisper the other day that Colonial girls have no girlhood. They step

out of their cradle into long dresses, or worse, into long trousers.

If by that they mean New

Zealand girls, they are little-minded fools, and their observations have reached no wider limits

than their own narrow nanlres. Girls in New Zealand have their girlhood, and a happy and
blessed and unending girlhood

it is. It

continues from maid, through matron, and into eternal

maturity. Those girls, or figures of girls, which have come within the range of the slanderer's
observation, are not genuine New Zealanders. They are imitators: offsprings of a race crossed
between the Old world and the New. Their parents,

if they had any, are dead,

consequently they

have no one to gr-ride thern. Seeing the spirit of liberty in our land, and starnped in the hearts of

our people, and mistaking the moulded wrappings for the true torm of the wrapped, they succeed

in making themselves a corruption of the reality. Thus, through not being properly nurtured, they
step out

of their cradles before their limbs have been sufficiently strcngthened; their half-formed

minds glint on the shining Medusa head; they are turned into the nineteen century centaur of half
man and half woman; and they strut about aping the man, and shaming the woman. O women, we

do not grudge you a home in our Island, but we do object to your ways. We invite you to our
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feasts, but you must put on our robes.

If you reject our beneficence,

and infringe upon our laws,

you must take the consequences of our indignation, as well as that of youl own violated modesty
and power. You are handling knives that will pierce through your own hearts, and enter those of

your children; for what think you, will they be like who are offsprings of two masculine parents?

And we, who are true children of the soil, will not spare your feelings, we will cast arrow after
arrow upon you, until we have destroyed the whole brood of scavengers. I warn womankind, that

womankind

will not be dragged down from their exalted

seat above the chasm

of their

true

nature' s atflatus,"l('

Kacem's view is the most conservative of the didactic novelists in terms of "woman's role", seeing the

improvement

of women's lot only in

terms

of reinforcing a rigid, private

sphere, and perceiving

attempts to enlarge that sphere or to extend women's rights as antagonistic to true womanhood.

minister and his wife. Her spiritual state is by
now so evolved that she can point to the inadequacies of her o'uncle's" sermons. Inipressed by a

After her rejection of lwand, Nellie goes to stay with

a

religious essay Nellie has written, the minister reads it as his sermon in church. Kacem uses Nellie

as

an example of the effect a woman who accepts her proper role can have on society. Nellie:
. . . had become the pivot on which the thoughts and actions of that Godly household revolved. Is

that not a nobler and a higher sphere of labour and power, than is the foremost seat in political
government; where, upon their faces, woman carry what is not within their hearts: where, in the
study of words, the sturdy of thoughts is neglected; where womanl instead of being a teacher, fails
even to become a pupil, Perhaps these are old-fashioned arguments. "We women must rise and
assert our rights."

By all means, if we asserted our rights more often, we would not now

be

asserting nxen's rights; there would be no need for woman's signatutes in the infelior law books -

they (women) in themselves would be law enough. In our illr,rstration, was not Nellie's vocation

infinitely above that of her uncle'J She could afford to sit in her pew, and smile at his

success,

while her uncle stood up in his pulpit, and spoke her thoughts; and then her strength being not
overly taxed by exertion, she could rninister to his despondency when the re-action of his earnest
excitement threatened to break down the kindly spirit. Of course, there would have been a certain

kind of pleasure in her occupying the pulpit, and in addressing a listening throng. Yet that is not
the sweetest of cups, for it is one foreign to her womanly heritage. . . . Popularity and celebrity
are tempting cups, even though they may not be the richest and the greatest.rT

Kacem's comment about women in government is rnisleading - although women had had the vote for

lfour years att the time of the publication of For Father's Sake, they were not
lparliamentary candidates until l9 l9.3tr

j

able

to stand as

While holding rigid views on the proper political roles of men and women, the narrator rejoices in

jthe freedom

of behaviour New Zealand provides its inhabitants. Nellie springs over fences "(don't

lshocked)"3e and

be

is "Free and inctependent as the nature of her beloved country."a(' She spends every
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weekend at her fhther's station, where she learns how to run every aspect of it. "Of each machine she

knew exactly what they should do, and whether they were doing their work aright. Often her ingenuity
was called into questiorr regarding the repairing of a sudclen breakage."u' She practises rnustering sheep

and after a day's shearing "she and her father would converse about that day's labour as freely as

if

they two were pafiners in the whole transaction; indeed the elder head had often to apply to the younger

for the correct number of wool bales dumped, or the right quantity of fleeces in each."42 lnpressed by
the workings of the mower tying the bundles of oats and barley, she imagines herself meeting its
inventor, thinking slie woulcl give hirn a 'Jolly shake of the hand".4-r This combination of Nature and
work means Nellie feels "near to Heaven"aa at the farm.

Nellie's father suffers some serious stock losses and is forced to sell the station. Although the family
is left with enough money to survive on, "a living on bare necessities without an aim is not tolerable to
the free born; and sons and daughters decided to work."4-5 Nellie takes a job as a seamstress, renting a

room at a boarding house nearby. Some members of "Society" see this as inappropriate for someone of
her social standing and ostracise her. The narrator supports the distinction between the uppel and lower
classes but says "we are unworthy

of life if we do not all belong to some working class."46 She

says the

only slums in New Zealand are caused by people's unwillingness to work:

With New Zealand's rnild, and almost perfect, climate; with her rich fertilizing soil; her

easy

mode of transhipment; her accessibility, and ready communication with other countries; and yet

her isolation, which forbids a too familiar intercourse; with all these, and a thousand other
blessings,

it

becomes the infallible duty of every human being, be they man or woman, to so

conduct themselves as to rise their country to an erninence on a level with the most advanced
state rccorded in the annals of every succeeding nertion.aT

In addition to drink, slnms, race, class, marriage, religion, morality and the work ethic, the narrator
opines about such social issues as gambling, horseracing (including the sin of jockeys starving
themselves and ruining their constitutions)48 and the detrimental effects of having too many children in
terms of the inability of the mother to attend to her children's "intellectual" development (although she
does not go so far as to advocate limiting the number of children born).ae

Nellie's second cousin arrives from Scotland, which precipitates the usual comparisotrs between the
girls
lbehaviours of colonials and "homelanders".'t0 Cousin Walter asserts that the behaviour of colonial
lwould be considerecl "inclecent" ernd "vulgar"sl in Scotland, and Nellie, "ever ready to def'end her
lnative land",52 counters that homelanders gossip and criticise - "the freedom and openness of colonial

llife keep the mind in activity, and prevent the thoughts fiont getting putrid by its

irnaginary

igrievances."ss

I
]
I

Cousin Walter becomes a cadet on a station and:

aia his best to become a New Zealander. He succeeded very well, and although at first he got
terribly sunburnt; and his hands got blistered, and his temper got ruffled, and his clothes got torn,
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and his language got polished, he gradually resigned himself to his fate, and joked about his own
awkwardness.sa

New Zealand makes a "man" of Walter. Visiting Nellie's family after a period on the station, he sports

a "manly sunburnt face",ss which Nellie is pleased to see has lost iLs "effeminate look", and he

has

shaven off his whiskers. He is still gentlemanly and courteoLls, but less given to trivial cornpliments his "courtesy partook more of the Earnest lnborn Growth rather than Outward Enamelling."-tt'

In For Father's Sake Maori occllpy the marginal place typical of most of these novels. Kacetn's
attitude towards them is condescending, but she is syrnpathetic towards their situation. Out riding,

Nellie is captured by Maori who want to beat her horse as revenge against her father not paying them
for breaking in one of his horses ("in the Maori race, their spirit of revenge seldom leads them beyond
such cleeds").57 Nellie speaks to them in their own "mellow language"5E and, managing to escape,
decides not to tell her father about the incident, thinking: "No, for once a 'Pakeha'

will be merciful."5e

She reflects upon Maori, revealing a sympathetic view of their treatment at the hands of the Pakeha:
She rcmembered kind dark faces looking out from beneath their low thatched huts. She saw them

place their best at her disposul. She heard their homely voices as they bade her "Hairi mei" [sic]
(corne). Eager to serve, seeking to win the goodwill of their fellow-men, ever showing by their
actions their wish to be at peace. "Poor Maoris! we rob you of your land; we use your strength to

cultivate your hereditary possessions, now ours by no other right than that of bafter, often

a

dishonest barter; we abuse your hospitality; we work upon your ignorance: yet, in the face of all

this, you forgive us, and are ever ready to help us on toward prosperity. Shame on the man who
would cheat a Maori. A thousand times morc shame on him than

if

he cheated a child, for he

stands upon a soil which God had bequeathed to that Maori, but which, on account of his inability

to put it out to usury, that land has been suffered to pass to you, the whiteman. Instead of
cheating, you should succour. Instead of imposing, you shor.rld teach. In the troubles they have
caused, they were not the only ones at fault: and even their worst deeds would blush

if

brought

into contact with some of England's own."('0

The sympathy expressed by Nellie is revealed, by the parallel she draws between Maori and child, to
spring from an assumption of a natural dependence of Maori on Pakeha.

At her father's funeral Nellie is touched by the presence of one of herMaori captors. He speaks with
"old-fashionecl gallantry"6l about her father, who once saved his lif'e. "She could only stand and gaze
into the dark hornely face. How kind it seemed, how full of sympathy. Even squatter Gould would have
qrls insignificant
rl
earnest uncultured Maori."62 The Maori and "Faithful John"
looked mean
rrlv4l! and
rrrDrSrrrr rvcrrr beside
uvDruv that

lrvvr\wu

lher father's old servant,63 are the only people who stay to watch the grave filled in: "Two figures, one
I

ldark, the other tanned, both beautiful by reason of their love."64 The narrator is patronising towards the
I

llower classes in the same way as she is towards Maori. Later in the novel John is invited to have supper
lwith his new employers in honour of a visit by Nellie, and his antics are ludicrous. He perches himself

l4l

"half monkey fashion"(:5 on the edge of his chair and "with his queer Scotch sayings, his
grimaces, and his comic, half-tragic, attitudes, he kept the whole company

in a state of

queerer

continued

explosion."6{'

Nellie is described as "a solclier of Christ",ut ho*eve., she hardly ever attends church, saying

she

prefers to worship in the grcater church of Nature,6* As a result of the suffering Nellie undergoes due to

her broken romance and her father's death. she attains a state of spiritual purity. Walter observes in

Nellie that: "There was something so pure, so free from earthly sentiment, and yet so human, that for
the first time he experienced that sensation of Fearless Reverence which characterizes the influence
upon man, of the spirit rnade flesh."6e She is too good for Iwancl when he proposes to hel in the middle

of the novel, and she is far too pLlre to accept the proposal of cousin Walter (even though he has
developed into a model New Zealand man) by the end of the novel. Jesus is the only one pure enough

for Nellie now. so crying: "'O, hasten my bridesrnaids!"'70 she prepares to ascend to heaven as the
bride of Christ:

Nellie stood. and watched the angels descend, bearing her completed wedding garment, and
her snowy bridal wreath and veil. And still furtlrer back, she saw the Great Open Hall, with its

floor of Golden Warter; and fiorn its depth slre saw arise that strange udvancing Jigure. Was

he

strange'/ Ah! No. She knew him now, forhe was dressed in his wedding robes, and his face was

lost in the light of his soul. Nothirig stood between them now, and her own soul leapt forward to
meet its affinity,"Tr

For Father's Sake takes the fonn of a long religious serrnon interspersed with segments of plot.
Stevens' comment that "The style is atrocious, a blend of Shelley with The Song qf' Soknnon"T2 is

justified. Roberts notes that "There is no ambiguity about Kacem's message, which threatens through
most of her novel to undermine the story."73 Kacem's conclusion to the novel, while no doubt intended

to be properly self-effacing, can perhaps be read rrrore literally than she intended it to be. She wishes to
add a f'ew more notes for the reader's benefit in order to:

Impress more firmly upon their rninds, the various reasons tor thus inflicting uporr them the
tedious duty of reading the story of "For Father's Sake." The predominating motive, as anyone

will

see

without much trouble, is to show the verv close connection there is between Heaven and

Earth.Ta

There is no biographical inforrnation available about Kacem, and Alison Laurie suggests "Alie
Kacen"l" rnay be a pseuclonyr'r'r.tt Tlre Victoria University of Wellington copy

of tlre novel is inscribed

Ito Lady Stout (a women's rightist in favour of prohibition, believing moderation to be impossible for
tlmany;,76 thanking her for her "kind patronage" and signed "the ambitious authoress" (it is hard to
limagine what the basis was for the relationship between these two women - apart from the shared goal

]of prohibition, Kacem's particular slant on "women's rights" is at variance with the fight for social,
lpolitical and economic equality of the sexes waged by the women's rightists). Despite Kacem's
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ambition, For Father's Sake is her only known novel. This first of the temperance novels by women
takes the view that women's political views should be put into practice within the home, rather than
extended into the public arena and hence, rather than supporting, she is openly against female suffrage.

BERTHA CAMERON
Bertha Carneron is another temperance novelist about whose life nothing is known. The central
character in In Fair New Zealand is also named Bertha Mary Cameron trnd Jones describes the novel as

"a crude mixture of biography ancl autobiography with explicit preaching".77 The novel was published

in

1899, but the preface, by the Reverend

William Cillies of Timarir (to whom tlre novel is dedicated),

is dated twelve years previously. A Methodist minister, Reverend Gillies was an ardent supporter of
prohibition and the fifth president of the prohibition party, the New Zealand Alliance for the Abolition

of the Liquor

Traffic.TsTe Canreron calls hirn

in her dedication "'A HERO IN THE FIGHT"'.80

Published in Dunedin, by the New Zealand Bible, Tract and Book Society, In Fair New Zealand is, like

For Father's Sake, a woman's contribution to the argllment for prohibition in New Zealand.

In an eloquent preface, Gillies describes the "deadly work" of "the drink curse". Claiming "Many
homes have been blighted, many lrearts broken. many reputations ruined, many lives lost, by what is

quite a preventible evil",8l he talks of it being the responsibility of the state to eliminate "the cause of
so much domestic misery, and so rnuch social poverty, crime and grinding taxation." He mentions the

of the bill are now "'a
hundrecl thousand strong"'82 and increasing. (Gillies's comments about the political progress of the

recent defeat

of the prohibition bill in parliarnent, but

says the supporters

prohibition movement would suggest the date of his preface is a misprint - possibly intended to read
1897 rather than 1887, as the No Licence vote was 98,312 in the 1896 poll.)8t

Gilli"r

encourages the

use of all righteous means to make society take responsibility for the problem:

One of the means we must employ more largely is the production and dissemination of effective

literature. "ln Fair New Zealand" having been put into my hands by the authotess for perusal and
opinion, I felt gleatly pleased to be able to advise the publication of her tale, as a contribution to
the literature of Temperance, likely to help on the day of triunrph. The story is not an exceptional

or exaggerated picture of drink's doings, but a simply-told, unvarnished tale of what is going on

in every town of this Colony, and in every land where this drink traffic exists; and that not in
isolated cases, br.rt in very many. One of the chief excellencies of this tale is that

it

presents a

graphic picture of individual and domestic wreckage and sufl'ering, which is, alas! too common,
and makes its appeal to hearts in which the love of Christ and of their fellows has a place, without

rousing those resentments which the more lurid lights borrowed from exceptional cases are apt to

do, when the readers have not in their own experience come across cases justifying the picture
presented.sa
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Gillies regrets that Cameron's particular church, the Church of England, does not support prohibition,
and: "To that end may this story from the pen of a loving daughter contribute, and may the blessing of

Almighty God rest upon her effort and use it for His own glory, as I know that with that desire and aim

it has been

written."E-5

The novel is about the life of Bertha "Bertie" Cameron, a child of English immigrants settled in
Auckland, whose father is killed when his horse is startled by a drunken Maori rushing out of a public
house. Bertie's widowed mother marries Herbert Russel, whose propensity to drink becomes fullblown alcoholism and results in a life of misery for Bertie, her brother Willie and their mother.

Mrs. Cameron is introduced to Herbert by her brother. who thinks him "a 'jolly good fellow' . .
who could 'sing a good song and take his glass like a

rnan' . . and if

.

he had sown a few wild oats,

it before marriage than afterwards. He only wanted a good home, and a nice wife, and he
would be as steady as a rock."86 This idea that a wayward man will settle down once married is proven
to be a myth, as Herbert's drinking worsens afier his marriage. (This is supported by the maid's

better do

situation - she says her marriage to her intended, who died in the New Zealattd wars, would not have
worked. She was afraid "'that a man who was fond of his glass when he was young might be fond of

his bottle when he was old. . . . I could keep him civil when we were not married, but afterwards he
might take to keeping me civil"'). Herbert's grollp of friends changes to include undesirable characters
and he becomes irritable, resents the children, swears at his wife in front of Bertie and eventually
becomes violent towards his family.

A contributing factor to Bertie's mother's decision to remarry is her fear of Maori:

No one living in these days, unless they are old identities, can imagine what the f'ear of

the

Maoris was, to those living on the outskirts of Auckland as we did. The Natives were, and had
been fbr a long time, very restless. We were continually hearing of somebody being murdered, no

doubt greatly exaggerated, but all sufficient to impress a highly-strung, nervous woman with two

little children with

terror.87

Mrs. Cameron is prejudiced against Maori, holding the race to blame for her husband's death. Bertie,
her brother Willie and her cousin Harry do not share this prejudice - they can speak Maori and run to
meet the canoes arriving in the bay to buy fmit from them. The children's days of happy interaction

with Maori are cut short by the New Zealand wars, in which several of the novel's characters are killed

or wounded. In keeping with a child's point of view, the effects of the wars are described without
enquiry into causes or rights and wrongs.

The argurnent for prohibition is explored in the novel. Bertie examines the positive and negative
effects of alcohol in society. Various "medicinal" uses of alcohol are mentioned

-

the rubbing of

whisky on the scalp to prevent hair loss, whisky as a salve for bee stings,s8 wine jetty as a food for the
invalid,Se the "'ounce

of strength in every pint"' of

beereO ancl

alcohol as the classic tonic for nerves.

, however, clairns that he cannot give up alcohol because it would be bad for business "'every
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time you sell or buy anything you've got to drink before the bargain is completed"',el and complains
that it would be inhospitable not to have wine and brandy at the house to offer visitors. Bertie decides
that

it is irnpossible for the alcoholic to become refbrmed while alcohol is pennitted at all in society,

and comes to the conclusion that the immense suffering of the families of those alcoholics who are
unable to give up drink is worse than the inconvenience

it would callse the general pttblic to remove

alcohol from their lives. From thi.s point on she refuses alcohol herself, even for medicinal reasons.
Carneron's argument for prohibition does have a religious base. but without Kacem's fervour. Bertie
becomes extremely disillusioned with the church's view that alcohol is "God's

gifi"

and is disgusted by

the minister's refusal to advocate abstinence to her stepfather, when that is what he so obviously needs.

The novel supports the view, as does For Father's Sake, that the drinker cannot be held responsible for
their actions. Bertie finds it problematic that the Bible declares that drunkards are barred from heaven,
when they are unable to help themselves. She does not believe it to be God's

will that all

these men,

women and even children are damned" so this reintorces her conclusion that prohibition must be the
answer.

Harry, Bertie's cousin, begins work in his father's brewery. He asserts that the drinker is at fault, not
the drink. He thinks Bertie's belief that everyone should renounce alcohol fbr the benefit of a few is a
hard line to take, but she counters that it is easier to give up pleasurre than to suffer pain."' Harry's view
changes as he sees the effect of alcohol on Bertie's family and he leaves the brewery for the "'honest
business"'e3 of farming, even though he is cut out of his father's life for doing this. Bertie thanks him

"'in the name of all the little children of your customers."'e4
The children see the banners and flags of a procession of teetotallers who have just formed a group

in their town. The public laugh and sneer at them, declaring "'they want to show themselves off"',es
that they love "'notoriety"',e6 that

it is "extreme foolishness

fanaticism" and they "'not only

refuse to enjoy what God provides, but they also selfishly wish to keep others from doing so"'. These
assumptions are countered with Harry's observation that: "'They are quite sensible in other ways, and

they are very good workmen."' The teetotaller movement is expected to die a natural death, but
Cameron insefis the observation "This was thirty-five years ago. Now they are

'A

HUNDRED

THOUS AND STRONG.'''glt

Things in the Russel/Cameron household come to a head one night when Herbert returns from

a

idrinking spree and lurches towards the sofa where Bertie's crippled brother Willie is lying, attempting
lto push him off so he can lie down himself. Herbert upsets an oil lamp and causes a fire. Bertie drags

lWillie out of the house, but he is mortally wounded. Bertie observes to the doctor that a drunkard took
Itheir father from them and now drink is taking Willie [oo, to which he agrees, saying "'the curse of
drink has brought this on you innocent children, as well as on hundreds of others."'e') The doctor says
that Herbert

will

never retbrm - once a drunkard gets delirium tremens like Herbert has, only God can

save them, and drunkards rarely ask for God's help. He adds:
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"Yours is not the only home where there is sorrow. I went to see eight patients this morning. Five
were in drunkards' homes. I went through the hospital, and half the cases there are from drink either accidents or illnesses. Yesterday afternoon five men went out fishing here in the harbour;
three of them were 'half seas over'; the other two were pretty right, but they took some whisky

with them, and this morning the boat has been found bottom up. There is no sign of the

men.

There are nine children and three women thrown on the worlcl."l(x)

Bertie keenly feels the shame Herbert has brought upon their family. She and her mother shut
themselves off frorn society because of the degradation and disgrace they feel. They begin giving music
lessons tbr an income, but have to stop because Herbert keeps coming in drunk, so they take in sewing

instead. Bertie encourages her mothel' to leave Herbert, but she refttses, believing

it is her wif'ely duty

to stay.

Looking to the day her step-father will die and free her mother, Bertie is devastatted to learn that her
mother is dying, in the doctor's opinion because she has been "'neglected and disgracefully treated by a
drunken brllte."'l0l Herbert is enraged to hear that his victim is escaping from his clutches. After her
mother's death Bertie will receive the income that wzrs left by her thther, but her mother regrets that she
cannot leave her furniture to her daughter, as it and the house

will legally belong to Herbert.

As in Willie's dying hours we had the drink fiend in the house, so we had in hers. At the last he
professed a great deal of repentance, and kept coming into the room,

filling the room with

the

smell of whisky, leaning over the bed, and with his bloated face and poisonous breath kissing her

fair pure face. I had no right to interfere - he was her husband. But with my whole heart I cried to
God to take her quickly.ro?

Bertie and Harry m^rry and begin farming in Oamaru. They intend to "'work hand in hand against

the drink traffic"'10'r and Harry says: "'Great changes are coming, Bertie. In a f'ew years now you
women

will

have a vote in making the laws of the land. These teetotalers, or abolitionists as they are

beginning to call themselves, are stirring all over the country, and in the future you and

I will

have

work to do."' Several years later sees the couple with five children and the knowledge that the drink

question has assumed "gigantic proportions" and become

"a

question of politics as well

as

temperance."l04

The time when New Zealand shall be free from this curse seerns near at hand. . . . when I think of

this great army that has grown into existence since Harry and I were childrcn my heart beats with
hope, and

I

look tbrward to the good time corning. And although

I

lost heart after the last

election, ancl said "God does not seem to be on our side, Harry." My husband, in his cheerful,
manly way, says "In God's good time, in God's own time, abolition

will

be canied. Think how

we have doubled our numbers in three years! Think how temperance principles are spreading!
Think of all the Bands of Hope children coming on, who, in a few years, will have a vote! Think
how the Iiquor dealers hate our natne, and by-ancl-bye we shall be free!10-t
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(The novel ends with "We're a hundred thousand strong!",106 which, added to the information about the

vote having doubled in the last three years [the No License vote was 48,856 in 1894 and 98,312 in
I 896]107

and the implication of the recent granting of the vote to wonlen, would imply the novel and its

preface were written within three years of the publication date

of

1899, and hence the date

of

the

preface is a rnisprint.)
Canreron writes awkwardly, and her plot is obviously a vehicle for prohibition propaganda, but her

style is more accessible than Kacem's. The topics of sex roles and female suffrage are not addressed in

In Fair New Zealand, which confines itself solely to the topic of alcohol. Harry's expectation of

the

vote for women is positive, but it is seen only in terms of the advancement of the tight fbr prohibition.

SUSIE MACTIER

On the 24th r>f August 1865, the Seaman farnily arrived in Auckland on the Andrew Jackson, after a

ninety clay voyage from London.")* Susie was eleven years old. Susie's father, Thomas, began farming

in Takapuna "between Shakespeare Road and Forrest Hill which was then called Seamun's Hill",l0e
and Susie eventually became a teacher, assisting her father, who also ran two primary schools. Susie

was the first headmistress of Takapuna Primary School, holding the position from 1879-80. The
Seaman

family was prominent in the community: Thornas was a "census enumerator, first chairman of

the Lake District Road Board, board clerk and rate collector";ll()he and Susie were part of the group

that founded Takapuna Public Library

in

1879; Susie and her sister Annie ran a non-denominational

Sunday School and organised the "Flower Mission, which visited local workroonts singing hymns and

hancling out religioLls tracts"lll

in the hope of converting the women and Susie

"becatne closely

involved with the Aucktand YWCA, serving on the board from 1886 to 1912, with a term as president

in l9l0-l l."ll2

ln

1886 Susie married Anthony Mactier, "a doctor fronr Edinburgh who had taken up farming in the

Awhitu district, sonth of the Manukau Harbour."l13 They lived in Ponsonby, later moving to Hauraki
Road in Takapuna, and had two daughters, Dora and Minnie. Susie ran a Sunday School from their
honre, and she and her hu.sband did fundraising for Barnardo's. Atter her husband's death

in

1925,

Susie lived with her daughter Dora, a nurse, in Rotorua, until her own death in 1936.

Thoughts by the Way, a collection of verse on religion, rornance, the local landscape and teaching
experiences, was published by Susie Seaman

in 1884, earning

her the label "The Takapuna Lake

Poet"."o This was her only published collection, but she continued to write poetry throughout her life "The Mactiers' Christmas card always contained one of Susie's verses"l15 - and

long narrative poem about the Tarawera eruption, had

in

1921 "She wrote a

it printed, and presented it to the Auckland

PublicLibrary."r't'Herfirstnovel,TheFarCountrie,waspublishedin lg0l,followedbyTheHillsof
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Hauraki

in

1908 and Miranda Stanhope

in l9l L The first novel contains

a few scathing remarks about

drink, the later two are full-blown temperance novels, and all three are strongly religious. Mactier has a
lucid, engaging writing style, and her message is conveyed predominantly by example rather than the
preaching employed by Kacem.

The Far Countrie: A True Stor.v of Domestic Lif'e at Home and in the Bush packs the content of an
average novel into only forty pages, but

still manages to read well. It follows the adventures of twenty-

one-year-old rnedical student Nigel Maclean who leaves his home in Scotland at the beginning of the
1850s tor New Zealand, where he establishes a successful farm in the Waikato (echoes

of Anthony

Mactier's life here). Parallel to his physical journey is his spiritual journey towards God and a life of
Christianity. The Far Countrie is published in England, is aimed at an English readership and the novel

claims to be set "in this country and the distant colony of New Zealand",t't but this location

is

confused when Mactier tollows her name on the titte page with "Auckland, New Zealand",lls and calls

New Zealand'oour fair island".lle The Far Countrie is primarily a story about the irnportance of
Christianity (Mactier states her intention in her Prefatory Note that the novel "is published in the hope
that it may be useful in awakening an interest in those Divine truths which are of vital importance at all
times and in every condition"),110 with recurring warnings about the danger of alcohol.

The novel contains the kind of action typically found in an adventure story. There are
adventures; descriptions of colonial life and dress; details of the geography

bush

of greater Auckland (for

example: "Those who know the Great South Road now-a-days have little idea of what it was to drive
cattle up to Ar,rckland in the fifties, before the road was made by the soldiers. Much of it was a mere
bush track, and

it

was extremely difficult to keep the cattle on the road."l2l), the Bay of Islands and

Hokianga; descriptions and amusing anecdotes about Maori and even a foray into the Waikato war, in

which Nigel fights (having been the original owner of the piece of land the narrator claims was the
subject of the disagreement which precipitated the war - the subsequent owner ignores the warnings of

Maori and is nrurdered). His deterrnination to master the science of farming

lead.s

Nigel to become

a

cadet on a Waikato farm, where clespite his "retined habits and delicate hands",l22 he becomes a
successful farmer and a "bronzed, brown bearded man".l23

Nigel's family possesses a tendency towards alcoholism. Originally Nigel planned to travel to New
Zealand with his brother Jock, whose "'weakne(s"'124 for drinking one night leads him to be persuaded

to remain in Adelaide rather than to carry on with Nigel to New Zealand. Nigel has a presentiment that

he

will

never see his brother again, and seven years later he hears that: "Uttsteady habits and the

tropical climate had undermined . . . [Jock'.s] health, and he had succumbed to sunstroke at an upcountry station at the early age of thirty."l2s Mactier laments "So ends many a prornising young life out

in these colonies. Removed fiom home influences and home restraints, the path of evil is more quickly
descended".l26
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Before leaving Scotland, the governess of Nigel's young siblings told him that she would be able to
let him go with an easy mind if he were a Christian, "'But you have never sought the Lord in the home

of your youth, and now yoll are going into a far coLlntry, and my heart is sad for you.""tt She gives
him her Bible, which remains Llnopened for twenty years. Nigel is a sensitive, refined character, and
although not a Christian, is of high moral character. Refusing to smoke tobacco, he likewise boycotts a
card gambling game as one of his elder brothers has been practically ruined by "high play" and another

is shaping the same way, determining his wisest course is to avoid "play" altogether.lls Nigel's lofty
morals lead him to dissolve his farming partnership when his partner has an affair with a married
woman.

Nigel is continualty disappointed in love, and his grief about this brings hirn closer to God. He is

fully awakened to Christianity when

he reads a book, "'Heavenly Love and Earthly Echoes"',12e lent to

him by a neighbour in thanks for him cutting her firewood. The idea that the colonies arc Godless and
immoral is reinforced by Nigel's neighbour when she tells him that when she lived in Scotland she
loved the book, "'but now I'm away in the far country from all good thing."'.130 The book has the
effect upon Nigel that Mactier hopes to have upon her reader when she says in her Prefatory Note that
she hopes her novel

will "be useful in awakening an interest in those Divine truths which are of vital

importance".lsl His spiritual awakening is then given direction by Nigel's next visitor, Bishop Selwyn
himself, who Nigel knows frorn his days volunteering in the army. Nigel finds rneaning and purpose in
his new Christian life, along with, eventually, a Christian wife and children.

Mactier takes a hard religious line in The Hills of Hauraki or The Unequal Yoke; A Stor.v of New
Zealand Life, when Chrissie Bearninster makes the mistake

of marrying Ned Bailey, despite her

mother's doubts about his professed Christianity. The narrator says "her Jirst wrong step . . . lay in her
acceptance

of and marriage to a man who she knew in her inmost heart (though she would not confess

it even to herself) was not a child of God at all".l32

Disobedience to the novel's warning

"'Be not

unequally yoked with unbelievers"'I33 means Chrissie sets off down a path away from Christianity,
towards her eventual destruction.

It is the early 1860s and the Beaminster family

are new arrivals in Remuera, Auckland. Financial

problems in England have led them to seek "better tortunes in our brighter Britain."l'to Ignoring her

mother's misgivings about Ned Bailey, music teacher Chrissie accepts his ploposal. During their
engagement Chrissie receives additional warnings about Ned's character. After Ned resigns from his

jjob and buys shares in a goldmine she notices that "alrezrdy the lust for gold had dimmed his newly
lawakened faith, and that her Edward was a little, ever so little, changed."'lr5 Chrissie goes to New
I

lPlymouth to meet Ned's palents, who to her surprise own a hotel. Chrissie notices that "Edward
seemecl a shade coarser and freer in his manner"l36 when on home territory. Ned's sister warns Chrissie

'o'Don't let Ned think you are in a hurry to be married. Let him wait a while. The thing he had not got
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was always the thing he wanted most."'l-17 Heedless of these warnings, Chrissie marries Ned "and
having taken the first step aside, it became more easy to close her ears to the Heavenly Monitor."l38
Chrissie and Ned begin married life in a small, rough house by the Thames goldfields, and their first
baby is born. Ned is led "into evil ways"lre by his companions:

. . . morc than once poor Chrissie had waited through a long evening alone, and when Edward
came he was to her unaccustomed eyes that terrible sight, a drunken man. Morning brought
remorse (he called

it

repentance) and caresses; with many a fond promise that never should it

occur again. When she, trembling, begged him to sign the pledge, he scouted the idea, and
assured her

it would be the last time she shoulcl

see

him thus.lao

Ned becomes restless again, and takes up a billet as manager of a sawmill in Tairua. In this remote
situation their baby becomes

ill and dies. Chrissie is heartbroken, but her faith supports her. Ned

doesn't have this advantage, and his grief affects his work. After a fight with his employer Ned gives

his notice. The couple goes to stay with Ned's parents while Ned looks around for another position.
Chrissie doesn't want to stay in the hotel, but decides she must accompany her husband, "feeling
herself the link to bind him to better things".lal

The Baileys realise that Chrissie's "instinctive shrinking from all that was rough and coarse"l42
doesn't suit her for life in a hotel, so they attempt to keep her away "from sights and sounds which
might offend or shock her".l43 This is managed to a degree,ooBLlt on Saturday nights ribald singing and
coarse jests would

fall on her ears and make her shrink and trembl".'tt44 During this period Chrissie

gives birth to another girl and a boy. She worries about Ned, who spends a lot of time in the bar, or

playing cards with the customers in the bar-parlour. She tells him that she dislikes "living in all this
luxury which I know is bought with the ruin of others."l4-5
Ned's father is incapacitated in an accident and, without consulting his wife, Ned agrees to take over
management of tlre hotel so that his parents can retire to the country. In his new position, without the

regulatory influence of his parents, Ned's drinking increases, to Chrissie's dismay:

. . . it was very, very sad for her to sit by and watch the gradual deterioration of her husband's
character. Ned was seldom intoxicated now, but he was rarely

if

ever quite free from the

influence of liquor. He was becoming so habituated to the frequent use of

it that his wife

was

simply appalled sometimes at the quantity he could consume without any apparent sffect being
produced upon him.la6

Despite Chrissie's express stipulation that "she should never, under any pretext, be asked to attend

to the bar",ta1 Ned forces her to do so one afternoon while he plays bitliards. Chrissie's head

aches

from the smell of spirits rind the thought of her position. Her baby boy wakes, and she is forced to take

him into the bar to nurse him. Ned comes back drunk to find Chrissie crying and abuses her for not
o'how vile is the soul of man or woman when possessed
drinking with the custorlers. She is appalled at

by the demon of drink."la8
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Stranded in a spiritual desert, Chrissie is overjoyed when she hears that a groLrp of eviingelists from

England is going to visit New Plymouth on their tour. She wonders at first
Sankey, who she has read about, and hopes that whoever they are they

if

they are Moodey and

will be able to win Ned back to

better things. She is told:

"A Mr. Trotter is the senior

missioner, and the younger i.s named Waldegrave, son

of Lord

Radstock, of whom we hear so much in connection with religious work. Mrs. Trotter is of the

party, but as the travelling is too rough for her she has remained in Auckland. where she is
conducting meetings for women."

l4e

The grnup arrives and engages the main hall in New Plyrnouth to hold their meetings, commencing

with "an evangelical adchess, with Sankey's hymns, on Sunday afternoon".''tt'They were "scrupulous
in not interfering with the regular church services, which they always attended, unless (as was often the
case) they were askecl to occupy rhe pulpit."lsl

Recognising that Chrissie is a Christian in distress, Granville Waldegrave a*sks her to play the organ

for their meetings, which

alre "blessed rest and refreshment"l's2

to her, in the hope that this will induce

Ned to attend. Mr. Trotter counsels Ned and Chrissie on the folly of running a hotel 'o'[t is an awful
thing to bring ruin on others; to sell that which ruins them body and soul"',1'53 and tells them that they
are worthy of better.

The spiritual content of the meetings forces Chrissie to confront, painfully, what she is becoming.
Her inability to cope with her situation has led her to become an alcoholic herself:
Forced as she had been by the

will of her husband into a position

repugnant to her sensitive

natllrc and opposed to her whole training and religious principles, Chrissie had vowed to herself
and to God, that, come what may, she would never touch the accursed drink. But "a glass of

wine" was Mrs. Bailey's panacea for all woes, and often . . . had she prescribed

it for

her

daughter-in-law for hysteria, tears, exhaustion, and what not. After the birth of the little boy she
had been weak and delicate for a long tinre, and again had the well-meaning but ignorant old Iady

pressed brandy or porter or stout upon her. Often had Christina refused to drink these things

which were at first so nauseous to her, but at last she grew weary of opposition. and yielded.
Then carne Ned's anger at her refusal to drink wine in the bar, which had forced her into an

unwilling compliance, and now she was beginning to feel it a necessity; was weak and faint in the
morning, until she took a small dose 'Just as medicine" from the bottle which Ned always kept in

the sitting-room cupboard "in case of sickness." In fact, she felt, but did not dare to own it to
herself, that she could not do without it.l'sa

The narrator says that Chrissie could have been saved had she conf'essed all "to a human friend and
sought aid and counsel and the prayers

of

another

to assist her feeble

faith",ls'5 but.shame and

misguided loyalty prevent her from doing so. The results of Chrissie's ill-matched marriage now affect
her children. too:
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Little Bessie, alas, grew accustomecl to her taking something in the
mornings, and if she saw her
mother faint and weak on rising would run and bring with
her own tiny hands the flask, which
was all that the remnant of refined feelings could
allow Christina to keep in her bedroom.r.s6
christina tries to abstain from alcohol, but, paradoxically, she
needs it to fbrtify her nerves when
Ned forces her to attencl the bar. Attempting to abstain
at her sister-in-law"s wedding, the narrator
shows the impossibitity of Chrissie's situation. Firstly
Ned offers her wine because she looks pale, then
her mothet-in-law offers her wine upon chrissie's arrival
at the wedding, and both times chrissie
refuses' When she faints after the service, however,
her mother-in-law brings Chrissie wine and this
time will not accept her ref'usal, saying:
"Drink your wine now," with some sharpness, as her
daughter-in-law rose and began to arrange
her dress with shaking fingers, "you are nothing but a bundle
of nerves, child. what kind of
children do you think you will have if you go on like this'l
You ought to take a couple of glasses
of stout every day for the next three months.,,rs7

At the end of her tether, Chrissie agrees to clrink the wine, but
from it.

says she cannot be blamed

if harm

comes

"what harm should come, you foolish girl," returned the
elder woman. "I,ve had a glass of beer
or 'stout for my dinner every day since I was a little bigger
than your Bessie there, and a glass of
wine when I fancied it, though I don't hold with too much,
especially for young people, and I am
well and hearty.

Awoken in the night in terror by the noise of the tincanning succeeding
the wedding, christina
reaches for the brandy in the cupboard, only to accidentally
pick up a bottle of ammonia left there by
the maid' Drinking it, she die.s' Her brother-in-law surmises "'our
Father, who.se ways are good and
-iust" saw that christina's life was too hard for her, and He perrnitted this mistake in order
to save her
from temptation eurd perhaps from sin."tie

Drink in this novel doesn't always Iead to disaster - Ned's parents
are moderate drinkers, but Ned is
a weak character who cannot keep a check on his habits, and Chrissie
is a sensitive nature in an
intolerable position. The fortunes of some other couples
are followed: in one instance a christian girl
marries a non-believer, as Chrissie does, and is beaten
by her dr-unkard husband whenever he finds her
praying' Wanting to possess her borJy and soul, he locks her
up and she dies fr-om neglect after
childbirth' Another man is drawn away from christianity by gambling
a
addiction. George Jamieson:
' was one to whom speculation was peculiarly dangerous- It produced an effect on his brain
which was almost like that of alcohol; success appeared certain,
failure inrpossible, and the crash
when it canle had produced a mental collapse which caused
him to fly betbre its consequences.luo
stealing money frorn his employer to support his gambling addiction.
George spirals downwards into

morphia addiction and marriage to a drunken worlan. He is
eventually converted at one
meetings.
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the

Being christian isn't enough for Mactier, one must experience
conversion and become

an

evangelist' The most noble character in the novel is Roderick
Duncan, who, like Nigel Maclean in The
Far countrie, is converted by a religious book. The elder
Mrs. Bailey comments that she cloesn,t see
what Roderick needed to be converted from, he was already
doing good deeds - ...I don,t hold with all
this talk of conversion myself. I think if your parents
have you baptizecl an<I confirmed, and you keep to
your Church, and lead a goocl life, no one can do more
than ,1ror."rl6l Being converted isn,t necessarily
enough, either - Chrissie's vanity led l"rer to delude
herself about Ned's nature and marry him, and it
also precluded her from confessing all and achieving
salvation and temperance.

Mactier's

l9l I Miranda

stanhope is very similar in nrode and message to The Hills
of Hauraki, but
this tirne the alcoholic, weak-natured husbancl is converted,
only to die three day.s later in the Tarawera
eruption.

In The Far Countrie Nigel Maclean is temporarily infatuated
with Annabella Thornton, the youngest
of three sisters whose mother is so jealous of her "handsome and accomplished
girls,,l62 that she
"demanded of her husband that they shoulcl
be withclrawn from the circles in which she was
accustomed to reign." 163

After many stormy scenes - for the girls were high-spirited as well as
the mother - poor Mr
Thornton endeavoured to compromise. He took a pretty cottage
for his daughters in the Isle of
Wight, supplied them with means, and, begging them to be cliscreet
and live quietly under the
care of a faithful housekeeper who had accompanied them,
left them to return to his desolate
home' But here they soon wearied. The elder girls declared
they would not be so dependent on
parents whose treatment was so unjust; and communicating
to their father the intention

to

be

independent of him, the three sisters set sail for New
Zealand, about twelve months before the
time of which I am writing. Arrived in Auckland, they opened
a school, and as it was the first
really good boarding-school opened in Aucklancl, it became immensely
popullr, ancl all the 6lite
of the city and suburbs sent their daughters to the Misses Thornton.l6a

Annabella's affections are already engaged, and the narrator
mu.ses about how nruch happier she would
have been if she had married Nigel. as

' ' ' the lnan on whom she lavished such a wealth of affection would h-ample it under foot,
make of her in the years to come a sad, hard working woman
with patient pathetic

eyes

and

-a

woman whose whole married lif'e was a martyrdom; whose
only solace was her children, though
it was often through them she suffered the most.
The tale of the Thornton sisters is the template fbr Miranda Stanhope,
and Annabelta is the template
for Milanda herself. Miranda is the youngest of the three Roskrill sisters,
whose father ma*ies a
woman not much older than they are. The new wife is used
to being the focus of male attention and
resents the plesence of the girls in her social circle. Melinda,
the eldest daughter, suggests to her father

that she and her sisters take up residence in the family's cottage
on the Isle of Wight with
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a

housekeeper and an allowance' A year later, upon
their stepmother's production of a son and heir, the
girls realise they are going to have to be responsible
for their own incornes so decicle ..to cross the
ocean to that 'Greater Britain' to which so many
eyes are now tuil'ling"l66 and start up a private school
for girls. Melinda presents her proposal to Miranda:

"In that new

land

we shall start a select boarding-school.

I have read books about these

Australasian colonies, and I find that educated women
are very rare, and teachers for the children
of the better classes exceedingly so. There we shall be leaders
of society, for we can procure
letters of introduction from Lady Ingram to sir George
Grey and other leading men that will give
us the entrie into the best circles."167

The sisters are very industrious, securing their first pupils,
the daughters of a fellow passenger, on
board the ship to their new home. on the very day of
their arrival they prepare advertising circulars for
the local printers- The next day they lease a building
on Shortland Crescent for their school and call on
Governor Grey and Bishop Selwyn, consulting Bishop selwyn
about the appropriate selection criteria
for their pupils - deciding they must be "very prudent and yet very
bold"lt'8 if they wish to succeed.

"'The Misses Roskrill's Academy for Young Ladies"'opens
with eight pupils on september
Associations with The Far countrie don't end here - when
dining at Government

l,

1g63.

House Miranda is

seated next to a "quiet young Scotchman, Maclean",l6e
who tells her he would call on her except that,
unless he is called to join the colonial forces, he
and a friend are leaving the next clay to take up apiece

of land in Pukekohe' when Miranda expresses concern for his saf'ety
in the bush, Maclean assures her
that they will be cautiotts, and beat a retreat if they
experience dilTiculties with Maori!
The school is a grcat success and the sisters become respected
members of society, as they had
planned' Afier several years selina returns to
Britain to marry the Lieutenant of the Duke of
Edinburgh's ship whom she met during the Duke's visit
to Auckland, and nor long after that the
remaining two sisters marry and disband the school.
Miranda marries charles stanhope, whose firm establishes
the couple in a store in Gisborne. Life in
the bush' with the companionship of only Maori and
bushmen, has a profound effect upon them both.
Removed fi'om all society, Miranda sets to work creating
a home of their rough house. Her fingers,
used to playing the harp and the piano, become stiff
and roughened by household work, and Charles,
weak nature becomes apparcnt as he bows to the bushmen's
desire to stock alcohol in the store,
"the
admitting
serpent into their Eden"l70 and committing "treason against
the peace and purity of the
place"'l7l He begins staying out in the evening, drinking
and playing cards with t5e bushmen.

charles has been sent to New Zealand by his father, who,
because of his weakness fbr clrinking and
gambling, wanted nothing more to do with him.
Had Miranda known "before marriage that wine and
cards were things above all to be avoided by Charle.s
Stanhope, she had never married

him.,,t72 She was
unaware of his tendencies because his infatuation
with her tenrporarily drew him to the straight and
narrow' but "Merely earthly love is seldom strong enough
to permanently change the whole current of
t54

a man's lif'e' though

it

rnay divert

it for a time, and to the heavenly love he was an alien and a

stranger."l73

Their marriage deteriorates as Charles's vices take a stronger
hold of him. Miranda becomes cold
and distant towards him in return, and he is sullen,
moody and resentful of her attitude. Fainting when
pregnant with their first child, Miranda refu.ses
the brandy he plies upon her, determined her children
should never know the taste. After giving birth to two
boys, her third child, a girl, dies at six weeks old,
and Miranda is thankful she is in a better place. The
williams, the standhopes, nearest neighbours,
come to bury the baby as no clergyman ever visits so
remote a place. Lucy Williams stays on after the
burial, and she and Miranda sit tlown "by the fire to have what
was a real luxury to both women - a
good chat'"r74 The narrator records that "A terribly
isolated life was led by the wives of the early
colonists, and our friends were instances of this."l75 Months
go by without seei'g the face of another
white woman. so Miranda takes this opportunity to share her
misery. Lucy's family ha.s signed the
Pledge page in the family Bible, but Miranda reveals
that Charles refuses to cjo so, and has hit her for
pleading with him.

charles receives a small inheritance, and although warned that
Te Kooti has escaped from Chatham
Island, he chooses not to believe it, ancl goes to Auckland
on a drinking spree. Miranda is left alone.
eight-months-pregnant, with their two little boys. Te
Kooti and the Hauhaus storm the house and
Miranda and the boys narrowly escape through the back
door. The store and the house are looted and
burnt down' Carrying the smallest boy, Miranda walks with
her children all night and all the next day

to the Williams' house, where she collapses and

loses the baby. williams leaves

to

secure the

of the Arawa tribe in defending his farm only to discover they have
already been massacred
by Te Kooti and his men, some of whom kill williarns as well.
Miranda, Lucy, the shearers and the
children flee for the river and punt across to the safety
of the mission station at Turanganui, from
assistance

where

they are evacuated to Auckland.

seeing newspaper reports of the Poverty Bay massacre,
and rcading his family,s name.s mistakenly
listed among the dead, charles asks his firm to post him
oversea.s. He is sent to Tonga, where he stays
at a boarding-house run by a "vulgar, commonpla."r'176
woman, and he commits unwitting bigamy by
manying her seventeen-year-otd daughter, and has a child with
her. The superficial Linda aclores
Charles' demands no more of him than he is willing to give,
ancl i.s much more suited to his tastes than
Miranda ever was: "After the first infatuation had passed,
and with men of his stamp it rarely extends
beyond possession, it had always been a mental and spiritual
effort to keep up with Mirancla.,,when he
discovers his family is .still alive, Charles conceals his
new marriage and remains in Tonga, sending
half his pay to Miranda and the boys.

In accordance with her belief that "sorrow and inaction go hand in
hand, and that full occupation is
the best remedy for a sad or anxious heart",l77 Miranda takes
over a "stationery and fancy goods
business"lTs on the corner of Grey and Pitt streets,
and lives above the shop. when her elclest son is
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drowned' Miranda reflects that "he who had sworn to love
and cherish her had never been at her side in
her hours of bitterest agony."rTe Bereft of mortal comfort,
she experiences a renewal of her Christian
faith, and eventually her feelings towards Charles transform
from anger to sorrow: .,Still she loved him,
and each fiesh revelation of the weakness of his character,
which had once repelled her, now awakened

in her sornething of the sorrow of a mother over a wayward,
erring child."l8O Sacked by his employer,
Charles writes a contrite letter to Miranda, who forgives
him and asks him to return home.
During the ten years of Charles's absence Miranda has lived
fiugally, putting aside money for her
sons' education' charles returns as irnpulsive as ever, enters
into a business partnership with a couple

who abscond with the company's ntoney, is liable for the losses
and declarecl bankrupt. Miranda,s
money' earmarked tbr her remaining son's education at st.
John's College, is taken to repay

debts. The
narrator notes: "Miranda'.s little savings were gone . . . though
invested in her own name. The law,
unfortunately, did not at that time recognise the rights of a
married woman to the money she had
earned, and her little all had been swept into the vortex
of her husband's debts.,,lsl Despairing, God
answers Miranda's prayers in the fbrm of a timely inheritance
- her father has died, and despite his
wife's wishes, he has lefi each of his three daughters a thousand pounds,
and it is ,.settled so strictlv
upon them that it wa.s not available for any purpose by
the husbands."t82

As charles is ruined as a businessman, Miranda takes the Board of Education
exam to become

a

state schoolteacher and accepts a post at Te Puke, near
Melinda. Tourists pass through Te puke on their
way to "the Terraces and other parts of the wonderland
of New Zealand",l83 and Charles obtains a job
as a tourist guide. Again Mactier inserts historical figures

Hill

and the Rev' Joseph sidney

into her story, this time her friencls Mrs. Lucy
Hill of the church Missionary society (whose idea it was to covert

Auckland's Ladies'Christian Association into a branch of the y.w.C.A.
in lgg5).180 On the boat to
Taurangar, en route to Te Puke, the miserable Miranda
meets Lucy Hill, who has the kindest face she
has ever seen, and feels as if she had fbund a fiiend "those
who met Lucy Hill, even in the most
casual way, always felt that - especially if they werc in
trouble."ls'5 sandra coney,s history of the
Y'W'C'A' reports that Lucy Hill had "a kind of radiance which deeply
affected those around her,,.rs6

Hill, concerned about Charles's drinking, appeals to him about his actions,
reminding him: ..,No
drunkard shall inherit the Kingdom of Heaven."'l*7 Hi,
approach, that of a friend to a friend rather than
of a parson from a pulpit, gets through to Charles, and he is converted.
He and Miranda enjoy three
happy days together as Christians before Charles sets out on
a tour on the gth of June lgg6 ,.with an
Joseph

Englishman named Bainbriclge and some others to Wairoa ancl
other points of interest - the pink and
White Terraces. among others."l88 Tarawera erupts early the next morning
and charles and his
companions perish (in MacRae's hotel, the place the heroine
of Mactier's poem about the eruption also
dies). Miranda's son takes her back to Auckrand with him.

Mactier's belief in the necessity for temperance appears to be based
on the religious concern she
shares with Cameron, that "'No drunkard shall inherit the
Kingdom of Heav"nr,,.rne This, coupled with
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a humanitarian desire to alleviate human suffering, is the source of
her protest, rather than the
realisation, as Roberts expresses it, that "alcohol consumption
by men was part of a larger issue of
unequal power men held over women."le0

Mactier has strong beliefs in women's ability to work (in appropriate
occupations) to earn money to
support their families. Teaching, Mactier's own profe.ssion
and the most socially acceptable occupation
for a middle-class wolnan, figures as the most desirable fernale
occupation in all three of her novels
(although there is the recognition that it would signify
a loss of status for the Roskrill sisters if they had
begun teaching on the Isle of wight). Miranda is a successful
shopkeeper (smiling ar the thought of the
"horrified look" which would cross the face of her
society sister selina if she could see her sister
"actually keeping a shop"lel;. work in Mactier's
novels is usually undertaken by women only in the
absence of a father or husband to sllpport them, but
Miranda continues to work when her husband
is

also working.

Mactier recognises the injustice contained in the former mafrimonial
property laws, which
illustrates effectively when Miranda loses her hard-won
earnings, and she celebrates

she

their changes. The

heroines of her novels all believe in marriage, and continue
to love and support their husbands, no
matter what their behaviour, never losing hope in the possibility
of their conversion and redenrption.

KATHLEEN INGLEWOOD (KATE ISITT)
Kathleen Inglewood's 1905 novel Patrnos focuses Lrpon the political
side of the temperance
movement' The novel centres on the career of its central character,
John saxon, whose father,s drinking
caused an accident which resulted in his own death a.s
well as those of two others. saxon trains

as a
lawyer in christchurch and becontes involved in the fight
tbr prohibition. Instrumental in the adoption
of the Alcoholic Liquors sale control Act, saxon's goal is for
every electorate in the colony to become
No License' His desire is "not fbr reform, but for abolition",le2 ars he
believes alcohol to be,.the
greatest enemy of this comnlonwealth".le:l Saxon
is editor of the vanguarcl, ..the prohibition paper
which, at first issued for the benefit of sydenham alone, had
now a colonial circulation,,;,e4
is

eventually elected as an M.P. on the prohibition ticket and
becomes the leader of the colonial
prohibitionist party. The novel follows the political efforts
of the prohibitionists from lg94 to 1902,
giving details about licensing polls, general elections,
the passage of bills througlr parliarnent

and the

statistics of the licensing vote.

Inglewood had an abundance

of

sources

for her information, as "Kathleen Inglewood,, is

the
pseudonym of KateEvelyn tsitt (1876-c.1955), born
in New Plymouth into theprorninent Isitt family.
Inglewood's father Francis W. Isitt and her uncle Leonard
M. Isitt were Methodist ministersle-s who
were originally in favour of moderation rather than ab.stinence
until they arrived in New Zealand (in
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1870 and I875 respectively) and saw the effects of alcohol

in the country. They becarne leaders of the

prohibition movement and Francis was an uctual editor of the Vanguard, "started in Christchurch in
1890 by Leonard Isitt and Tommy Taylor.

By l89l they were publishing 25,000 copies, the largest

circulation of any newspaper in the country".le6 Leonard, upon whom the character of Saxorr is based,
was a contributing force to the government's adoption of the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act, was
(second) president of the New Zealand Alliance and a fine political orator.'" So dedicatecl was Leonard

to his fight against the brewers that in Masterton "the trade, by way of retaliation, exploded a picklebottle full of gunpowder in his new buggy, smashing it to bits."re8 A friend of Kate Sheppard, Leonard

would sometimes chair her suffrage meetings, and Sheppard wrote that Leonat'd

"'is a very

popular

man, and an eloquent speaker and a great democrat and would like women to have the franchise on the
same basis as

men."'le' Kat" Isitt worked

as private secretary

to her uncle in Wellington at the turn of

the century.2(x)

Inglewood's concerns about alcohol do not stem so much frorn religious beliefs as from an anxiety

of society. Concerned not only with the welfare of alcoholics and their families,
Inglewood's prohibitionists also consider additionnl costs to society. Believing the "'traffic . . . seizes
about the health

on and degrades the finest intellects, the most highly-strung natures"n, Saxon's colleague Lloyd
wonders

". . . how

f'ar our

civilization has been delayed, how many precious secrets are still withheld from

our doctors and scientists, how many joys lost to the world, because the men who were to have
discovered those secrets, and to have given us those joys, f-ell beneath the influence of liquor in

their yor,rth and never were released."20l

"'a new
will live, where nothing that degrades will be

The prohibitionists are motivated by what they believe to be God's desire for humankind:
grand earth, where a noble race of men and wornen

tolerated, much less encouraged, and where the Lord God, walking in the streets of the cities,
no unholy thing."'2(12 This wortd

will contain "No sin-induced

will

see

disease, no war, nor famine"203 ancl its

people will "think through the mind of God".?04

Inglewood demonstrates the suffering of children at the hands of "the trade" rnost graphically when
an alcoholic who, aware of his weakness, has joined the campaign for prohibition, attempts to murder
his family and shoots his own baby in a drunken craze. Saxon believes it is unjust that people blame the

drunkard in this situation - he believes it is the public who is responsible by not plohibiting the sale of
alcohol. Saxon is trequently called upon by drunkard.s and their families in need of help, and takes it
upon himself to find homes for neglected children. The church is criticised for failing to do its duty in
terms of supporting prohibition and meeting this social cost of alcohol.

Most churches do not sllpport prohibitiou, and the narrator is scathing of thern. She describes: "The
minister of one of the larger churches, a man who spoke suavely of moderation, itnd was never tired of
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immoderately condemning those fanatics who advocated prohibition
of the liquor traffic.,,205 Rev. Mr.
Anstruther

' ' ' deprecated the extreme

of the prohibitionists, he deprecated their extreme language
' ' ' he deprecated their very existence and all the time he tried to stretch the broadcloth rnantle of
respectability over the trade and its doings. And faithfblly did
mosr of his flock fbllow
demands

his

example.2('6

Inglewood describes conservative Christians as recoiling from "'all
extravagance of speech, from all
originality of thought"'2O7 'lnd looking upon "prohibitionists as harclly
less intenrperate than the poor
victims of the drink curse".208 saxon accepts every opportunity
to preach from the pulpit, believing
"the strength of the reform party must come from the churches,'.roe
The title Patmos refers to the biblical story of the imprisonment

of St. John on the island of patmos.

where he received the communication from God that is told
in the Book of Revelations. when saxon
experiences a severe stl'oke that leaves his intellectual abilities
unimpaired but renders him unable to
speak or write, his inability to share his ideas is likened
to St. John's inability to communicate the
Word of God while imprisoned on the island. The prohibition
movement is rescued by another man,
Pemberton, with whom Saxon is able to spiritually communicate
his ideas. Saxon has the satisfaction

of seeing in the results of the 1902 poll that his efforts have had their
desired effect and ..at the

last,
hundreds of the ministers of the various churches, with here
and there a bishop to leacl them, had united
in condemning the liquor traffic and urging the people to vote
for No License.,,2r0
Saxon believes his efforts meet with so much resistance in
Government because of a conspiracy
between the Government and the brewers. He believes
the brewers give their votes to the Government
in rcturn for the granting of legislation that will protect "the Tracle".
when tlre Local option

introduced due

Bill is
to public pressure' its conditions are so unreasonable that Saxon unsuccessfully

attempts to withdraw it. The licensing districts have been
enlarged, meaning that districts clesiring No
License have to persuade their surrounding areas to support
them in obtaining this. To carry No
Licence the vote must have a three fifths majority: "The votes
of two drunkards who wanted their
liquor would for the future be equal to the combined votes of saxon,
Lloyd and Morris

[prohibition
of the names on the electoral roll must have voted in order to validate the
poll "which made it so much to the advantage of the liquor party
to stay home, that the mere fact of
going to the polls might make a voter suspected of being
a prohibitionist.,,2l2 This latter clause is
leaders]"211 and at least half

successfully repealed.

Saxon's purpose in life is the fight for prohibition, and when he
considers marriage, it is to the sort
of woman who would be most useful to his cause:

' ' ' a woman who would be strong to help in any distress ancl tender to console. He came across
so much trouble, or rather so muclr trouble came in his way,
so many women in distress, so manv
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children who needed to be helped, that he placed a very
high value on those qualities which
would best serve his poor friends.2l3
When he first sees her, Saxon knows instantly that Rosalind
is this woman. A teacher at Christchurch
Girls' High School, Rosalind is a friend of Saxon'.s sister Ruth (a pupil
of the school who eventuallv
gains a BA from University College and become.s a
teacher herself).

In a novel which becomes preoccupied with political details, some
humour and liveliness is injected
by tales of Rosalind's canvassing for votes amongst the Lyttelton
women, a job she ..hated,,.214 Having
doors slammed in her face ancl being called a "gad-about" (which
fails to alarm her husband),215 she
continues out of a desire to support Saxon in his work. Her conversations
with the variety of women
she meets serve to represent the popularly-helct views
of women towards not only prohibition but also
the recently-won vote for women and woman's role.
Some women are apathetic, either not intending to vote at
all, or to vote the way their husbands do.
Others are more opinionated, such as one woman, who becomes
indignant with Rosalind:
The mere idea of a woman so far forgetting her position as to go
from house to house talking to
other women on a matter of politics deeply ofTended her subtle
sense of the fitness of things. ..I
am sutprised at you," she said, stancling with her arms akimbo,
and glaring with righteous horror
at poor Rosalind. "A young woman like you gadding about and poking
your nose into other
people's business. Why don't you stay at home and look after your
house? Are you married?,,
she

demanded sternly.
Rosalind shook her head.

"Ah I A very good thing for your husband then. Are you
engaged?"
Rosalind could not deny this.

"well, then, I'll tell you what will

happen. You

will

clrive your husbancl to drink. oh, yes; I

know you will. He may think just now that it is all very well to have
a wit-e who will gad about
and talk politics and vote." Nothing could exceed the scorn
in the woman's voice as she reached
this climax of infamy. "But I will tell yolr," she went on, "he will
very soon find out what it
means, and then he

will

take to evil ways to forget the unhappiness at home.

you

arc

just the sort

of woman to drive your husbancl to the public-house. Just you go home now,
and get a cookery
book, and a sewing machine, and turn your hands to woman's work.,,
Rosalind said meekly enough that she would think about it, and went
away" first giving her
counsellor a leaflet to read.

"It was written by zr man," she said sweetly, "so I am sure you will not mind
reading it.,,tt6
Even though women have won the vote, Rosalirrd still meets negative
attitudes towards and
arguments against the exercising of it, and, when she finds
a sympathetic ear, Rosalincl comments with
disgust that:

t60

"I have been told so nlany tintes to-day that woman's place is in the home
- not at the ballot box just as though a woman need spend more than half an
hour in going to vote at any booth in
Lyttelton' They cheerfully spend twice as long any day in shopping
as they would have to spend
once in three years in voting, but shopping is pre-eminently wornan's
work, while they think it is
a terrible thing to vote.',217
Rosalind also meets contrasting views, fincling wornen who are
rejoicing
influence politics. Mrs. Vine says:

"of

in their new ability to

I'm going to vote, my dear. I have waited for the chance all my life, and I would not
throw it away now for anything you could give me. I tell my husband
that if I get one of my bad
asthma attacks he is to take me to the polling booth in an ambulance
wagon. for vote I will,
course

whatever happens."2|I

when Rosalind complains about the negativity she has encountered, Mrs.
vine reassures her that these
wornen are metely saying what they have been told by men they
have never thought for
themselves -

and when they become used to having the vote they

will

use

it as a matter of course.

The benefit of wonren's vote is, however, seen to be in the assurance
of their chilclren's safety,
rather than in the improvement of women's own rights. The question
of the appropr-iateness of women
being involved in political issues is addressed in a conversation
between Rosalind and Mrs. Vine. The
dispirited Rosali'd says that she was speaking to a woman who:

"' ' ' did not look

as though she hacl anything to do

with politics and the wickedness of the world.

She was quite young, and she had two dear little boys - tiny boys.
She took me into her prcrry

little drawing room while we talked, and everything was so beautifully kept
and trim that you
could quite believe she lived her whole life within the four walls
of her house, and never thought
of anything but her children and her husband. I could not ask her to come
into the world outside.

Shehadacalminnocentface..'anditseemed...incongruoustoassociateherwithanyideaof
political strife."

with the benefit of her experience

as a mother

of four sons who grew up before wornep,s suffrage,
Mrs' vine argues that when the boys grow up their mother will appreciate
having the vote a.s a means
of extending her protection of them into the outside world. She is
indignant with those men who do not
see the necessity tbr woman's influence to extend beyond
the horne:

"what is the use of telling a woman to do her best for her boys and
writing a lot of stuff about
holy mother love and precious mother inf'luence, and then sticking a lot
of traps all over the town
to catch the mother's boys when she has to let thern go? A rnan has
no right to expect a woman to
do her best, unless he is prepared to help her all he can, and I have
no patience with men who talk
of home influence, and then do their best or their worst to .see that the influence
shall not go

beyond the home.

If a woman's influence is good in the home it

communitv."2l9

l6l

should be good

in the

Patmos was lnglewood's only novel, but she continued to write, as a journalist, and continued to

support women's rights. Janet McCallum notes that Inglewood was the "first women's page editor on
the newly founded Dontinion newspaper" where she made known her opinions on women's rights, and
she also founcled the Wellington Pioneer Club for women.220 Leaving for England

in

1910, Inglewood

was the London correspondent lbr the then Manchester Guardian for over twenty years. During this

time she "attended Sr.rffrage League meetings and wrote about the women's movement for New
Zealand newspapers".
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Patrick Evans notes that Inglewood was one of the New Zealand women

wniters who wrote in the New Zealand women's club "Austral". at the London Lyceum Club, along

with Edith Searle Grossmann, G. B. Lancaster and the poet Dora Wilcox.2l2

The temperance novelists believe that intemperance is a symptom of a society in which women's
role is being devalued by the dorninant sex. The methods they advocate to redress this balance vary.
Kacem appeals to men's consciences and encouroges women to Llse their moral and spiritual influence

with their husbands. She thinks women should confine their acticln to the private sphere and produce
sons who

will

represent their views in the public world, believing the vote for women to be a travesty

against natural sex roles. lnglewood and Cameron, however, believe strongly

women's suffrtrge

in order to achieve prohibition, Inglewood

in the necessity for

believing the vote

to be a natural

extension of a mother's care of her children into the outside world.

All four temperance novelists express their vision of the world they believe God desires for
hurnankind, believing the abolition of liquor (rather than moderation) to be a vital step to achieving this

world. Rather than holding individual drinkers responsible for their actions, these novelists blame
society, and tlrey criticise the churches' failure to take a satisfactory stand against alcohol. They share a

belief in the value of work for wornen, but do not promote

it

as a desirable alternative option to

marriage. Kacem strongly advocates the role of women to redeem their husbands rather than to leave

an unsatisfactory marriage, a view echoed, although less emphatically, by Mactier and proven by
Cameron to be, at leemt in her instarnce, a ludicrous idea with fatal consequences for the wife. The
temperance novels are obvionsly platforms

for didactic

proclamations, and characterisation often

suffers as a result. Of the four, Mactier's novels are the most cohesive, with as much attention given to
the story as to the message.

The next group of didactic novelists, Ellen Ellis, Edith Searle Grossmann, Louisa Baker

and

Constance Clyde share the t'eminist views of the temperance novelists of the necessity for the unique

role of the woman to be valued as eclual to that of the male, seeing the vote as insttumental to that
purpose. The "feminist" novelists, instead of focussing primarily upon eliminating the oppression and

suffering of women caused by alcohol, focus upon the necessity for women's equal rights across
whole spectrum of issues beginning to demand public attention.

t6?

a

New Zealand wornen in the late nineteenth century began to
challenge the ways in which they were
oppressed by the existing patriarchal society. Education for
women hacl been limited to the areas men
deemed appropriate for them - the home and spiritual
matters - and women began to push

for

acce'ss

to education at all levels. In

l87l New Zealand's first girls'high

equal

school was opened, and in

1877 New Zealand girls, as well as boys, became entitled to
free prirnary education.223 From its
beginning, the University of New Zealand admitted both sexes,
and in 1877 Kate Milligan Edger was
the first woman to graduate, "the year before London University
opened its degrees to women, and at
the same time as English reformers were beginning their long struggle
to gain full admission for
women in the olderEnglish universities."224In 1885 Grossmann
herself graduated with an MA - one of
the first women in the country to do so.22'5 By 1893 over
half the university stu4ents in New Zealand,
werc women'ttt' Belich sllggests that the relatively high level of
education women enjoyed in New
Zealand at this time was partly due to the high level of New Zealanders
with scottish backgrounds. He

claims that the "Scots are said to have been more egalitarian than
the English',, that they thought
"education . . . suitable even for girls",227 and that a "clisproportionate
number of New Ze,a,landfeminist
leaders . . . had Scottish backsrounds."228

Appropriate education gave women the option of a career, so equal
employment opportunities were
campaigned for as women began to see work as an alternative
to or conjunct to marriage, Women,s
oppression was written into the laws of the country. enforcing
the dependence of women upon men, so
women campaigned for the granting of property rights, the guardianship
of chilclren, and equal divorce

laws' Aside from educational and legal rights, the personal rights of
a married woman over her body
were also addressed, including the right to choose the number of children
she gave birth to. The
feminist novelists played their part in this social revolntion by
expressing their beliefs in fiction.

ELLEN ELLIS

TemperanceisoneoftheconcernSofElIenE||is's|882nove|.rrre
temperance novelists, as Roberts points out, "did not discuss, as
Ellen Ellis clicl, the connection between
women's rights and the need for temperance. They did not seem to be
aware as she and Grossmann
were that alcohol consumption by nen was part of a larger issue
of the unequal power that men held
over women"'22e Ellis combines a call for temperance with demands
fbr legal equality fbr women and
men and a better education for women. She cleclares:

A

member

of the House of Cotnmons some years since declared it to be his conviction

that
"women endured much needless domestic tylanny
in private life, but that no etficient help could
be afforded thern until they themselves macle their wrongs known and
asked for redress.,, both of
which objects . . . this book in some smail mea.sure aims at.23,)
r63

Ellen Elizabeth Colebrook (1829-1895) was born to Mary Ann
May and William Colebrook IN
surrey, England - the second child of seventeen.?rl Information about
Ellen,s life can be found in
Ellen: A Biographv by Vera colebrook, Ellis's great-niece by
marriage, which contains family
reminiscences as well as extracts fi'orn Ellen's letters
to her family and her diaries - although it is
difficult to determine how much of colebrook's information is from
the novel, and how much is from
biographical sources. Ellen experienced difficulties at school, possibly
a combination of sub-standard
teaching and the educational problems often experienced
by gifted chilclren. pronounced a dunce,
Ellen's education was terminated at thirteen years of age.233 when
she was twenty-three Ellen married

oliver Sidney Ellis, not without reservations, but unwilling to be a financial
burclen on her family

and

unable to find a suitable alternative.

From a stfict Methodist teetotal family, Ellen found Oliver's drinking
impossible to accept - a
problem that plagued their marriage until Oliver joined the
Good Templars late in life. Other problems
in their ill-rnatched union included oliver's unwillingness to share
knowledge of the family,s financial
situation with Ellen, his refusal to let her handle money and his
belief in the superiority of the male sex.
on Ellen's side, her championship of women's rights and sympathetic views
towards Maori is said by
Colebrook to have caused oliver frustration and embarrassment.
In 1859 Ellen, oliver and their sons
John William and Thomas (their middle son, Alec, died in infancy)
emigrated to New Zealand. Five
years later Ellen set out on the return voyage with
her sons, taking them to England to be educated.
Tragically' Thornas fell overboard and was drowned. During her stay
in England, Colebrook claims
that Ellen and her brother-in-law James realised their love
for each other, but Ellen returned to oliver
in New Zealand on his request, and was soon fighting to save hirn
from bankruptcy.
Eventually Ellen decided that God's reason for denying her a happy
marriage and taking two of her
children was so that she would have the stimulus and the time to
work to improve the status of women a cause about which .she was passionate. Deciding to write a series of pamphlets
01 topics
she

considered vital to this end, Ellen's limited education meant
she had to train herself to write. she
designed "five-finger exercises",2'tr exercises in writing
on subjects she felt strongly about. The
Reverend Samuel Edger (father of Kate Edger), a supporter of education
for women, was sgpportive of
her work, and she eventually decided to write a novel to "enlist
the sympathies of the good on behalf of
helpless women and children,'.234

The result, Everythine

i

Will,

seems

to be heavily autobiographical, and portrays

the

suff'ering of a wif'e at the hands of her alcoholic husband.
Colebrook believes that when they met,
Oliver was a "genial social ddnker" and EIlen "an implacable teetotaler".235
She holds Ellen,s rigid
religious views and difficult personality partly responsible for Oliver's
increased drinking .,Ellen

-

herself forced him into drinking more than he wished 1o."2'i6
Despite admitting oliver became a heavy
drinker' Colebrook believes the alcoholic Wrax to be firntasy - a dramatic
embellishment to give
Ellen's message more force. The novel was close enouglr to the truth
to prompt william and his cousin
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to buy as many copies as they could find and burn them. The publishing of the novel rnay also have
been the cause

of

a

rift that occurred between Ellen

and her family in England, who are often portrayed

critically in the novel.237
Everything is Possible to Will begins in England, when Zee manies Wrax, undeniably an alcoholic.
The initial honeymoon period is reassuringly promising of malital harmony, but eventually Zee faces a

life of disappointment, emotional abuse and poverty

as the

wife of Wrax. Emigrating to New Zealand,

away from the influence of Wrax's companiolrs, matters do not improve. More than once Zee has to
take it into her own hands to save Wrax's business from bankruptcy. After repetrted attacks of gout and
the onset of epilepsy, Wrax is finally motivated to keep the Pledge, and the end of the novel sees him
sober and he andZee happy together.

Like Kacem and Inglewood, Ellis is a firm believer in different but complementary roles for men
and women: "To be one with nran, it is by no means necessary that woman should be ever at his side;
the home is unquestionably her sphere".2']8 Problerns in society are caused by the fact that women are

"crippled by their enforced ignorance and degraded social position"2-re and arc hence unable to fulfil
their rightful role. In order tbr woman to be effective in her role, her status must be raised through
education, which creates a double bind:

. . . man will never work with wonlan appreciatively, until she is free as he himself is ftee; for so
long as the law declares her nonentity men will profess to believe in her incompetency . . . and
. . . continue to believe that, in her present undeveloped condition, she has reached the zenith of
her powers and remain what she is

if

eclucated as a man is eclucated.zat)

Believing that "woman. by virtue of her more delicate organism, is nearer to the heart of things than

men can ever be", Ellis clairns that education would enable "women

to be bright, clever

and

incorruptibly good."2al Their influence would benefit all of society:
. . . a liberal education for woman would dignify the home as much as the mart; being much more
necessary to woman, indeed, than man

if

she is to be "helpmeet"

in any worthy sense, since

she

forms the youthful mind, or it goes unformed, as a rule.24?

Unlike Kacem, Ellis asserts that "the fear .

. , that given a liberal

education woman

will

herself, and assume the masculine position and functions, evidences a lamentable ignorance

forget

of

and

want of faith in *oman."to' Sh. b"ti"ves that given rights, women will become rnore, not less, modest
and retiring. Zee does an adlnirable job

of saving Wrax's

business from ruin, but this

is done of

necessity, not choice. Temporarily abstaining frorn drink, Wrax takes over his rightful role again:

In the dark days Zeehad done her best to keep things straight; but there was no substitute for the
master's eye and mind. Now she laughed at care, rolled

it onto Wrax's shoulder, in truth,

and

well he did his part, readjusting all that had gone awry. His moral nature once aroused, his eye
and brow soon cleared, his hand and step became firm, and he looked every inch the king of his
. 1An'

casile.-
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Inglewood advocates the vote for women as a means of ensuring
the safety of the outside world for
their children, and similarly Ellis explains the necessity for women
to enter the public arena:
To tell woman "to do well the work that lies to her hand before she seeks an
enlarged fleld of
action" is to propose to her an impossible task . . . women . . . are at prcsent
crippled in their duty

to their kind, especially to their children, for whose sake truth and justice must
be exalted high
above all compeers' that the line of demarcation between right and
wrong may be clearly
defined.

children are quick to see that might means right in the domestic economy; that
the mother is
slave, and the mannishness of the father repeating itself in the little
four-year-o16, he will

a

be

found snubbing his mother with an insufferable audacity, encouraged
too often by the tather.2a5
Educated and equal to men, women will be able to exert their
innate moral influence for the good of
society as a whole.

Ellis criticises Zee's decision to marry wrax. Unsure of her love for hint, Zne
lacks the moral
courage to tllrn him down' Anned with only a superficial knowledge
of his character,Zee makes

a

similar mistake to Chrissie Bailey, and like Chrissie Bailey, goes on to
make the further mistake of
Iiving behind a happy facade, rather than suffering the shame of aclmitting
the truth of her husband,s
alcoholism: "when the sinner is your husband, you are in a sense tinked
with him in his degradation,
and you go backwards to cover him".246 Ellis criticises the "laucled
potentiality of silent suffering,,,2a7
which sllppor"ts the drunkard

' ' ' by playing into his hands, it screens him ftom observation, and helps lrirn tr.arnple the life out
of his victim by slow degrees, than whom no other beast of burden whom he dare
to maltreat is

so completely under his thumb as the wife he has sworn to "love
and cherish," whose forbearance
. . . provokes his intensest hate andscorn.tos

Without the emotional support of family or friencls, Zee is pushed to the
limits of human endurance.
she imagines she is going insane and becomes obsessed with the desire
to poison herself or wrax.
wrax is awale of her .suffering - once he even believe.s she is going out to drown
herself and

the

children and mtrkes no move to stop her. He also leaves her alone
in the house without enough money
for food and once she nearly starves.
When Zee refuses to nllrse Wrax through another illness, he finally
takes responsibility for himself
and joins the Good Templars. Ellis adrnonishes Zee for not
having had the courage to make a stand
previously, as this would have facilitated a change earlier. Supporting
the idea of legal separation, EIIis
says "had a healthy public opinion prevailed on the subject",24e
Zee's friends should have encouraged
her to leave Wrax and earn a living for herself and the children
so as nor ro support him in his habit.

Calling attention to tlte inhumanity of denying a woman a legal separation from
her drunkard
husband, Ellis declares: "If two beasts are penned together and one
clisplays vicions tendencies they
are

separated fbrthwith"'25t' She outspokenly describes the baseness
of the wife's position:
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So filthy is the dnrnkard that man would not lodge him with his horses and dogs: no, not even

with his pigs; yet, grateful only if he does not kick and curse her, his wife must take him in and
wash him frorn head to foot like an infant, or he

thought! - his wife's bed

will roll

as he

is into his bed, and - oh, dreadful

also.2-51

Ellis compares the sacrifice of the wife of a drunkard with the sacrifice of the Indian widow, and her
legal position with that of a negro slave:

England owns no slaves? The drunkard's wife and little ones are the slaves, legally, of the vilest
slaveholder that ever owned human cattle, or disgraced his kind. They are his, body and soul;
there is no lirnit to his power, so long as he spares life

- bare life, If he could sell them,

they

would escape much of his brutality, possibly, lest their money value should be endangered
thereby.252

The youngest in his family, and indulged by his parents, Wrax lacks moral .strength, in addition to
possessing a weakness for alcohol. Ellen observes a "went in his character":253 "He never appeared

sufficient in himself for his own needs."zs4 Like Mactier's drunkards, Wrax is a man who "must
pursue, even though

it be a will-o-the-wisp"25'5 and is not the type to find "the wife dearer than the

bride."2s6 Zee wonders before their rnarriage how she

will be able to keep his attentions

as "she could

not, however romantic, trust to marriage changing his nature."257

Wrax does not confess his drinkingtoZne before they rnarry, partly from the fear of losing her, and
partly because he adheres to the belief that marriage to her will strengthen him:
. . . maniage was to
save him

lifi him at a bound

into a purified region; and having faith in Zee's power to

from his baser self, he failed to realise that its unattainableness alone gave value to his

koh-i-noor; faith become fruition, his old craving for excitement, "life", demanded fresh
stimulus.2ss

As in For Father's Sake. alcoholism itself is not seen to be the issue. rather the want of character
evident in the refusal to be honest about the problem. Ellis condemns Wrax for not confessing all,
claiming Zee wouldn't desert hirn: "Her tender susceptibilities are ever sending out feelers for solid
rock in thy character, to which she would fain cling tenaciously; but an empty void in thyself thrown
her back stranded when she longs to trust."25e Like Nellie, who would have found validation in helping

Iwand conquer his problem, Zee would have been able to play an active part in Wrax's recovery:
She would have been painfully shocked, doubtless, but she wonld have hoped so much from the

mere fact of his owning his weakness, that notwithstanding that her quick sensibilities would
have rightly gauged the adventitious circumstances that environ the weakling, and from which
she was powerless to shield him, encouraging words girding him round

with a sweet magnetism

would have inspired hirn with the manly resolve to shun every path that leads astray, making him
at once strong to resist forbidden pleasures, ancl insensibly drawing him homewarcls.260
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Like Cameron's and Mactier's heroines, Zee at first believe.s alcohol in moderation
to be the answer.
Early in their marriage, when Wrax goes out drinking. she believes the problem
to be his companions,
so she encourages him to stay home and drink in moderation from
the wines and spirits in their cellar

-

she "scorned to urge abstinence, believing

it to be altogether

unnecessary".26l [t becomes obvious to

Zee in the course of the novel, however, that "Drink means drunkenness
clearly,,262 and ,,In total
abstinence alone lay Wrax's hope of rescue".2('.1
The temperance novelists do not hold the drunkard responsible for his drinking,
believing it to be
society's responsibility to ensure prohibition for the sakes of the clrunkard
and his farnily. Ellis does not
share this view' Instead, in line with the title of her novel, she
asserts that "the weakest. however
demoralised by drink, is strongenough.

.. to say no, if he will,

to the drink,,.

join the temperance novelists in their criticism of the church: oothere
is nothing of God in
the fatal glass, but the perversion of his good gifts; and yet the Church
has sheltered the iniquitous
traffic, by permitting her office-bearers etc., to trade on the vices of their fellows,
while she
Ellis

does

talked
feebly of 'moderation."'2('4 She also takes issue with the church for teaching
the supremacy of man and
the subservience of woman.

Zee and Wrax's unhappy marriage illustrates the effects of the legal subservience
of the wife. Ellis
states that the secret of Wrax's

' ' ' indifference lay in the fact that 7*e had become his property, his slave, by maniage.

Wrax
would have been a devoted husband - an immeasurably better and happier
man, and, Zee a by no
means worse woman' had she been free - free as Wrax was tree. He
would then have respected
in

her what he valued above all things in himself, the subtle potency oJ'recognised
being - the all of
dignity comprehended in the words personal l.iberty; but having become a
wife, she was
comparerti vel y worth less.

Wrax subjects "his wife to nameless indignities - converting the law, indeed, into
a pair .f pincers,
wherewith to nip her to pieces"26s and tortures her with her servility,
taunting her in front of the
children: "'Umph! Who are you,l you've got no voice; you are nobody.
I bought you; you are only part
of my goods and chattelr.r'1266
Zee is made aware of the irony of the marriage vow "with all my worldly
goods I thee endow,,267
when wrax, perfectly within his legal rights, threatens to sell everything
she owns. Zee must arrange
for a man to buy her effects in order for her to retain possession of thern. When
she consults a lawyer
about the pos.sibitity of a legal separation from Wrax, she discovers thar
unless her life is in danger
from wrax "the law wourd allow her nothing - absolutely nothing.',26s
Zee's frustration and sense of helplessness as she watches her middle son
die prompts a protest at
the lack of medical knowledge imparted to mothers, believing that they have more
need of the
knowledge than men:
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So dense is womanns ignorance of all physiological knowledge, the
marvel is that an infanr ever
arrives at maturity' To taboo subjects as "unf'eminine," "unbecoming,"
which may be worth more
to her than life itself, while a new-born babe is put into her hands
to rear, is the rnadclest folly.26e
She claims "God does not "take" the thousands of little
ones killed now by mistaken kindness, now by
cruel neglect", rather they are "sacriflced to injudicious treatment".270
She criticises the excuse that it is
"indelicate" for women to study medicine, and wonders "how much stronger,
longer-lived, and largerhearted the entire human family would prove

if wisely

reared.,,27r

Ellis rejoices the recent ailvent of women doctors (in fact, the year after EIlis's
death, two of her
own nieces were among the first women to graduate as doctors in England)27?
and, looking toward the
bra of the future' she hopes that the corset (and the dreaded "wasp-waist")
will be done away with by
the invention of "soms simple contrivance which shall support the
bust from the shoulders without in
the slightest degree compressing the waist."27.3

one of seventeen children, Zee believes her mother's lif'e to have been in consequence ,.a
slow
ntartyrdom":274

7ne's mother loved her husband, and he deserved to be loved; but she
never could forgive him
the suffering her seventeen chitclren had occasioned her; she f'elt instinctively
that
she had been

cruelly wronged in being made to suffer so much tbr the selfish graritication of
another. Her
sufl'erings embittered every moment of her existence (her decease is
recent); and it is certain that
had her husband been less kind, she would have committed suicide to escape
her long
martyrdom. She has said, in all simplicity, with tears: "I never would have
had so many children
if I had known what I know now" - that the passions should be kept well under control.2Ts
Ellis says "An amount of mock modesty highly reprehensible hangs about the population
and' instead of believing that children must be accepted as gifts frorn
God,

.she believes

question,,27r,

that people

must consider how many children they can properly look after. Ellis
celebrates the Bradlaugh-Besant
pamphlet on contraception and promotes contraception by
abstinence. Zee limits the size of her own

farnily: "on one

sr-rbject Zee's strong

will rulecl to some purpose; Wrax failed to provide properly for

the children he had; she therefore wisely determined there shoulcl
be no more of their children for other
people to keep."277

Despite the fact that their emigration doesn't improve Wrax's habits,
Zee loves New Zealand. She
finds "the freedom from the restraints and hateful conventionalities of the

old-world life

delightful"'t78 The necessity for work gives Zee purpose, after getting
over her initial reluctance to ger
down on her hands and knees to scrub the floor, and she sharcs
the satisfaction claimed by other
women novelists in thi.s thesis. "Zee was surprised to observe how
cheerfully ancl well the women of
the upper circles worked, making poetry of their daily cares, nor clreamed
of apologising for being
busy. contempt was the portion of those only who pretended to be
above work..,27,
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Zee's fondness for New Zealand was shared by Ellen. Arriving in Auckland with her family in
1959, at the age of thirty, Ellen felt imrrediately that she belonged here - "she became immediately a

New Zealander. The f'uture of the colony was her future, and she felt a strong desire to play a part,
however small, in its development."2st' ln h"r view of New Zealand as its own country - rather than the

Britain of the South Seas - she was different from other settlers, as Colebrook points ollt,lsl as well

as

from other novelists of the time. New Zealand was necessarily different from England in that it
contained two races, and Ellis regarded "the Maoris and the Europeans as equals."28l She took an
irnmediate liking to the natives of New Zealand, attempting to learn their language, teaching English to
thern and encouraging her children to play with Maori children.

Ellis had progressive views about the treatment of Maori by Pakeha - views presented in her novel,

its appendix

arnd

in

letters written to her family in England. Roberts recognises that

of our early

novelists:

Only Ellen Ellis saw that the oppression of women was a part of a larger oppression by one
group, privileged by gender, race, and education, of all those they saw as being different and
therefore inferior. . . . Ellis was unusual, both amongst the novelists of this period and in the
society in which she lived, in her sympathy and understanding of the Maori.2s3

In her novel Ellis draws attention to this parallel with the
Maori used when complaining

phra.se

if the clothes Zee traded with

"Too Much the Broke"

-

one that

had holes in them. Ellis also uses this

phrase when describing the battered wives of drunkards2Ea as well as her own situation when Wrax
leaves her to starve.2ss

Ellis recognised the intrinsic value of Maori, longing for the day a Maori would write a book so as
to "introduce us to the higher, diviner side" of their

race.?80 She

believed in their innate goodness and

worthiness, recognising "the marked individuality of the Maori character - his keen sense of honor in

word and deed, and his proud self-reliance" and believed "he was capable of being treated as a man,
when his allegiance was first acceptecl by England's Queen."2*7 Sh" says: "Treat them fairly, and there

is absolutely nothing to t'ear from thern."288 The problem, however, is that "those irresponsible bodies government"s hnperial and Colonial"2*o have blundered
o'so

in their treatment of Maori. Maori meet with

much frorn the representatives of the Crown to create distrust, so little to command respect and

confidence."2e0 56" notes the quickness of Maori to imitate, and taments the "drunken, immoral, and

improvident habits"2')l they are reproducing, which she believes to be decimating the race.

Ellis's attitude became a cause of public embarrassment for her husband, according to Colebrook.
Oliver Ellis's income was being provided, to a large extent, by redcoats renting the houses he owned and Ellen Ellis's habit of trying to convince every one of her views was jeopardising his business. He
forbade her from consorting with Maori, but Ellen ignored him.

Ellen's easy relationship with her Maori friends was disrupted by the Taranaki uprising. In a letter
written by Ellis to her parents, dated 26th February, 1860, she laments the tendency of men to resolve
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their differences by destruction rather than discussion, and calls for women to banish war.
comments on the contagious excitement the war incites

in people - that thi.s spreads even to

She

the

children.2e2

I find it fruitless to try to

separate fact from f'ear, rumour from reality.

I have done my best to

find out what has provoked the Taranaki rising, but can find no one able (or willing) to enlighten

me.

. they have considered that because

I am female, I would be incapable of forming any

.iudgenrcnt of my own. In New Zealand, as in England, opinions are the prerogative of the male. I
have merely been told that

it is "sornething to do with the Treaty of Waitangi".

The exact terms of the Treaty are not known to anyone I have questioned; but it is, of course,
taken for granted that the plesent breakers of the Treaty must be the Maoris, since no Englishman

would be so perfidious as to break his word!

It is my intention,

at the first oppornrnity, to discover for rnyself what pledges were given by

both sides when the Treaty was signed; so that I rnay examine them carefully, then come to my
own conclusions.2e3
According to Colebrook's biography, Ellen believed she had found her purpose in life. It was up to her

to gain an understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi and to bring about peace between the races. She
talked to her Maori friends in order to determine their understancline of the terms of the Treaty,2ea and
in another letter to her parents, Ellis presents her findings:

To the best of my uncertain understanding, the present outbreak is concerning their land. In the
Treaty of Waitangi, the Maoris were declared to be British sub.jects, to be under the same laws, to
be governed by the same privileges:

& so they were for about 2 years; they were allowed to sell

their land to whom they liked.

But afterwards, an order was passed that they should sell no more land except to the
Government; persons buying it would be punished, & the land confiscated to the Crown.

The Maoris were ready to break out then; but the Government pacified them by purchasing
300,000 acres at the enormous suln

of ld. an acre! later selling the same land to settlers for l0/-

to 20/- an acre.
The Maoris are still obliged to take what price the Government offers, or not at all. It is surely
natural that they should resent this'l True, the Government can fight them & exterminate the race,
then claim the land, but would that be an honourable way of doing it?

There are 70,000 of them ready to take up arrns

&

are expert in the use of thern; even the

women carry them in time of danger: they will not easily be subdued.2e5

Ellis became aware of other causes of conflict caused by bad communication between the races, the

of the Maori "tapu",

most important

of which

assuming "this

to be the same as taboo".2e6 Ellis had picked up some of the real meaning,

she believed to be the European misunderstanding

and

understood how vital the difference between the two words was (this realisation is also expressed by

l7l

Margaret Bullock in Utu, but Ellis's understanding was gleanecl from
her own conversations with
Maori - by the time Bullock was writing, it had become an accepted tact):

Ellen gave deep offence within her circle by declaring that the government should,,
at once,
appoint people who hard a thorough grasp of the language and the subject,
to investi gate the ful
implications of "tapu", then to explain this to the settlers and the troops; and
that an irnmediate
armistice should be called until

all the

necessary explanations had been given, and were

understood. She also declared that the Maori language should at once be
made a compulsory
language in every school, for only by cornplete understanding of each
other's language could
misunderstandings be avoicled in the future.2eT

Six months into the Taranaki War the Governor callecl a meeting of the principal
chiefs, in an attempt
to negotiate a tt'uce. Ellis attended with her cousin, reporting to her parents:

' ' ' since all the chiefs who

attended were already friendly, and none of the others carne,

I fear it

may only be a waste of time and well meaning. There were 60 or upwtrcls
of these chiefs present;
nearly all were dressed as Europeans, though most were without shoes. The
faces of the older
men were almost covered with tattoo (Moko). Sitting in an orderly fashion,
as at an election, the
men spoke one after the other: needless to say, no woman was considered fit
to negotiate in
matters of peace! Much excitement was engendered. The Maoris arc notable
orators,

& quickly

become impassioned. Neither John nor I could follow all that was said.

I still feel that the great importance of "taplr" is not sufficiently realised. In preaching against
it' the mi.ssionaries in the past appear to have done much darnage, since '.tapu,' is not only a
matter of spiritual belief for the Maoris: it also acts to protect the power

& prestige of the heads

of the tribes &, especially, their dignity: it also protects their cornmunal fishing and hunting
rights: their hygiene ancl cooking arrangements.
The Maoris v\tznt law

& order; my Maori friends want above all things to be allowed to live in

peace.tus

According to Colebrook, Ellen eventually recognised her failure personally to
solve the problems
between Maori and Pakeha. Her son, Williarn, however, who she had
brought up to sympathise with
Maori as well as to speak the language, grew up to trade with Maori in the King Country,
and to
become "confidant and adviser" to the Maori king.2ee He married Manawa
Maniapoto, the niece of
chief Rewi Maniapoto.3(x)

In the appendix to her novel, Ellis addresses the belief that Maori ar-e dying out:
It is much to be regretted that no means have as yet been adoptecl to break down the barriers
which separate the two races; the pity is, rather, that the white man should appear
to play sharkturn-cannibal when the aboriginal blocks his path - that the aboriginal should retire,
and retire
until he vanishes out of sight. Still, that the native must go is due only in part to the selt-
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aggrandisement of the white man, however inordinate. The Maoris' death-warrant is signed by
the stolid indolence he maintains to a culpable degree. . . .tt'l
The comment on Maori "indolence" reminds us that, as progressive as Ellis's views were, she remains
a product

of the late nineteenth century and its assumptions. Ellis believes there is room for both

races

in New 7,ealand, but Maori "resistance to the encroachments of the pakeha must spring from within"
and they must work rather than talk. She also laments the etfects of drink on Maori:

Christian bishops can afford to srnile at the drink-tyrants reign, not so the untutored savage.
Deploring alike its ravages among their people, and the facility with which the clrink is obtained,
notwithstanding that

it

is itlegal to sell intoxicants to the natives, Maori chiefs, despising the

Englishrnan's loved waipiro (stinking water). have prayed earnestly, and in due form, that "its
fountain-springs shall be dried up." Oh, foolish prayer! Only an untaught Maori could expect an

avowedly Chlistian government

to value righteousness above gold - to

banish the sordid

worldliness that covets the clrink-traffic gains.r02

The appendix presents Ellis's views on the colonisation of the country, saying "New Zealand is
waiting to be reclai..6,"-103 and is calling "loudly for the sower and the seed."304 She says "the country
is so gloriously young and nndeveloped that the fingers itch to give it the form and order for which it
waits."305 She advertises the country's resources, claiming

it offers "every facility of wood and water

for ship-building and all kinds of industries, the arts and manufactures wait on man's will. The land is

rich in ores, metals, coal, and tirnber, woods as beautiful as durable";

306

describes the wonders of its

volcanic regions; gives her opinions on its economic problems and outlines the "Homestead System"307
of granting land to settlers.

Ellis is obviously writing for the English market and her political appeals are aimed at England,
possibly as a leader whom New Zealand would then follow. She addresses the social concerns of
women in an outspoken way for her time, giving considered views upon a raft of early feminist issues,

including the necessity for legal equality between women and nren, education for women, careers for
women, popurlation control, prostitution laws and temperance. Her examination

of the problems

between Maori and Pakeha reveal an understanding ahead of her time. Perceiving that: "Trained by
repression . . . woman is slowly beginning to realise her power to manufacture public opinion by direct
appeals to her own sex, to whom facts are more potent than reasoning drawn out to infinitude",3ot Ellis

was determined and courageous in overcoming her educational shortfalls to enable herself to write a

novel, with the understanding that

. . . if pioneer work be precious in proportion to the difficulties surmounted, this simple story,
pioneer in its unvarnished truthfulness, must have its merits, for its labour has been prodigious. It

is written by the unlearned for the unlearned, especially women and girls, to raise them in their
own estimation, by proving that notwithstanding they have failed to reach the high standard of
goodness possible to them even in their ignorance, that every difficulty valtishes. nevertheless,
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before the resolurely disciplined will. And though a.sking much
nothing fiom this appeal except to set wotnen thinking.soe

of men, the writer

expects

EDITH SEARLE GROSSMANN
Edith Howitt Searle (1363-1931) was born in Victoria, Ausrralia, the fourth child
of Mary Ann
Beeby and George Srnales Searle, a newspaper editor.

In

1878 the

family emigrated to New Zealand,

where Edith was educated at Invercargill Grarnrnar School and Christchurch
Girls' High School (where
she was head girl). Edith was encouraged to a university education
by Helen connon, who was the

principal

of

Christchur-ch Girls', and the first woman

to graduate with an MA.3r() Edith herself

graduated with an MA with first-class honours in Latin and
English and third-class honours in political
science from Canterbury College in 1885. She was a member of
the College's debating team, debating
for higher education fbr women and the Married women's Property Bill of 1884.
In l g90 she manied
Joseph Penfound Gros.smantt, a teacher at Wellington Boys' High
School and old classmate from
university, and gave birth to a handicapped child, Arthur Searle, in 1894.311
Edith spent eleven years in
England and Europe without her husband, and later they lived in separate
houses in Auckland. Joseph
was convicted on two counts of fraud in 1898 and was imprisoned
fbr two year.s. He was professor

of

history and economics at university College in Auckland until he was
dismissed
dishonesty.

in lg32 fbr financial

Grossmann's working rife wa.s rich ancr varied. Roberts says:

After graduating Edith Searle taught at Wellington Girls'High School until 1g90. . .
. In lg97
Edith tutored university classes in Wellington. . . . publishecl fbur novels berween
lg90 and 1910.
" ' was involved in the suffrage movement in the 1890s,. .. tiom 1897 to lglg she wrote as a
free-lance journalist for British and New Zealand,newspapers and journals.
Her subjects included
Maori education, the conservation of old buildings, the development of parks within
cities,
literary criticism, theatre and fiction. She publishecl a life of Helen Macmillan
Brown (Helen

Connon)

in

1905. She was a tbr,rnding member

of the Lyceum Club in London. and of

the

Canterbury Women's Institute in Christchurch in 1g92.3r2

The first of Grossmann's four novels, Angela: A Messenger (1890), published
under her maiden
name Edith Howitt Searle, has much in common with Kacern's For Father's
Sake. Both concern young
country girls, innately good and sharing an affinity with nature, who are misunderstood
and persecuted
by family and members of society. They both suff'er and are purified by an increasing
religious
devotion' Administering to sinners and saving sor.rls, a.s each ascencls into
the spiritual realm she
outgrows all earthly attachments and looks towarcls an eternal communion
with Christ. Both novels are
religious, moral stories, but whereas Kacem's is a temperance novel, alcohol just
is
one of many social
evils fought against in Angela.
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Eighteen-year-old Angela Mount lives
Wairarapa. Uninterested

in

in the isolated, conservative town of Fielding in

the

novels or poetry ("Browning made her head ache worse than Cube

Root"3l3) and having left school after standard five, her "limited untrained intellect"3la is seen to be

sufficient for her job of teaching the infant class of the local school. Angela is simple, pure and
innocent, and, like other Fielding girls, harbours no ambitions beyond mariage and family life. Every
year the inspector visited the school and gave a speech

. . . telling the boys they were the future rulers of New Zealand, and the girls that what they had
to think of was of being wives and mothers and not of being learned women . . . . He might have
spared the girls his superfluous advioe

- they never had any more learning than can be got out of

the Fifth Reader, and this they rnade haste to forget when they got among the more congenial
pots and pans.3l-t

The happy, idyllic life of Fielding is disrupted when a new member of parliament is voted in at the
election. His influence brings the railway and a new way of life to Fielding:
. . . slowly, with a serpentine trail, the railway crossed the rimu-covered hill and wound amongst
deep glades and penetrated mysterious shrines of nature and blasted them. The villagers said how

much brisker Fielding was getting already, but Angela mourned for the forest trees that were cut
down. Day by day the battle went on between the forest and man - and the bush retreated to the
shadow

of the hills and even there many a hill and peak was grim with grey ghosts stretching

dead branches towards the sky.3l6

Alan Mulgan says that Grossmann "was a sleepless enemy of the crude materialism that destroys

so

much of this country's natural beauty."3t7 Her article "Growth of a Colonial Sentiment"3ls contains
similar passages bemoaning the effect of Europeans on the New Zealand landscape.

Now that Fielding is a rising town, the existing headmaster is seen to be inadequate and Levi Marks,
presumably of semitic origin, is sent to replace hirn. Foreign to the area in every way, he can "talk

brilliantly on anything except crops and the weather."3le Marks informs Angela she must study for

an

examination which will increase her salary. Angela obediently meets Marks for tuition in the evenings,
and during one of these "lessons" he attempts to seduce her:

. . . he began to speak of love, of a passion that was fire and madness, of a torment that was worth

all the petty comfortable respectabilities. Yet as he spoke, he knew with all his art and cunning
that he could not move her; the breath of her chastity went against hirn like a cold mountain
wind; her heart was a star that he could never drag to ruin, it shone so far above hirn. Then rage
came and he remembered that at least he could hurt her.320

Unable to lay a hand on her he instead pours out "hideous revelations . . . he told her all the foulness of

his life; he spoke to her o1'his victims - girls as youltg and fair as she."32r He tells her he will blast her
name forever.
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When Mark's is found the next nrorning hanging in the schoolroom, rlrmour
about Angela,s
implication in this runs riot. Angela f'eels so horrified and ashamed by Marks's
words to her that she
cannot bear to tell anyone what has happened, and her family and the
townspeople read Angela,s
silence as guilt. Weighed down by clread, she feels Marks is doing her "some
deadly, nameless
harm"322 and realises he has already succeeded

in his threat of ruining her name.

Angela is "innately devotional",:12'1 attending church every Sunday and receiving
there a ..feeling of

religious rest" like the "wonder of the bush and the sweetness of the fields".
Chur-chgoing but
unconverted, true religion lies "sleeping in the unlit depth.s of her being."'t2a
Angela's experience at the
hands of Marks has

lefi her feeling taintecl, and she stands outside the closed door of the church ..with a
longing that seemed an alien spirit in her quiet mind."r2'5 Angela's experience.s
leave her ripe for
salvation by the visiting Salvation Army - offering her forgiveness and communion
with Christ as well
-,She
as the f'ellowship of his Army. Experiencing conversion at one of their
meetings,
only saw the
light and a world that was tar off, and she f-elt the shadows of hell - the clouds of si.
and of sorrow fleeing before the dawn."'126

The namator explains the attitudes of towns like Fielding to the Salvation Army in
the periocl in
which the novel is set:

It was not then tlre fashion to patronise the Salvation Arrny as it is rapidly becoming; and in the
little country townships it i.s almost incredible the ignorant fury they raised. . . . Salvation Army
soldiers were still in that part of the country nronstrous blasphemers and disreputable
fanatics.327

So, having barely recovered her reputation from the Marks incident, Angela is condemned
by
townspeople and family anew. Her siblings believe her past trouble has
"softened her brain,,328 and are
mortifled to see her wearing the Salvation Almy badge "that marked her off from
the world,,3ze and
adapting her clothes to the Salvation Army style. The local parson preaches
against the Salvation
Army, and when Angela will not renounce her views, he bars her from his church.

Angela is not fbrsaken by her consumptive brother, John, and her mother has an
increasing
sympathy with her as she remembers her own conversion and faith as a girl, "urrtil

insensibly
circumstances and surroundings crusted over religious devotion."'t30 She gives
Angela money to buy
the War Crv, the Salvation Army magazine.

Now Angela's "slumbering faith had become radiant with light and force" and like Nellie
Main,
suffering and religion purify her and she changes from the human, nature-loving girl
she was in her
innocence into a saint-like, ethereal figure with a face "like an angel's".t''
H", brother John considers
the change:

"It

awed rather than delighted him. He regretted the loss of that .sweet, familiar creature
that had grown up by his side. She had bloomed into something wonderful,
celestial, and he could not
understaurd

11."'132

Angela now recognises her putpose in life:

"It was to the sinners cursed by all men tlrat she longed

to bring comfort and light."333 She begins to minister to the sick - caring for
a dying drunkarcl, baptising
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a dying child - "And after a while many who were in trouble, in sickness,
or loss or poverty sent for
her".334 She visits a local pa with the Salvation Army, attempting
to convert Maori.

Like Nellie, Angela becomes too holy for romantic attachments - when a suitor gives her
flowers
"She received them with a soft, regretful kincJness, but a complete
absence of that pretty coquetry that
had so often bewitched and bewildered him." Angela's brothers tell the suitor
that his pursuit of Angela
is hopeless, she is too good for him.

Angela decides to part from her farnily - relinquishing care of the dying John in order to go with
the Salvation Army. Leaving with them for Wellington, she stays at a Rescue Home: .,So
young, so
pure, so tranquil, she slumbered on in the rnidst of soiled diseased outcasts."r-1s
In

Wellington

becomes

fully involved in Army work - helping drunkards, visiting the sick, helping

she

ex-prisoners,

teaching children and helping fallen women.

Clinging to her modest, quiet ways, Angela is at first misunderstood by some of the Salvation
Army
as well' Deciding to wear out her own dresses before adopting the uniform,
and being too modest to put
herself forward, she is misintelpreted by Captain Brass, "one of those men who, in
an unregenerate
state harangue at street-corners at election time.s".t3t'

H,

assumes she must be a backslider:

He was a man to whom it was joy and honour to give up friends, and home, ancl money;
a man
who courted persecution, and knew no more triumphant hour, than when he lay in prison
for
prcaching in the streets; a lnan who in all sincerity would have been in
older times a zealous
persecutor.-137

Brass watches Angela every day, expecting her to fall. His view oi her is .shared by
some of the ..l1ore
ignorant" soldiers.338

Angela experiences a new depth to her conversion when she is told by an ally that she must
conquer
in christ's strength. Looking around her at the unfortunates in the nieeting, she sees them
as kin who
must be saved:

' ' ' she saw them all and knew them distinctly - the blear-eyed

drunkard leaning on a srick and

drivelling, the cripple ragged ancl dirty with snarling lips, the hideous and deforrned
creature with
knobbed features, the half-blind thing like a corpse that had clied long since and
had its last sneer
fixed for ever, the painted graceful harlot who strt upon the penitent form and looked around.33e
Angela goes to Sydney, sells War Crys on street corners and discovers she has the
ability to convert
people herself.

The novel becomes more and more extreme, with characters polarised as good or
evil - converted or
unconverted' The lives of rich society women are contrasted with the financial poverty
of Angela,s life
and she pities them for the spiritual poverty of their shallow existences.

The world she lived in was full of disease and vice. . . . She sar with the dying and
laid out the
dead' She nursed the sick and she washed the unclean children. Her ears were filled
with
the
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sound of cries and curses, and cruel blows on shrinking limbs, but above it all she heard the voice

of the Lord, walking in the gardens of

peace.'ta0

Mixing with this most desperate portion of society, Angela is beaten and a stone is thrown at her, but
she believes that suffering brings her closer to Christ.

Descriptions of the purified Angela are heavy with imagery of death - pointing to the only possible
outcome for her, as like Nellie Main, she is becoming too spiritualised for existence in the human
realm. When her little sister touched her she "trightened, whispered, 'Maidie, how cold your hands are

- oh so cold!"',341 and when begged to return home to Fielding, Angela "could no more go back than

a

spirit can return to earth."342 Waking one night, her roommate sees Angela kneeling in the moonlight,
and "the white-robed figure chilled her bloo<l with a sense of unearthly saintliness."3a3

Angela saves the lif'e of a drunken murderer and attempts in vain to save his soul. Tortured, in his
perversity, by the salvation she represents - a cunning thought occlrrs to the man:

If

she were dead

- she alone who knew him, who knew - awtul thought - his black, black soul -

ay, yes, he saw that irr her holy eyes, - then the angels would torture him no more. and he might
be once more a beast - a beast alone, without conscience, without a soul.

Do you marvel that men have slain their wives who loved them? That the world has stoned the
saints who laid down their lives for theml

It is because Satan will not have his kingdom

divided.3aa

The night before Easter the murderer follows Angela when she goes out walking. She climbs a cliff
and there he attacks her: "She looked at him with calm eyes, and her voice was like an angel's. 'You
cannot

kill Christ."'345

11" can

kill Angela, however,

ancl pushes her

off the cliff - "she fell rnurmuring,

'Jesus, Saviour!"'. She is washedup on the beach on Eastermorning with hereyes turned up toGod.

What begins as er lively, even humorous novel with an engaging heroine degenerates after the
encounter with Marks and the arrival of the Salvation Army. Grossmann's treatment of Angela's faith

is not convincing and there is no vision of or prescription for a better way of life in the novel. The
religiou.s passages for which Angela is the vehicle are not as convincing as those

of the temperance

novelists or Ellis, and point to the dissatisfaction with conventional religion apparent in Grossmann's
next novel.

Her next two novels, In Revolt ( I 893) and A Knight of the Holy Ghost ( 1907, with a second edition
appearing in 1908 under the title Herntione: A Knight of the Holy Ghost), ate set in Australia in the late
1870s, at the beginnings

of the woman's movernent, before the

1884 Married Woman's Property Act

and the 1889 Divorce Act. The novels are intended to serve as reminders to contemporary women of
the struggle of the early feminists to attain the position these women now enjoy. In her preface to Holy
Ghost Grossmann states "The following narrative is based on a story from the past, before the Woman

Movement had rerised the condition of women; and it is produced now itt view of a strong reactionary
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tendency towards re-subjection.rr34(r She hopes that Hermione's story
against this "re-subjection" and continue to raise the position of women.

In Revolt, which was published the year New

will

inspire women to fight

Zealand women won the vote, relates the fate of

Hermione after she makes the same mistake as Ellis's and Mactier's heroines,
in marrying a man about
whose nature .she knows little. Bradley Carlisle, a brutal alcoholic with
an addiction to power, believes
that men ilre supposed to master women, and he denies Hernrione her dream
of further education.
Hermione's o'strong sense clf right, and especially of her own rights"347 is undermined
by her legal
status as a wif'e as well as conventional religion and societal attitudes. This incredibly
destructive
relationship culminates in Carlisle beating their frail eldest son to death in a drunken
rage. On the brink
of madness Hermione rllns away in the night to cross the Wallaroo mountains.
As a girl Hermione displays a "natural ability and . . . thirst fbr knowledgs"'t+8 but ,,Her
intellectual
sphere was confined by that narrow routine to which it was then the fashion
to force young girls,
whatever their abilities and narural bent."'tae At school she rejects the usual
nrusic and singing, sewing,
drawing and piano in favour of history, Latin, mathematics and theology, but
her passion for reading is
confined to the Iimited range deemed appropriate for a young woman - encyclopedias,
sermons and no
novels. Hennione writes poetry and ambitious essays, "the products of a youthful
social rcformer,,,350
on subjects sttch as the necessity for the independence of the state of Victoria
from England and ...The
unfair shate of education given to girls.' For as the girl grew up she chafed more and
more against the
narrow barriers' while she felt within herself widening desires and capacitl.r.'r'r'51
Hermione complains

of the injustice that her clever friend Lucy is denied the university

education afforded her less

intelligent brother, and declares that a university education should be available to girls.
Hermione's desire for knowledge prompts her to ask her father to provide her with

a tutor, even

though she realises this could be seen to be "unfeminine",352 so that she can receive
an education that
will fit her to achieve something in the world. Her Aunt Bertha dissuades Hermione's father from
granting this, saying o"'What a masculine idea! I suppose she'd like to be a lawyer
or a doctor. The girl
has not a grain

of common sense,"''rs-t Hermione's father complies with Aunt Bertha,s ruling

that

education is for men, not women, and tells Hermione that she should be a governess.

After her engagement to Carlisle, Hermione's father insists that she return to school for a few
months until the marriage, as she is so young. Unable to prevent this, Carlisle
ensures that Hermione
"should not waste her time on essays and reading, and Latin and 'all that
bosh,' but learn music and
singing as necessary accomplishments, and needlework as certain to be useful.,,354
Mrs. Dale, an
American wolnan's rightist and friend of Hermione, visits Hermione at school
and observes in her
cliary: "'Ione has given up all idea of studying, and is taking to.sewing and
cooking. What a sharne! It is
just casting pearls before swine to let Bradley Carlisle maffy
that clever, beautiful girl. She would be a
genius if she were not so crushecl down."'355
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Hermione marries Bradley Carlisle because of economic necessity. Aunt
Bertha sees marriage for
Hermione as the ideal way of ridding herself of a difficult niece - "her husband
may manage her; no
one else can"356 - with the justification that marriage is preferable to being governess: ..Fancy
a
that
young, proud girl, lonely and homeless, a dependant in the family of some vulgar
squaiter or merchant,
snubbed and slighted. And there is no alternative for a gentlewornan."'357 Hermione
*grees to the
marriage for similar reasons - to escape the tyranny of her aunt and the necessity
of becoming a
governess. She feels the r"omantic love of a fifteen-year-old girl towards
Carlisle and the feeling of
being desired is a new and exciting alternative to the loneliness she is used to feeling.

Knowing that Carlisle could finance the study of which she dreams, Hermione asks him to
do so her request is denied' "She was shut out now far mole completely than ever from
the hope of doing
anything good or great in the world; her narrowing fate shut her in now within the
home-life of
ordinary women. Yet, indeed, love could take the place of all past hopes and ambitions.,,3-t8
Hermione
believes her marriage wilt confbrm to the romantic ideal and that she will be fulfilled
by this alone.
When she discovers that love does not exist within their marriage, and that her husband,s
cruelty is
intolerable, Hermione di.scovers her complete powerlessness within the legal bond into
which she has
entered, likening it to slavery, as does Zee:"Oh, the dreary, dreary world of endless,
hopeless,
loveless

slavery. Bound to him for ever, to the end of her life."35e Carlisle takes every
opportunity to remind her

that everything she has is his

- it is his money, his house and she is his property to do with as he

pleases, and Hermione comes to realise "he had the right to tortlrre
her at his brutal will, the right
confirmed by law, sanctified by Scripture, and applauded by society."36('Like Ellis, Grossmann
notes
how the legal inequality of marriage aggravates the relationship between the sexes: "a
n:lan tires sooner
of one who is completely his own than of one who has aseparate existence".r6l

At first Hermione is prevented by her religious beliefs from

consiclering divorce. When she

eventually rejects these beliefs she investigates her options. Her fiiend Doctor Earle
tells her laws exist,
but are not in operation - "the law cannot reach domestic life".'r62 carlisle tells her she,ll
never get a
divorce while he is alive, and when she considers pleading for divorce on the grounds
of cruelty, she
realises Carlisle will just lie atrout this and pay tbr a good lawyer. The novel
takes place before the
introduction of the Guardianship of Infants Act, so if Hermione leaves Carlisle she
has no claim upon
her children.

Bradley Carlisle is a cntel, selfish alcoholic who hungers for power. When he first
sees fifteen -yearold Hermione "her childlike beauty and coldness inflamed him with an extraordinary desire to
meet
and quell 1t"l.'o'r63 He is attracted by her spirit and aloofness, as he prefers "conquest
to voluntary
surrender".3t'o

A. in the case of the union of Zee and Wrax, Carlisle's true nature is not apparent

to
Hermione before their marriage because the allure she provides at first overrides
his desire for drink
and gambling and also because he doesn't want to put her off.

t80

Once he possesses her, Carlisle's desire for dominance asserts itself: "the love
of secure possession

differs from that of expectant acquisition, and is apt to become dormant."3t" He takes
away Hennione's
freedom by forbidding her from going watking on her own, and he likes to shock
and ridicule her,
accusing her of being oversensitive and footish. When Hermione objects to his pet
name for her,
"Beauty", saying she want.s to be loved for more than her looks, Carlisle
replies that she isn,t wor-th any
more than that. Having no leason to hide his true nature any longer, he brings coarse
friepds home with

him to play cards, billiards and smoke and drink into the night. Hermione discovers Carlisle has

an

illegitirnate daughter and that he continues to have illicit liaisons with wolnen, and the shalne
she feels
at this public knowledge is crippling.

Hermione's spirit is a double-edged sword to Bradley. It attracts yet infuriates hirn. Believing his
role as a husband is to master his wife, he says "'I'll break your spirit for you some of these
days,,,,366

later declaring

"'l will break you in if I beat you to death"',367 and yet when Hermione does submit to

him, he despises her' Unwilling, because of weakness of natute and alcoholic adcliction, to let
Hermione become the purifying and redeeming influence in his life which the narrator
believes she
could be, Carlisle becomes taunted by what she rcpresents. As he de_uenerates:
The one savage instinct in his nature was to drag her down to his level, to hurniliate her,
to torture
her with shame till she dared not look him in the face with those eyes of hers that accused
him
more than words' He gave full vent to all that was worst in hirn. For what had he now to love?

Only he took care to keep within the law.r68
As Angela does to her murderer, Hennione reminds Carlisle of his capacity for redemption
which he is
attempting to annihilate.

Like Angela, Z,ee and the temperance novel heroines, Hermione

possesses innate

religion

-a

"simple, childlike nature-worship, unfbrmulated, yet more living than any
church-taught dogmas,'.36e
"Religious struggle or deep inward conviction" are not part of her experience,
as her religious mentor,
Mr. Howe' viewed "anything approaching conversion or religious ecstasy with peculiar dislike,,.370
Hermione asks Mr. Howe for religious instruction with regard to her upcoming ma'.iage.
He gives her
puritanical advice about the necessity of the married woman living a life of humility,
self-denial a'd
submission to her hr,rsband.

"'As Christ is the Head of the Church, so is the husband the head of the wonlan., For as a
helpmate to man was woman created, and without that she has no pulpose in life. Neither is this
subjection in any manner degrading, for as Kingsley tells us, Christ Himself lived for others, after
Whose example the woman ought to give up her own life.,'-r7l

He considers

it to be the duty of the wife to forgive any wrong at the hands of her husband and ..,by

patience and purity win hirn back to the Lord . . . . If she leave him, he is abandoned
to evil, and she is
the instrunrent of his clestruction."'372 What is more, although the law may allow divorce, the
church

l8l

does not recognise

it - deatlr is the only

release

from marriage. Desiring to do right, sixteen-year-old

Hermione enters into marriage attempting to live by these precepts.

The narrator declares Hennione's "mind was not gentle nor weak enough for her permanently to
accept conventional religion",37'3 and her spirit eventually revolts against these teachings.

Mr. Howe

is

angry when he hears stories of Herrnione's life in society, telling her she is living a life of vanity, and
that her unhappiness in marriage originates from her failure to submit to her husband and win him back
to God by her purity and subjection. Hennione is caught between religion and her own sense of right.
she rebels she aclrieves the goal

If

of

. . . freedom from a crushing restraint, but under conditions which must make her an outcast from

church and law, a rebel against heaven. And on the other side - submission, a deadening of every
instinct within her, pride crushed, all earthly hopes dead and buried. But the goal? - the peace of

God which passeth all understanding. Reached through what means? - servile submission,
pandering to all that was base in anotlrer's nature.rTa
Once again Hennione attempts to live according to conventional religion and once again her nature
revolts. The narrator sarcastically comments:

" . . . Hermione, under that process of wrong and violence, did not develop into a nobler woman.

"I

have been insultecl and degraded enough to be quite sanctified," she said to herself, bitterly.

According to all precedent, coarse treatment should only have perfected her. Contrary to all
literary authority, here, at least, sin bred sin. Hers was the pang without the palm."3?-s
Rejecting the idea that death is better than life, and deciding that by submitting to her husband she has

in fact become the

instrument

of sin, Hermione can now see the part orthodox religion plays in

maintaining the subjection of women. When her old school-friend Nellie Pierson is murdered by her
husband, Nellie's younger sister Susie relates a conversation she has with Hermione to her rernaining
sister Minnie:

"I said,

'Perhaps God took her to live with Him.'

"She said she thought God had made a mistake; He should have taken Pierson, and I was not
to talk to her about heaven and God. It was all lies men made up to keep children quiet and make
women fools.'376

A counter influence to that of conventional religion comes to bear upon Hermione when she finds a
friend in Dr. Earle, an acquaintance of her husband's. Dr. Earle's kindness connects Hermione to "the

Divine light towards which all her life she had been . . . dimly struggling."'r77

g.

recognises her

intellectual needs and helps her to educate herself. Hermione discovers a sense of purpose in helping
patients in hospital, but this is put an end to by Carlisle:

. . . the outlet

was

. closed on Hermione, and she was . . . forced back on the same hateful

treadmill. She had gone the limit of her chain. As if sfte were free to choose what life she would
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leadl Her life! Why it was scarcely hers, being subject to another will than her own. Her work!
Was it not to satisfy the passions of her lord and master? Was she not his, body and soul?378

The help that Dr. Earle can oft-er Hermione is limited, however, as he shrinks from unpleasantness not wanting to hear the awful details of her marriage, and worrying that too much involvement with her

will

spark gossip. Visiting the extremely

ill Hermione after

the birth of her son, Dr. Earle

. . . left her soon, because the idea of meeting Carlisle just then was simply revolting to him, and -

like a man - the desire of giving protection was not strong enough to overcome his objection to
sacrificing himself.

"I could not do her any permanent good, even if I

kept hirn off now, and that is purely

hypothetical," he said, on a masculine line of reasoninr.r''.t7e

After Ernest's death, when Hermione is threatened by madness, Dr. Earle writes but does not come "In the hour of utter need there is no friend,

ancl

in the depths the soul is alone."r80

Motherhood is a double-edged sword for Hermione, meeting her emotional needs, yet enmeshing
her tighter in the bonds of marriage. Hermione experiences intense love for her children, particularly
Ernest, her first-born:
So the starved human heart drank deep and passionately of that great creative and subjective love

which is above all other. It seemed as
search. Herein were the

if

her nature had fbund the object of her unconscious

life and death, her former self drowned in the depths of

a passion that no

words could fathom, another being growing strong within her from its birth.rsr

Maternal love is pure and fulfilling for Hermione, throwing into bitter relief the supposed love of her
marriage: Ernest's touch thrills her with a "rarer, intenser vibration of joy than ever her lover's had in
the long ago".3'J2

The initial knowledge of her pregnancy, however, prompts Hennione to attempt to cause

a

miscarriage, as she dreads the thought of the child becoming like its father. When she decides to keep
the baby, she is heartbroken to think it will "colne into the world with an heritage of its father's public

sin, its mother's public shame"..t83 Hermione would have to abandon her children

if

she were

to leave

Carlisle, so she stays and suffers increasing torture and brutality fbr their sakes. She writes to Dr. Earle

"'If it were not for the children I would leave him to-morrow and kill myself rather than come back.
Sometimes I cannot think, and my brain is all on fire. I feel I shall go mad."''r84 The children are
Carlisle's ultimate weapon against Hermione, keeping her his prisoner and serving as instruments with

which to torture her. After Carlisle beats Ernest for the first time, Hermione enters into a life of
deception and submission, what the narrator calls a "prostitution of her higher nature".'18'5 to prevent
this from happening again.
Hermione has no way out of an intolerable situation. She is in a "state between crushed submission
and clelirious revolt".186

Ill

from the increasing effects of alcoholisrn, Carlisle treats Herrnione with

increasing cruelty, no longer concealing

it from

the children. Torture and lack of sleep combine to
r83

produce in Hermione a confused state. The ultimate act of cnrelty,
the drunk Carlisle's f,atal beating of
Ernest, finally pushes her beyond what she can bear.

Carlisle had always termed Hennione's protests "hysterical", and again he uses
madness as
weapon. Threatening her with the madhouse, 'ohe taunted her with her insanity
until she believed in

a

it

herself and it scarcely became a lie."'r87 He keeps her locked in her room, preventing
her from seeing
their three remaining children, who she can hear in the nursery. She clecides to leave,
and the ,.shadowy
madness"388 retreats from Hermione's mind and she runs away in the
night towards the Wallaroo
Ranges.

Holy Ghost resumes Hermione's story when she is hospitalised in Melbogrne, on the brink of
madness, after crossing the mountains. Dr. Earle discovers her there, takes
her

to live with him as his

daughter and aids in her recovery. Hermione increasingly feels the need to
turn her suffering to good
use, and leaves her sheltered life with Dr. Earle to earn her own living and
to fight for women,s rights forming a women's commune for this pllrpose. When Carlisle learns of her survival he
attempts to get
her back, and, failing to obtain a clivorce or even a legal separation, Hennione kills
herself to avoid
being forced to return to her marriage.
The cruelty Hermione suffered in In Revolt made "the assumption of a personal and
omnipotent and
benevolent God a bitter mocker]",38e and, having held religion re.sponsible for aiding
the subjection of
women, "When she had revolted against sex tyranny, she had cast off religious
faith with it."3e0 In Holy
Ghost Hermione realises that her sufferings were "part of a great social wrong. They were
not upheld
by God."3e' One day in the bush she has a spiritual revelation that makes sense of her life
and points

her towards her vocation:

"All her past life seemed no longer

senseless tragedy,

but suffering

transfigured and glorified, flaming in the deep, high purpose of God."'t'2 Hermione vows
...Other
tl-lat
women shall suffe'the less because I have suffered so much"'.3e-.
Hermione develops

'oa

newer faith . . . in God, not in the old fonns of primitive human conceptions,

but as pure Spirit, infinitely far off, and yet not for ever unattainable. Behind the blind
brute forces of
the world there was that spirit of holiness and loveliness."3e4 She asks God to give
her a part in the
world's warfAre, and, like Angela, regards her fight as "a war against evil".']e's This humanist
faith is a

foundation

of the commune Hermione

consequently forms: they avoicl "orthodox religious

associations",3e6 but Hermione stipulates that "our object is religious

in the best sense. Then I do want

the feeling of family love. We are all to be sisters",JeT so the women plefix "Sister"
to their names.

Hetmione's desire for education is further gratified when she lives with Dr. Earle. ..In receiving
education she had a vague, instinctive feeling that she was preparirrg for her warfare."3eu
Hermione
determines to put her knowledge to use

"'to help

rai.se other women."'-lee She rcalises she must leave

the "luxurious dependence"4o0 of her pseudo-daughter role with Dr. Earle and become independent
to
do this - "she must learn by bitter experience how a woman could make her way in the wortd.,,40l
Faced

again with the lack of suitable employment, exacerbated by her personal circumstances, Hermione goes
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on the stage in New York - "''What choice is possible to a wornan in my position? When a woman is
separated from her husband she is outlawed, whether she is the innocent or the guilty one;

difference. I was obliged to enter a doubtful prof'ession."'402 Still,

"lt

it makes no

meant independence at least, and

dependency was the curse of women."403

For the first time in her life Hermione is financially supportirrg herself, and "The bounty of the
kindest hand could not have given her the pleasure she felt when she rcceived her first seelson's salary,

the first money she had ever legally earned."40a Hermione fincls monetary recognition of her work
immensely satisfying and contrasts it with the unpaid work of the wif'e and mother:

. . . her husband had expected her to manage a large household, entertain his guests, look after
four little children, and wait on him hand and foot; but he always kept up the fiction that

she

never had anything to do but to amuse herself, and that she ought to be in a state of perennial
gratitude for his magnificent generosity in supporting her. Now she was supporting herself.a0s

Hermione does not like the drunkenness and profanity she encounters in her job, however, and believes
her womanhood is being traded upon again as "to get money she must charm it out of rnen by playing
upon the sex attractio[,"406 so she leaves the stage and becomes

a

journalist.

Hermione meets up with the woman's rightist Clara Clarke (Mrs. Dale fr-om In Revolt, who has

since divorced and returned

to America) and studies her library of

literature on the woman's

movement. Grossmann lists names of early fenrinists "Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, Mary Livermore, Susan
Anthony"aoT and says of them:

of a great social revolution. It is time that this
movement was rescued from the derision and the abuse with which its enemies tried to
overwhelm it, and that men showed themselves magnanimous enough to rank it with such

These were the heroines and the pioneers

changes as the downfall of monarchical absolutism, the abolition of slavery, the refonnation of

religion, and the rise of humanitarianism. It suffers from being treated too much as a comedy, bttt

it arose out of

a widespread tragedy

of wrecked lives and wasted po*"rr.o"*

Hermione, Clara and some other like-minded women set up home together in a New York flat. In

this "little household of Wonren's Rightists'r4oe 11.r*ione finally has the "sympathetic affection and
purpose outside

of

herself'alo that slre has always craved. Hermione decides they

a

will form a

Commune: "They would work for complete emancipation, political and social; they would rouse
women to educate themselves, and be no longer the ornaments and toys of an artificial society, but
great and strong and free."at' They

will recruit young women "victims of all the social wrongs . . .

unequal chances and wages, or subjection and cruelty"4l2 into the Commune and educate them to their
views.

The sisters discuss the population question, concluding like Ellis that: "'The number of children in
each family should be the number that the parents conscientiously believe they can rear to the best
advantage."'u'3 A.s things are, parents are failing to do their duty by neglecting the "souls and bodies"
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of their children in favour of their "clothes and food".ala Hennione says women should not

be

sacrificed for the sake of their children, and since the mother is the parent who
is at risk of suffering
most, she must be the one to decide how many children she has. Parcnts "'should
have the chance of a
noble enjoyment of their own life, and that means being something more than parents
alone. No fathers
have this excessive sacrifice demanded of them. No more should the rnothers.
We should have the finer
race in the end."'

Hermione's priority is to
"raise the idea of marriage. The union is marriage, and the union is the source
of the new race,
the generation that should surpass the one befbre it. The giving of life should be
consecrated. But
now impurity goes alrnost free and unpunished, and when a man corrupts himself and some
woman it is thought quite a venial fault.,'41.5
The sisters decide that adultery .should be the only grounds for divorce and reman.iage,
because of the
effects of divorce upon the children, and to encourage a sense of faithfulness and permanence
insteacl

of temporary convenience ancl pleasure.

will provide women with educational opportunities equal to men "'Not necessarily
the same, but equally thotough"'.416 If a woman has a special talent, 5he is to be given
the chance to
The Comrnune

develop it into a career. Hermione declares that women must fight "to have equal wages
for our work,
to enter any trade or profession."4lT This will ensure that women will not be pressured into
marriage
as

their only viable econornic option. In Grossmann's Life of Helen Macrnillan Brown (Helen
Connon),
written two years before Holy Ghost, she describes a woman conrbining a career with family
life:
She wished to prove that

it was possible fbr a woman to have an independent career and yet to

fulfill all the duties of wife, mother and mistress. . . . Her well-ordered hou.sehold, where nothing
seemed awry, her carefully tended children, her complete union

with her husband, were all silent

but unanswerable witnesses to the possibility, of women managing a home and a profession
at the
same time.als

Macrnillan Brown only managed to sustain this life for eleven years, however, before the strain led
to
her resignation from teaching. Grossmann concludes thzrt "Perhaps the task she
set herself was not to be
accomplished under the circumstances of colonial lii'e. . . . Bur the full solution Iies
in the hands of the
new generation."4le

The sisters recognise that some women will choose a domestic career, and
trained properly in domestic science, as this work i.s just as valuable.

if this is so thev will

be

"If a woman

is to be trained for the household and for the management of a farnily. that wants
just as sound education as if it were for the State. So far all the higher clomestic
subjects - the
knowledge of body and rnind - have been neglected for haphazard training in the arts connected
with eating and personal trdornment. We must form new nrothers, who can not only nurse infants,
but control and guicle growing sons and daughters and keep their reverence."uz0
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The women

"'

will

be taught physiology, enough

. to teach the young the unhealthiness and immorality of submitting to selfish intemperance
in

marriage. We should especially encourage women to go

in for the medical profession.

Men

doctors. when they do happen to be bad themselves, simply lend the weight of all their authority
and knowledge toward.s supporting their own vice, and they preach unnatural wickeclness
as a law
of nature."
Hermione decides they will set up the Commune in Australia, as the women's movement is so much
further behind Arnerica:

In a new country like Au.stralia every individual effort - so she reasoned - woulcl count for so
much more. It is in its first youth that a coLlntry shapes its ilestiny. There is greater scope, a more
impressionable nature, less clogging traditions and customs, and more immense possibilities.a2t

The women establish the Commune in Melbourne, taking orphan girls and training them in their
areas
of choice. Nearly half choose a domestic career, the remainder artistic or literary.
One of Hermione's strongest views, one not whole-heartedly accepted by the rest of the sisters,
is
her notion of purity. Philippa Moylan's thesis, "Paradigm & Promise: A Ferninist Critique
of Novels by

E' S. Grossmann and L. A. Baker", in an attempt to

acldrcss the seeming inadequacies

of first-wave

feminism when viewed fl'orn a twentieth century context, refers to the similarities between Hermione,s
feminism and the mainstream nineteenth-century women's movement and aligns Hermione with
those
feminists who strongly advocated social purity. Moylan states:

The social purists were committed to attacking the sexual dor.rble standard which they saw as
endangering female virtue and allowing male licence. Aligning themselves with Evangelist
sympathies, the social purists staged a series of campaigns aimed at controlling male
intemperance; they worked towards restricting sex to marriage, and restrictingitwithirr marriage,
and abolishing prostitution and.sexual infidelity. Thus the social purists' reforms revolved
around

sex.o"

This certainly is one of Hennione's central concerns. She regards "impurity as a consequence
of the
idea that the woman is the man's property."at3 H.. definition of purity in marriage is ..Absolute
faithfulness

of husband and wife; no more license on his part than on hers; not beforehand,

nor

afterwards."424 Hermione goes so far as to claim that a second marriage, while the previous partner
still

lives, is adultery' She feels too that anyone who cannot control their "clestructive passions', should
be
"forcibly restrained in prisons and asylums".42s
Sexual restrictions would continue in marriage,

if

Hermione had her way. She feel.s that the "very

heart of all the wrong", is "the sensual view of the relation between man and woman".426
She defines
the position sex would have in an ideal marriage: "'The natural purpose of marriage i.s not
indulgence,

but bringing life into tlre world and tending the life that comes, By purity
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I

nrean the subjection of

passion and the consecration

of instinct to the noblest purpose of the

rlce."4?1 Moylan believes that

Hermione's opinions were characteristic of the time. She states:

' . . there is a real sense in which Hennione and the "social" feminists were tailoring their reforms
to fit the needs of women. It is obviously in women's interests to ndvocate monogamous
marriage' as women's apparent lack of interest in sex, meant that they would be less likely to
be
the adulterers. Through this censorship of sex, the ferninists could "save" women from the
dangers of venereal disease and unwanted pregnancies.nr*

Hennione herself sees herself as "the unhappy victim of eight years' 'passionate love,,,,42e her
marriage "always seemed to her a legalised prostitution."43" Asserting that true love is spiritual,
Hermione reaffirms what she said in In Revolt: "she had found the deepest of all passions in her love

for her new-born infant".4rl The result of her experiences is that she "cherished only the thought of
parental and filial love, the dearest and purest affection she had known."432 Secure
in her belief in the
purity of their love, Hermione is shocked and disappointed when she realises that Dr. Earle has been
ostracised by society because of the presurnptions that have been made about his relationship
with
Hermione.
Grossmann illustrates love between equals - the intense love between Hermione and prudence is
a

significant feature in the novel. Prudence addresses society's devaluing of other sorts
sexual love between men and women:

of love than

"What I object to ' . . is confining the name of love to only one sort of love, as if there were not
others jttst as passionate and .strong.

A 'love-story' is always one about the passion

between a

marriageable man and girl. I shall write a love-story some day about two wonten."

"That would be only friendship," said Margaret.

"'Only friendship,' Margaret?" Hermione answered. "There may be, there often is, passion in
friendship. By passion I mean that exalted state of feeling that lifts us above our ordinary level self-surrender,

sel

f-annih i lation, rapture.

"433

Hermione desires that this type of love, which she al.so shared with Dr. Earle, exist ip the marriage
relationship, which she believes will happen when the sensual aspect is overcome, and when women
are recognised as being equal to men.

The relationship between Hermione and Prudence - between free and independent equals - contrasts
greatly with the marriage of Hermione and Carlisle. Carlisle's refusal to acknowledge his wife as a
separate identity with rights and needs equal to his own, is is depicted as partly the fault of a society
that perpetuates the oppression of women. Men, in their privileged position, are not likely to challenge
the existing social structtlre, so it is up to women like Hermione - fiom their position of weakness and
disadvantage - to confront the overwhelming odds in an attempt to improve the position of women,
not for themselves, then for future women.
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Connected with their ideal of purity is the sisterhood's view of the inrportance
of the evolution of
the human race. Grossmann states in the preface to Holy Ghost: "Progrcss comes from
our efforts to
emancipate the race from the past and to make way for its evolution into the future."a'3a
Hermione
believes that the "subjection of passion" is necessary for this evolution to take place: ,.If
we get any

clear idea

of life ascending from generation to generation in higher and higher

grades, we must

recognise how far that purpose is above personal pleasure."att The sisters believe that
under increasingly good conditions, each generation

will

be capable

if

lives begin

of achieving a higher destiny than

the one previous to it.

Women alone, however, are not capable of implementing the sort of changes needed to achieve this
vision - like-minded tnen are needed so thtrt ideal marrriages can be tbrmed - marriages where .,the
wife
is as free as the husband, and the husband as pure and temperate as the wife; where desire
is mutual and
springs from the love of children."atu So H".,nione decides to set up a Brotherhood, which will
provide
men who are capable of forming ideal marriages with women such as those the sisters train in the
Commune. In this way Hermione is atternpting to pave the way for the evolution of the race.

Hermione appeals to the potential members of the Brotherhood to live their lives with temperance
and purity. She feels that young men are deliberately taught that they cannot control their passions,
and
slre appeals to them

. . . never for a moment to contbund love, the purest and most unselfish of all feelings, with blind

self-gratification and the lust for power. They would be tempted by an image that men call love;
but that, in truth, was nothing but sensual instinct, stirnulated to mad excess, glorified and
disguised by music and poetry, but, at the core, merely anirnal.a'17

They rnust avoid this "'monstrous . . . unnatural passion"',ott ol; it "'poisons the source and fountain
of
1i;"rrr.4'1() I{ermione tells them "'all union, in and out of marriage, is sacrecl
only when it springs from

the love of children and the joyful anticipation of them.
yourselves, br"rt for the race that is to spring from you."'440

yol

have to think and feel, not for

Hennione is doomed to be one of the "stepping-stones for rcmote generations",u'l o, her fight for
legal freedom from her husband takes place before the new divorce law came into effect
at the end of
the nineteenth century. Hermione attempts to get a divorce from her husband on the grounds
of cruelty,
drunkennes.s and infidelity. These grounds would have been sufficient for a divorce
to be granted, but
the difficulty of proving such accusations, Carlisle's scherning and prejudice against
her cause all work
to ensure her failure. The court is sympathetic to Carlisle, believing his infidelity to be
a result of his
wife's leaving hirn- The narrator sums up this contradictory sentiment - "Carlisle had not
been guilty of

infidelity, becau.se it was his wife's fault that he had".aa2
Hermione also fails in her application for

a

judicial separation. Her book, putting forward her ideas

on "free love" and sexual purity, is published during the trial, so the trial and her cause
drag each other
down. The Commune and the Brotherhoocl are clisbandecl and the judge clenies
the "unyielding wife,, on
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the grounds of "her personal character",aa3 saying that the case was "in the main, the
outcome of wild
advanced theories for the subversion of the proper relation between the sexes".aa Hermione
has ro

watch the dismantling of the honre Dr. Earle bequeathecl to her, as she has no legal rights over this
property. These examples must have hit home to Grossmann's audience, who were reading

from the

safer side of the Married wornen's property and Divorce Acts.

Carlisle is furious at Hermione's public exposure of his cruelties in court - she was "his wife, his
own property, that part of himself especially made to serve ancl please him, to hide all his sins; indeed,
to take them upon herself."a4s He tells her he won't use physical violence on het when she returns to

him, but he'll make her wish she was dead. He says he'll fincl her wherever she goes, take all her
money whether she earns it or not and use the children to tortltre her. Faced with the promise of such
horror, Hermione decides she must choose "her soul before her body",e6 and determining ,,to die at
war with her fate rather than yield",447 she kills herself.

In his obituary for Grossmann in l93l Alan Mulgan wrote that Holy Ghost "is one of the most
impressive of ferninist novels", but feels that Grossmann "allowed her hatred of injustice to overcloud
her judgement, and her outlook became morbid. Humorous in herseli she lackecl a sense of humour
in

, 1991, regards the Hermione
novels as "tragic melodrama"a4e and Wattie. in

1998, is

of the opinion that Hol.v Ghost is

"nrarred by its sensationalist elements" and that its

"surprisingly defeatist ending to a vigorous attack on a wide range of injustices is disappointing".as0
In
judgements
making these
these critics are overlooking the intended function of the novel which is to
remind women of the courage and suffering of their foremothers who fought repressive laws in or.der
that women in the future should enjoy a better life. The martyrdom of Hermione is therefore an
appropriate and effective ending.

A reviewer of the first edition of Holy Ghost expected that the novel woulcl "'take rank, or we are
much mistaken' with the really great novels of the time"',451 but the Hermione novels are generally
overlooked in favour of Grossmann's final novel, The Heart of the Bush. Critics by and large prefer the
nationalism of The Heart of the Bush to the "narrow, crusading"as2 religion and the "oversimplified
tragic melodrama"4'53 of Angela and the "crude exaggeration" of Holy Ghost which "puts it out of court

as a serious achievement".4-54 Stevens states that Grossmann "carne nearest to success in her last
novel",o55 Cherry Hankin calls it "Her best novel"456 and Wattie calls it Gro.ssmann's "finest
book,
incleed one

of the two or three best New Zealand novels of the first two

century",4's7 even clairning

decades

of the twentieth

it to merit republication.

The Heart of the Bush (1910) was published three years afier Hol.y Ghost, and presenrs a radical
departure from the earnest didacticism of Grossmann's first three novels. The novel deals with the issue

of nationalism as New Zealand develop.s its own identity separate fi'om England (a topic also explored
by Grossmann in her articles "The Growth of a Colonial Sentinrent"4'5t'l and '.Women of New
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Zealand"45e;, facing what Wattie claims was "the major literary question

culture to be defined, and must

it

of its tirne: how is a colonial

'cringe' before the metropolitan tradition?"a60 The workings of

a

successful marriage are also investigated, and Grossmann highlights the importance of compromise
and
communication in this. The novel is divided into three parts: before marriage, the honeymoon and

finally married life.
The fir.st part, entitled "Bstween Two Hemispheres", begins when twenty-year-old Adelaide Borlase
arrives home to a South Canterbury sheep run after ten years in England being educated and introduced

to society life. She returns in

companionship with

a "faultlessly got up Englishman",46l

Horace

Brandon, whom she intends to marry. Back at her father's farm, Adelaide renews acquaintance with
Dennis MacDiarmid, "by blood ancl birth a barbarian",46? who was her childhood sweetheart and is
now her father's farm manager. All Adelaide "really wanted in this world was to behave prettily and to
please and be pleased",4r'3 and she finds life on the farm "vulgar, jarring, lowest micldle-class", a

of: "Rain, washing tragedies, smoke, cold mutton and heavy dumplings".464 Adelaide is
offended by Dennis's farniliarity with her, and attempts to remedy this by as.suming an air of aloof
succession

graciousness, only to discover this "did not seem to work on colonials".a6s She tries to put him in his

place with chatter about her distinguished English relatives and is surprised when she is met with
contempt.
Horace Brandon is an effete gentleman, in the words of Adelaide's half-sister -

"'all pink and white,

like a Christmas cake. And look at his figure! I believe he wearu .stays"'.466 The Brandon family's
estate is a fragrnent of genteel England in the bush. Adelaicle is invited to an eight-course dinner
(complete with a butler) at which Brandon gives "amusing accounts of his colonial
experiences, and of
what he believed to be the habits of the natives".a67 Beneath Brandon's veneer of refinement, there are

disturbing echoes of Bradley Carlisle. He desires a speedy marriage with Adelaide in order to quash
rumours of his involvement with a mamied woman. He is attracted by Adelaide's reserve with him,

finding it "stimulating. It roused in hirn something not exclusively civilis.4rr,46tt irncl he looks forward
to the "sportive taming"4{'e of her - the subduing of her "colonial wildness".47O Imagining their
marriage, Adelaide pictures Brandon being "loving but masterful, treading down her foolish linle will

and setting up his noble masculine one for the benefit

of

both."a7l When Adelaide breaks their

engagement Brandon tries to force her into marriage against her will, and she notices his face is "hard
as

iron", with the o'sternness of the dominant sex and the dominant race combined."a72

Adelaide has spent half her life in the New Zealand bush and half in English society. Although she
finds the return to bush life dull at first, she immediately regains her affinity with nature, finding the
bush "all uncultured but all fresh, strong and great".ott Her loyalties begin to transfer from the culture

of England to the nature of New Zealand,, and Adelaide has the sensation of "being two distinct persons
who did not agree with each other."474 "'[ feel that I am transmigrating,' she said, "and am a compound

of two beings. You can't imagine what a painful process it is until it gets cornpleted."ott Adelaide
l9r

rediscovers her love for Dennis, even though he is "uncouth, rough . . . what might be considered a

clown in highly cultured society."a76 He reads literature and poetry and surprises Adelaide by asking
her to teach him further in the evenings -

"It did not fit

at all into her ideas of the majesty of man".477

Adelaide realises she loves Dennis, deciding that he is a man, which is more important than being a
gentleman. When she tells her father of their engagement, he is concerned at Adelaide's unfitness for
the bush life he sent her to England to free her from:

"You don't know what you're going into - a struggle for years before you can even take your
proper place in the colony, a lonely, lonely life on this bush farm, with not one of your friends
and acquaintances near, work all the year round, and then perhaps only loss and ruin at the end

it all. . . . It may be all right at first, but wait till the children

of

come."478

Isolation from medical lrelp meant the death of Adelaide's mother in childbirth. She is buried in the
local cemetery, where half of the older graves are those of young mothers and their babies. Adelaide,
however, is of the opinion that

if

she is going to die young, then she might as well be happy in the

meantime. She assents to Dennis's suggested compromise:
ungentlemanly boor can be expected to be,

"'l'll

be as tame as an uncultured and

if you drop the drawing-room

manners, and remember we

are here together in the bush"',47e they marry in a "semi-civilised, semi-barbarous wedding"as0 and
Dennis is made partner in Mr. Borlase's estate.

The second section of the novel, "The Hidden Vale", f'eatures Adelaide and Dennis's honeymoon.
Adelaide decides on its location: "She would go away with Dennis into the mountains, into the very
heart of his kingdom, where there was no Society and no Art and no Civilisation, only Nature".48l As

Dennis carries her over a tumultuous river, Adelaide muses "Her bridegroom was such a barbarian
sometimes, and she felt as if her were literally bearing her straight out of her civilised sphere into his
kingdom."a8z Despite this admiration of her husband, she vows "to civilise him - in the

future. 'I

shall have to tame him when we begin married life in earnest."'481
Dennis could not join Adelaide in hercultured existence, and neithercan Adelaide join Dennis in his

natural world. Dennis decides he wants to scale Rangatira, an unclimbed peak. He sets off alone, and
Adelaide realises: "She had come into her husband's world, and, somehow, it did not seem quite meant

for her." While waiting for her husband to return, Adelaide climbs towards a glacier, slips, and falls
down a ravine, narrowly escaping death. Here she lies until Dennis returns and finds her "in a profound

sleep...hereyes...fixedonthesky,questioningit."Dennisjoinshergazeand,inanovelwhich
featurcs religion notably less than the first three, they look "up at the clear sky as children look up for
God."a84

This scene is reminiscent of the final scene of Angela, the difference being that

whereas

Angela had to die and attain her happiness with God, Adelaide can achieve happiness on earth in her
marriage to Dennis. Dennis rescues Adelaide, apologises for leaving her, and they share wine (which
Adelaide will only touch in emergencies) and bread:
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While they were eating and drinking, it struck Adelaide with a sense of awe that the med was
sacramental, and that sornehow God was near, too near to tlrem. They had never before so utterly
worshipped each other as when they sat alone again simply sharing their food together.as-s

The last part of the novel, "The Book of Dennis and Adelaide", begins with the question "How after

all would it turn out, the marriage of the leisured and the tabouring class, of art and nature, of
civilisation and barbal'ism?"486 Dennis and Adelaide possess the vital ingredient in that theirs is a
marriage of equals - "Whoever mled and whoever was ruled, they were both supremely happr".487
Grossmann describes Adelaide's and Dennis's sexual love with the positivity confinecl to platonic love

in her earlier novels. Dennis reflects about his marriage to Adelaide "the dearest wonder of all was her
love - to feel her heart give back throb for throb to his own, ancl to watch her breath come and go with

the breath of his own being, and the blood quicken in every vein beneath his hand, beneath his
glance'"488 What was an "unnatural passion" in the Hermione novels is here celebtated because
Dennis

"had always the cherishing sentiment towards his wife, and it redeemed his passion from any risk of
grossness."489

The final lessons Dennis and Adelaide must learn concern colonial materialism and communication
within marriage' In order to earn enough money to build Adelaide a grand house and enable her to visit
England, Dennis sets up The Fanner's Refrigerating Company and the Roslyn Dairy Factory.

It was

a critical time in the industrial history of the colony. During the past ten or flfteen years a

revolution had been going on in the whole agricultural and pastoral systems, owing to the growth

of the frozen meat trade and the dairy factories. Then the Argentine and Australia came into the
running, and it became a question how long New Zealand would hold its own.4nt)
Dennis joins the Road Board and is instrumental in obtaining roads and bridges to their otherwise hard

to access area, and these efforts coupled with his business enterprises save the region from economic
ruin and prove Dennis to be "a man amongst men".4el
Grossmann perceives the intrusion of industry into a pastoral paradise to be a negative influence - in

Angela the railway brought progress and the evil influence of Marks into Fielding - and Dennis is
frequently absent from their home on business. Adelaicte is pregnant, lonely and fearful that she will die

in childbirth. Unsuccessfully

.she

tries "to console herself with the old consecrated cant that women

should not be so exacting, that when men stayed trom home it was because their homes were not
attractive to them, that a woman's place is in her home and a man's in the world."4e2
The baby does not survive the birth, and Adelaide becomes critically ill. Dennis defies the doctor's
orders to remain or.rtside Adelaide's room and his presence at her bedside saves her lif'e. Grossmann
comments ironically on the attitude of male doctors towards childbirth when Dennis tells the doctor
that he wishes he had not married Adelaide so as to spare her fi'om the pain she is experiencing. The
doctor replies:
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"Oh, nonsense, nonsense. Exaggerated sentiment, my dear sir. You're imagining
that women
feel pain as much as men do. They are not capable of suffering to anything like the same clegree.',
MacDiarmid regarded him for an instant with mild ancl childlike curiosity. "How do you find

that out?" he asked, but his attention wandered, and the doctor's reply reachecl him only in
incoherent scraps; - "matter of science - physiologicat causes - lower nervous organisation inferior development of the brain," then one coherent sentence, "They get over it so easily."
"Except when it kills them," thought MacDiarmid . . . .1el
This assumption of the male's superior capacity for f'eeling is a rerninder of the nurse in Helena who
claims that Maori do not experience pain as pakeha do.
Adelaide feels unable to confront Dennis about the issue of his absences. The narrator says: "There
sometimes are, between lovers, subjects tlrat become impossible. They had come to that stage when
a

third person's intervention woulcl have been invaluable, as, in spite of all our consecrated cant, it often
is between man and wife."oea God breaks the stalemate - "sontething very beautiful clescended into
Adelaide's sottl, not exactly a mediaval angel witlr bird's wings, but a divine messenger of the God
who is Wisdom and Love and Power."ae5 Adelaide is now able to tell Dennis that she wants him. not
the things he is working to buy her.
Dennis sells most of his share.s in the Farmer's Refrigerating Company, resigns his seat on the Board
of Directors and they settle down to a life of iclyllic bliss. Each has met the other halfway - Dennis has

improved his habits by giving up whisky, tobacco and swearing in Adelaide's presence, and Adelaide
accepts Dennis as he is. Aspects of nature and culture are now shown to be blendecl in Adelaide,
as she
clasps Dennis's "knee in an abandon that h:rd something passionate and prirnitive, zrncl yet was
civilised
and restrained by grace and prettiness."4e6 Dennis realises he no longer wants to climb mountains
on
his own, and tells Adelaide he is "getting domestic or double-souled or something".4eT The novel ends

with a new pregnancy.
The Heart of the Bush marks a cleparture from the didacticism of Grossmann's previons work. A
romance, it is light and humorous in tone, and lacks the sincerity of the Hermione novels. Adelaide
begins the novel as the sort of society woman so heavily criticised by Angela and Hermione, and
even
though her character develops, towards the end of the novel she still talks "light ald airy nonsense,,4e8
and is o'more than willing for Dennis to choose her politics".4ee Herrnione is the mouthpiece for
Grossmann's own views and of the three heroines appears to hold her admiration the nrost.

Grossmann's first three novels show the clisaster which results when, due to the lack of power
afforded to women in society, their traditional role as redeemer of morals is diminished. Angela's

purity fails to redeem the mad drunk, and likewise Bradley repeatedly passes by opportunities for
salvation. Grossmann stiltes that women "'find themselves as a class burdenecl with the salvation of
men

- a most illogical position, fbr the weaker

cannot with justice be made responsible

stronger"',-s00 and concludes: "No man can be saved except by his own will.,,-501
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for

the

The Heart of the Bush illustrates a marriage in which the partners enjoy equality (personal
rather
than political), so their spheres can be truly complementary. After two novels which argue passionately
against the injustices

of

late-nineteenth-century marriage, this attitude

is a turnaround. Katherine

MacDonald, in her 1992 thesis: "Saint, SinnerorSymbol: AGenericApproach to theNovels of Edith
Searle Grossmann" in which she stuclies Grossmann's use of melodrama, tragedy, realism and romance
in achieving her literary purpose, explains what she believes to be Grossmann's reasons fbr this:
One of the desires of the female community in the first decade of the twentieth century was to use
and build on the advantages that the suffrage movement had given them. While some women
chose to do so through the openings in education and the work-place; this option was not open to

many more. For these wolnen, marriage was to be their life's vocation. Thus it was irnportant to
them that the status of wife and mother be lifted, and be accepted by the populace at large as a

worthwhile and fulfilling role. The Heurt ofthe Bush raises the status of marriage with its
detailed analysis of Dennis' and Adelaide's relationship.502
MacDonald's argument is convincing, and is in line with the ernphasis Hermione gives to the equal
value and status of domestic training when elected as the career of their choice by women in her
Commune. To portray a marriage between equals at a time when women still did not share legal
equality with men, Adelaide and Dennis's marriage must exist independent of the lrles of society - in a
pastoral existence from which all intru.sions have been banished.
Grossmann displays a quality of writing outstanding amongst the novelists in this thesis so far. She

conveys her messages with passion, potent imagery and humour (much of the humour is provided by
Sister Anna's ironic undercutting of Hermione's statements - for example when Hermione suggests the

"'A consultation, when I am not contradicting you, means that
and the rest agree in ecstasies.rrr503 gn another occasion Anna remarks to

sisters hold a consultation, Anna replies

you expound your theories,
Hermione

"'It

is a pity you ar€ not a little - what shall I say? - plainer in appearance,

if you are going to
experiment in Platonic love"''sO4;. One of the most earnest of these didactic novelists. Grossmann,s
skills alone were enough to securc her a positive reputation when critics would rather ignore

the

message they convey. Mulgan's obituary for her reflects this:

Mrs. Grosslnatln was from the first a militant feminist, ancl it wourld have been better for her
literary reputation had she given herself less whole-heartedly to the cause. She had a remarkable
intellect, boundless courage (physical as well as moral), a very sensitive soul, and powers of
expression far above the ordinary.-50's
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ALIEN (LOUISA BAKER)
"Alien" is the pseudonym of Louisa Baker (1856-1926), the most prolitic New Zealand novelist of
her time. Louisa Alice Dawson was born in Warwickshire, England, the second of Elizabeth Bratt's

and Henry Joseph Dawson's five children, When Louisa was seven her family emigrated to New
Zealand, settling in the Christchurch area. When she was eighteen she married house-painter and Greek
scholar John William Baker, fifteen years her senior. Their son, John William Walter, was born in 1875
and their daughter, Ethel Elizabeth,

in

1877.

When the children were nine and eleven Baker left her husband and took them to live in Dunedin
where she worked on the Otago Witness, editing the children's page "Dot's Little Folk" and writing the

women's and children's columns. The women's column, by "Alice", at first included home hints, but
grew to consist almost entirely of her own work - her serials, replies to correspondents, letters to her
readers and sornetimes a poem. Baker's concerns about marriage and feminisrn are expressed in her
letters to her readers, which f'eature subjects such

a.s

"Huppy homes", "Do girls of eighteen know their

own minds?" and "Why do men ask that women should sit in the shadow of their throne?"
Baker wrote her first novel, A Dau-ehter of the King, in New Z.e,aland, and

in

1894 she and Ethel

moved to England, where it was published. Baker worked in London as a writer and

the pen nalre "Alien".

ln

a

journalist, using

1903 she began writing "oAlien's'Letter from England" for the Otago

Witness, covering topics of the day such as women's suffrage and divorce.'506

Baker published sixteen novels and a collection of short stories over a period of sixteen years. Most

of her novels ran to second editions and many were published in America as well as in England. Sturrn
notes that "Baker . . . remained much less widely read in New Zealand than overseas, primarily because

of poor distribution

arrangements

by

British

publishers."5O7

difficulties confronting New Zealand novelists in making
are bred under the Southern Cross, held cheaply there

a

Baker mentioned some

of

the

living, cornplaining that "colonial artists . . .

- and labelled in London" and that a story with

"an English setting is of three times the value in London, commercially, of one with a colonial
background".'s08 Despite this, Baker's novels could almost invariably claim Australasian settings until
1902, when she claimed her mernory of New Zealand was fading, and her novels began increasingly to

be set in England.so' Notwithstanding the English settings and the fact she never returned to New
Zealand, Baker still calls herself "New Zealand's Novelist" in her 1908 handwritten inscription to

"Mrs. Campbell Praed Australia's Novelist", in the copy of His Neighbour's Landmark held by The
University of Queensland.
Baker's novels are romances which are feminist in that they seek to strengthen the position of
women by identifying the qualities of the ideal marriage, discussing divorce and promoting the right of
a woman to a career of her own. Baker encourages the improvement of both sexes in order to achieve

the perfect union, the healthy base for the rearing of children. Like Grossnrann, Baker sees the
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recogllition and valuing of woman and her unique qualities as necessary for the evolution of the human
race:

It is for the woman to give birth to the Immaculate Conception - the Christ-man. It is not yet. She
is only in the agonies of birth pains. Science, reason, and religion are at the accouchement - the
predestined birth of a larger, broader, purer love, that

will triumph over minds illuminated with

truth.'slo

A Daughter of the King (1894) is set around Christchurch

and in Melbourne. Florence's father, a

violinist, dies when she is a child. Ieaving her with the legacy: "'You are one of the King's daughters.
An heiress to all things. Be royal."''" Over the course of the novel Florence journeys towards a full
understanding

hopes she

of this

.statement. The chilcl Florence is taken

in by a kinclly Calvinistic woman, who

will prove a civilising inf-luence to her son and her nephew. "A child of

nature, whose

instinct it was to love. . . . Untrained in creed - untutored in morals",sl2 Florence's religiorr is contrasted

with the austerity of her adoptive mother's "[p]uritan stiffness and narrow conception of the Divine".5l-1
Florence is frequently described as unorthodox - she rides bareheadecl, plays with Maori children and
doesn't feel the need for prayers at bedtime because she talks to God all day. Mrs. Arnold's efforts to
put the fear of Satan in Florence result in "A vague terror" taking "possession of her - a nameless dread

-

an undefined f'ear of some great Power that did not understand her, alcl that she did not

understand."5l4

Of the two boys Florence becomes closest to Tom. Baker's views about sex roles become apparent
in her description of Florence and Tom's developing relationship. Tom believes himself to be the
leader in their games: "Flotence, just a little behincl him, mused on Tom, and exulted in hirn. but while
she followed she instructed him."sls Florence's faith in Tom develops the best

in him, and they fall in

Iove.

He bounded, at her pointing, to every high place she desired for him, and with her gift of giving
her heart rose high, believing that her love would launch him on any deep ocean of doing. He was

' . . a leader in her eyes, and life would open up its mysterious

ways of good for them to tread

together.sl6

Tom is not perf'ect, however, and his faults are the result of the imbalance of power between the sexes
in contemporary marl'iages. When it suited him Tom would yield "to Florence with the natural
gallantry of his nature and the special grace of his favour" yet he would rebel "when she pointed out
what was right and proper for him to do."5l7

Mrs. Arnold's spoilt and conceited son Claude also loves Florence, and competes with Tom for her
affections' The trappings of religion appeal to Claude as a way of obtaining public adulation and
respect, so he becomes a minister. He believes that as his wife, Florence's channs would add to his
prestige. Sustaining apparently fatal injuries in a fall, Claude asks Florence to manry him so he can die
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in happiness. Florence agrees in order to lessen her adoptive mother's pain,

burt Claude

rallies and

recovers.

Florence begins married life on the Canterbury Plains as the wife of a vicar who is "absorbed in the

forms and the ceremonies of the Church, and in lrimself'.slE In contrast, Florcnce responds to the
parishioners' needs "without regatd to creed or doctrine",-ste winning popularity. His vanity wounded,
"Claude put cruel commands upon her with a cruel detight in the fact that he could command
her',.520
Florence obeys and despises him.

As Florence matures: "sometimes, whence she knew not, an indefinable longing would spring for
imperative action and great demand."-52l She wonders: "'W'hat is the great secret ol'the universe? . . .

what is the law behind the stars and flowers; what does man manifest?"'5t2 She gives birth to a
daughter, and, staying with her adoptive mother, her feelings are satisfied temporarily: "Here was her
omnipotence. Herc the Godhood within found an outlet. The babe was helpless without her, and its
need cried to her bounty, the limitless bounty

of rnotherhood; so she fed the babe from her breast, and

rocked it to sleep".s23

Florence's unhappy marriage prompts her to clefine what would make an ideal marriage.
husband would be a representative of strength, not a lawgiver to be obeyed:

A

true

"He is a king of a universe where she is not slave, but queen. . . . Not in slavish bondage does she
bow to his will - she is the inspiration of it. She lives the highesr into his hearr, and in obeying his
wishes she is but obeying that which she herself desires. . . . She is not only herself. but the hint

of all good."'s2a
Florence says women arc weary of the wait for such men - "'Where are the men who
become God's wolnen?

will help us to

"'-52'5

When Claude demands Florence's return, she decides that since God means truth, she

will not re-

enter a marriage she believes to be invalid. Claude's response is to cleclare his ownership of her
according to the law of God and man, to which Florence answers: "'No law - no God - no man, shall
compel me to live in respectable 5lprrr-526 Claude issues Florence with the ultimatum that she return ro
him as his wife or he will take advantage of the law to gain custody of their chilcl.
Florence discovers the inadequacy of truth as a maxim when she realises that the only way she can
keep Marjorie is to lie about her paternity. This also obtains Florence a divorce. Tom's reaction to
Florence's divorced status reveals that her reputation meant more to him than her happiness: "There
was a world of reproach in his eyes and voice, for she who had been the inspiration and regulator of his
boyhood was to-day a divorced wife."-527 This discovery provides an opening for Baker to present her
views on the relationship between the sexes at that time.

This is the great hunger of the common sisterhood, a hunger that is finding expression in many
strange and uncomfbrtable ways. It has been dawning upon woman slowly, and by painful
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degrees, that man - chivalric, deferential, and pas.sionate, or uncouth and uncultured the same - in

loving her, too often is loving self.

In the recoil of this discovery women are fleeing into unnatural activities to keep themselves

from despair, and are crudely representing broken fragments of life turned from its natural
course.

If

men extinguish, one by one, the lamps of faith which women have carried so long, they

must not rage at the awkward incidents that occur in the dark, where women grope to find their
way. That way is dreary enough taken alone, and the loneliness perrneates through all its labour
and courage. No eye can witness the anguish of that isolation - no hand measure it. But

if

men

wait, and fit thernselves in the time of waiting, they will find the womanhood which went off on
that pilgrimage of research will, atier testing every mile of the long journey, travel in a circle
back to them again - upon a higher plane, where man must stand to receive them, but still back to
them again, for man and woman are indissolubly

one.-528

This is the case for Baker's heroines - journeys of research and selt'-discovery fit them for unions with
deserving men. Florence, believing men and women are not rneant to live in separate worlds, with
separate bodies and separate souls, but that they should enjoy spiritual, intellectual and physical union,

reflects that this revelation of true union has come to woman not man because "she is his intuitive half,
and represents the soul of the world."ttu Their purpose is to evolve

"'till

men and women are of one

,nin4."'530 Currentty lnen's passion makes women slaves, and Florence clecries men's love of women

for their beauty, as well as their sportsman-like love of the unattainable.
Florence and Marjorie move to Melbourne, where Florence makes a meagre living teaching music.

For two years she investigates women's experience in all walks of life - prisons, lunatic asylums,
opium dens, high society - searching in vain for the secret of women's power. She concludes:

"lf

woman as a sex has hitherto been the weaker portion of humanity . . .

it is the effect of her

physical and mental training; but she has proved that ptrrt of her which has had fair play - the
moral and affectionate part of her nature - to be as strong as that of man. . . . All that she has been
allowed to do she has done well, against heavy odds. . . . The nature that is strong enough to keep
strong through ages of oppression and repression, and retain love, faith, courage, and hope, is
strong enough to achieve."-s3l

Deciding accornplishment must afford power to women, as

it

outlasts beauty, youth and love,

Florence spends the next three years training to be a prof'essional violinist. The week before her
opening night .she hears a religious senlon, the meaning of which comes to her that night in a dream in

which she finds Christ, who informs her that spirituality is power. Waking, she announces:
found my inheritance . . .

I

"'I

have

am a daughter of the King! Eternal Life, Eternal Truth, Eternal Love, are

mine by right in 6o6r'.532
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Florence's triumphant musical season has only just begun when she receives word from Claude that
he is dying (again), and, incredibly, she decides to return with Marjorie to Governor's Bay. Claude's
personality has been miraculously and inconceivably tranformed and in an "act of restitution to their

child - a public acknowledgment of trust and

peniten."'-5-i-1 they remarry

to improve Marjorie's social

standing. Fortunately Claude does die this time, so Florence and Marjorie are free
Melbourne. Florence is finally fulfilled in her discovery that "God was large enough

to return to
to fill her heart -

her passionate, wayward, brave heart!"-s34 Florence's quest is completed - the key to the universe is for

her: "Love! passionless, selfless love! Knowledge is power - but love is wisdom. . . . Beauty is not
enough, nor accomplishrnent. The secret of power is in the genius of the Christ."'s35

The hero of The Majesty of Man ( 1895), Bret Montgomery, appears as a minor character in A
Daughter of the King - the preacher of the sermon which sparks Florence's spiritual awakening. It
transpires that an earlier meeting in New Znaland with the child Florence gave Bret direction and
averted his decision to commit suicide, The Majest-y of Man has less of a feminist bent than Baker's

first novel - rather than concentrating upon a woman's spiritual and intellectual journey, it studies the
comparative validities of a lit'e of spiritual celibate separatism for men and women versus the union of
the sexes in marriage.

The ambitious Bret has just qualified as a lawyer at the University of Otago when he meets Dora
and discovers that "the love of man for woman is the crown

of a man's manhood. It was not a thing to

be debased, downtrodden, and cast ont, but, allied to man's

will, would give hirn power to accomplish

divinely."53(' Bret and Dora marry secretly, due to the disapproval of Dora's uncle. They are about to
reveal their marriage when Bret kills his friend Charlie in a hunting accident. Mistakenly believing that

Dora was in love with Charlie and that she believes he murdered him in a fit ofjealousy, Bret leaves.
Dora discovers she is pregnant, and, tulned out by her uncle, goes to live witlr Bret's foster-father.
She has a sorl, and

for ten yeal's they await Bret's return. Baker's beliefs on sex roles in a marriage

are

alluded to in her illustration of Dora's life as a married woman with an absent husband. Dora makes an
excellent mother, but
. . . mentally and spiritually she was arrested, for she lost herself in nothing: she waited to share
the delights of life with him whom she loved. . . . She worked at her drawing ancl music, and read

always with the thought, "What would he say?" forming no conclusions; and when, through
journals, she heard the voice of the world she marked passages to ask him what he thought.-5-37
When staying with a friend in Melbourne, Dora crosses paths with Sister Lilian, a beautiful, ethereal

woman in charge of the White Cross, a religious order devoted to lifting up "the fallen",'s3s which
operates from the White House. Sister Lilian has devoted her personat fortune to the establishment and

advancement of the White Cross, an order condemned by most clergy because "their work is purely
unsectarian, and embraces all sorts and conditions of men".53e Different areas of the White House are
dedicated to different arms of the cattse. Single women with babies are housed for a year and taught an
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employable skill, young men released from prison or found upon the .streets

ar-e

taught tradss, opium

addicts are reformed and there are even kindergartens for children.

Sister Lilian's passion lies in reforming fallen women, which is achieved in part by changing the
attitude of other wofilen towards them:

"We all know what a predisposition exists not to trust again a girl who has once strayed, and all
the more credit is due to those women who are willing to hold out a helping hand. How often it
has been that a

girl who would have rejoined the ranks of respectability, had she met with

sympathy and encouragetnent, has been disheartened by the cold, shrinking avoidance of her
manifested by her own sex !"5a0

Brother St. John is in charge of tlre men and is a vital part of the cause: he is "a power physically,
intellectually, and morally" with "the qualification, which few wonren possess, of organisation and
command."-541

Sister Lilian attempts to induce Dora to join the order, but, although tempted to be part of the good

work, and attracted by Sister Lilian's "magnetism'o,t*t a, a married woman Dora cannot accept Sister
Lilian's decree that: "'Earthly love must be rootecl out. Flesh ancl blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
God. [t is not easy to triumph over the flesh, but it is well. When once accomplished, Christ's power is
ours"'.543 Sister Lilian says that "'because young women marry, and desert their spiritual labour for

fleshly joys"' she is going to form "'the Order of the Cross, the members of which pledge themselves
to cetibacy."'t44 Dora refuses to believe that "'marriage is degradation"', asserting that "'there could not
be a higher ideal for the race, nor a plrrer one, than that of a husband ancl wife working together side by

side for their own uplifting and development, and the uplifting of others."'54"5

Attending a lecture given by Brother St. John, Dora is shocked to learn his true identity - that of her
husband' I{er subsequent confrontation with him and revelation that they have a child together make

Bret realise that "his love had remained hidden, incomplete, unfulfilled, under the clead weight of
despair, upon which he had built a false palace of asceticism and intellectuality, ancl which he had
mistaken for spirituality."sa6 When he confesses this to Sister Lilian she replies "'what madness has
seized you to imagine that the two incompatibles, the divine ancl the material man, can be incorporated?
Blessedness and happiness are contradictory."'tot

Bret must make a choice between work and marriage usually reserved for the heroine in nineteenthcentury novels. He struggles to determine where his greater responsibility ties - in Melbourne with the
continuation of his work with the needy (based upon modified philosophical principles) - or in Waihi

with his wife ilnd son - and chooses nrarriage. The contradictory view.s of Dora - that marriage has the
primary claim Llpon the man - and Sister Lilian - that "the energy, motion and activity of the man"
could not "be absorbed by the hearth"548 - gradually soften to realise a compromise. Sister Lilian hopes
Bret can include his old purpose in his new life, and Dora becomes secure enough in her marriage to
recognise that Bret cannot be happy without work:

"'I
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wanted you to subordinate will, pride, ambition -

all - to your love. Now,

I

do not want your love to be wholly your life, only a golden thread, woven

with many bright threads, outlined among any pattern you choose to wsave."'54"

Without Bret tn'e White Cross fails. Sister Lilian "had built a Temple of Snow which had melted
before the warmth

of one wonlan's

passion."-sst'

She goes

to New Zealanrl to stay with

Montgonrerys, where Bret tries to convince her that despite the collapse

the

of the Order her work is

worthwhile, but years of self-denial and tireless work have resulted in a terminal illness, and "'without
the restfulness of human affection, the end was inevita61""'.'551 Bret mourns that: "'The saint has killed
the woman."'5-s2 The woman, however, has a dying reprieve - Ieft alone with Bret and Dora's children,
Sister Lilian picks up the baby, her namesake, and sings to her:

It was the outburst of all the pent-up wife and mother love. She began it

as a

lullaby and ended it

with a strange indefinable happiness - a wild longing to draw these children close to her. She bent
forward her head involuntarily and kissed Arthur, who, with a cuddling little gesture, drew closer
and rested his head upon her

knee. . . The woman of ideas became

almost imperceptibly a

woman of love.ss''

On her deathbed, Sister Lilian again holds the baby, imagining it to be her own. The fulfillment of her

life seems to be contained in the few

moments

of surrogate motherhood

she enjoys before Bret,

removing "his sleeping child from the slowly beating heart of the dying saint, placed it in the arms of

the living mother."'554 The role of the wife has triumphed over the chaste, spiritual role of the saint,
underscoring Baker's assertion of the primary nature of the marital bond. The melodramatic, contrived

ending makes Baker's point somewhat heavy-handedly. The complete denial

of everything

Sister

Lilian once fought for, and her dirninution to someone who cannot survive because she is not a wife
and mother is reductive. Bret seems unfairly fortunate to be in the position to combine both work and

love in his lif-e.

Baker's third novel, In Golden Shackles (1896), deals with moral issues rather than marital or
feminist concerns, and Iacks the sustaining interest of the first two novels. "Golden Shackles" refers
primarily to the materialism of Arthur Searell, a broken-down gentleman left in sole parentage of his
two young children when his puritan wife dies. Intellectually and morally weak. Arthur loses direction
when he loses his wife. Walter. having inherited his mother's austerity, is a living reminder to Arthur of

his fall from her standards. One night in a drunken rage Arthur chases seven-year-old Walter, who,
cornered, jumps

off

a

bridge and suffers crippling injuries in the fall. Walter is nursed back to health by

a childless doctor in whom he and his sister Bell find a surrogate father. Arthur is tormented by guilt
and jealousy, so, motivated by "greed and restlessness . . . his

two determining forces",sss he takes Bell

with him, leaving Wanganui for the South Island goldfields, where he believes he'll make his fortune,
enable Bell to become a lady and restore himself in everyone's eyes.

Bell has inherited none of her mother's puritanism - she is bright and full of the joy of life. Her
purity is a restraining influence upon the rough miners on the goldfields. She tells her father: "'You are
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making a mistake in emphasising riches too much"',556 and blames him fbr the deprived environment in

which she is growing up - "'you knew the world and what it demands of its women, and you never
gave me the choice between pleasing it - and gold."'-t's7

Arthur finally strikes gold and he, Bell and a friend of hers, Ralph, leave for Wanganui - but on the
way Arthur's drinking and gambling mean the loss of his fortune. Dreading returning home emptyhanded, Arthur attacks the man to whom he lost his money and steals it back. Tlre law catches up with

him but Ralph, who has the money in safekeeping, is charged with the assault. Ralph is in love with

Bell and thinks "'it's difficult to know what's right an' what's wrong; but it seems quite clear an'
straight that it's wrong to let a woman suffer, when a man can save her"'.5-t8 In order to save Bell from
the humiliation of her father's deed. he allows himself to be imprisoned in Arthur's stead. To in turn
protect Walter from the knowledge of their father's base character and to save their infirnr father from
imprisonment, Bell goes along with this plan. She turns her back on her lover. Guy. in an attempt to
repay Ralph for his kindness, promising to marry Ralph upon his release from prison.

Arthur's guilt about his crime, combined with his unwillingness to conf'ess, result in mental
derangement. His nightly delirious ravings soon apprise Walter: of his guilt, and of the opinion: "'God

demands atonement from the one

in error: taking fellowship with

weakness

is not the plan of

salvation"','t-t' Walt.r attempts in vain to induce his father to repent fbr the sake of his soul. Ralph
returns fiom prison a paralytic and Bell devotes herself to nursing him.

The novel advocates personal responsibility rather than the puritanism of Walter or the martyrdom

of Ralph and Bell - "They had undertaken to suffer in the sinner's

stead, but,

in spite of them, justice

was being done."'5('0 The end of the novel brings rclease or adjustment for everyone. Walter realises

right and wrong are not absolute:

"'It

has appeared

of late to me that indulgence in too much religious

ecstasy dults penetration, and that contemplation, to be

of any profit, must be coupled with action"',561

and widens his focus from saving souls to include rnedical training. Arthur has long lost touch with

reality but appears to ask for pardon from Ralph, who emerges tiorn his paralysis fcrr long enough to
grant this, and to tell Bell he had never intended to marry her - he only let her think he would so she

would let him serve her father's sentence. Ralph then dies, and Bell is free to marry Guy. In another
contrived and melodramatic ending to a novel in which every event that occurs contributes to the
development and eventual self-realisation of the characters.

Wheat in the Ear (1898), set in the Otira Gorge and Christchurch, explores the choices made by a
woman faced with the alternatives of intellectual pursuit in a loveless marriage and a conventional, but
passionate marriage.
Joan Jeffries is the only child of parents who wanted a son. Her father is gratified by her intellectual

interests, but

is of the opinion that "were she a boy, she would have known all things

immediatelyt that, being a girl, she woulcl know a few things

if

almost

she read a great deal."-s62 He arranges

for Joan to be educated at Girtorr College, Christchurch, where she takes to "the higher education of
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women' 'like a duck to water"'.'5('3 Her mother is not in favour of this development, preferring
traditional feminine role fbr Joan:

a

"What we want is a homely person who knows how to make pies and look after the linen. A
house an' a husband an' a baby gives a woman more instruction than all the books in the world.

. ' I've heard of them Girton women! They've a deal of knowledge about the bowels of the
earth' but are surprised

if

a heavy pastry gives a child the stomach-ache. What does a bonny lass

need to know about the orbit

of the stars, so long as she can regulate the course of her own

household?"56a

Miss Gertrude Goodyear MA, the principal of Girton College, after a personal disillusionment with
romance has "renounced fbr life sexual and maternal joys, ease and peace, to train other people's
children to their fullest responsibilities."'s65 Taking a special interest in Joan, Gertnrde indoctrinates her
to her own point of view:

"[Scholars] know a rapture, dear, intenser than the love of man or womern. The isolation of the
intellect is not loneliness; it is communion with strength, pcrwer, beauty; it is encoulter with soul.
The senses and body are ungrateful; they demand incessant tendance, ancl quickly fbrget that
tendztnce. The mind solicits and retains; its gains are abiding, distinguishable."566

After her graduation Joan returns to the farm for the summer. Here she meets David Aubrey, her
father's sub-manager, newly arrived liom England. David's "domain was physical life",s67 and Joan is
disturbed to find herself attracted to him, knowing that union between thern would mean the end of her
dreams of public recognition as an elocutionist (an occupation treated by Baker as an accomplishment

on a par with Florence's careet'as a violinist). The "passion for accomplishment" is stronger in Joan
than the "passion of flesh",s68 and fearing mental obliteration on the farm she accepts Professor
Stanton's proposal, in an echo of Dorothea and Casaubon in Middlemarch, fgelled by the belief that her

"'only chance of intellectual attainment is through contact with intellectuality".56" Joan intends the
maniage to be based upon intellectuat "trafflc - commerce, give and take",stt'its purpose to be:
"'Mutllal help ' . . teciprocity of intellectual interest"'.'571 To .epresent this she rejects a wedding dress
in favour of her academic gown, seeing it as "a sign and symbol of the union".572
Gertrude, meanwhile, takes

common cause

a leading part in the fight for women's franchise. She "made

of her sex her own, and very specially.

the

presiding at meetings, organising

committees, writing articles that influenced the thought of the hour."573 The lack of emotional comfort

in Gertrude's life, as in Sister Lilian's, is seen to be an insurmountable flaw. Baker points to

the

inadequacies of the life Gertrude has chosen:

Many women envied the talented Miss Goodyear her knowleclge and power; few would have
trodden her road to gain it. . . . While happy women discussed her tectures round domestic fires,
she went quietly to bed, Ionging unceasingly and unwittingly fbr that other soul which should
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reflect her own. . . . When sleep had unfastened the shackles of her will, her hand would search
the vacant space beside her.57a

Like Sister Lilian, Gertrude expends all her nervous energy on her cause, and soon atier receiving

a

letter from the Premier announcing the granting of the Franchise, she dies alone, like Sister Lilian, with
an admission of error:
_

r

"'could I remodel my plan, it is possible that I should - admit life's side-currents

rr.57-5

Joan's debut as an elocutionist is triumphant, but she begins to doubt the wisdom of her marriage:

"Had she presumed lightly to set the great, silent laws of Nature at defiance?"'576 She returns home to
ponder the question. Reunited with David, Joan, "'who has been taught to expunge all feeling .

.

.

discovers, too lirte, that she is not a machine to be regulated scientifically."''57t She realises she has
made the wrong decision, and looking to the future she has chosen for herself she "Saw herself bereft

of a woman's sweet crown of mingled thorns and roses -

roses and thorns

of true wifehood

and

motherhood; saw herself, Iike Gertrude and the Professor, lifeless, loveless, Ltncontent."578

Joan considers her options, and "under the magic stress
appearance",5Te and she considers running away

of

passion; duty put

on a

false

with David. Baker cannot altow her text to condone

such immorality, however, and when David realises she is proposing an adulterous relationship, Joan
recognises a change in his regard for her reflected in his face: "a cheapening - a subtle something that

jarred, terrified, and bewildel'ed."580 They decide against this course of action, concluding "'God made

law, and God Himself can't escape the consequences. Right cnnnot be defied; whatever comes in its
way is broken"','581 and they renounce one another. Baker comes to their rescue and the Professor is
drowned, freeing Joan to remarry and to enjoy her realisation that: "Love obliterated all limits, nullified

all divisions, emancipated fiorn ambitions".582
The title-page of Looking-Glass Hours ( 1899) displays the longer title: "Looking-Glass Hours being
the true and faithful reflections of two t-eminine minds - what led thereunto - and the result thereof. By

'Rita' and 'Alien"'. "Rita" is the pseudonym of the prolific British novelist Eliza Margaret J. Gollan
Humphreys. Looking-Glass Hours is the first of Alien's novels with an English setting.

It

takes the

fbrm of letters. telegrams and private journal entries written by close tiiends Chrystal Chalcott and
Faith Atlardyce. The novel criticises the "heartlessness, and follies, and shams"ss-] of "society" and the
"the painted faces . . . of . . . the fashion-loving, money-worshipping set whom modernity has satirised

by that odious word 'smarr."'584 It celebrates the arts and, most prominently, the power of female

fiiendship. Chrystal and Faith have "promised an hour a day to each other

in

thought and

"At I{omes" is ttue to her
if it means writing in the rniddle of the night or while being dressed to go out - in

communication",5s-s and Chrystal , whose life is a whirl of "studios" and

commitment, even

one instance she excuses herself fbr writing in pencil because she is having her hair dried by her French

rnaid and seven-vear-old daushter.
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Chrystal is married to Julian, an artist with the label "genius", who is the toast of London society.

Their marriage has becorne increasingly unhappy, Chrystal believing Julian to have compromised his
ideal of art for art's sake in favour of lucrative commissions. The model for his latest commissioned
work, Natalie Brent, has designs upon Julian, and Chrystal suspects they will have an affair "Is it to be
the old story - the hateful old story - the fascination of the flesh against the strength of the spirit?''s86

Chrystal confides her fears to Faith. The two women are of primary importance in one another's
lives, Chrystal declaring she loves Faith above her husband and child: "Tell me all about yourself, your

work, your thoughts. . . . Ah, yes, your thoughts, Faith!For then I love you best and feel you nearest. It
is with my soul I love you, dear -

if I have

a soul

- and those chance glimpses I get of what is you make

rne hungry for more."587 Paul Englehart, who is in love with Chrystal, admits to her that her friendship

with Faith has been "'a sofi of revelation to me. I had not used to believe in women's friendship
meaning - anything.

"'-588

Faith, "that much-to-be-pitied crenture, a f-ernale novelist",-s8e is striving to complete her fifth novel

(this is also Baker's fifth novel) in time to meet her publisher's deadline. As Chrystal's letters portray
the disintegration of her marriage, Faith consistently defends Julian. Chrystal assumes this is because
they share the bond of genius, but Faith's journal reveals that she was once in love with Julian herself,
rcnouncing him when he met Clrrystal. Faith warns Chrystal of the danger

of her attitude towards

Julian, hinting at her responsibility to save Julian from himself:

The woman who holds a man's soul is the woman to whonr his strongest manhood has climbed.
Yet a base passion may steal in and rob him of his strength - for an hour. Alas! alas! in that hour
lives rnay go to wreck! The temple that has taken genius and love a life to br-rild may be dragged
down. . . . If

l did love

a man

l think l would give him all that was mine of womanhood, beauty,

sweetness, body, brain, fascination, to hold him to his highest.seO

Faith also warns Englehart of his own perilous position in being Chrystal's close friend and in love
with her:

"The hateful old story. Our divorce courts ring with

it!

Unhappiness, estrangement. The

sympathising friend - the love that seems so loyal and so great - the sweet dream that ends in the

vilest nightmare. . . . The world is full of shipwrecked lives - men's and women's - and the rock
is always the same - passion. Passion, insane, dominating - compelling; and the end - "5et

Chrystal and Julian's animosity reaches a climax with Julian presenting his wife with separation
papers

for her signature, but events take a turn when Chrystal suffers life-threatening injuries after

being thrown from her carriage. Husband and wife are drawn together again, with Julian revealing that

he sacrificed art for commissions in an attempt to finance Chrystal's lavish lifestyle. Faith counsels
Julian to remove Chrystal from "'this hateful, false life. Teach her to love Nature, and simplicity and
beauty, as you once loved them and sought them. They served you better than hired models and
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unworthy subjects."'-tnt She advises Julian to spend more time with Chrystal, diminishing her own
position by directing that husband and wife nrust be friends as well as lovers.

Julian, with the privilege atforded Bret in The Majesty of Man, has both his marriage restored

as

well as his freedom to execute genuine art. Faith, however, must choose one or the other. She has
justified her position as a single woman

I have made effort after effort to

as being necessary

in order to create:

shake myself free from the thraldom

of that wish to be loved

as

other women are loved - to play first part in some man's lit-e. . . . I know where I am weak. All

my ambition would renrain an idea, my work unachieved, were
who can lay hold on me. . . . until I have achieved I

I in constant touch with those

will not fritter my force.5el

When Faith plays her part in the restitution of Chrystal and Julian's marriage, she forgoes the primacy

of her friendship with Chrystal and lets go of the remains of her denied romantic love for Julian. She is
now free to return Paul's newly-realised love for her, signifying the end of her literary career and the
embracing of conventional marriage:

if the hear-t is strewn with cold dead ashes. What use to gain
fame, and let love go by unheeded? What higher gift need a woman crave than a man's

What matters the world's praise

reverence, and what better can life give than a full and faithful and comprehensive devotion?sea
Once again a wolnan's career is renounced at the realisation of the superiority of marriage as a means

of fulfilment. This narrow, prescriptive ending disappoints as the conclusion of a novel which

began

with the brightness and imrnediacy affbrded by its mode of narration.

The Untold Half (1899) contains the themes of self-sacrifice, duty, morality and women's
friendship, and is the only Baker novel that deals with sex outside of marriage. Marvel Meredith falls

in love with Wynn Winter, an English artist who is visiting her home of Lake Manapouri^ Wynn
doesn't return Marvel's feelings, but wishes to paint her in an attempt to achieve irnmortality for
hirnself through his art. Marvel's step-brother Max Hawthorne is exploring Milfbrd Sound with Wynn
when Max's mother becomes critically

ill. Marvel dons boots and divided skirt and sets off

towards Milford Sound only to miss Max in

er

alone

snowstorm and end up alone in a hut with Wynn, who

has stayed to do some painting. Wynn conceives

of a painting of Marvel fighting her way through the

storm, but Marvel refuses to sit for it as it would lead to gossip about their staying in the hut together.
Sacrificing "the man to the artist",-ses Wynn obtains Marvel's permission by pretending to love her and

proposing marriage. They consummate their intended marriage and Marvel becomes pregnant,
although she is not yet aware of this.

Upon their return to Manapouri, Marvel realises that Wynn does not love her, but Cordelia, the
daughter

of a Quakeress and a mad painter. Marvel refuses to hold Wynn to his vow, realising "not

only would she clrag hirn down .socially, but hold him back frorn his best self',5e6 and clecides to leave
Manapouri and pursue her old dreanr of life in Dunedin. She renounces this dream when her dissipated
father blinds Max in a fit of rage, and attelnpts to make amends fbr his action by marrying Max. Wynn
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returns to England. Marvel's baby, Paul, is born, and eventually Marvel realises Wynn is his father, but
she doesn't reveal this to Max.

Six years later Wynrl returns to Manapouri, bearing news of an estate tr friend has left Marvel and

Max in Devon. Cordelia agrees to marry Wynn, but changes her rnind when Paul's parentage is
revealed. She absolves Marvel: "'Some sins seenr purer than other virtues
declares "'that is the part for wontan, to

- and lift

higher'rr-se7 un4

lift up the woman that the man cast down."'5e8 Max's sight

is

restored and he realises Wynn is Paul's father. Marvel explains herself and says she is not asking for

mercy, but love: 'oof've paid rny debt

-

between the lot

of you you've taken it out of

condemns Marvel. and she reflects "Was this man's love? Father, lover, husband,
despoilecl, deserted. To give, to

tift, to recleem, was this for women

me."'See Max

all had robbed,

only'?"600

Paul is tragically killed and Marvel, suffering beyond endurance, goes mad. In her delirium she cries

for Cordelia, who saves her life. The evidence of sin, in the fonn of Paul, has been removed, so Wynn
and Cordelia are free to marry and Max and Marvel rebuild their rnarriage and have a child of their
own. The novel ends with a typically contrived, convenient ending - the Winters are living in London
and the Hawthornes in Devon when Marvel's Australian grandfather leaves her an inheritance, which
.she and

Cordelia use to help homeless girls in London.

In The Devil's Half-Acre (1900) Baker explores atonement for sin and whether this can be made by
someone other than the guilty party, concluding,

in

disagreement with

In Golden

Shackles, that

"'perdition ancl redemption in and through each other is the destiny of man"'.("" Nin"t""n-year-old
Rose Jermyn leaves the care of her governess to

join her guardian, John Jermyn, on a South Island

goldfield. John is a Calvinistic lay preacher "crotchety, . . moody trnd nervous, the result of too much
solitude and mortification of the flesh."602 Rose is unhappy in her new life with her guardian, feeling

"the firm grip of his regulating and curbing hand, thwarting her desires, training her up in a way she
had no desire to go - in the paths of negation and godlinesq."603 It is revealed that John is attempting to
seek "vicarious atonement"604 through Rose tor his murder of Rose's mother, who had attempted to
leave her adulterous relationship with him to return to her husband:

"A life for a life. . . . I will

save Rose as her mother could not have saved her - from passion and

strong crying, from emptiness and fruitless want.

I will break the circle of her inheritance to

passion, trnd push her into passive safety; I will save her soul alive, alive. She .shall not die before
her higher birth.

A living soul for the altar. Gocl, wilt Thou not

trccept?"60s

Rose is ignorant of the particulars of her guardian's sin and protests against his assumption of power

over her life:

"'My life is my owtl; I

am

free. . myself only can offer myself - it must be an

atonement of love. I do not love you. I will not give you my life."'606
Stephen Wyllarde and Geoffrey Homes arrive on the goldfields and Rose and Stephen fall in love.

One night Stephen and Geoffrey quarrel and Stephen hits Geoffrey, apparently killing him. Rose
secretly witnesses this incident arld decides to protect Stephen by keeping his secret and to offer
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atonement for his sin by finding Geoffrey's father and playing the role of child to him in Geoffrey's
place' The concept of "one life paying the debt of another" is the same in both John's and Rose's cases.

but the vital difference is that one is "a forced and fearful obedience, the other willing sacrifice".607
Rose's decision is judged by the narrator to be the result of a misguided but noble motivation. Her
action turns ollt to be [nnecessary, as Geoffrey recovers, and

it

costs Rose her relationship with

Stephen.
Rose journeys

to Dunedin to find Geoffrey's father, Pastor Holrnes Hardcastle, whose neighbour,

Ross Malcolm, proposes to her. Hearing his dreams for a neatly kept house and her in the role of his

wife, Rose at first despairs:
This new appropriation left her helpless. Where was her life to begin? - her individual life. She

felt a new sense of capture, but she was not quelled. . . . This egotism of man - where would it
end'l Should she be eternally at war with it? Stephen, Geoffrey, John Jerrnyn, the Pastor, and
Ross Malcolm, were they all at one in their dernand - herself? . . . with no right except of a man's

charity; harassed, handicapped, inadequate for the struggle; but, half-bidclen, the thought rose that
woman could conquer where the soul murst fail.608
Ross proves to be a generous and self-effacing man, and Rose accepts his proposal as marriage protects

her from the legal claim of her guardian. ensuring she can remain to be of service to the Pastor.
Marriage also meets her starved emotional needs:

. . ' here was her small world set apart where she might reign: home, affection, care. It was her
first kingdom. The strong man, self-sufficient and self-contained until her advent - lord of his
dominion, surrendered to her and bowed before her. It was woman's natural empire - and she had
never rei gned beforc.6oe
Stephen turns up two years lerter, a successful lawyer rather than a rnurderer, to finci Rose married
and expecting a baby. Ross, aware that Rose had a secl'et, married her to provide her

with security and

protectiotl, with the proviso that she was free to leave hirn at any time. When he realises his wife is in
love with Stephen, the noble Ross reiterates hi.s position: "'There's an honour to be obser-ved between a
man and his wife. The law is not equal -

I'd have taken ye without it but for decency - but I'm not the
man to hold ye to its penalty. Go tlee if you will. I shall neither persecute nor blarne you."'610
Wondering: "Could man give himself for the woman if giving meant sacrifice?""" Rose asks him what
would become of their child, and Ross answers
the child; it will belong ro ye, ye undersrand -

"'I'll

I,ll

not see ye worsted -

I'll

find a way for ye, and for

make a way!",612

The depiction of Ross's admirable unselfishness and sense of honour makes it even clearer that
marriage is for Baker an unbreakable moral bond, and Rose and Stephen nobly renounce one another.
Stephen realises "This Rose was another mAn's wife - sacred. Passiorr receded, his instinctive chivalry

rose",('l3 and

for

Rose,

to

see Stephen "stand meant more than

to see him surrender."6la The

authentication of Rose's assumed role of daughter with the revelation that Rose's rnother was also
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Geoffrey's, having left their father for John already pregnant with Rose, brings Rose happiness, as does
the fincling of a "sheltering, Iifting love"6l5 in her marriage and the tulfillment of motherhood.

Another Woman's Territory (1901) was first published in the New Zealand Illustrated Magazine,
December 1900-August 1901. It focuses on the by now familiar Baker themes of fame versus love,

crime versus morality and adulterous love versus marital love. Howard Grey is a Melbourne novelist
skilled at the technical side of writing but lacking inspiration. He is travelling through the North Island
of New Tnaland musing on his failure to create - "for the ecstasy, the intoxication of triumph he would

willingly give all

else".616

He meets Frank Osmund, an ex-convict, who is morally troubled by the

fraud he has committed. The despairing Frank gives Howard a manuscript he has written, asking him to
do what he wishes with it. Howard recognises genius in Frank's writing and, believing Frank to have
drowned himself, reworks Frank's plot and publishes it as his own work.

Frank's sister Caroline becomes ill with grief at the loss of her brother, so to give her a reason to live
and to enable her to share in the rewards of her brother's creation, Howard marries her - "how better

could he guard Caroline against robbery of her

rights.

7rr.617

They move to Melbourne, where

Howard receives critical acclaim for the novel, but he comes to regret his action when he realises the
hollowness of fame achieved with another's creation. Frank is shocked at the publication of his work

with Howard's name attached and writes a play about his life and the appropriation of his manuscript.
Howard and Caroline attend the first nieht and discover Frank is alive.

Although Howard married her out of a sense of guilty obligation, Caroline loves her husband.
Howard cannot love Caroline because he believes she would despise him if she knew of his crime. "He

did not understand that purity has perfect pardon, so he sat alone with a shadow that deepened and
broadened, and set his teeth in a defiance that asked no favour."6l8 Howard and Geraldine, the lead
actress

in Frank's play, fall in love, only to make clear Baker's rule that adulterous love must

subordinated to marriage. Caroline confronts Geraldine:

be

o"Yoll are on another woman's territory . .

you are on my territory. . . your right and mine can never be equal

-I

.

am his wife."'6le Geraldine

recognises Caroline's rightful statLls as wife and accedes to her claim. Having secured her position,

Caroline must wait patiently for Howard to cornplete his own moral development: "'Salvation comes

from within . . . A woman cannot redeem a man; she can but indicate where redemption lies. The spark

of illumination is in the man; all woman can do is kindle it. The light of her love is but an outside
illumination after

u11.r"620

Her patience is rewarded by Howard's full recognition of his wrongdoing

and turning towards his wife

- exemplifying Baker's

paradigm

of the separate journeys to self-

knowledge and moral maturity which must take place before true union can occur between man and
woman.

A Maid of Mettle (1902), set in England and Australia, is about two very different teenage girls:
Dija and Barbara. Barbara is an orphaned Australian known as "the little mother",62l who brings her
younger brother and sister from Queensland to their uncle's house in Kent. Barbara is pleasant, kind,
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self-sacdficing, delighting in "'flowers, and frills and things"',622 and is described as "'The unaging

spirit of womanhoo6":.623 Shortly after Barbara's arrival the "self-willed"62a tomboy Dija returns to
Kent after several years in Queensland and the girls become friends. The girls share a loathing of
financial dependence and both harbour ambitions of fame - Dija as a writer, Barbara as a violinist.
Barbara accepts that she cannot achieve her desire because family responsibilities prevent her from

making the necessary commitment to her art. She meekly accepts the judgement

of her uncle's

neighbour, a celebrated violinist, that she would make a good violin teacher, and eventually marries

him

-

knocking a door through the walls of the neighbouring houses to enable her to pass freely

between the roles of niece, foster-mother and wife.

Dija is scathing of self-sacrifice, thinking it wrong that that one person should be required to give up
their life for another. She chafes against the expected role of women and envies her friend Myrn, who

is about to embark upon rnedical trarining in Edinburgh:

"'I

t'eel that

I am slipping into bondage,

the

bondage of a girl who may not act, and . . . you being a man with nothing to hinder your career except,

by chance, your own self . . . I hated you for being a man with the chances of lif-e on your side."'625 At
the death of her stepfather Dija must sacrifice her dreams of attending Girton in order to take care of

- no anything but keys and shopping, ancl softness and sentiment."' 626
bitter about the turn of events: "'It is a conspiracy . . . to crush me; to rob me of the

her mother 'n'No college
Although

independence which is rny right. Why shoulcl

it always be my duty to do the thing I hate'?"', utt Dtju

welcomes the opportunity to earn an income by writing articles, seeing it as a way

"'to make a way for

myself in the world - a place that shall belong to me by right"',628 Mixing with writers in London, Dija
says

"'to

have seen and known the lives

of working gentlewomen - the real lives, with their

real

struggles, is to be grateful. The heroism. . . . tugs at one's heart."'62e

Dija's first book is published and receives reviews which point to a promising career - "this day of
days . . . had given her her heart's desire, promise of that future power which she had desired above all
else".630 This pinnacle achieved, Drja realises she is bereft

of love, ancl reflects: "Winning fame meant -

never to be weak; never to give in; scarcely to be human; to hold always and ever the one object in

view; to crush atl personal desire. Was the applause worth the sacrifice?"631 Her f'ears are put to rest
when the man she loves proposes to her and is quite happy to be the husband of a novelist. Outweighed
as

it is by exarnples of

heroines who renounce their careers at the realisation of the total fulfillment

offered by rnarriage, this combining of career and marriage for Dija merely seems a variant ending
rather than a prescription for woman's fulfillnrent.

Not in Fellowship ( 1902), set in Akaroa and Melbourne, is the second of Baker's novels to deal with
divorce. Frances Marlow mtrrries Cyril Victor, who has racked up great gambling debts. Cyril is the
profligate ward of Frances's uncle, Mark Hathaway. Mark has a weak heart, and in order to protect him

from the shock of Cyril's disgrace, Frances marries Cyril and pays his debts. The marriage "'is a mere
formal union"'632 as, although Cyril loves Frances, she despises him. While Frances is motivated by
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honourable feelings, this action is not in accordance with Baker's precepts, and Frances is depicted as

"dashing herself against the law of love".633 Mark dies the day of the marriage, so the exercise has been

in vain and Frances is trapped. Cyril hopes Frances can grow to love him as he does her, but Frances
discovers a previous broken engagement between Cyril and her cousin Clare Hathaway, and this is her

moral grounds for divorce "can a woman choose between a man and a woman, and decide for the man?
She cannot,

for nature and privilege are on his

sicle alreacly; law, society,

all the best of oppottunity."63a

When Frances and Wilfrid Leigh fall in love, Frances's divorce means to Wilfrid "tteachery, shame,
desertion, anguish"635 and means she is unworthy of heing his wife "unless he could worship as well as

delight in her he would renounce her."636 Even though he is aware of the reason for the marriage,

Wilfiid considers Frances to have "lightly cut a most

sacred bond".637

It is only when Wilfrid is made

aware that Cyril was "honour bound"638 to Clur" at his maniage that Frances is redeemed in his eyes:

"'f

know you for my own - the answer to my manhood's faith in womanhoo6.r'r6'ie
Frances begins the novel with dreams of a singing career and the independence this

She dreams

will afford her.

of "'a kingdom of my own, won by my own labour, by rny own power, to hold by my own

right, subject to no chance or change."'640 She says that woman "'is not the oil to lubricate, but part of
the machinery of life"',641 and is convinced of the wisdom of her choice:

"[ will

not relinquish my ambition, my hope of individual power - no, not for any man. . . . I do

not need any other, not while I have youth and beauty, courage and talent. With them I can win,

if

I work. And do the women who give all this - and it is much - for the ideal of love, and children,
and home, corle off any better. or as well, in the end? They do not, for no man loves a woman

when she is old; he toJerates her then, and the children leave her. body and heart, forgetting her

martyrdom of sacrifice, forgetting her passion of love and of hope, impatient

of her claims,

critical of her imperfections, offering them as excuse for their own sins. . . . Why do so many
women sink under life's burden, all individuality and power withering in the bud? Because they
talk to her of love, and nothing but this. There is to do as well as to Jeel."6a2

Wilfrid views Frances's ambition

as irreconcilable

with marriage:

"'l am jealous of the art she loves -

that is my rival"',643 and ponclers his chances. When Frances falls in love, however, her view shifts
dramatically. She realises: "Personal accomplishment . . . had been her fixed and resolute idea",644 and

the passion of which she had been contemptuous "now seemed life's sacredness".6a-t There is no
mention of the possibility of Frances combining career with marriage.

Not in Fellowship reiterates Baker's anti-Calvinist theological position. The Calvinist church for
which Mark preaches displays a sign requesting that: "'Those not in f'ellowship please sit behind the
board."'('46

At the sight of "the barrier which divided

the elect from the unelect",64t Francet rails

"'how

can he possibly know that I am not the Lorcl's. . . . Each soul may claim the right of divine kinship."6a8
Frances brings love to her austere uncle's existence, and her approach is affirmed by the theology of

"passionate optimism"6ae which Wilfrid preaches. His belief is

)11

itt: "The beauty and delight of all

religion - love. . . . Cynicism and criticism were stilled, reason had no word",6's0 and at his meetings
there is a sign which proclairns

"'AII

seats Ji'ee"'.651

Set in England, Over the Barriers (1903) is another melodramatic plot, which begins when nineyear-old orphan Agnes Thorpe-Arden arrives at the home of a farnily friend in Kent, having travelled

from Australia. Agnes is an independent, free-spirited girl:

"'I'll never be a young lady . . . with my

silly hair fluffecl out, and rny silly heart broken - not ever"'.6'52 Agnes's tather was estranged from his
family, and it

wzrs

his dying hope that his daughter should be regarded as "a bright spirit of innocence

come to heal old wounds, and tie the broken threads of the past with hope to the future",6s3 taking her

rightful place at Thorpe Towers with her great-uncle, as the last of the Thorpes. Attracted by
professed ideals

the

of Clement Hawtrey, an artist whom she discovers too late is an absinthe addict,

Agnes's marriage tempers her pride and teaches her duty. After Clernent's death Agnes recognises her
new duty is as mistress of Thorpe Towers, but she is freed from obligation by her great-uncle's will
which, recognising "the right of youth to refuse the burden of the

past",6-54

orders the demolition of the

Towers and instructs that the money be used for the establishment of a "home for orphaned sons of
impoverished gentletolk".6ss The overriding themes of the novel are that it is: "'God's way to give us

our will, and in its broken accomplishment teach us surrender"',('56 and that the parental instinct,
whether in relation to actual children or children in kind, is the most noble human instinct.

A Slum Heroine

(1904), set in London, faces the issue of "'the poverty of the refined in a large

city"o.6't7 The story begins

with three young women who arc second cousins, but are unaware of their

relationship due to rifts engendered by the previous generation. Nell Lynn lives with her young brother

in the St. Ermin's Street slum "a blind alley leading nowhere - except perhaps to disease, or prison, or

of "that other

Westminster where there is repose and learning and

death".6-s8

Bernice Neville is

luxury"65e

- rich and privileged, but crippled. Phytlis Johnson

has arrived from Australia, orphaned,

penniless and thrown upon the charity of two poor maiden aunts. Considering her employment options,
she recognises that

"'this yoke of genteel poverty falls,

as most burdens

fall, more heavily upon

the

woman than the man; by reason of her sex and temperament she is barred from many outlets possible to
the man."'66t'Her efforts to secure

a

job lead her to discover:

Ladies of education and experience applied in numbers for clerkship and typewriting vacancies.
. . . half-educated as she was - with a smattering of "accomplishments" that were puerile against
the stress of modern competition, if her only chance of keeping her feet depended upon their aid -

what

then?661

Nell and Phyllis are employed at Bernice's house and their true identities are soon discovered.
Her "inherited racial tendencies"u62 rnean Nell quickly adjusts to life as a gentlewoman. Her "hunger
and thirst for love and home . . . gratified",out Nell cannot forget the .suffering of the inhabitants of the
slums, so becomes a nurse - "hopes of . . . usefulness made her pulses thrill."664 Bernice, responding to
the

joy of the companionship of her cousins, leants to walk. Phyllis realises with bitterness that the
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introductions of her new family afford her more prestige than she could achieve by her own efforts. She
attains financial security when she marries a doctor, but: "No personal ease would slacken the ardour

her admiration for those girls who stood the difficult test, and won

- if

only a meagre, still

honourable place among the workers"{'65 ancl she dedicates herself to contriving ways

of
an

of invisibly

helping those of her husband's patients suffering the "'tragedy of genteel povetty"'.666
His Neighbour's Landmark ( 1907) is set in New Zealand and England, and reveals Baker's views on

the inheritance of class characteristics. The argument of remittance man Paul Featherstone is that
marrying below one's class results in intellectual and social stultification: 'u'A man, with all depending
on a steady nerve and concentrated energies, dare not dissipate his forces and divide his sympathies by
an unequal yoke - unequal in instinct, in sentiment, in all those vital, but inexplicable, differences of

birth and breeding."'667 Jn order to "save" his friend Philip Stroud, a would-be Bishop, from such
fate, Paul marries Marah, "The daughter of an outlaw",668 himself. "How would she

fit

a

her wild,

untutored instincts and untrammelled ways to the decorous existence of the wife of a representative of
the Church?"66e Realising that Paul rnarried her not from love but from a desire to remove an obstacle

from his friend's path, Marah becomes indignant:
. . . there swept over her a sense of intolerable wrong, wrong to her womanhood, to her equality

ofnatureandintellect...."Nomanshall stooptomeandbeashamedofmeaswife....Iwill
makemyowndistinction,myownworld....I...scornthosewho...assumegreatnessbecause
of men and women of their name who lived and died hundreds of years ago, and whom the world
neither needed nor missed. I will make my name that shall belong to me by personal right -

't.67o

Her presumed demise in the Tarawera eruption gives Marah the freedom to go to Europe and train
as an opera singer. Seven years later she is reunited

with Paul in London in her first triumphant season

as "'Te Wahini"'.r'71 Paul recognises Marah's indiviclual worth and grows to love her. Despite the
asseftion that it is "'arrogance that assumes superior soul with superior name; which assumes superior

worth with superior birth. There is but one aristocracy - that of greatness"',('72 Marah's character is
proven after all to be due to "irrepressihle instincts - the accumulations of generations in the blood"673

when Marah's "father" reveals he is in fact only her step-father, and that she is
parentage. So,

of

aristocratic

in spite of noble declarations that it should be otherwise, Baker exhibits after all

a

conservative belief in the inhedtance of class.

The Perfect Union (190S), declares ideal love to be "'the true union of love, body, mind, and spirit.

Of father, mother, and child, the most perfect human unity."'oto Alma Leslie leaves her lover, Arnold
Clifton, in London, to spend some time in New T.r,aland. She stays in Otira Gorge with invalid Mathew
Gordon and hi.s daughter Christina. Mathew is a staunch Calvinist who forced his wife to leave him and

their daughter until she could share his faith. As father to Christina, Mathew "set negation as the idol of
the hearthstone, duty as the judge of life, and self-repression as the strength of the soul".675

A letter

written by Alma's mother before her death reveals that she was Mathew's wife, and the girls are sisters.
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Alma's presence reminds Mathew of his wife and the positivity of their marriage before his faith
became rigid, and introduces the redeeming influence of "the higher call of love"676 to Mathew and
Christina' s puritanical existence.

The neighbouring squatter, Geoffrey Deane, falls in love with Alma. Ahna reveals to him that
Arnold has refused to marry her because his first wif'e was unhappy in their marriage and killed herself;
fearing the consequences, he is unwilling to legally bind another woman to hirnself. Alma reveals to
Geoffrey:

"'I mean to surrender - the convention - to become his wife, unbound."'67? Geoffrey

protests

thatthiswouldbe"'asinagainstyourwomanhood....itwouldbeacrime....Idonotapproachthe
question from a prejudiced ethical view, the question of morals is not in my argument, it is a question

of responsibility to your sex, to yourself.r'r67tl 11. argues that as an unmarried wife Alma would have to
either remain childless, or sin irrevocably against her children, and "'no union can be a perfect union
that does not place . . . motherhood beyond reproach."'67e Alma is swayed by Geoffrey's opinion and

writes a letter of renunciation to Arnold, stating: "'Wifehood, without its lawful nest . . . would be to
me a

sham..r116110

In her resulting confusion Alma

agrees to marry Geoffrey, but realises

in time that

rather than love she would be "giving him nothing but affectionate tolerance".6sl Anrold receives

Alma's letter, re-evaluates his stance and comes to New Zealand to propose to Alma. Geof'frey
eventually finds love with Christina. Feminism is not so much a component in this novel as is antiCalvinist theology and the assertion of the highly moral role of woman.

An Unread Letter (1909) illustrates the privations of genteel poverty and the misguidedness of
putting the desire for artistic endeavour betore romantic love. The death of their father confronts sisters
Patricia and Joyce Gordon with financial ruin, the loss of the family home and the necessity of caring

for their new step-mother. The three women take a flat in London and

are

joined by Frank Shirley, their

step-brother. Patricia faces the humiliations and indignities of trying to secure work on the stage, Joyce
compromises her artistic ideals in order to paint commercial pictures and Frank searches for work for
months before securing rnenial work in a law office. The flat below is occupied lry Marrnaduke Dare,

by night a writer of a dramatic masterpiece and by day a "'penny-a-liner"'682 writing "'pot-boilerr'r'683
to pay the rent:

"You must not judge such work by the standard of art . . . but by how it met the occasion. It was
written to order. And it is, sometimes, starve or work to order. . . . Does it ever strike the reader
how sick heart and body and brain rnay sometimes get of weaving illusions for the entertainment

of others? Putting self out of sight and out of count; fighting even physical pain, to be amusing and with enthusiasm dead."684

Frank discovers he was born in prison when his mother was imprisoned for a fraud committed by
her sister, and this prompts him to strive to make his name worthy of re.spect. Patricia finds success on
the stage in Marmaduke's play and Joyce turns to writing - magazine articles at first, then a successful

novel. The girls both come to conclude that true fulfillment is to be found in personal relationships.
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Joyce nurses her dying step-mother and relinquishes "the niche that had cost her so much to gain, . .

.

realizing something of the great lesson that it is not so much what we accomplish, as what we become,
that matters."685 Patricia decides against an artistic union with her "'intellectual mate"',('86 Marmaduke,
and marries her true love, Frank, realising that: "'The intimate, human, personal election of the wife

and woman are worth more to a girl than all the rest."'6*t Although Baker's maxim extols the
superiority of love and marriage over a career, the reader is left, particularly in this novel, not entirely
convinced by her argument. The struggle of the characters to be free to do work they can create with

integrity - a play rather than penny-a-liners; a novel rather than magazine articles - is more convincing
than their rejection of it all at the end in favour of an all-encompassing human relationship.

A Double Blindness (1910), Baker's final novel, extends her concept of the perf'ect union to include
"intellectual comradeship".u** English novelist Stanley Thorne

goe.s

to stay with George Manners and

his twin daughters Mary and Rose on their Northern Territory sheep-run. Despite enjoying spirited
intellectual discussions with Mary, Stanley becomes besotted with supelflcial but beautiful Rose and

they becolne engaged. When Stanley is blinded in an accident, Rose reject.s him, and rather than
exposing the dangerously

ill

Stanley to this crushing infbrmation, Mary does not correct him when he

mistakes her for Rose. Stanley marries Mary in England, believing all the while she is Rose. Their
happy marriage reaches new depths of satisfaction when Mary helps her blind husband resume his

writing career: "he awoke to undreamed of possibilities beside her: a new relation between them - the
relation of intellect, one goal to retrch, one work to share."68e

An operation restores Stanley's sight and he is forced to come to tenns with his wife's identity

as

well as the di.scovery that some of the most lauded passages in his novels are descriptive passages Mary
has written without his knowledge. Stanley's ego is eventually subdued by the realisation that "Mary

had been what no other woman had been to him

- his intellectual

companionr'6e0 and that "she had

satisfied every craving o1'his manhood, even his ambition".6el Stanley accepts Mary, his "intellectual
equal",6e2 as his

wife and collaborator and Baker affirms this kind of relationship as embodying "the

best of love - the 'one flesh.' Mutual interest, mutual labour, mutual happiness".6q-'

Like Ellis and Grossmann, Baker attempts to raise the status of marriage in an attempt to improve
wornen's lives. Work, the spiritual life and academia Baker believes to be every woman's right, but

only as an adjunct to marriage - these options are ultimately ploven to be unsatisfying as substitutes.
Baker's feminism operates within a strict code of morals, according to which the marriage bond is
supreme and sacred. Divorce figures twice in her novels, but is only approved of in the presence of a

prior bond of honour to another partner. Likewise, sex outside marriage is frowned upon so as to raise
the state of rnarriage for women'.s own protection. In the situation of an unsatisfactory marriage Baker

calls upon duty and a measure of self-sacrifice on the part of the heroine to nrake the marriage work
rather than to abandon it. The heroines who make unwise marriages are fortunate enough to either lose

their husbands, or else the spouses ultimately trdapt to become more suited to one another. Baker's
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early novels explore more radical ideas than her more conventional later ones, and her model of the
ideal rnarriage develops from an advocation of duty and equality between husband and wife to include
affection, compatible religious views, the necessity of passionate love and finally the shared intellectual
endeavour of husband and wife. These ideal marriages are never shown in operation as they occur at
the ends of the novels.

Religion is a generator of plot conflict, causing the destruction of rnamiage in several of Baker's
novels. She prornotes a humanist, accepting, forgiving religion in favour of a dogtnatic, self-sacrificing,
austere puritanism, and Sturm notes that "Baker's fiction was warmly received by the religious press in

England, and much

of her popularity probably

derived from its regular recommendation

of

her

work."694

Hailed in her time as "a colonial George Eliot"6e5 and

"in many ways a close approach

to

Dickens",6ot' th" situations Baker creates to convey her morals could also cause offence, according to E.

M. Smith, who notes the moral scruples of the early New Znaland reviewers. She quotes a reviewer
from the Evening Post, who said of The Perfect Union: "'l-lnfortlrnately

it

belongs to the class of

decadent books . . . in which evil sirggestions are conveyed wrapped up in high-tlown language which
has a certain fascination tor immature minds incapable of critical judgement either of literature or of
ethics."'6e7 [t seems increclible that a novel wlrich concludes that morality lies with the reiection of an
unmarried relationship could be rcad so suspiciously.

Baker's writing is immensely readable, but by the end of sixteen novels at an average of one a year,
her themes and subject matter becorne repetitious. An Unanswered Ouestion (1906), her collection of
eleven short stories set in England, Australia and New Zealancl, introduces no new themes and in her

last few works quotations, songs, phrases and characterisations are repeated between books. Several
characters in the later novels who are writers complain about the pressures involved in turning out the
required material in the required time in order to earn their Iivings, a stress with which perhaps Baker

was only too tamiliar. Her characterisation is also inclined to suf'fer in her mission to moralise, a
tendency commented upon by Clara Cheeseman in "Colonials in Fiction". She complains:

Unfortunately the authoress is somewh?rt too fond of what may be called regrettable incidents.
Some of these need never have happened had the heroine been possessed of cornmon sense; but,
perhaps, no one expects that of the heroine of a novel. Others are simply inconceivable, because
such characters as Mrs Baker desires us to believe in could not have acted in such a manner. Her

chief characters are almost always inconsistent. . . .6e8

While crediting Baker with

"considerable

talent",6ee W'attie also says none

of her novels

is

"rewarding in its entirety, generally because they rarely take Iife from their characters but are driven by
feminist dogmas or plot fbrmulae."700 He says "neither her plots nor her language are strong enough to
bear" her themes, so they "despite their inner dignity, slip into sentimentality."Tol Baker's early novels,

with their more overt feminist concerns, are the most rewarding - her "feminist dogmas" have less of
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a

detrimental effect upon her novels than does her eventual descent

into "plot

formulaeo'.

"[S]entimentality" is less of an issue in these novels than what Cheeseman calls the "inconceivable"
actions of Baker'.s heroines. Often

it is hard to retain sympathy for the heroine, whose implausible

behaviour can provoke the reader into feeling she deserves all she gets.

CONSTANCE CLYDB (CONSTANCE MCADAM)
Constance McAdam was born near Glasgow, Scotland

in

1872. When she was seven her family

emigrated to New Zealand, settling in Dunedin, where Constance eventually attended the Girls'High
School. She wrote verses for the Otago Witness and her first story for which she received payment was

published in the Dunedin Star. Her pen-names were Constance Clyde and Miss Wright.

moved

to Sydney, where she wrote for

occasion.7o2

newspapers, contributing also

A Pagan's Love, Clyde's only novel,

appeared

in

1905 and

in

In

1898 she

to English newspapers on
1925 New Zealand. Country

and People, with a historical outline contributed by Alan Mulgan, was published.

Clyde's interest in feminist and social issues is reflected in her journalism, as is her concern for the
future of women's writing. In a 1902 article for the Sydney Bulletin entitled "The Literary Woman",
she writes:

In these modern days most women were tirnid and conventional writers at first, inspired by
religious and domestic sentiments, because it was proper to be so inspired. When they wrote of
human love, they expressed, not woman's sentiments on it, but what man expected them to think
about it. But they have now got free from those trammels. . . . It seems probable that the woman

writer will have a harder fight this next century than during the last half of the l9th. Religious
and domestic novels arc both dead. The sex problem sleeps. The open-air novel comes to the fore

and the story that deals with the lives of nations. And woman never has, never

will, move

as

much, see as mnch, hear as much as man. Her travelling generally is along the emotions, from the

Plain of Waiting to the City of l-am-Beloved. So she must make brilliant discoveries in the realm

of the emotions to score a success; and are there many more such discoveries to be made?iO3
Clyde's sole effort at novel writing appeared three years after this article and contains elements of both

"the emotions" and "the open-air novel", while its primary concern is the sex problem, which

she

reawakens in A Pagan's Love.

While determining the ways in which Australasian society differ.s from English society, Clyde gives

still more attention to the differences between New Zealand and Australian societies. She calls New

of Great Britain"T0a and says its girts are "distinctly of the English
provincial type",t0't while she considers Australia to be an island state forging its own way
Zealand "the small prototype

comparatively unhindered by moral ties to the old country. She also remarks on the competitiveness
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between the two countries and notes that:

"All New Zealanders

disapprove of Sydney, and all flock

hither on every possible occasion."706

A Pagan's Love lays bare a myriad of oppressive structures operating upon women in turn-of'-thecsnfury Dunedin and Sydney. Dorothea Wylding leaves the oppressive small-town environment of
Wairoa in Otago to become a waitress in Sydney. When she discovers her lover, Edward Rallingshaw,

is married, Dorothea fights an intemal war between morals and desire. The repressive effect Wairoa
has had upon Dorothea is highlighted in the "the laughing pagan city"707

of Sydney. Edward, the

"pagan" of the title, is unconcerned that he is already married, clairning he has forgotten about his wife

"'It

was the merest circumstance in my life. . . . we were lonely; so we got married; and now to neither

of us is it anything whatever."'708 Dorothea's Wairoa morality tells her this attitr"rde is evil, so she runs
away fi'om Edward and temptation. The narrator comments that Edward "was fighting not merely one

little twenty-year-old girl, but a whole host of inherited conventionalities. . . . an army of grandmothers
and great-grandmothers, women to whom temptation would have been almost as great a sin as yielding

to

it.n'709

To strengthen her resolve, Dorothea becomes involved with the Helpers' Brigade, who do rescue
work in the Sydney slums, hoping to be shocked by the sin she encounters. Instead of being shocked by

sin, Dorothea is outraged by the lack of real help the Helpers provide humanity, discovering their
"primary object . . . is not to make good citizens for earth, but to save souls for heaven."7l0 Dorothea's
disillusionment with religion culminates in a complete rejection of God when, afler experiencing the lot

of the penniless untrained woman and coming close to starvation while struggling to find even

job, she eventually secures low-paid employment

as a waitress. She is provided

a menial

with such cold, damp,

pest-ridden lodgings that
. . . she began to wonder if this present life were not the greatest sin she could commit. The stain

on the soul? Who could see it, who define it? But this physical degradation was real, this spiritdeadening agony no myth. So at last the cockroaches made of Dorothea an atheist.Tll

Deciding that living in sin cannot be worse for her than her present situation, Dorothea consents to

living with Edward, only to be surprised by his refusal to live with her while she believes she

is

committing a sin. Dorothea thinks that such a response could not be made by an evil man, and "For the

first time she seemed to realise that she might unite herself with Edward yet still continue to pray."7l2 A
"larger, vaguely understood system of ethics"Tls begins to formulate in her mind, and looking at the
Southern Cross, which she calls "the Broken Cross", she regards

it

as "Symbol not

of a faint or

despised creed. . . . But of a faith that needed to be straightened out again, to have a new meaning read

into it. . . . For this new country a new religion."Tla Dorothea makes a pact with Goct that if He doesn't
want her to live with Edward He has three months to provide her with a suitable alternative.

Of significant influence upon Dorothea is her friend Ascot Wingfield, a writer

and journalist. An

independent career woman with feminist views, Ascot reveals to Dorothea that her supposed ward
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Chrystal is in fact her daughter - the product of her conscious decision to become a single mother.
Ascot, to whom church is rnerely a peaceful place to think out plots, adrnits of her action

"'I

quite

expected that the centuries of enslavement would have dowered me with a few illogical remorse pangs;

but it never did."'7ls The daughter of an earty ferninist who was married off by her family in order to
put a stop to her "'queer ways"'716 and desire for an intellectual life, Ascot was encollraged to forge a
career for herself. Ascot complains that the early feminists were of the opinion that "there must be two

types of woman - the breaclwinner all brain, and the fireside dan-re alt aff'ection".7't While nten are free

to combine intellect and affection, women are expected "to endure the greatest strain of all - that of
doing without love altogether or yielding to it in absolute surrender".Tls
The purely intellectual life took its toll on Ascot.

"'l

was not living ancl loving, and so my work fell

off. I saw what the years were bringing me - a strange, one-sided crearure, half-child, halt-dwarf. 'oYour
soul," saicl the Future"'.7re She knew that the risk of attempting to combine a career with marriage was
that her husband could leave her and take their child, so she decided not to take the risk. Ascot points
out one of the benefits of using a man solely to be a biological father - "'No woman who elects to tread

my path need hand down a hare lip or crass stupidity to the next generation, because the owner of these
blessings happens to be the only man who has made her a respectable offer."'720

Dorothea's experience proves the truth of Ascot's view of the necessity of both work and love. Her
experiences of poverty, both personal and observed, lead to the formulation of revolutionary ideas of an

equitable system of state provision for the poor. She is limited in her endeavours, however - "She . .

tried to put her ideas on paper, but she suffered from the woman's need to see everything through

.

a

colour of emotion; the hard, dry reading necessary to make a success of her plan was Lttterly distasteful
to her."7?l The only way she can keep to her work is by "talking it over with an imaginary Edward, on
whose shadow shoulder her weary head would presently rest in happy sleep."722

Dorothea and Edward wait three months without a sign from God, but on the day that is to be their
wedding day Edward perishes in a fire at his boarding-house. Dorothea wonders if this is God's way of

preventing her from sinning.

A timely

letter from her father asks her to return to Waihoa as his

housekeeper. Soon after returning, Dorothea marries John Archieson, Wairoa's minister. She names

their son Edward, and intends him to

fill

the role her lover was prevented fiom doing by his death.

Dorothea's son arlso dies, however, and she returns to Ascot in Sydney, where she makes a name for
herself lecturing on social reform.

Ascot is part of the fight for the Australian women's franchise, telling Dorothea "'our bill will
include the right to a seat, not like your miserable New Zealand affair that stops short at a mere vote. .
."'723 Clyde comments on the development

.

of opinion since the granting of the franchise to New

Zealand women:

The Suffrage had been passed in New Tnaland some five or six years ago, so that it was now
sufficiently an ancient measLlre to be approved of by the nlost conventional. Besides, the father of
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the clever daughter, looking forward to an extension of the privilege, was beginning to

see

visions of her going off his hands not to a clerk husband with one-fifty per annum, or to a settler

with lands overrun by rabbits, but to an easy billet of three hundred a year', these being the sum
paid by the colony to its elected legislators.T2a

Dorothea's husband's religious views develop and modify after she leaves him, to the extent that
Waihoa pronounces them too heterodox for their community. Dorothea returns home unannounced to
hear her husband's

final sermon, in which he preaches "'It is not the higher but the broader life that we

want; we need our minds enlarged rather than our souls purified"'.725 Dorothea apologises for her
treatment of John and the novel ends with the shared realisation that: "They werc not one, but two; but
they were two who needed each other, and there was work to be done together."72('

A Pagan's Love received rnixed reviews. Smith, rnentioning again the tendency of early reviewers
to judge a novel by a strict code of nrorals, quotes a reviewer who regards it as "a study of somewhat
abnormal femininity" and as having "a morbid interest".727 Another reviewer writes:

"lt

goes without

saying that Constance Clyde couldn't possibly be dull, and her first novel is with certain reservations

good." Although juclging the "atmosphere" to be lacking at times, he approves of Clyde's description
of "the narrow Otagan environment", and counters claims that the novel is "nasty", saying rather: "It is
gloomy, and it is a faithful reflex of the life that is being lived in Otago and Sydney by hundreds and
thousands every duy."tt* The London response was to find the novel "specially interesting as revealing

the freer range of thought and action which characterises 'our cousins at the Antipocles."'?le

The heroines in the didactic novels share an evangelistic faith and a rejection of orthoclox religion.

Phillida Bunkle, in her article "The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand: The Women's
Christian Temperance Union 1885-1895", describes the connection between evangelicism and the
temperance movement:

The temperance movement developed in both England and America in the nineteenth century

as

part of an evangelical protestant crusade for general social reform. Because Revivalists perceived
social evil as an aggregation of personal sin, the solution to social problems was conversion. Only

the moral transformation of the population would achieve a perfect society and herald the
millenium.T3o

Bunkle claims the W.C.T.U. became a surrogate church for women and that

it acknowledged their

"special millenial role".7'11 There are references throughout the didactic novels to the unique role of
women in heralding the new millenium.

The didactic novelists also agreed with the evangelical belief that "'True' religion was identified
with an inward condition, not outward observance; works did not verify faith. The centre of evangelical
religion was conversion, an interior transformation."T32 Most of the ternperance novels describe their
heroines undergoing a conversion experience, such experiences even exist in a form in the feminist
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novels Holv Ghost and

A Pagan's Love. This corresponds with Belich's claim that although

church

attendance decreased during this period, there was no decline in "a broader religiousness"ttt due to a

"vague and vaguely interdenominational Protestantism that did not necessarily require regular church
attendance."734 Bunkle explains that the conversion experience was viewed as a victory

of good over

evil which was externalised in an attempt to elirninate evil in society - alcohol being seen to

be

"literally an evil spirit".73s
Bunkle says that: "Temperance translated the Calvinist separation of the saved and the damned into
physiology",T-i6 and explains that the physical purity of a drinker converted to abstinence testified to

their moral health. Alcohol and male sexual energy were seen as two of the evils that needed to be
eliminated in the quest for social purity. Ellis, like the tenrperance novelists, subscribes to this view, but
Grossmann marks a development in her novels. Argela, like Nellie, fights the evangelical war of good
against evil, but Holy Ghost recognises that good and

evil are not absolutes (and The Heart of the Bush

contains a positive description of male sexual energy). Nellie and Angela could only find fulfillment

with God, but Adelaide, with God's help, finds fulfillment on earth with her husband. Hermione's
conversion experience results

in a new kind of humanist religion, which is echoed in Baker's

arguments against Calvinism and puritanism and in Clyde's rejection of traditional views of good and

evil and the call for a new religion for

a new country.

Like the temperance novelists, the feminist novelists protest against the oppression of women
inherent in society, law and religion, but they move beyond this to campaign for the affording of equal

opportunities to women in all areas of life. These were also the concerns of the first-wave feminists.

The improvement of the conditions of marriage was one of their goals, and Kate Sheppard expresses
one of Baker's main themes when she says: "Ardent love

world lasts, but

it will

never be experienced

will exist between men and women while

in its perfection until both learn to see that

the

where

unaccompanied by esteem as well as mental affinity it is not worlh having."7l7

In the case of an irredeemable marriage, divorce was not the logical conclusion - some feminists
abstained from the fight for equality in divorce laws because of "their entire disapproval of divorce",738

fearful that

if divorces were easily obtainable

men would act with less responsibility towards the

women who depended upon them. A range of views pertaining to divorce is represented by the didactic

novelists: separation is supported by Cameron, Mactier and Clyde, and those who do argue for equality

of divorce laws - EIIis, Grossmann and Baker - only condone divorce under strict conditions so as not
to undermine the standing of marriage. Similarly, the goal of the feminists to secure freedom of choice
and opportunity for women, which included a suitable education to enable them to work for personal
satisfaction, only Grossmann and Clyde present careers for women as worthy substitutes for marriage.

The early feminists' belief in innate rather than culturally constructed differences between the sexes
has been seen by Grimshaw, Bunkle and Dalziel to

them to marriage and the home.73e

74o 74t

limit women's freedom by inextricably linking

That the belief in women's unique role was limiting, Dalziel
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sees proven

by the fact that: "The right to participate in political democracy did not lead New Zealand

women rapidly into new spheres of activity but consolidated and reconfirmed their vital interest and

mission in life

- their role as homemakers

and guardians

of moral health and welfarr."74? To free

women from this determination was the work of the second women's movement.T4'j

In A Pasan's Love Dorothea's father normalises the extension of women's role beyond the home
when he says:

"'I

never can imagine that women in Parliament would do the harm that so many wise

people expect. It is just Iike this outcry against girls going out into the world. What is the world after all

but a collection of homes

-

a collection of homes,

I

say."'74 Grimshaw argues that despite their

retention of the belief in women's separate role, the first-wave feminists were truly radical in that "the
argument that 'woman's sphere is everywhere' was a fundamental challenge to traditional concepts."745

The didacric novelists contributed to the furthering of ferninist ideals by communicating the suffering

of women in patriarchal society, presenting solutions to this and communicating their dreams of
future in which the whole race would benefit from the affording of opportunities to women. For,

a

as

Clyde says: "Ideas acquired by the mother would be f'elt by the daughter as instincts. For whatever the
woman of one generation thinks of doing, the woman of the next does."7a6
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CONCLUSION
The first fifty years of women's literature in New Tnaland, scattered as it is now between glass
cases, museum libraries and

microfilm canisters all over the world, when pieced together to make

a

whole can give us unique information about our foremothers, the beginnings of our country, our
social history and, of course, the origins of New Tnaland women's literature.

At the very beginning you didn't

even need to visit New Zealand in order to write a New Zealand

novel, as was proven by Aylmer's contribution of a conventional English novel with New Zealand
details provided by letters and books. The very early New Zealand novel reveals more about the

British than

it

does about New Zealand. The adventure stories, with their exploitation

Zealand materials, reveal the motives

of New

of those Europeans who chose to become part of British

colonialism. The drive to create a better Britain, without making the mistakes of the mother country,
is apparent not just in the adventure stories, but also appears in the romance and didactic novels. The
desire that New Z,ealand rnanifest itself as the pastoral paradise desired by these settlers is apparent in
themes which recur throughout these novels. These themes are complex, and are made up of myth,

reality and wish-fulfilment.
The perceived faults of Britain - overcrowding, poverty, vice and oppression of women - meant
those British who wished to escape these things projected their desire for the opposite upon New
Zealand. The novels reveal the desires of those British emigrants for their new country. The wish to

find these characteristics becomes self-fulfilling to some degree, but clashes between desire

and

reality are betrayed in the novels. [n the land of opportunity it was believed that hard work was the

ticket to succcss, both monetary and social, which gave rise to the myth of New Zealand as a
classless society.
James Belich,

in Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders from Polynesian Settlement

to the End of the Nineteenth Century, describes the eighteenth and nineteenth-century British
expansion of gentility and its merging, to a degree, with the middle-class, which meant the Protestant

work ethic spread to the upper classes, aided by Social Purity and ideas such as "'muscular
Christianity"'.r Belich suggests that emigration to New Zealand aided in the adoption of the work
23'7

ethic by the gentry. He says that the decision that New Znaland was a place where gentlewomen were

free to do their own housework without losing status was often made before leaving Britain - so I
assume

a degree of wish-fulfillment was in operation. The scarcity of servants in the colony

reinforced this attitude, and Belich notes that these women founcl genuine pleasure in their work.2

Certainly, the overwhelming sentiment in the novels is delight in the freedom the new nation
affords. Work leads to personal satisfaction, a sense of achievement and a feeling of value not
present

in their previous

leisured lives. However, the literature also betrays sentiments

to

the

contrary. Evans notes that in A StranEe Friendship the initial satisfaction felt by Dolly in helping the
maid changes when they become too poor to afford a maid any longer. Dolly works herself until she
becomes

ill. When her marriage to Carewe of Curtis Knowle

means a return to a

life of leisure in

England, this is seen to be a happy ending to a miserable existence. Ellen Taylor's A Thousand Pities
declares that the benefit of household work to gentlewomen is as a means of deadening the longing

for an intellectual life by means of physical exhaustion.
The moral value of work is lauded almost invariably by these novelists, even those who betray
strong class prejudices. For exanrple, Kacem declares "we are unworthy

of life if we do not all

belong to some working class."l. Connected with this work ethic is the belief that "Nobody need
starve in New Zealand",a and that it is impossible for "a persevering, hearty, and steady emigrant" to

"fail to do well."'s So as to support the myth of New Znaland as an abundant paradise, slums

are

explained away by stating that their inhabitants are not prepared to work.6 This is undercut by tales of
economic failure in the face of extreme efforts to succeed. Novelists showing hints of realism, such

as Cheesernan and Mactier, portray the true difficulties

of settler existence - "the labours, the

privations, the poverty of their lives, Heaven only knows."7

The blurring of class distinctions gave an opportunity for those on the lower social rungs in
Britain "'to better themselves"'8 in New Zealand. One could be a landowner in New Zealand instead

of remaining a tenant in Britain - an attraction mentioned in the novels. With hard work and the
acquisition of money, one could climb up the social ladder. MacPherson comments upon this social

mobility, criticising those women who, starting off in service, attain wealth and position, then try to
hide their background, denying "the very thing which is their chief recommendation . . . that their
present position is entirely owing to the prudence, diligence. and ability with which they filled
humbler spheres."elo
The belief that New Zealand is a classless society is strong in the novels, and in "The Romance" I
discussed Ashcroft, Griffiths and
necessary to the construction

Tiffin's theory on settler society's myth of its classless nature as

of a national identity. The novels quite unselfconsciously go on to

betray evidence of class systems in operation. This contradiction is most clearly illustrated in Martin

Tobin, when Martin, a great professor of New Zealand's classless society, bumps into an old servant

of his mother's who instantly becomes his "cook, housemaid, valet, tailor and teacher all in one."ll
?38

Baker and Stelin, after elaborate assertions of the inconsequence of class, then reveal that their
seemingly middle-class heroines are in fact of aristocratic birth after all. Cheeseman is derogatory of
class assumptions, yet describes the unsuitability of marriages between the classes.

While professing to enjoy this comparative freedom from class restrictions, evidenced in

the

novels is also a contradictory fear of loss of status, as discussed in my chapter "The Romance". This
meant that gentility, in order to prevent their sons growing up as "untrained *colonials"',12 sent them
to England for their education - a tendency criticised around the dinner table in Ko Mdri.

A common reason for the emigration of young British men to New Zealand, in these novels, is to
attain "grit", and make men of themselves. Countless times the pale, weak British gentleman is
transformed into a strong, rugged New Zealand man after serving a cadetship on a farm. Physical
development is mirrored by a corresponding moral development, the combination of which fits him

to marry the heroine. Kacem describes the transformation of a homelander and credits him with
portraying "more of the Earnest Inborn Growth rather than Outward Enamelling."'t This trope is then

ridiculed by Taylor, who pokes fun at an earnest "new chum" and his extreme unsuitability for his
chosen work. Severely dispirited (but
beaten and packs

fit to marry the heroine nonetheless), Dungarvon admits he is

it all in.

One of the claims for the new colony is its superior climate to Britain. Characters are often sent to

New Zealand for the benefit of their health. The adventure stories particularly suffer from outlandish
claims about the health-giving properties of New Zealand. The hero of Martin Tobin sleeps all night

in the open air, wet to the skin, and wakes "without a pain or Ache, and not a shadow of my English
companion, a cold in the head."r4 He claims that people don't need to eat as much in New Zealand as

they did in England, as there is nourishment in the very air!

r-t

A disjunction between fantasy

and

reality is revealed after Martin declares that New Zealanders certainly drink less than the English,
then later in the three-volume novel he refers to the colony's problem with drunkenness.

As exemplified throughout this thesis, New Zealand and its rcsources were regarded in terms of

their economic value to the British. Even those novelists with a social awareness, such as Ellis,
display the colonial attitude of appropriation towards New Zealand. She says "the country is so
gloriously young and undeveloped that the fingers itch to give

it

the form and order for which it

waits."r6 In Ko Mdri the British clergyman surveys the scene from the top of Mt. Eden and is
satisfied to see it inhabited by Britain's surplus population. The hero of Helena describes New
T.ealand as "a wide fertile desert lying unused under this glorious sky."l7

The paradox formed by valuing land for being a blank canvas upon which to create the "Britain of

the South", then acclaiming its primeval, unspoilt "garden of Eden" qualities, as discussed in

A Rolling Stone, occurs frequently in this genre. Some novels betray the element of
fantasy involved in seeing New Zealand as a pastor-al paradise by the language they employ to
describe it. Instead of describing New T,ealand with specific terms, they describe it as exceeding
reference to
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Britain. This is particularly the case in Carnpbell's descriptions of scenery. Martin, imagining he is
walking where no European has walked before, reflects: "I had pictured to myself, what I supposed
the much-lauded green of one of the primeval forests must be, but the reality exceeded anything I had

formed the faintest conception of." '* He had imagined that England's New Forest "could not be
surpassed by any lancl; but now the vision of the past was immeasurably exceeded.le The same
language of excess is applied to Maori. Aylmer, for example, describes them as being like gypsies,
but "so much more striking.2o

The early colonists undertook to convert and "civilise" lhe "degenerate" Maori in orderto justify

Imperialism. Yet an incongruity is revealed in these novels when Maori adopt articles of Western
dress and are criticised

for being poor imitations of the English, and in their traditional attire they are

glamorised and romanticised as the exotic "other". Maori are appropriated for whatever function

suits the novelist. While the eating habits of Maori are frequently described as disgusting,

if

an

adventuring Pakeha partakes of a meal with his Maori hosts, the dinner, eaten with his fingers, is the

most delicious food he has ever tasted. While frequently criticised as morally inf'erior to Europeans,

Maori are also used as an exemplary other. Stelin, for example, describes them as embodying the
constancy that is so lacking in the European. Maori women are alternately judged as possessing an

inferior beauty to English girls, then described as sensuous, exotic and "Nature's unvarnished
handiwork".2l

The treatment of Maori changes from the patronising attitude of the adventure stories to

an

attempt to determine their role in society in the romance - while all the time expecting the demise of
the race. Weston argues that Maori are not equipped to deal with European civilisation, and views the
result of a mingling of the races as "barbarism and civilization making an effort at reconciliation, and

only succeeding in combining in the individual the worst vices of both."22 Ko M6ri concludes "'the
blood of the Maori and the pakeha will not mix. Where the one plants his foot, the other fades into
nothingness"'.23 Ellis alone argues against the necessity of Maori extinction.

The increased freedom afforded to colonial women by the relaxation of traditional British rules is

universally appreciated

in

these novels. Even the most conservative

of

novelists, Kacem, for

example, celebrates the increased physical freedom afforded to women in the colony, as well as the
increased opportunities for women in the workforce. This freedom possesses a down side, however -

visiting British, unfamiliar with the developing New Zealand culture, read colonial girls as "fast"
because of their speech and behaviour. Because of this divergence of British and New Zealand codes,

born colonials also have the problem of not knowing the right way to dress or behave when "Home"

visiting.
As New Zealand began to develop its own society, this process was reflected in the romances and
the didactic novels. As novelists begin to be born in Australasia or arrive to live there at an early age

- Wilson, Kacem and Stelin for example - British society comes in for social criticism. It is universal
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in these novels, however, that a colonial-born character, visiting England for the first time, feels a
strong sense of heritage and belonging.

Belich mentions that the non-religious side

of

Social Purity was evidenced

in

society by

"scientific rationalism, which appeared in a wide variety of guises in the period 1880s-1920s. They
included rational dress, rational recreation, rational nutrition, scientific management and scientific
motherhood."24 These ideas are explessed throughout these novels, by feminist and non-feminist
novelists alike.

Rational dress is an example: adapting to the rough country requires practical walking costumes.

A concern that crops up in

several novels in this thesis is the need for appropriate, non-restrictive

clothing for women. Mrs. A.M. Burn of Christchurch, who lectured around the country on Dress
Reform, denounced conventional women's clothing as "symbols of enslavement . . . the swaddling
clothes of a sex that has not yet asserted its right to perfect freedom''.25 Ellis'r denunciation of the

of a "simple contrivance which shall support the bust from the shoulders
without in the slightest clegree compressing the waist"26 looks to this freedom, and Campbell's
wasp-waist and dream

enthusiastic description of a "proper walking dress, . . . a-la-Turk"27 and Baker's description of a

walking costume including a "divided skirt"28 are of the style recommended in the 1893 book on
dress reform written by Miss Kate Walker and Mr. J. L.

Wilkin.o,t.t'

The colonial expectation of new and greater opportunities in New Zealand was part of the reason

for the relatively early granting of the vote to women. The didactic novels are the attempts of their
authors to improve women's lives, increase their influence in society and hence benefit all of New
Z,ealand. The novelists differ, however,

in their opinions on how this should be achieved. This

difference is primarily in the interpretation of equality - to some this means "the same", and to others

it means "the same value". The didactic novels provide a vah.rable representation of the individual
theories of these women, with regards to spiritual belief, human relationships and political issues.

The temperance novelists believed that prohibition was the key to an improved life for women
and children. They warn the colony against repeating the mistakes of the mother country, in terms

of

the drink problem, and paint the possible scenario of the next generation in turn being driven to
search for 'o'another New Znaland may be?"''3t' The temperance novelists were divided in the belief

of

whether or not women's suffrage was necessary in achieving prohibition. Kacem believed that
women's influence should be confined to the private sphere, and be represented in wider society by

their well brought up sons. The other temperance novelists believed the vote was necessary, but
solely to achieve prohibition.
The feminist novelists display differing opinions on how to achieve women's rights. Should there
be equal divorce laws so women can escape the tyranny of an abusive husband, or should divorce
never be granted so as to prevent the institution of mamiage from being held cheaply? Frustration at

women's lack of training for any suitable sort of employment is expressed by Grossmann, Baker and
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Clyde - the need for quality education for women, and access to desirable jobs is agreed upon. The
novelists disagree, however, on the relative priority of work and marriage. Should a woman only

work in the absence of a husband or father to provide for her? Wilson's, Mactier's, Ellis's

and

Baker's heroines believe that a woman's first loyalty is to her home and family.
Both Wilson's and Baker's heroines are faced with choosing between caleer and marriage. They
choose marriage (Wilson acknowledging the sacrifice more than Baker does), but to an extent this

decision is made by the morals of the novel-buying purblic to which these novelists wish to appeal.

The discussion is beneficial in two ways. Firstly, the heroine's decision increases the value of
marriage and hopefully men's respect for the bond. Secondly, raising the issue promotes further
discussion and deliberation on the subject of careers for women. Grossmann, however, promotes
work as a viable alternative to marriage, and Clyde argues for the freedom for women to choose both.
The didactic novelists attempt to improve women's quality of life in a variety of ways. Kacem,

Ellis and Grossmann warn against having too many children, as one is unable to tend their
intellectual development sufficiently

if

there are too many. Ellis and Grossmann also express the

personal cost to women of having too many children, and Ellis goes so far as to advocate birth

control. Countering the traditional view

of the marital relationship being the primary

Grossmann and Baker stress the intensity and nobility of

bond,

filial love. They also speak strongly about

the strength of female friendships, and the importance of women supporting one another, especially
women who have been let down by men. Ellis, Grossmann and Baker also ridicule the common
nineteenth-century myth that women are responsible for the redemption of their husbands.

One difficulty

in writing a thesis about nineteenth-century New Zealand women's novels as a

genre, is, surprisingly, the continual discovery of new ones. It is a result of a lack of regard for these

texts that the identities of these women novelists can have remained "lost" for all this time.

I

have

rccently become aware of two additions to the group, unfortunately too late to include them in this
thesis (they are held in Dunedin and Wellington, and as usual they are not available for interloan).

The first is Philiberta: A Novel by Thorpe Talbot. Previously assumed to be an Australian novel,
Lawrence Jones has claimed

it as a New

Zealand novel after discovering Talbot's real identity and

information on her career in an entry by George Griffiths in Southern People: A Dictionary of Otago
and Southland Biography. George Griffiths obtained a collection of papers, possibly Talbot's own,

found in a house in Dunedin

in

1992.3t The papers reveal Thorpe Talbot to be Frances

(1851-1923). Born in England and possibly raised

Ellen Talbot

in Victoria, she wrote journalism, stories

and

poetry which were published in the Melbourne papers. The evidence proves Talbot was in Otago by
the late 1870s. She and Vincent Pyke contributed a story each to White Hood and Blue Cap (1881),
and Talbot wrote The New Guide to the Lakes and Hot Springs about the Rotorua district (1881).32

Talbot also had travel articles published in the Otago Witness, and other articles and poems by her
were with the papers.33
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Jones provides this information about the novel:

Philiberta was published by Ward Lock in London

in

1883, but the Australian edition, from

E.W. Cole Book Arcade in Melbourne, is undated and may have appeared in 1882 (since it is
mentioned on the title page
Melbourne Leader

f

of the

1882 guide) and

is identified on the cover as "The

I00 Prize Tale".34

Philiberta can be classified as a New Zealand novel because the papers reveal that Talbot was living

in New Zealand when she wrote it - and much of the novel is also set in New Zealand.

Jones

describes the novel as:

.

a strange mixture of modes and genres. It is primarily a bildungsromen, somewhat

anticipating Edith Grossmann's Hermione novels, In Revolt ( 1893) and The Knight of the Holy
Ghost (1907), in tracing the life of the heroine, Philiberta Campbell, from her girlhood to her

death, showing the development

of a strongly

independent personality that never finds a

fulfilling role in life. As in Grossmann, the bildungsroman is crossed with tragic melodrama,
but with rather more elements of the romance and the sensation novel and with less didactic
intent.s-5

Talbot's narrator "overtly expresses opinions about . . . Australian racism, fundamentalist religion,

and smug New Zealand rationalism"36
undiscovered masterpiece".

in the novel. Jones

concludes that Philiberta

is

"No

37

The second rediscovered novel is Alone in This World: A Tale of New Zealand (1866) by the

"Author of The Half-Caste Wife". Jenny Coleman recently determined the identity of this author to
be the prominent wornan's rightist "Polly Plum" (Mary Colclough). Coleman has found no other
reference to The Half-Caste Wife, assuming at this point that

it was serialised in a newspaper

(as

Alone in This World was originally) rather than being published in book fonn. A review in The
Pennv Journal describes Alone in This World as "a very pleasing and wetl written story".38 Set in
Auckland, the novel's heroine is "an accomplished girl, through bereavement deprived of her home,
who becomes a governess in the house of a parvenue family unable to get within the charmed circle

of 'London Society,' and who proceed to Auckland with a view of becoming great people

there."3e

Coleman has also discovered a letter to the Dominion from Colclough's daughter, which mentions
her mother's fiction.

Clara Cheeseman declared:

"It is to the old newspapers that we must go if we want to see the

beginning of colonial fiction. . . . there are in the dusty files of these and other journals many stories

of colonial life which have never struggled out of the papers into book form."4o Early New Tnaland
women's novels did not readily achieve publication overseas and local publishing was limited, so the

inclusion in a future study of novels serialised in the Australasian newspapers and magazines and
never published in book form could result in a fuller and richer view into our history

-

as could

looking at women's literature of this period as a whole, rather than separating novels from short
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stories and poetry. Another valuable project would be a comparative study of women's and men's

literature of the time. While these early New Zealand women's novels provide insights into our
history, the view is necessarily Iimited. These novels were written by educated white middle-class
women, so only record the voices of this elite group - the voices of working class, the uneducated and

Maori wornen are not represented.

The criticism levelled at the tlrst New Zealand women's novels, writing them off as crude,
shapeless, badly written, sentimental and dogmatic, and hence denying them their place at the

beginning of our literary history, does not look for the value in these texts. It is encouraging that the
more recent critics have begun to look beyond these novels' artistic imperfections, to tap into the
valuable information they hold, and to recognise them as part of our heritage. As Belich asserts:
"Rediscovering an immensely vigorous cultural past can only be good for the cultural future."ar

Amongst these forty-four novels can be seen an emerging picture of New Zealand and New
Zealanders. The earlier novels reflect British dreams and intentions fbr the new land. whereas the

later novels reflect social changes as they occur.

All of these

novels express a pride and enthusiasm

about what New Zealand has to offer, at first as distinct from Britain, but later on its own terms. The

reinstating

of this part of our literary history that was silenced by the evolution of a masculinist

nationalist paradigm which foregrounded the image of the "man alone" in New Tnaland literature
offers a complementary view of the development of New Zealand culture. The excuse that the novels

of these women were of no literary merit and therefore not worth inclusion in New Zealand literature

is insufficient. Ironically, John Mulgan himself, whose novel Man Alone came to represent the
antithesis

of this group of women's

Zealand literature, stresses

in an essay arguing for the development of a New
the importance of valuing all writing in this country, regardless of its
novels,

"literary merit"l
The salvation of this country seems to lie with the creators, primarily with the "poets" in the
Greek sense, who must compose, and paint and write as New Zealanders, and it does not really

matter how badly they do these things. Beyond them there mllst be a public who

their work however poor

it is, and will allow it to develop, without

will

study

invidious comparisons,

away from the thought of older and more cultured countries trom which we can nevertheless
learn much.a2
These novels constitllte a rich record of our history as expressed by a wide assortment of women -

travellers, teachers, mothers, journalists, women's rightists, and some of whom we know nothing

more than a pseudonym. Their thor"rghts, feelings, concerns, desires and dreams for the future
expressed

in their novels are a

valuable complement

Cheeseman wrote:
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to New

as

Zealand women's history. As

...

if the history of the

Iast century werc swept away - books, journals, newspapers and all - we

should still have a true and living picture of the social lif-e of our country in the novels of the
periocl. Fiction is full of history - just as most histories are full of fictions.al
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APPENDI* LOCATIONS OF NO.VELS
A.ylmen, Mrs. J.

E Distant Hoir'nes: Or The Graham Family

in New Zealand.

National Library of New Zadand
University of Auqkland Lib,rary
Auckland Museumlibrary
Du,nedln Fubl'ic Library

Massey University Library

NapierPublic Library
University of Canterbury Library
University of Waikato Library

Victoria Uni v,ersity of Wellington Library
Wai makariri Di suiot L,ibraries

Alien fl,ouisa Baker]. A Daughter of the Kine.
Auckland Museum Library
Dunedin Public Libraries
National Library

o-f

New 7*"aland

- - - . A Dsuble Bllndness.
Dunedin Public Libraries
National Library of New 7*aland
- - - .,4, lVlaid of Mettle.
Dunedin Public Libraries

Library of Congress,

US^A,

(microform)

National Ubrary of New Zr;daulrt
- - - . Another'Woman's Territory,
National Library of New 7-ealand
University of Canterbury Library

- - - . The Devllls llalf-Acre,
Dunedln Publie Libraries

National Library of New T.ea\and
Tirnaru District Library

- - -. Hls Neighbour's Land,mark.
Auctland lvluseum Library
Auckland Public Libraries
National Library of New Tc,aland

University of Queensland, Australia
- - - . In Golden Shackles.
It{ational Library of New Tealand

University of Cambridge Library, UK
- - - . The lvlajesly of IVIan.

AucklandMuseum Library
Auokland Publie Ubraries
Dunedin Public Ubraries

National Library of New Zealand
University of Canterbury Ubrary
- - -. Not in Fellowship.
University of eambridge tibrary, UK
- - -. Overthe Ba'rieis.
Auckland University of Technology Library
National Lib,raryof New Zealand
University of Auckland Library
University of Crunbridge Library;

uK

-=-.ThePerfecrUnion,
Auckland Museurn Library
National Library of New Tx,aland
U-niversity of C.ambridge Library, UK

---.dSlumHeroine.
National Library of New T,ealand

University of Cambridge Ubrmy, UK
- - - . An (Jnffiswered Question

A othe

,

Natisnal Library'of New Zealand
University of Camb;idge, UK
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---.AnUnreadl,etter.
National Library of New Tnaland
University of Cambridge Library, UK

---.TheUntoldHalf.
Brigham Young University Library, Utah, USA (microform)
Dunedin Public Libraries
National Library of New 7-ealand
- - - . Wheat in the Ear.
Dunedin Public Libraries
National Library of New 7-ealand

University of Auckland Library
Viotoria University of Wellington Library

"Alien" [Louisa Baker]

and

o'Rita'n

[Mrs. Aylward]. looking-Glass Hours: Being the True and Faithful

Reflections of Two Feminine Minds-What [,ed Thereunto-and the Result Thereof.
Auckland Museum Library
National Library of New Znaland
University of Carnbridge, UK
Cameron, Bertha. In Fair New Zealand.

Dunedin Public Libraries
Massey University Library

National Library of New Tnaland
University of Auckland Library
Campbell, Lady. Martin Tobin.
University of Otago Library
Cheeseman, Clara.

A Rolline Stone.
Auckland Public Libraries
National Library of New Zealwrd

Clyde, Constance. A Pagan's Love.
Auckland Museum Library

University of Auckland Library (microform)
Ellis, Ellen E. Everythine Is Possible to Will.
Auckland Public Libraries
National Library of New Tnaland
University of Canterbury Library

Victoria University of Wellington Library
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Ev,aris, C.

Ovel the Hills and Far Away: A Story of New Zealand.
Auclcl'antl lVluseum Library

Dunedin Public Libraries
Natironal Librartrr of Ne.w Zealand

Universit of eanterbury Ltbrary
University of Waikato Library
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Auckland Museum Library
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Ilackney Borough LibrarSr, London, UK
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..
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Massey University Library

University of Auckland Library
University of Waikato Library
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Dr,rnedin Public Library

National Libr,ary of New Tnaland
Mactier, Mrs. [Susie]. Miranda Stanhope.
auckland Public Libraries
Dunedin Public Libraries
Manukau Libraries
Massey University Library

Natisnal Library of New Zealand (mioroform)
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U-niversity of Auckland Libraqr

University of Waikato Library

Victoria University of Wellington Library
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National Library of New Tsslmd (microform)
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- - - . The Hills of Hauralti or The Unequal Yoke: A St'ory of New Zealand Life,
Auckland Public Libraries
Dunedin Public Ubraries
National Library of New 7*aland

North Shore Libraries
Timaru District Library

University of Auckland Library
University of Waikato Library
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Dunedin Public Libruy
National Library of New T*aland
Taylor, Ellen. A ThousandPities. London: Unwin, 1901.
National Library of New Znaland

University o'f CambddgeLibrary, UK
Tua-O-Rangi ftM,argaret Carson Bullock]. Utu: A Stsry of Love. Hate. and Revenge. Auckland: Brett,
1894.

Ruc.kland Museum Library

Auckland Public Library
Dunedin Public Libraries
lvtrassey

University Library

National Libr,ary of New Zr,alan:d
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$[eston, Jessie. Ko Mdri: Or ".4. Cycle of Cattiav'rl,A Story of New Zealaud Lifo. London: Eden, 1890,

Auclland lVluseum Lihrary
Auclel and Publ io Libraries

Dunedin Public Ubraries

University of Canterbury Lib,rary
University of Otago Library
Wilson, Mrs, J. GJenny. AliegLaud r: A Sketeh. Cotonial ed. London: Macmillan, 1895.
Auckland Museum Library
National Library of New 7*,aland

Vietoria Univ.ersity of Wellington Library
- - - . Two Surnrners. London: Harper, 1900.
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